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Variables in Schools Becoming Learning Organizations (329 pp.)
Advisor: Donald Robson
This research seeks to illuminate variables that administrators and teachers can address
to promote the development of schools as learning organizations (LO) and ensure the
ongoing effectiveness o f teaching and learning in an environment o f continuous change.
Semi-structured interviews with administrators and teachers were employed to construct
narratives for 3 schools (1-elementary, 1-junior high and 1-senior high). Each school had
been selected because it had been experiencing a major change. The changes included:
significant teacher and administrator turnover, the introduction o f a program of multi
aged classrooms, and the pursuit o f a non-traditional student centered program of
instruction. The narratives were analyzed in an approach that reflected grounded theory.
Atlas Ti software was used to identify factors that promoted the development of Senge’s
five disciplines: personal mastery, mental models, team learning, systems thinking and
shared vision and encourage organizational learning (OL).
The study illuminates practical considerations regarding beliefs, structures and activities
that promoted OL. Principals and teachers can inculcate OL by taking specific actions in
a number of areas: increasing time for learning, developing a shared school purpose,
transformational leadership behaviors that share power, supporting professional
development (PD) activities that foster individual learning and skill development,
facilitation of activities that develop collaboration dialogue and team learning, changes to
school culture, selective staffing, and the creation o f an open and trusting school climate.
The study concludes that the ability to promote OL in schools is a promising response to
ongoing demands for restructuring.
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Chapter 1
Introduction:
Is it possible to create schools that are able to continuously adapt to a rapidly
changing environment? Student populations have become increasingly diverse. The
world’s store of information is increasingly accessible, complex and voluminous. The
availability, complexity and widespread prevalence o f technology parallel the
information explosion. Having reviewed this situation, Fullan (1993) stated that
currently "education [is] far from being a hotbed o f teaching people to deal with change
in basic ways’’ (p.4). In addition, schools which are traditionally slow to change are
continually being confronted with the need to be adaptable in the face o f ongoing change
and uncertainty (Hargreaves, 1995).
Senge (1990) has described learning organizations as places where individuals see
themselves as connected to the world and see how their own actions create the problems
they experience. The result o f this approach is that people are able to discover in an
ongoing fashion how they create their reality as well as how they can change it. This
" shift o f mind” that can encourage the members of an organization to constantly expand
their capacity to create their future is touted as a highly effective approach for schools in
addressing ongoing and rapid change. Argyris and Schon (1974) also stated that an
organization learns when it works efficiently, adapts readily to change, detects and
corrects errors and improves its effectiveness on a continual basis. Fullan (1993) has
promoted the ideal o f organizational learning as an effective response to the need for
change in schools. He also wondered, "'What would it take to make the educational

l
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system a learning organization— expert at dealing with changes as a normal part o f its
work, not just in relation to the latest policy, but as a way o f life” (p. 4)?
A Challenge to the Adaptability o f Conventional Schools:
The school as a learning organization has been touted as a radical departure
(Fullan, 1993; Hargreaves, 1994; Leithwood, 1994; Senge in O ’Neil, 1995) from the
highly structured and ordered world o f educational administration and change created in
previous decades. For years, authors such as Hoy and Miskel (1991) have conveyed the
message that the science o f educational administration is capable o f producing effective
and generalizable solutions for problems in educational organizations that can be meted
out by administrators.
Within a rapidly changing world, the traditional structure o f schools appears hardpressed to provide solutions for an effective education for all students (Costa & Kallick,
1995; Hargreaves, 1994; O ’Neil, 1995). Marks and Louis (1999) have declared that
“evidence continues to mount suggesting that building capacity for organizational
learning requires altering traditional structural arrangements in schools” (p. 712). In
addition, Hargreaves (1994) has stated that “the collective wisdom o f contemporary
literature on corporate management and organizational change is that conventional,
bureaucratic organizations (and here we would include most secondary schools and their
departments) do not fare well in the volatile conditions of postmodemity” (p. 63).
Darling-Hammond (1996) has furthered the argument relating how the report o f the
National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future argues that “schools are
presently structured for failure: They bear little resemblance to the flatter, more complex
organizational designs associated with high performance. The commission recommends
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that schools need to be redesigned ‘to become genuine learning organizations for both
students and teachers’” (p. 198). In addition, Bryk, Cambum and Louis (1999) have
summarized how urban teaching conditions such as; hurried days, a focus on short-term
results, frequent external redirection o f teachers and few opportunities to collaborate,
have resulted in few administrators or teachers becoming reflective practitioners capable
o f organizational learning.
Another related concern with the conventional nature o f schools is that many
current reform efforts in schools across North America do not appear to be having the
desired effects on schools (Brown & Duguid, 1996; Costa & Kallick, 1995; Fullan 1993;
Hargreaves, 1994). These researchers have also noted that blame for this situation is
widespread. Society is blamed for dumping its insoluble problems on schools. Teachers
are blamed for being lazy and incompetent. Superintendents and principals are blamed
for lacking leadership skills. Parents are blamed for abdicating their responsibilities.
One particularly salient reason that school reform may be failing appears to be
that no one really expects teachers to be responsible for changing schools (Brown &
Duguid, 1996; Costa & Kallick, 1995; Fullan 1993; Hargreaves, 1994; Valli, 1994). The
literature has also indicated that, in general, teachers tend not to be given the support and
the power necessary to create change. For example, Marks and Louis (1999) have
reported that:
Most schools are not organized to capitalize on the presumed benefits o f
increasing teachers’ influence. They are centralized and permit little time for
teachers to interact around new information or knowledge and to reflect on its
implications for practice. In addition, most schools emphasize individual rather
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that collective responsibility for results and rarely provide feedback on the
consequence of actions or change in effort (p. 710).
It is somewhat paradoxical that the main barriers preventing teachers from conceiving of
themselves as catalysts for change appear to be many o f the conventional practices and
structures o f schools themselves. For example, other critics blame the factory-like
bureaucracies o f centralized control in schools for the fragmentation o f tasks and
isolation o f individual teachers (Darling-Hammond, 1996; Fullan, 1993; Hargreaves
1994). These factors prevent teachers from conceiving o f their work as little more than
following a set o f simple rules which have been mapped out for them. Teaching tends,
therefore, to be seen as the practice o f simply following a set bureaucratically controlled,
Tayloristic, canonical steps that require little in the way o f understanding, creativity, or
critical questioning (Brown & Duguid, 1996; Fullan, 1993; Geranmayeh, 1993; Goodlad,
1984; Hargreaves, 1994). One result of these conventional school circumstances and
beliefs appears to have been the diminution o f the educational experience o f many
students (Fullan, 1993, Darling-Hammond, 1996; Fullan, 1993; Marks and Louis, 1999).
In contrast, Marks and Louis (1999) have reported that strong school performance
in meeting the needs of students depends on a shift in schools to allow teachers to be
genuinely empowered and collectively focused on teaching and learning. They argue that
in order to make a school’s capacity for organizational learning strong, teachers need to
participate in and influence school change and decision-making. Senge (1990) has
declared that this type o f fundamental shift o f belief is known as metanoia. Fullan (1993)
has agreed and explained that a metanoia
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is what we need about the concept o f educational change itself. Without such a
shift o f mind the insurmountable basic problem is the juxtaposition o f a
continuous change theme with a continuous conservative system. On the one
hand, we have the constant and ever expanding presence o f educational
innovation and reform. It is no exaggeration to say that dealing with change is
endemic to post-modem society. On the other hand, however, we have an
educational system that is fundamentally conservative. The way teachers are
trained, the way that schools are organized, the way that the educational hierarchy
operates, and the way that education is treated by political decision-makers results
in a system that is more likely to retain the status quo than to change. When
change is attempted under such circumstances it results in defensiveness,
superficiality or at best, short-lived pockets o f success (p. 3).
The Adaptability o f Learning Organizations:
The concept of schools as learning organizations has been developed as an
alternative to the practices and structures o f conventional schools. In general, Senge
(1990) has defined learning organizations as “organizations where people continually
expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive
patterns o f thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where people
are continually learning how to leam together” (p. 3).
It appears that the most important benefit o f incorporating organizational learning
in schools is that student learning may be profoundly improved. The research reports that
this is only likely to occur if teachers are able to change their beliefs and develop new
practices to focus on continually improving teaching and learning (Bryk et. al., 1999;
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Elmore, 1995; Fullan, 1993; Marks and Louis, 1999). Therefore, the main strength o f
learning organizations is the support and opportunity they offer teachers to be ongoing
developers o f educational practices in an ever-changing environment (Senge in O ’Neil,
1995). Marks and Louis (1999) have augmented this notion reporting that the strength o f
high performing schools, where students demonstrate strong intellectual performance,
can be attributed to a school’s capacity for organizational learning. Senge (in O ’Neil,
1995), has also noted that in order to ensure student learning “we must also give
systematic attention to how teachers leam” (p. 20). Similarly, both Hough (1994) and
Inos and Quigely (1995) have argued that in order to be effective, teachers must be wellprepared to make decisions about what kinds of learning processes are effective and
which learning experiences are the most valuable. Other research (Leithwood et. al.
1995; Leithwood, Leonard and Sharratt, 1998; Marks and Louis, 1999; Senge in O ’Neil,
1995) has demonstrated that organizational learning in schools enables teachers to uphold
Tolstoy’s “conviction that all methods are one-sided, and that the best method would be
the one which would answer best to all the possible difficulties incurred by a pupil”
(Tolstoy cited in Schon 1983). In accordance with Senge (cited in O ’Neil, 1995) this is
because the key features o f schools that function as learning organizations are that
teachers are eager to leam, equipped to leam, and supported in their learning. Teachers
in a learning organization also leam from their work, each other and outside influences
on a daily and ongoing basis (Leithwood et. al. 1998; Marks and Louis, 1999; Senge cited
in O ’Neil, 1995).
In considering how a school may arrive at this ideal, Marks and Louis (1999)
have reported that the capacity for organizational learning is largely dependent on
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creating internal relationships among staff so there is professional and egalitarian support
o f each other, exchange of ideas and consensus building. They have also reported that in
order to be effective, teachers’ activities must be focused on teaching and learning. In
addition, Senge (cited in O ’Neil, 1995) has indicated that team learning will occur within
an atmosphere o f trust that encourages a combination o f reflection, research, sharing, and
collaboration. He agreed that innovations based on teachers’ learning must focus on
serving students in a disciplined, unified and effective manner. Furthermore, Senge
(1990) has also noted that one’s desire to leam can be inspired by a compelling and
shared vision for the organization. He also suggested that in order to encourage ongoing
learning, individuals must recognize the importance o f questioning their own
assumptions and those o f the organization’s culture in an ongoing manner. Finally,
Fullan (1993) has declared that a school as learning organization should be “dynamically
plugged into its environment if it is to have any chance at all o f surviving” (p. 42). This
linkage will help to ensure that the school can determine, in an ongoing manner, what its
purpose should be.
Statement of Purpose:
There is a considerable amount of literature promoting the idea that schools
should become learning organizations. Many schools and school districts across North
America have begun to call themselves learning organizations or communities of
learners. Unfortunately, in many cases, it appears that this change exists in name only.
Little or no actual change is occurring in the structure o f these schools or in the behaviors
o f their faculties. This has been verified by Kerka’s (1995) findings, which show that
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schools evaluated along Senge’s constructs o f a learning organization have been found
lacking. Fullan (1993) has concurred with Kerka’s reporting:
The school is not now a learning organization. Irregular waves o f change,
episodic projects, fragmentation o f effort, and grinding overload is the lot of most
schools. The vast majority o f change efforts are misconceived because they fail
to understand and harness the combined forces o f moral purpose and skilled
change agentry (p. 42)
The difficulty for a school to become a learning organization is exacerbated by
the nature o f learning organizations. They are not a fixed entity (Senge, 1990).
Becoming a learning organization, therefore, can not be accomplished simply by
adhering to a set of transportable rules. Rather, it is a dynamic process where each school
may employ some general guidelines while working through issues and problems unique
to its context (Fullan, 1993). Solomon (cited in Kerka, 1995) has further characterized
the difficulty with a description o f a learning organization. He has stated that “there is no
such thing as a learning organization. It’s a vision that sees the world as interdependent
and changing. A learning organization is always evolving” (p.4). Similarly, Hammond
and Willie (in Kerka, 1995) have explained that in becoming a learning organization “you
never arrive. You can never say, we are a learning organization”(p. 4).
Beyond these characterizations, the literature regarding learning organizations
tends to be largely based on the theoretical framework and fieldwork o f Senge (1990) and
Senge, Kleiner, Roberts, Ross and Smith (1994). While it may not be possible to point to
an organization and say it is definitely a learning organization, it is possible to
demonstrate various aspects of the theoretical framework exist. For example, the
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constructs o f the framework have been observed within corporations such as Harley
Davidson, Motorola, Coming, AT&T, Shell and Federal Express (Senge, 1990; Senge, et.
al., 1994; Kerka, 1995). These constructs describe an evolving web o f structures,
relationships, activities and interrelationships within a learning organization. Senge has
identified five key constructs: systems thinking, personal mastery, mental models, shared
vision and team learning. Each o f these constructs exists to some extent in any
organization that functions as a learning organization.
Beyond the corporate setting there has also been some research that promotes an
understanding o f how schools may function as learning organizations. One recent
example is the work of Marks and Louis (1999), that has looked at the relationship
between teacher empowerment and ways in which to assess a school’s capacity for
organizational learning. The study highlights a number o f dimensions that appear
capable o f promoting a school’s capacity for organizational learning. These include the
alteration o f traditional structures in schools, the promotion o f shared commitment and
collaborative activity in the school community, the ongoing development o f knowledge
and skills, the application o f unconventional and sometimes paradoxical leadership
practices, and the creation o f greater autonomy and accountability within schools for
teachers and administrators. Leithwood et. al., (1998) have also begun to identify and
describe factors in and out o f schools that affect the development o f a school as a learning
organization. These include factors such as stimuli for organizational learning, out-of
school conditions and school leadership. Another example o f organizational learning
research in schools is the study by Louis, Kruse and Raywid (1996), in which they
compared two schools attempting to become learning organizations. These researchers
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noted that “three features o f school culture and practice-memory, knowledge base and
development, and information distribution and interpretation— can have a strong impact
on teachers’ ability to sustain an openness to learning” (p. 11).
In comparison to the corporate applications document by Senge (1990) and Senge
et. al. (1994), the research regarding schools as learning organizations is far from
complete. As a consequence, the concept o f schools as learning organizations is
imprecisely understood (Kerka, 1995; Senge cited in O ’Neil, 1995). Leithwood, Leonard
and Sharratt (1998) have addressed this circumstance in their research conclusion that
“clearly, much remains to be understood about the nature, causes and consequences of
OL [organizational learning] in schools. Questions in need o f most attention focus on the
core o f school organizations; functioning and effectiveness, promising a refreshingly new
and productive agenda for research in educational administration” (p. 273). Similarly,
Marks and Louis (1999) have concluded that “more work needs to be done to create
images o f organizational learning and the capacity needed to achieve it that have direct
appeal and salience to practicing educators in schools”(p. 732).
The notion that schools can become learning organizations is also being
threatened. The tendency o f schools as learning organization to exist in name only and
the absence o f an absolute set o f rules for developing a school as a learning organization
are proving to be problematic. As a result, this promising approach may be in danger o f
being collectively dismissed by teachers, administrators, and school trustees as just
another educational bandwagon. For example, Marks and Louis (1999) have stated
bluntly that in its application to schools “organizational learning needs to be rescued from
the distinct possibility that it will be the latest theoretical fad” (p. 732).
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In terms o f this study, the prior research demonstrates that there is considerable
room to add to the information that illuminates how schools may promote organizational
learning. There also appears to be room to demonstrate what circumstance may frustrate
or thwart schools attempting to become learning organizations. In addition, there is the
possibility o f enhancing the promise o f advancements in teaching and learning attributed
to schools who employ organizational learning. This study has, therefore, attempted to
illuminate variables within three schools that appear capable o f promoting or detracting
from the development of each of Senge’s five constructs. It is expected that these results
will assist school personnel in their attempts to continue their evolution in becoming
learning organizations. This goal is consistent with Marks’ and Louis’ (1999) statement
that “the specific characteristics of schools that indicate capacity for organizational
learning need to be refined so that teachers and administrators will be able to assess
whether their schools have them” (p. 732).
In this study, teachers and principals in three schools have been interviewed in
order to construct a narrative for each school. The narrative identifies and addresses
variables, which appear to either help or hinder the development o f each o f the five
constructs (systems thinking, personal mastery, mental models, shared vision and team
learning). The schools selected for this study had been sites that were in transition and
making progress in school improvement efforts. They had been expected to illustrate
positive and negative variables affecting a school’s capacity for organizational learning.
They had been selected based on the School Board’s Chief Superintendent’s
recommendation as schools where “things” appeared to be happening. As the sample has
been small and select, the results only suggest salient variables and practices that may be
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examined by school communities wishing to advance the development o f their own
school towards the ideal o f a learning organization. It is expected that the identification
o f these variables will further inform the effort of teachers and administrators both
individually and collaboratively in the stewardship of the evolution o f schools as learning
organizations.
The variables identified have then been compared with the work o f others such as
Marks and Louis (1999), Leithwood et. al. (1998) and Louis et. al. (1996) to highlight
areas in which they may be unique and in which they may be widely accepted. It must be
recognized, however, that the nature o f the evolution o f a learning organization is thought
to be unique to its own context. Theoretically, there are no canonical steps for the
process of becoming a learning organization. Stacey (cited in Fullan, 1993) explains that
this is because “the change process is uncontrollably complex, and in many
circumstances ‘unknowable” (p. 20). The results of this study and comparison to other
works should, therefore, not be considered as a recipe for the creation o f organizational
learning in a school. The results are, however, intended to serve as useful foils for each
individual school in becoming a learning organization.
Research Questions:
the grand tour question.
•

In each of the schools in this study, how do the variables articulated by teachers and
principals appear to enhance or detract from the development o f the five constructs
consistent with the theoretical framework o f schools as learning organizations?
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sub-questions for each school.
•

How do different factors articulated by teachers and the principal influence the
promotion and development o f personal mastery among the members o f the school’s
faculty and administration?

•

How do different factors articulated by teachers and the principal influence the
faculty’s ability to work together to understand and challenge their mental models as
a means o f continually developing insight and changing practice?

•

How do different factors articulated by teachers and the principal influence the
faculty’s ability to promote and develop team or organizational learning among
teachers and administrators?

• How do different factors articulated by teachers and the principal influence the
development and practice o f systems thinking in their work?
• How do different factors articulated by teachers and the principal influence the
school’s promotion and development o f a shared vision among its constituents?
• How do variables in the different sites compare with regard to the promotion or
prevention o f organizational behavior?
Definitions:
Learning organizations are organizations, in this case schools, that observe the
central idea that members are engaged in an ongoing process o f reflection, collaboration,
improvement, innovation, and adaptation to improve the school’s ability to meet the
needs o f its students. This is driven by a shared and compelling vision o f what the school
can be in comparison to what it is currently. Time use and organizational structures
enhance the group’s ability to use dialogue and discussion to think together in order for
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team learning to occur. Each member o f the organization is perceived to be a continual
learner as well as a caring, thinking individual capable o f complex decision-making,
creativity, problem solving and continued intellectual development (Senge, 1990). For
the purpose o f this study, a community o f learners is synonymous with the term learning
organization.
Personal mastery is another discipline or key construct in Senge’s (1990) model
of a learning organization. Personal mastery is the process o f ongoing clarification and
deepening o f personal vision and then focusing an individual’s energy and skill
development on the achievement of that vision. Learning to use creative tension, which
pulls one from current reality towards a desired reality, as well as learning to exercise
patience and objectivity are essential to this construct (Senge, 1990; Senge, et. al. 1994).
Mental models are also a key construct or discipline in Senge’s model o f learning
organizations. Mental models are assumptions and images one holds in one’s mind that
tend to frame, limit and distort one’s view o f all aspects o f reality. Untested and
unexamined mental models may prevent people from being insightful or recognizing the
need for change. The ability to recognize, examine and revise mental models in an
ongoing fashion is an essential component o f organizational learning (Senge 1990;
Senge, et. al., 1994).
Team learning is another one o f the five constructs or disciplines in the learning
organization model (Senge, 1990). This refers to the development o f alignment within a
group where members strive to enhance the group’s functioning as a whole so that they
may think and interact in ways that are synergistic, coordinated and united. Patterns o f
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defensive interaction are replaced by the ability to use disagreement and dialogue to
create a richer collective understanding (Senge 1990; Senge et. al. 1994).
Systems thinking is yet another one o f the five key disciplines or constructs in
Senge’s (1990) learning organization. It recognizes that an understanding o f individuals
and their roles cannot be separated from an understanding o f the system in which they are
found. It is a method o f thought that considers the whole by studying complex
relationships rather than individual parts. This approach promotes an understanding o f
interconnectedness as well as the recognition and promotion o f interdependence between
members o f the group and their activities (Senge, 1990).
Shared Vision is the final construct o f the five disciplines. A shared vision is
created and pursued during a never-ending process in which all members o f the school
community share common stories and expectations about the school’s vision, purpose
and values. This ongoing collaboration is directed to foster greater genuine commitment
to, and success in, achieving the school’s shared purpose or mission (Senge 1990; Senge
et. al. 1994).
Significance:
The ideal o f schools as learning organizations is currently widely discussed and
studied. Many superintendents, principals, teachers and parents uphold this ideal as an
appropriate structure to adopt in their schools. There are, however, no concrete formulae
that may be used as guides. Nor are there definite models to which one can point and
from which to draw ideas. This study o f three schools in one school district uses faculty
and administrator insight to articulate which variables enhance or detract from each o f the
five constructs consistent with Senge’s theoretical framework for learning organizations.
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The information gathered may be o f use to the schools in the sample, their board
and other schools in general which engage in the ongoing process o f becoming learning
organizations. The study may also provide the subject schools with an opportunity to see
themselves in a more complete manner. The feedback that the study provides may help
the subject schools to identify strengths, areas o f concern and possible future initiatives to
consider in their continual attempt to leam, adapt, and improve.
In a more general sense, this study continues other efforts to highlight teacher and
administrator behaviors and beliefs that support or undermine the pursuit o f the ideal o f a
school as a learning organization. It also describes some other factors that may support
or undermine schools in their attempt to operate as learning organizations. In addition,
this study sheds light on the nature o f the complex relationships between various parts o f
the organization. It may also help to illuminate the degree to which change and
development in a school relies on each of the five constructs in order to ensure that
innovations and reforms are effective and continue to evolve over time. On the whole, it
is expected that the greatest value of this study is the information it provides to school
administrators and teachers with the motivation and confidence to chart and follow their
own course as they endeavour to transform their schools into Learning organizations.
Limitations:
This research does not provide a recipe for how a school can become a learning
organization. It does, however, provide interested parties with concrete examples o f
variables that appear to enhance or detract from the development o f the five constructs
consistent with the theoretical framework for learning organizations. The description o f
these variables and how they affect different facets o f each o f the schools provides
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direction for other schools. It is a starting point for schools to develop designs o f their
own for the same purpose. The successes and challenges experienced by the research
sites also suggest the nature of the relationships that exist between the various constructs
in a school’s operation. This may provide useful points o f departure for others to
development a more holistic understanding o f school reform and change efforts. In
addition, an opportunity to interview the principal o f Site 1 was not realized.
Nonetheless, the agreement that emerged during the construction o f the narrative based
on the teachers’ interviews created a belief that the portrayal was reflective o f the site.
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Chapter 2
Part One: What Exists Now?
Insanity is continuing to do the same thing over and over and expecting different results.
-Albert Einstein
The Current Situation:
Presently, the system o f public K-12 education is experiencing the challenge of
operating effectively in a continually changing environment. Student populations have
become increasingly diverse. The role and amount o f information in the world is
experiencing an explosion. The role and amount o f technology parallels the information
explosion. As a result o f these challenges, opinions regarding schools and their operation
have become highly diverse and often loudly propounded by critics. Calls for school
reform resound though reform programs are carried out regularly. The effect of each
subsequent reform effort remains unclear and disagreement, alarm and conflict continue
(Fullan, 1993). In addition, some reforms are successful when they are applied on a
small scale, only to produce lackluster results when applied to the population in general
(Brown & Duguid, 1996; Costa & Kallick, 1995; Elmore, 1995; Fullan 1993; Hargreaves,
1994).
One reason for this situation may be that many reforms are often program-based
and do not address the needs o f an individual school as an interrelated system. Hansen
(1991) has argued that this is because the study o f education has been performed like it is
an exploration o f a physical science. He has also suggested that this has been an
inappropriate approach because, as a social science, education has too many variables for
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researchers to hold all but one constant as required by the scientific method. Hansen
(1991) and Greenfield (1993) argue that the one result o f the scientific approach has
been that the current crop o f scientific approaches to educational reform repeatedly fails
when applied to the general population.
Fullan (1993) has addressed another concern with educational reform, arguing
that “it is simply unrealistic to expect that introducing reforms one by one, even major
ones, in a situation which is basically not organized to engage in change will do anything
but give reform a bad name” (p3). Richardson (1996) supported this argument referring
to the report o f The National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future which
stated that “ school reform cannot succeed unless schools are able to create conditions
that enable teachers to teach well” (p. 1). She highlighted the report’s conclusion:
After a decade o f reform, we have finally learned in hindsight what should have
been clear from the start: Most schools and teachers cannot produce the kind o f
learning demanded by the new reforms - not because they do not want to, but
because they do not know how, and the systems in which they work do not
support them in doing so (p.l).
One result o f this situation is that many groups have concerns about education and
offer their opinions. Hargreaves (1994) characterized this situation noting that:
At moments like these, education generally and schools in particular
become what A.H. Halsey once called “the wastebasket o f society”; policy
receptacles into which society’s unsolved and insoluble problems are
unceremoniously deposited [teachers] are being pushed to place more
emphasis on mathematics, science and technology, to improve
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performance in basic skills, and to restore traditional academic standards
on a par with or superior to those o f competing economies in addition,
teachers in many lands are also being expected to help rebuild national
cultures and identities...schools are therefore being expected to carry much
o f the burden o f national reconstruction....Ideological compliance and
financial self-reliance have therefore become the twin realities o f change
for many of today’s schools and their teachers (pp. 4-5).
The obvious question is, “Who is to blame for this situation?” Inos and Quigley
(1995) stated that the failure o f reform efforts is most often attributed to the resistance o f
teachers. They offered an anonymous quote to describe the situation: “If a new program
works, teachers get little credit, if it fails, they get most o f the blame” (in Inos and
Quigley, 1995 p. 1). Despite opinions to the contrary, it does not appear that teachers are
completely to blame for the failures o f school reform. While pressure is being applied to
teachers to fix the system, the same system appears to ensure that teachers take a step
backward in one area every time they step forward in another (Hargreaves, 1994). Both
Hargreaves (1994) and Fullan (1993) have argued that the primary reason for this is that
most teachers are not encouraged to even conceive o f their day-to-day activities in a
manner that allows them to begin to provide effective solutions to the host o f problems in
education. Furthermore, Inos and Quigley (1995) have suggested that administrators,
superintendents, School Board members and even parents, who have been attempting to
control the situation and mandate solutions, tend to be out o f touch with the reality o f the
classroom and the problems that exist within them.
In response, Fullan (1993) has advocated for teachers to take the situation in hand:
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Teachers cannot afford to wait for the system to change itself. They must push
for the kind o f professional culture they want, sometimes in the face o f
unresponsive principals, communities and school districts, and sometimes take
advantage o f the increasing opportunities to engage in substantial reform efforts
that both restructure and re-culture schools towards continuous learning for all (p.
81).
Fullan (1993) has also strongly advocated that teachers assume the role o f change
agents, boldly stating that “today, the teacher who works for or allows the status quo is
the traitor. Purposeful change is the new norm in teaching. It has been bounding around
within teaching for the past thirty years. It is time we realized that teachers above all are
moral change agents o f society-a role that must be pursued explicitly and aggressively”
(p. 14). Furthermore, Fullan has declared that the strategies o f teachers as change agents
must focus on the core mission o f schools, which should be student learning. Finally, he
has concluded that it is difficult to have students who are life-long learners without
having teachers who are also life-long learners.
In addressing the idea o f teachers becoming change agents, Marks and Louis
(1999) have noted that teachers can only influence school decision-making when the
school itself supports and encourages such behavior. They have suggested that when
considering the enhancement o f teacher empowerment and improved student learning,
the conventional concepts o f leadership and administration associated with bureaucratic
models have been the target o f considerable criticism. The critical literature (Costa &
Kallick, 1995; Goodlad, 1984; Hargreaves, 1994) has presented a picture o f
administrators who, overwhelmed and overloaded by change, and seduced by their own
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image o f themselves as decisive and certain, create problems o f meaning and motivation
in their faculty. These problems appear to result from the tendency o f many
administrators to employ forms o f technical and, sometimes, coercive control in an
attempt to implement programs o f reform that tend to be judged by teachers as transient
exercises in public relations (Huber, 1996). In relation to leadership in schools, Marks
and Louis (1999) have reported that conventional school leadership tends to create
situations in which the collective activity o f the social processing o f information rarely
occurs in schools or tends to be limited to small fragmented groups such as grade levels
or departments. They have also asserted that, because many conventional forms of
school leadership tend to create teacher isolation, collaboration among all o f the teachers
within a school as professionals is a departure from the norm. In contrast to the norm,
they have argued for leadership that promotes a professional community among teachers
as a necessary vehicle for creating a collaborative schoolwide approach to knowledge
processing and ongoing development that focused on teaching and learning.
Another possible problem with many schools is that they tend to tend to promote
a narrow concept o f teaching due the widespread acceptance o f mental models that
assume fallaciously that learning follows the same linear process for all students
(Hargreaves, 1995; Schon, 1983). This has generally been tied to an unproductive
conception o f what teachers do. They are not perceived as learners; rather they are
simply conduits for the delivery o f information (Valli, 1994). This belief in teachers as
simply conduits for information has also created the problem o f schools adopting
educational programs based on arbitrary decisions about the program’s palatability to the
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public eye rather than its effect on students (Elmore, 1995; Hargreaves, 1994; Ogawa &
Bossert, 1995; Valli 1994).
Another issue that Fullan (1993) has addressed is the effect o f the widespread
move to site-based management in many school districts. He has argued that this move
has added to the confusion surrounding schools and organizational learning:
The present is a combination o f bifurcation and confusion. The former is
represented on the one hand, by centralists who see greater top-down regulation,
accountability and control o f the educational establishment as the answer. This
includes, by the way, strategies such as local management o f schools, which
attempt to place more power in the hands o f local interests outside the school.
The other hand o f bifurcation is represented by the restructionists who see greater
control by school-based teachers and other educators as the basic solution (p. 2).
Problems with Bureaucracy:
In thinking about the solution to problems inherent in educational reform, it is
important to recognize that assumptions about organizational designs tend to affect both
the learning of teachers and the learning o f the organization. Schlecty (1990) has
reported that the current structures o f schools are deeply rooted in their history. Though
it is a tired metaphor, he reminds us that schools still tend to be conceived o f as factories
that batch process students like products in order to meet the needs o f the industrial age
through mass education. Hargreaves (1994) has noted that is consistent with the current
tendency to organize schools as bureaucracies with central control, cumbersome
hierarchies and departments o f specialization. He has also argued that this ensures that
little organizational or team learning takes place. Hargreaves has also indicated that this
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type o f structure leads to the fragmentation o f each individual’s understanding o f the
whole environment in which the organization is operating, and prevents the meaningful
transfer and synthesis o f knowledge between members o f the organization. Results o f
this circumstance include the narrowing o f vision and inflexible decision-making
abilities. For examples, he has stated that one need only to look at the manner in which
many school and district administrators still tend to work from the top down or examine
the way in which school structures tend to isolate teachers in their classrooms
(Hargreaves, 1994). In addition, the rigid structure o f the actual workday tends to make it
difficult for teachers to collaborate in the manner required for schools to become learning
organizations (Taylor, 1991; Hargreaves, 1994; Geranmayeh, 1993).
In his critique Hargreaves (1994) has stated that “the collective wisdom o f
contemporary literature on corporate management and organizational change is that
conventional, bureaucratic organizations (and here we would include most secondary
schools and their departments) do not fare well in the volatile conditions of
postmodemity” (p. 63). The tendency o f specialized departments to inhibit the
successful integration o f the whole is one problem in this area. Another concern is that
the inflexibility o f bureaucratic structures, roles, and responsibilities restrain the ability o f
teachers and administrators to adapt to new conditions. Brown and Duguid (1996) have
highlighted these kinds o f problems. They have reported that “many organizations are
willing to assume that complex tasks can be successfully mapped onto a set of simple,
Tayloristic, canonical steps that can be followed without need o f significant
understanding or insight, [While] actual practice inevitably involves tricky interpolations
between abstract accounts and situated demands” (p. 61). One particularly troubling
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result o f this practice is that “new challenges are either ignored, [or] diverted into existing
(and often inappropriate) departments and responsibilities in a way that only makes the
overall organization even more complex and cumbersome” (Hargreaves, 1994 p. 63).
The effects o f these conventional organizational approaches, as they are felt in
education, are highly visible. For example,
many School Boards adopt lofty and valuable goals, outcomes, mission
statements, vision statements, and other philosophical creeds. While these
may be inspirational, many staff and community members may see them
as yet more “these too shall pass” documents to fulfill a public relations
responsibility and to demonstrate the district’s innovative stance by
participation in a current educational trend. Such statements may end up
gathering dust in the archives (Costa and Kallick, 1995, pp. 105-106).
In addition, Goodlad has (1984) pointed out that the tendency to embrace these
bureaucratic structures in education has resulted in schools where teachers are isolated in
their classrooms for most o f their work and are left with little time or flexibility to meet,
plan, observe, or reflect. The result is that they are able to leam little from their work
experience or their colleagues and innovate even less. As well, Hargreaves (1994) has
noted that “measures to increase technical control have often ironically undermined it, by
creating problems o f meaning, motivation, and morale among teachers struggling to work
more intuitively, more emotionally and more morally than these technical controls
permit” (p. 26). In addition, there appears to be great reluctance among administrators to
allow any innovation or experimentation with structure or organization. This appears to
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be due to the bureaucratic assumption that leaders should always project an image of
decisiveness and certainty (Huber, 1996).
Wood (1995) has addressed this issue with his assertion that the manner in which
classrooms and schools are organized perpetuates beliefs of organizational life by
entrenching them in the minds o f students. He declares that society should be working to
transcend the belief perpetuated by schools that people are fixed knowable quantities with
separate roles who must be controlled by a dominant person with authority and the power
to make people comply via the application o f reward and punishment. As a solution he
has advocated that “educational restructuring must leapfrog the current workplace
designs to regain education’s natural leadership in extending the limits o f society. Quick
fixes and programmatic responses will not do. Only deep restructuring at the level of
beliefs and a complete reinvention o f educational workplaces can hope to advance
society’s developments” (pp. 405-406).
Part Two: Impediments To Teachers Becoming Learners:
In contrast to Tolstoy’s “ideal” teacher there is considerable concern in the
practice o f education today that
teachers are typically not very well equipped by their professional
education or by experience to observe and understand children as
independent learners rather than as objects o f instruction. Nor are schools
particularly well equipped to offer teachers the kind o f experiences that
would result in such knowledge. Teaching, as it is presently construed in
schools, is usually not thought o f as systematic observation o f students in
the process o f learning; it is rather construed mainly as giving students
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information. The idea that students construct this information in very
different ways—often in ways that are at odds with what teachers are trying
to teach —is not a prominent feature o f prevailing notions o f teaching and
learning (Elmore, 1995, p. 362).
There appear to be numerous factors that influence this situation.
Teacher Education:
Elmore (1995) has argued that in order for teachers to successfully reconceptualize and practice their craft, the general level o f teacher experience and
expertise in subject matter knowledge and pedagogical skills must be raised. He suggests
that “it is difficult to improve the teaching o f a teacher who simply does not know
important bodies o f knowledge or whose conception of knowledge is confined to the
presentation of facts and algorithms” (p. 366).
Another impediment to developing a model of learning while teaching is the
traditional teacher education model that Meyers (1993) describes as “two stages and a
bridge.” The first stage o f this model is on-campus pre-service education. The bridge is
the student teaching/internship experience. The second stage is the early years o f a
person’s teaching career. As it applies to a teacher’s conception o f teaching, Meyers has
noted that there are two problems with this model. First, most improvements to this
model have focused on the bridge while neglecting both the pre-service and the in-service
experiences. Meyers has stated that most teachers, “describe pre-student teaching
professional studies in negative terms and characterize [them] as ‘too theoretical’ or
irrelevant to ‘real’ teaching. [Their] views o f the other side o f the bridge - the first year
or two o f teaching - are typically no better” (pp. 5-6). Second, Meyers has explained that
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many new teachers, as they embark on their first job, believe that they have already
learned everything that is required for them to be successful and effective as a teacher
over the length o f their career. This is antithetical to conceiving teaching as a life-long
process o f learning and problem solving. In order to counter-act this perception, Elmore
has advocated a need to re-conceive pre-service and in-service education as simply the
beginning o f a career-long journey o f learning.
School Culture:
Though it may be a “reification,” schools themselves have been targeted as major
factors limiting the advance o f educational practice. For example, Darling Hammond
(1996) has concluded that “it is now clear that most schools and teachers cannot produce
the kind o f learning demanded by the new reforms— not because they do not want to, but
because they do not know how, and the systems they work in do not support their efforts
to do so” (p. 194). Fullan (1993) has addressed the same issue. He has stated that “to
restructure is not to re-culture—a lesson increasingly echoed in other attempts at reform.
Changing formal structures is not the same as changing norms, habits, skills and beliefs”
(p. 49). Along this same line o f thinking, Costa and Kallick (1995) have remarked that:
unfortunately, school environments, cultures, and traditions send mixed
signals to teachers, support staff, parents, students, and the community
leading to confusion in practice.... Thus, while using energy to further
define and elaborate critical thinking, teachers are more influenced by the
cues for their environment and school culture as to what is important to
teach and assess. Traditionally structured schools, classrooms, testing
procedures, and curriculum may send confusing and complicating signals
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to staff, students, and community about what is truly valued and rewarded
in school (pp. 106-107).
Also in consideration o f the culture o f schools, Senge et. al. (1994) have
noted an additional problem:
People who accept different points o f view intellectually may have trouble
with the emotions raised by this work. When the assumptions behind your
models are exposed, they will often be shown to be flawed or incomplete.
People will know why you do the “stupid,” “irritating,” or “bureaucratic”
things you do. You may be chagrined to discover (unfortunately, at the
same time as everyone else), that your actions (or those o f your team or
organization) are based on erroneous data or incomplete assumptions. At
the moment of discovery, feelings may rise to the surface: anger at the
reasons you gave for your actions; embarrassment at an incorrect
assumption; uncertainty about how to challenge someone else: reluctance
to talk about a heretofore “undiscussable” concern; confusion about how
to process; or fear o f retaliation (p. 240).
Assumptions about leadership, organization and accountability in schools have
also been brought into question. For example, an alternative conception o f leadership has
been envisioned systematically by Ogawa and Bossert (1995). They have suggested that
leadership should be explored and developed as an organizational quality that “flows
through networks of roles that comprise organizations, its medium is the personal
resources o f people and it shapes the systems that produce patterns o f interaction and the
meanings that other participants attach to organizational events” (p. 224).
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Organizational Blindness:
Another consideration has been Dery’s suggestion that an organization’s
“detection o f error is dependent on the given axiomatic base o f inquiry provided by the
set of assumptions in which it is formulated. Certain errors are undetectable if the
underlying assumption remains unchallenged” (cited in Geranmayeh, 1992, p. 47).
Gardner (cited in Costa and Kallick, 1995) echoes this idea suggesting that, “most ailing
organizations have developed a functional blindness to their own defects. They are not
suffering because they cannot resolve their problems but because they cannot see their
own problems” (p. 29).
This issue of organizational blindness appears to be closely associated with issues
involving organizational change. In examining how blindness is related to difficulties
with change, Schein (1992) has examined organizations with regard to their focus on
organizational learning. He has reported that thinking that one can change an
organization’s culture simply by declaring new values is a testament to our society’s
naivete. Schein has suggested that this approach is unlikely to be successful because
individual members o f an organization tend to hold deep beliefs that are inconsistent with
the espoused values o f an organization. This becomes particularly evident when the
espoused values are revised. Despite the revision, the culture o f the organization tends to
remain the same, unless deep beliefs and assumptions change due to experience and
learning.
In contrast, Senge et. al. (1994) have explained how their research has
demonstrated that organizational learning affects the ability o f members o f an
organization to respond to change:
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If there is one single thing a learning organization does well, it is helping people
to embrace change. People in learning organizations react more quickly when
their environment changes because they know how to anticipate changes that are
going to occur (which is different than trying to predict the future), and how to
create the kinds o f changes they want (p. 11).
Senge, Kleiner, Roberts, Ross, Roth and Smith (1999) have cited research that
indicates that “most change initiatives fail” (p. 5). They have also reported that “this
failure to sustain significant change recurs again and again despite substantial resources
committed to the change effort, talented and committed people ‘driving the change,’ and
high stakes” (p. 6). In describing this situation they have argued that that sources of
problems creating and sustaining change “lie in our most basic ways o f thinking” (p. 6).
These authors asserted that the harder one pushes for change, the harder the system
pushes back. In describing this situation they stated that:
the fundamental flaw in most innovator’s strategies is that they focus on their
innovation, on what they are trying to do— rather than on understanding how the
larger culture, structures and norms will react to their efforts. Based on the
experience o f those who seem to be sustaining progress, we have come to the
view that no progress is sustainable unless innovators learn to understand why the
system is pushing bank, and how their own attitudes and perceptions (as well as
other forces) contribute to the “pushback.” When they see this, they start to
develop systematic strategies for sustaining profound change (p. 26).
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Education as a Social Science:
Still another impediment to changing how schools operate has been observed by
Costa and Kallick (1995) who have noted that conventional schools have adopted the
assumption that all educational goals must be converted into measurable outcomes. This
appears to be a result o f the general movement among social sciences to become hard
sciences. Schools strive to embody the empiricism o f the physical sciences epitomized
by 19th Century scientist William Thomson K elvin’s statement that, “when you cannot
measure it, when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is a very meager and
unsatisfactory kind” (cited in Costa and Kallick p. 37). The concern with the reductionist
effects o f this approach has been the topic o f much o f Greenfield’s (1993) work. He has
explained that schools that expect to detect and correct internal errors only through
quantitative measurement may become blind to other means of knowing and
understanding their effectiveness.
The Institutional Nature of Schools:
Another assumption that is relevant to the enhanced development o f educational
institutions suggests that schools, because they lack; clear technologies and competitive
markets, are not driven by the need to improve their efficiency. Rather, schools are
driven by a need to be considered socially legitimate and have, therefore, adopted highly
institutionalized structures that encourage public approval (Ogawa & Bossert, 1995).
There are two effects created by these types o f administrative structures that have been
documented by Ogawa & Bossert (1995). The first has been described as the horizontal
uncoupling o f organizational groups. This is seen in schools when teachers strive to
protect their individual interests in subjects, programs, or classes at a cost to a student’s
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overall educational experience. The result is that teachers demonstrate little
understanding o f the overarching mission and purpose o f the school as it affects the
whole child. The second effect is a vertical uncoupling which tends to hide any
recognition that highly institutionalized organizations make decisions based more in
congruence with institutionalized rules than considerations o f efficiency. These
researchers have suggested that loose monitoring o f newly adopted curricular programs
by principals is one example of this phenomenon. This type of situation occurs when a
school system adopts new resources that are meant to employ a particular pedagogical
approach. The new pedagogy tends to be ignored by teachers who use the new materials
to support their previous teaching styles while the principal believes that the new
program has been successfully implemented.
Senge et. al. (1994) have documented additional responses to these forms o f
uncoupling. They noted that members o f an organization commonly develop a “reactive
orientation” to their work. Personnel learn to be defensive, eschew initiative and evade
blame. Senge et. al. have declared that “people in the reactive orientation see the world
as a basically unfriendly place, separate and apart from them” (p. 227). In comparison,
the same authors have documented a “creative orientation,” where people adopt the belief
that they create their own future by exploring how one creates one’s own circumstances
and what one must do to change them. Organizations have been shown to promote this
orientation by:
1. Creating a culture o f openness that allows people to continually learn from their
experience.
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2. Fostering the belief that one may continually improve one’s ability to take effective
action and produce effective results.
3. Teaching people to know how to investigate their organization as a system.
4. Encouraging and supporting people to propose innovative solutions and experiment
with them.
In redressing the institutionalized nature o f schools, the creative orientation tends
to be more desirable than the reactive orientation. At the same time, Senge et. al. (1994)
have also reported that, by itself, the creative orientation can produce fragmentation,
rivalry among members o f the same organization, and a high degree o f self-centered
behavior. They have reported that organizational learning can be more effectively
promoted by an “interdependent orientation.” This orientation combines the benefits of
the creative orientation with the promotion o f a sense o f shared responsibility for the
attainment of the organization’s purpose. This orientation may be promoted by:
1. The continuous sharing of information and beliefs between all members o f the
organization.
2. The recognition that cause and effect are often temporally very distant.
3. The awareness that one’s actions must be in concert with the flow o f the system in
which they take place.
4. The knowledge that one’s actions impact on the entire organization and one must,
therefore, have a strong sense o f responsibility for how one’s actions impact on
others.
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There is little doubt that a considerable difference will exist between the efficacy
o f the teaching and learning in a school, which makes decisions based on institutionalized
structures and that in a school, which make decisions based on an interdependent culture.
A Narrow Conception o f Learning:
Also important to the discussion o f impediments to schools becoming learning
organizations has been Huber’s (1996) observation that learning has tended to be
narrowly conceived. Most often is has been recognized as an intentional process directed
solely for improving effectiveness. He has argued that this narrow conception hampers
organizational learning because it limits the development o f both innovative and
unintended learning. Valli (1994) has also attempted to broaden underlying assumptions
about schools and their ability to become learning organizations with her statement that,
“learning is whatever we say it is and make o f it” (p.6). Rowan, Raudenbush and Cheong
(1993) have addressed the complexity of learning to teach in an ongoing manner and the
inability o f bureaucratic models o f leadership to support it. They categorize leadership
along a continuum from mechanistic to organic. Mechanistic approaches are highly
directive, formalized, and centralized; while organic approaches are supportive,
collaborative, and strive to incorporate participatory decision making. These researchers
have shown that mechanistic forms of leadership or management will result in improved
work efficiency when tasks are repetitive, routine and unvarying. Conversely, they have
shown that when tasks are variable and uncertain, organic leadership is more effective.
In applying these ideas to an educational setting they demonstrated that there is
considerable support for the notion that teaching is both non-routine and complex.
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The difference between individual and team learning is also an issue with which
to reckon. Marks and Louis (1999) have stated that team learning is an unconventional
practice. This collaborative construction of knowledge and understanding by the
members o f an organization is, therefore, a difficult practice for an organization to adopt.
Marks and Louis have addressed the challenge o f creating conditions that promote team
learning stating that schools often struggle to create a setting in which both individual
participants and the group as a whole learn. They added that besides being unfamiliar,
organizational learning is also a challenge “because learning processes are multiple
among individuals and groups, within complex organizations [and] the integration of
these learning processes depends on interactive structures within the organization” (p.
712).
Stasis in Organizational Structures:
Still another impediment to organizational learning is Schein’s (1992) observation
that conventional organizational structures tend to be static. He has noted that in practice,
organizational structures are often the means by which organizations protect themselves
from change. Conversely, Senge (1990) has clarified that the structures o f learning
organizations are best envisioned as being in a constant state o f flux. They are something
that is fluid. Wheatley (1994) has compared this characteristic o f learning organizations
to that o f autopoesis (self-renewal) in living systems where natural processes support
continuous renewal and evolution o f process and structure. She advocated that
organizations with a strong sense o f purpose will self-renew their processes and
structures when there is leadership that supports this behavior. Senge (1990) has
supported this notion stating that “through learning we become able to do something we
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were never able to do. A learning organization is an organization that is continually
expanding its capacity to create a future” (p. 14).
The difference between self-maintenance and self-renewal has been clearly
articulated by Costa and Kallick (1995) in their comparison o f feedback loops and
feedback spirals. A loop returns the learner to the same place or condition at the end as
was occupied at the start and therefore enhances self-maintenance. For example, Argyris
and Schon (cited in Geranmayeh, 1993) state that “single loop learning occurs when
members o f the organization respond to changes in the internal and external
environments o f the organization by detecting errors which they then correct so as to
maintain the central features of the organizational-theory-in-use” (p. 18). They have
noted that this is a form of rote learning. In addition, they have reported that this type o f
learning is only effective when the context in which the next organizational problem
occurs is the same as a previous problem.
In contrast, a feedback spiral has been described as:
inquiry which results in restructuring o f organizational norms and their
associated strategies and assumptions. These results must then be
embedded in the images and maps which encode organizational theory-inuse. There is in this sort of episode a double feed-back loop which
connects the detection of error not only to strategies and assumptions for
effective performance but to the very norms which define effective
performance (Geranmayeh, 1993, pp. 45-46).
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Part Three: Teachers Must Become Learners. Schools Must
Become Learning Organizations:
An alternative to the problems posed by conventional schools is the creation o f an
organization that gives teachers the opportunity and the resources to develop educational
practices capable o f meeting the changing demands posed by the environment. Inos and
Quigley (1995) have highlighted this belief stating that “educational change depends on
what teachers think and do. The most powerful impact on the transformation o f student
learning occurs when teachers change their practices and beliefs” (p. 2). Hough (1994)
also addressed this notion with his suggestion that:
because they deal directly with day-to-day classroom situations, it is the
teachers who are in the best position to assist the growing numbers of
students. Teachers are the best link, so often missing in the past, between
k-12 curriculum and up-to-date knowledge and technology; therefore they
must be prepared to head future discussions about what kinds o f learning
processes are worthwhile and how information should be conveyed.
Ironically, no mechanism, structure, or program currently exists to compel
them to do well what society demands must be done. [A new] career route
must be made accessible-one that empowers teachers to analyze problems
while remaining in the classroom to implement these strategies for the
benefit o f school children. Indeed, today, most teachers are adept at
presenting extraneously prepared materials by using methods steeped in
conventional wisdom, but few are prepared [or have access to structures
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which encourage or allow them] to follow the professional course of
action articulated (p. I).
Teachers becoming learners and schools becoming learning organizations will not
be a simple change. Brown and Duguid (1996) have argued that conventional
descriptions and conceptions o f jobs mask the ways people work. They also mask the
significant learning and innovation generated in the informal communities-of-practice in
which they work. These researchers have argued, therefore, that only by reassessing
teachers’ work, will learning and innovation in the context of schools and school
practices become apparent. It has been their belief that only the development o f a new,
unified view o f teachers’ work which includes, teaching, learning, and innovating will
make it possible to re-conceive o f and redesign teaching to effectively encompass all
three practices.
Presently, however, from the point o f view o f turning schools into learning
communities, the role o f teaching suffers from considerable misconceptions. It is far too
narrowly defined and far too tightly operationalized for schools to become learning
organizations (Fullan, 1993). It seems that without a major change in the mental models
that much o f society holds when it comes to teaching and learning, schools will not
change. Costa and Kallick (1995) have stated that schools have been designed based on
the assumption that life proceeds in a linear fashion even though learning by individuals
and organizations follows a path that is non-linear and, therefore, difficult to predict.
They have also noted that the conventional approach to learning tends to prevent teachers
from taking an active and effective role as learners. They argued that the result has been
the general acceptance that teaching is standing in a classroom to deliver knowledge
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prescribed by a “teacher p ro o f’ curriculum and then marking students on their effort and
ability to absorb this knowledge.
Another result o f this approach according to Hargreaves (1994) has been that
“today’s solutions often become tomorrow’s problems” (p. 60). Elmore (1995) has
agreed adding the statement that “most organizational solutions are quite arbitrary. They
become fixed, not necessarily because they work in some educational sense, but because
they help us manage the demands and uncertainties o f mass education” (p. 368). Valli
(1994) has also recognized this situation stating that “too often, words like ‘school
improvement’ function as a gloss. They present “superficially attractive appearances”
which cover up or ignore fundamental questions” (pp. 1-2). Finally, Fullan (1993) has
illuminated this problem as well noting research that shows a common outcome o f reform
is that, while a given reform may create many obvious changes in many areas o f the
school, it tends not to stimulate any fundamental changes in the areas o f teaching and
learning.
In response, it appears that a primary focus for schools that wish to be continually
effective in a time o f rapid change should be to help teachers conceptualize and perform
their work as teaching and learning. As a result, Fullan (1993) warns us that in the future,
teachers, administrators, and the public all must recognize that teaching should be a
different endeavor than it is currently. He has argued that in the future, a career in
teaching should only be undertaken if one can abide by the expectation o f continuous
personal development in response to a wide variety o f ongoing social, technological and
theoretical changes. In Dewey’s words, “We may reject knowledge o f the past as the end
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o f education and thereby only emphasize its importance as a means ” (Dewey, 1939, p.
1 1 ).

Teachers and administrators also need to recognize that “change is non-linear,
loaded with uncertainty, and sometimes perverse” (Fullan, 1993, p.24). The problems of
education, therefore, are more likely to be effectively addressed by those who see
problems as opportunities to invent multiple, effective solutions. Fullan has declared that
this means that teachers must expect and be assisted in widening the definition o f their
roles in order to become life-long learners and innovators. It also means that teachers
will need to develop their skills and knowledge in an consistent ongoing manner and
work collaboratively to examine their mental models, reflect on the effect o f their actions
and innovate and experiment. Instead o f searching for a single correct approach, teachers
will recognize the possibility of continually becoming. They will be supported in striving
to embody Tolstoy’s notion o f the best teacher:
The best teacher will be he who has at his tongue’s end the explanation o f
what it is that is bothering the pupil. These explanations give the teacher
the knowledge o f the greatest possible number o f methods, the ability o f
inventing new methods and, above all, not a blind adherence to one
method but the conviction that all methods are one-sided, and that the best
method would be the one which would answer best to all the possible
difficulties incurred by a pupil, that is, not a method but an art and talent.
Every teacher must, by regarding every imperfection in the pupil’s
comprehension, not as a defect of the pupil, but as a defect o f his own
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instruction, endeavor to develop in himself the ability o f discovering new
methods(cited in Schon, 1983, p. 66).
Overall, the result o f teachers being learners and innovators and the promotion o f
organizational learning has been a better learning experience for students (Fullan,
1993; Hargreaves, 1994; Marks and Louis, 1999; Senge, 1990).

Part Four: Becoming Learning Organizations:
Senge’s (1990) popular work, The Fifth Discipline, has articulated five disciplines
or constructs which are deemed necessary for long-term, generative learning. Together
these disciplines appear to have the potential to address the issues described as
impediments to teacher and organizational learning in schools and the effect they have on
student learning.
For example, one construct, systems thinking, recognizes that an understanding of
individuals and their roles cannot be separated from an understanding o f the system in
which they are found. Another construct, personal mastery, recognizes the importance of
encouraging and nurturing growth o f individuals who conceive o f learning as an
unending process that enhances their adaptive potential. The uncovering and scrutiny of
individual mental models or assumptions followed by participation in the construction o f
new and more appropriate mental models is another important construct. The ability to
use dialogue and discussion to think collaboratively and create team learning is also one
of the constructs Senge has reported as a requirement for successful practice in a learning
organization. The ongoing creation of a shared vision to ensure that the organization
continues to realize its purpose is the final construct.
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Visions o f Schools as Learning organizations:
“Learning is not always an easy process. It involves taking on the mindset o f a
beginner, letting go o f the known and being willing to try something new. When people
try new behaviors mistakes are inevitable. A major problem in business, however, is that
mistakes are often covered up and undiscussable” (Wyer and Roth, 1997, p. 2). This
means that there is likely to be considerable difficulty in conceiving o f how schools
might be different. Schein (1994) has explained the root o f this difficulty stating that “the
very process o f identifying problems, seeing new possibilities and changing routines by
which we adapt or cope will require rethinking and redesign. And therein lies a problem
because we are now talking about changing our mental models, our personal habits o f
perceiving, thinking and acting, and our relationships with others that are thoroughly
embedded” (p. 1). In applying Schein’s comments to schools, Fullan (1993) has declared
that the culture o f teaching is one o f the greatest challenges to schools becoming learning
organizations. He has suggested that this is because o f the difficulties all schools share
with regard to creating changed assumptions about instructional practices and the work o f
teachers. Marks and Louis (1999) have expanded on the nature o f this problem reporting
that most schools are not organized to capitalize on the presumed benefits o f increased
teacher influence. Leithwood and Jantzi (1999) have complicated the situation with their
findings that show that the effect o f teacher leadership on student engagement appears to
be statistically insignificant. They conclude that it may be important to reconsider the
advisability o f the concept o f teacher leadership.
In addressing how people and organizations learn, Nevis, DiBella and Gould
(undated) have differentiated between two methods o f strengthening learning. The first
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“is to embrace the existing style and improve its effectiveness” (p.9). They note that this
approach tends to be very commonplace even though it is only useful when what the
organization is accomplishing is considered valid. This strategy focuses on fully
developing an already key area of the organization. In contrast, the second method o f
strengthening learning is to focus on innovation. These researchers have reported that
this may only be accomplished by making changes to central beliefs and activities o f the
organization through innovation. Nevis et. al. have warned that innovative learning will
result in changes and “some changes will be seen as an attack on the organization’s basic
values” (p. 9).
Schein (1994) has also summarized two similar views o f learning. On one hand,
he has defined “adaptive learning” as the learning that occurs when one defines a
problem or a gap and sets about solving the problem or closing the gap. In comparison,
“generative learning,” results in changes to the underpinnings o f one’s entire approach:
Generative learning comes into play when we discover that the identification o f
the problem or gap is itself contingent on learning new ways o f perceiving and
thinking about [a] problem. For example, from an adaptive view we may realize
that we have to replace steep hierarchies with flat networks in order to reduce
costs and increase coordination. From a generative point o f view, however, we
might have to change our entire mental model to one in which we can see how
hierarchies and networks are not alternatives but mechanisms that can be
integrated. From “either this or that” thinking we might have to develop the
capacity to think about “this and that.” [This is] a difficult feat given our normal
modes o f thinking (p. 14).
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With the difficulties o f generative or innovative learning in mind, there are
researchers who have begun to shed light on how a school as a learning organization
might be look. Hargreaves (1994) has focused on innovation by providing a compelling
summary o f what he feels schools should become:
The kinds o f organizations most likely to prosper in the postindustrial,
postmodern world are ones characterized by flexibility, adaptability, creativity,
opportunism, collaboration, continuous improvement, a positive orientation
towards problem-solving and commitment to maximizing their capacity to learn
about their environment and themselves. In this respect, inbuilt innovativeness
and routine unpredictability are the organizational oxymorons o f postmodemity.
This model describes more flexible organizations, adaptable to change, with
relatively few levels o f formal hierarchy and loose boundaries among functions
and units, sensitive and responsive to the environment; concerned with
shareholders o f all sorts - employees, communities, customers, suppliers and
shareholders. These organizations empower people to take action and be
entrepreneurial, reward them for contributions and help them gain in skill and
employability. [They] recognize that influences over organizational acts come
from many sources and directions, and through many pathways, rather than
“down” a “chain o f command”. Thus organizational action in the new model
needs to be viewed in terms o f clusters o f activity sets whose membership,
composition, ownership and goals are constantly changing, and in which projects
rather than positions are central (pp. 63-64).
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Costa’s (1988) innovative vision o f a school as a learning organization is also
very useful in helping to begin to understand how schools might look. Costa asks his
readers to:
imagine a school organization based on the cultural norms o f collegiality,
diversity, creativity, and intellectual challenge. [A place] where time is devoted
to peer interaction, planning, teaming, and observing each other; where repertoire
is enhanced; where intellectual growth is paramount; where teacher participation
in making the decisions that affect them —curriculum, instruction, materials, staff
development, assessment - is valued; where accountability measures and
collecting evidence o f their effectiveness is the responsibility o f the staff itself (p.
vii).
There are many recommendations and research findings in the literature regarding
how to address a variety o f elements in schools that will help to enable a shift from a
conventional organization to a learning organization. Senge (1990) has declared that
while examining any o f these suggestions it is important to keep in mind that static
prescriptions are likely to become problematic because they tend to negate the critical
approach that is the prime tenet o f any learning organization. The key point, therefore, is
that individual roles and organizational structures should not be permanently defined.
They should be defined by ongoing scanning, reflection and innovation that is employed
to create ongoing learning for teachers and students at any given point in time.
Sharing Vision and Purpose:
Senge (1990) has advocated the importance o f the process o f bringing members o f
an organization together to create a shared vision. He reports that when all o f the
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individuals in an organization have a significant role in the process o f building a shared
vision they create common meanings and a shared commitment to the attainment o f their
vision. Furthermore, he recounts that visions that have been jointly developed tend to be
viewed as attainable when compare to visions that have been imposed in a “top-down”
manner. Senge has also recommended that leaders wishing to create a shared vision
begin by encouraging individuals to understand their individual visions. This is based on
the observation that a person’s capacity to care about organizational, community and
global issues is always based in their own personal considerations. Finally, Senge has
also advocated the establishment o f an ongoing dialogue about the shared vision by all
members o f the organization, if a leader wishes to ensure continued development o f the
vision and continued support for the vision.
Fullan (1993) has concurred with Senge regarding the importance o f the notion of
personal purpose or vision as the starting point for developing a shared vision. He has
argued that vision “comes from within, it gives meaning to work, and it exists
independent o f the particular organization or group we happen to be in” (p. 13). He
added that “personal vision in teaching is too often implicit and dormant. It is often
expressed negatively (what people want to get rid of, or not see happen) or narrowly in
terms o f means (more time, smaller classes). We need also to have positive images as
driving forces” (p. 13). Finally, Fullan, in a manner remarkably similar to Senge, has
described how personal visions can evolve into a shared vision:
Good ideas converge under conditions o f communication, and collaboration.
Individuals will find that they can convert their own desires into social agendas
with others. Remember, personal purpose is not just self-centered, it has social
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dimensions as well such as working effectively with others, developing better
citizens and the like (p. 14).
In considering the development o f a shared vision, Senge (1990) also highlighted
its effect on leadership. He recounts a report by a colleague where a group had become
committed to the development o f their vision o f a new product. Senge stated that:
the prevailing leadership style in the organization was the traditional style—clear
directions and well-intentioned manipulation to get people to work together
toward common goals. The team leader recognized that the skills and behaviors
that had made him an effective leader in the past would now be
counterproductive. People with a sense of their own vision and commitment
would naturally reject efforts o f a leader to “get them committed”. He literally
did not know what to do, know that he had a self-directed team with a clear
vision, which was learning how to leam together (p. 340).

A final effect of a shared vision on leadership is that leaders become less responsible for
exerting formal authority and more responsible for serving this community and its vision
(Senge et. al., 1994).
The practice o f comparing a shared vision with the organization’s current reality
has been promoted as producing a phenomenon known as “creative tension.” Senge
(1990) has demonstrated that creative tension encourages the members o f an organization
to leam and to work together in order to narrow the gap between the current situation and
the shared vision. He also contrasts the organizational application o f creative tension
with group problem solving. Creative tension is characterized as a generative activity
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based on creating a desired vision, while problem solving is characterised as an adaptive
activity because it generally results in the possibility o f a group escaping from or
avoiding some undesirable aspect o f current reality.
Nevis et. al. (undated) have expanded on the notion o f creative tension with their
notion o f a “performance gap.” They have reported that learning is enhanced each time a
vision and reality are compared because members o f the organization recognize a
difference between current outcomes and their targets. Nevis et. al. also declared that
metrics, which can produce an awareness of this performance gap, are capable o f leading
members of the organization to recognize practices and beliefs that are already in place
that may be not be working. Furthermore, they stated that organizational work to create
and then employ suitable new measures of performance does lead to the joint creation of
a new vision that is not simply an extension of a previous vision and the promotion o f
learning. They have also noted that “the discourse about measurements, and the search
for the most appropriate ones, is a critical aspect o f learning, almost as much as learning
that evolves from responding to the feedback the metrics provide” (p. 7). Similarly,
Marks and Louis (1999) have reported that schools without clear performance
benchmarks set by the faculty and administration experience a reduction in the school’s
capacity for organizational learning. In contrast, they also indicated that schools with
strong external accountability measures demonstrated less capacity for organizational
learning. These researchers also reported that schools with the autonomy to determine
their own meaningful standards tend to develop rigorous accountability standards while
schools with strong external accountability had comparatively weak capacity for
organizational learning.
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The application o f research regarding shared vision has been applied to schools in
other ways as well. Keefe and Howard (1997) have reported that in order to ensure
organizational learning the principal must work with all stakeholders to discover,
actualize, reflect on and change the vision. They noted that the process o f vision building
“is an ongoing process that engages all members of the organization in continually
reflecting on what they, together want to create” ( p. 37). In addition, Leithwood et. al.
(1995) observed that consistent consideration o f a direction or purpose for a school is
crucial to fostering organizational learning. They recounted how schools with a shared
sense o f direction made progress towards their vision even when there was a large
number o f relatively disparate initiatives underway. These researchers concluded that, “a
coherent sense o f direction for the school is crucial in fostering organizational learning”
(p. 6). They continued reporting that the sources o f a school’s coherent sense o f direction
were often not obvious, but a vision and mission that had been made clear, accessible and
widely shared by staff had been associated with organizational learning.
Leithwood et. al. (1998) elaborated on findings regarding shared visions in
schools. They noted that only rarely had the principal’s vision been reported as having a
powerful impact on learning and growth in a school. On the other hand, the principal’s
promotion o f cooperation among teachers and aiding them to work towards group goals
appeared to foster organizational learning. In a similar vein, they reported that district
level mission and vision statements had to be clear, well understood and meaningful, as
well as capable o f creating a sense o f commitment among school staffs in order to
promote organizational learning. Furthermore, the promotion o f the ongoing pursuit of
professional growth by these statements served to encourage the development o f specific
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programs o f professional growth within individual schools. Learning also occurred when
mission and vision statements promoted a collaborative district-wide community that
allowed for clear two-way communication between schools and the district. This created
an opportunity for teachers and principals to leam about issues in the district not evident
in their community. This also allowed school personnel to contribute to the development
o f district and school based decisions also appeared to promote learning (Leithwood et.
al., 1998).
Finally, regarding the importance o f shared vision, Marks and Louis (1999)
reported that schools which target a common goal, such as a unified focus on effective
teaching and learning, are the most successful in producing strong student learning. In
comparison, they noted that schools in which teachers proceed in disparate directions as a
result o f an individualistic culture tend to be quite unsuccessful in producing effective
student learning. Similarly, schools with balkanized departments, or noncommunicating
subgroups as a result o f a top-down culture, are also far less successful in producing
effective student achievement.
Systems Thinking:
As a step towards improving thinking about organizational change and
development Senge et. al. (1999) have highlighted natural systems as useful model for
revising how people think about change. They have noted the natural interplay between
reinforcing growth processes and limiting processes in organisms and populations stating
that “most learning initiatives do not reflect any deep understanding of nature’s growth
dynamics. In effect they deal only with the growth processes and not with the limiting
processes” (p. 9). In applying this model o f understanding to organizational change and
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growth Senge et. al. (1999) have thus far identified and proposed ten challenges that are
interdependent that act to oppose profound change. They note that overcoming one
challenge may affect the ease or difficulty o f addressing other changes. The same
authors have also highlighted three growth processes that sustain deep changes.
Nevis et. al. (undated) reported that the cultivation o f systems thinking is an
important consideration for those wishing to embark on a campaign to promote
organizational learning. They had promoted the importance of understanding an
organization as a system with the suggestion that “before deciding to become something
new, study and evaluate what you are now. Without full awareness and appreciation of
current assumptions about management, organization and learning, it is not possible to
grasp what is being done well and what might be improved or changed” (p. 10). Fullan
(1993) expressed additional support for considering a systems approach. He reported that
teachers and administrators have been accused o f being willfully resistant to change but,
in their defense Fullan argued that “it is probably closer to the truth to say that the main
problem in public education is not resistance to change, but the presence o f too many
innovations mandated or adopted uncritically and superficially on an ad hoc fragmented
basis” (p. 23). In addressing a resolution to this complex problem which teachers and
administrators face, Fullan strongly advocated a systematic approach. He cautioned that
when arriving at solutions employing a systems approach, one must expect conflict and
problems, and view these as necessary steps to learning. In contrast, he suggested that
the opposite tends to be much more prevalent in schools:
Too often change-related problems are ignored, denied, or treated as an occasion
for blame and defense. Success in school change efforts is much more likely
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when problems are treated as natural, expected phenomena, and are looked for.
Only by tracking problems can we understand what has to be done next in order
to get what we want. Problems need to be taken seriously, not attributed to
‘resistance’ or the ignorance or wrong-headedness o f others (p. 26).
Finally, Marks and Louis (1999) reported that teachers must move beyond
preoccupations with power and systematically consider vision, shared mental models, and
ways in which to increase personal mastery if they wish to “stop arriving at the wrong
solutions for the wrong problems” (p. 711). In his description o f the concept o f systems
thinking Senge (1990) alluded to this issue:
It is systems thinking that helps one to understand the subtlest aspect o f the
Learning organization - the new way individuals perceive themselves and their
world. At the heart o f a Learning organization is a shift o f mind -- from seeing
problems as caused by someone or something “out there” to seeing how our
actions create the problems we experience. A Learning organization is a place
where people are continually discovering how they create their reality and how
they can change it (p. 12).
Nevis et. al. (undated) agreed with Senge, reporting that members o f an
organization must leam to see the “interdependency o f organizational variables,” or how
the internal system creates many o f the organization’s problems. These researchers also
reported that organizational structures, with strong boundaries between groups and
functions, created difficulties seeing interdependency. In addition, they noted that in
schools the effect o f structures such as departmentalization or the isolation o f teachers in
their classrooms can be problematic, therefore.
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Nevis et. al. also discussed how systems thinking related to leadership. They
concluded that leaders who do not hold a systems perspective “elicit unintended
consequences by taking actions in one area without seeing its dynamic relationship to its
effects” (p. 8). Related reports also demonstrated how organizational learning may be
promoted when the members o f the organization recognize the importance o f seeing the
dynamic nature o f the organization. Linda Darling-Hammond (1994) noted this
observation stating that “every change in one part o f the organization requires changes
elsewhere in the organization, because it is all integrally connected” (p. 11). For
example, a change in curriculum should precipitate changes in how teachers do their
work, how students are grouped, how teachers are evaluated, how staff development is
performed, and other interrelated factors. Costa and Kallick (1995) applied this
understanding o f systems thought to the nature o f change in schools. They remarked that
in order for schools and teachers to be truly successful there must be a wholesale release
o f old mental models about schools and teaching. They highlighted their concern with
nonsystematic, incremental approaches to change:
When adopting a new paradigm all aspects o f the system must change in
accordance with the new perspective. Paradigm shifting, therefore, does not
become fully operable until all the parts of the system are changed and aligned
with the new paradigm. Any system is a synergistic relationship o f interlocking
parts; as one-part changes, it affects the others. No one part can operate
efficiently unless the other parts o f the system work in harmony. Therefore every
aspect o f a Learning organization —individuals, classrooms, schools, the district,
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and the community —needs to be dedicated to continual analysis, assessment, and
reflection on system practices (p. 5).
To avoid unintended consequences and reduce isolation the design o f structures in
learning organizations is thought to require ongoing evolution (Senge, 1990). Wheatley
(1994) noted two key considerations in this area. The first being a focus on the
development and maintenance o f complex communication networks between individuals
and groups, and the second being a provision o f structures and behaviors that generate
innovations in response to information about environmental changes. She concluded that
learning organizations must work in these areas due to the primacy o f information and
positive feedback for ensuring viability and ongoing development. In a similar
interpretation, Nevis, et. al. (undated) identified the importance o f environmental
scanning by the members o f the organization to understand the internal and external
environments in which they are functioning as a key factor in the application o f systems
thinking and the promotion o f organizational learning.
In explaining how to promote systems thought which results in organizational
learning that is qualitatively different from sites where organizational learning does not
take place, Senge et. al. (1994) proposed the application o f three guiding ideas based on
research by the MIT Center for Organizational Learning. The first is known as the
“primacy o f the whole.” This notion declared that relationships between people and
structures are the most important features in an organization and as a result, the whole of
the organization should be seen as actually preceding its individual parts. The
researchers noted that this idea challenges leaders to see organizations as patterns of
interaction and information flow. As a result, in order to address organizational
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problems, a leader must work to change the nature o f the relationships and
communication within the organization. This approach is contrasted with the tendency in
western culture to assume that individual people, parts and structures are o f primary
importance (Senge et. al., 1994). The researchers also noted that this tendency to focus
on individual parts can be misleading because how the parts and structures are
understood to interact is highly subjective and dependent on one’s perspective and
purpose. Senge et. al. also declared that the result o f the reductionistic orientation
towards parts is that “[people] look for solutions that will ‘fix problems,’ as if they are
external and can be fixed without ‘fixing’ that which is within [the whole o f the
organization] that led to their creation” (p. 25).
The second guiding idea purported to be essential to the application o f a systems
approach to organizational learning is understanding the link between one’s community
and one’s self. Senge et. al. (1995) suggested that to promote organizational learning,
individual members of an organization must not see other individuals simply as objects
for their use. Rather, other individuals must be seen as fellow human beings with whom
to leam and develop. Senge et. al argued that currently in most organizations this tends
not to be the case. They suggested that human nature is not independent o f culture and
the stories our culture encourages us to construct to give meaning to our experience tend
to be focused on our ego rather than our community. These researchers also argued that
the result o f a transactional approach to members o f an organization is isolation and
loneliness, and a loss o f one’s “sense o f place.” The tendency to overlook the
importance o f the community and the place o f “se lf’ within it has also been suggested to
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have an incalculable effect on the ability o f an organization’s members to achieve their
purpose together:
When we forget the community nature o f the self, we identify our self with our
ego. We then assign a primordial value to the ego (part) and see the community
(whole) as secondary. We see the community as nothing but a network of
contractual commitments to symbolic and economic exchanges. Encounters with
others become transactions that can add or subtract to the possessions o f the ego
(p. 26).
In contrast, Senge et. al. proclaimed that “as a guiding idea for learning organizations,
applying the ‘community nature o f the se lf opens the door to powerful and beneficial
changes in our underlying values. We open new possibilities for being ourselves more
fully” (p. 26). They have labeled this an interdependent orientation to the world. They
report the benefits o f enabling members o f an organization to develop and practice this
orientation:
You realize that, as much as you “want” your vision, you are also its instrument.
You feel no desire to gain at the expense o f anyone or anything else-not because
o f your sympathy or altruism, but because you recognize that the fate o f the larger
world inevitably comes back to affect your own fate (p. 230). Senge et. al.
contrast this interdependent orientation with a creative orientation noting that the
generative benefits o f a creative approach are often negated by “vicious rivalry
and extraordinarily self-centered behavior in organizations” (p. 229).
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The third and final guiding idea offered by Senge et. al. as constituting the core of
systems thinking addresses the post-modern notion o f reality being a construct. They
noted that people participate in the creation o f the world that they perceive as reality. This
interaction with reality depends on the generative power o f language. As a result, reality
becomes what we say it is. In describing how one may choose to interpret the nature of
the world, Senge et. al. promoted an alternative to simply believing what one sees or
“naive realism.” They suggested that because “we are confronted by multiple
interpretations o f the ‘real world,’ the alternative to seeking to determine which is ‘right’
is to admit multiple interpretations and seek those that are most useful for a particular
purpose, knowing that there is no ultimately ‘correct’ interpretation” (p. 27). With this
construct in mind, Senge et. al. suggested an aid to understanding why people are often
resistant to change declaring that “when we forget the contingent nature o f our
understanding, who we are becomes our beliefs and views. This is why we defend
against an attack on our beliefs as if it were against an attack on ourselves” (p. 27). As a
result, organizational learning can be enhanced by the promotion o f reflection,
conversation, collaborative conceptualization o f reality and the development o f shared
aspiration that allow for ongoing development o f one’s beliefs and views.
In their concluding thoughts about systems thinking, Senge et. al. (1994)
suggested that traditional organizational tools tend to create little understanding o f how
the problems organizations face have developed over time. They reported that this is
because o f societal approaches that tend to promote reductionism, egocentrism and the
notion of a single reality. In contrast “many executives are articulating a new philosophy
revolving around ‘empowering people.’ But few organizations are working hard to
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introduce tools and methods to actually help people to make more intelligent decisions,
especially decisions that improve system-wide performance” (Senge et. al., 1994, p. 35).
As if in response, Fullan (1993) applied components o f systems thinking to schools
by outlining what he refers to as teachers’ new work:
•

The development o f habits of continuous inquiry both in and outside of the school.

•

The acceptance o f the need for a continuous approach to learning which necessitates a
cycle o f planning, doing, planning and redoing.

•

Seeing conflict as an inevitable part o f change from which learning can occur.

•

The acceptance that at times, results may get worse despite people’s best efforts.

Finally, with regard to systems thinking and the nature o f reality, Wood (1995)
has suggested the notion that restructuring of organizations can be approached on two
levels. He explains that in order to apply a systems approach it is important to recognize
that we have constructed underlying laws, principles and beliefs that give rise to specific
forms. He has likened this to a fish that doesn’t know it is in water till it is removed from
the water noting that human beings are often unaware o f the ideas that underlie specific
structures and activities in their institutions. As a result, organizational reform tends to
take place only at a surface level:
We can change forms but not the underlying structure. The tendency in
restructuring is to consider current forms and activities in light o f unfavorable
situations or results. From that perspective, re-forms are made and new activities
introduced to improve the system or result. You may have a local improvement,
but, systematically, things can get worse ( p. 407).
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Wood has contrasted this first level by highlighting the importance o f considering
the deepest levels o f an organization’s culture and structure before attempting any kind of
reform. He suggested that “regardless o f the amount o f change, unless the thinking
involved in the systems is developed or evolved, the underlying structure, including the
mind, remains unchanged” (p. 407).
Personal Mastery and Teacher Education:
The need to promote the ongoing pursuit o f personal mastery among members o f
an organization is based on the recognition that the organization develops as a result o f
individual development by its members (Senge et. al., 1994). Nevis et. al. (undated) have
reported that the encouragement o f personal mastery must be encouraged because
organizations begin to change significantly when people experience success from their
own learning initiatives. They have also shown that formal programs o f learning,
pervasive support o f all types of learning experiences, and a shared sense that one is
never finished learning are all necessary conditions to promote the continuous learning of
individuals in organizations. In relation to these findings Senge et. al. (1994) have
reported that “no one else can increase someone else’s personal mastery. [Others] can
only setup conditions that encourage and support people who wish to increase their own”
(p. 193).
A strong and effective program o f professional development is one element that
has also been shown by Darling-Hammond (1994) to have a significant impact on
teachers becoming life-long learners. Marks and Louis (1999) have also demonstrated
that it also impacts on schools by increasing their capacity for organizational learning. In
contrast, Senge et. al. (1994) have reported that many organizations employ policies and
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approaches that tend to block people’s intrinsic motivation to leam. Fullan (1993) has
agreed with Senge and warned that that teachers must deepen their knowledge o f
pedagogy to promote ongoing, purposeful reorganization and change o f curriculum and
instructional practices if they wish to meet the changing needs of students in an ongoing
manner. Louis et. al. (1996) have suggested that emphasis should be placed on enabling
teachers to work and leam together. They reported that this may be accomplished by
thoughtfully supporting the development o f practices and structures that encourage
shared norms where teachers value reflective dialogue, de-privatization o f practice,
collective focus on student learning, and collaboration.
There are also many suggestions regarding how pre-service and in-service
education should be designed to support the ideal o f all teachers being learners. Fullan
(1993) has advocated that all forms o f teacher education highlight the belief that teaching
is both an art and a science that requires every individual teacher’s career-long attention,
reflection, and refinement. Along these lines, Inos and Quigley (1995) have suggested
that all teachers must be involved in significant, ongoing staff development to further
promote the idea that all members o f the school are learners. They elaborated on this
point noting that reading, observing, and collaborating are all parts of professional inservice. In addition, they have suggested that the development of collaboration as a norm
could be enhanced when in-service activities are held at the school site and led by
colleagues.
Further considerations regarding teacher education have included Brown and
Duguid’s (1996) dismissal o f the idea o f training. They have argued that training is
simply an ineffective transfer o f abstract knowledge and favor constructive learning that
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addresses each individual teacher’s context. Senge et. al. (1994) have also distinguished
between training, which produces short term effects, and long term learning, which stems
from a person’s own interest and curiosity and tends to increase personal mastery. Senge
et. al. (1999) have also reported that traditional expert consulting and training practices
tend to be focused on delivering prepackaged solutions to problems which is often
interpreted as overbearing and never helps in developing the capacities of the people in
the organization themselves. Elmore (1995) has exemplified the difference between
training and learning in his discussion o f intentional teaching as it applies to students and
their teachers. He explains that intentional teaching is different from the kind o f teaching
which presently occurs in most classrooms as it assumes that
teachers possess a reactively deep knowledge o f how students leam and a
relatively broad repertoire o f skills and practices that lead students to
engage content beyond the level o f rote learning. Teachers are expected
not simply to present material and test students’ recall o f that material, but
to understand individual misconceptions in students’ knowledge and
experience, to anticipate recurring misconceptions in students’ knowledge,
to construct experiences for students inside and outside o f the classroom
that create the necessity to draw inferences, and to model intentional
learning in their own actions in ways that have meaning for students...(pp.
359-360).
The implication o f this example for the development o f personal mastery in
teachers is that, in order to teach with intention, teachers must be given the
opportunity to leam with intention.
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Senge et. al. (1995) have also reported that in general, North American
organizations tend not focus on the provision o f opportunities to develop personal
mastery. For example, they recounted that less than 13 percent o f American
workers have ever received extensive opportunities to assist them in doing their
work better. The provision o f time for taking advantage o f opportunities for
learning also plays a large role in encouraging personal mastery among members
of an organization. Senge (1990) has admonished that learning takes time and
noted that “when an individual is managing mental models, for example, it takes
considerable time to surface assumptions, examine their consistency and
accuracy, and see how different models can be knit together into more systemic
perspectives on important problems” (p. 304). Schein (1995) concurred arguing
that organizations need time in which people can work in a “parallel system”
which allows them to contemplate, and reframe thoughts, test new behaviors,
make errors and repeat new, desired responses until they become ingrained.
Teacher Collaboration and Team Learning:
There is considerable agreement that a school’s capacity to innovate depends on
team learning or its ability to collaboratively examine, discern and apply new ideas about
teaching and learning (Fullan, 1993; Hargreaves, 1995; Leithwood, 1998; Marks and
Louis, 1999; Senge cited in O ’Neil, 1995). Definitions o f such forms of organizational
learning focus on ways o f learning that transcend the simple aggregation o f the learning
o f individual members to include the learning that takes place among individuals as a
collective (Cook and Yanow, 1993 cited in Marks and Louis, 1999). Marks and Louis
(1999) have defined organizational learning as ’’the social processing o f knowledge, or
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the sharing o f individually held knowledge or information in ways that construct a clear
and commonly held set o f ideas” (p. 711). Weick and Roberts (1996) have suggested that
organizational learning occurs when individuals act in a manner the supports the
requirements o f joint action. Schoenfeld (1989) has noted that team learning extends
well beyond the simple sum o f the contributions o f the individuals involved as a result o f
group interactions.
In support o f organizational learning, Marks and Louis (1999) have indicated that
strong, instructional improvement is more likely to occur when there are greater numbers
of teachers participating in active decision-making focused on teaching and learning.
Fullan (1993) has also declared that learning to work in highly interactive and
collaborative ways with other teachers, administrators, parents and other members o f the
community is one o f the key components of the new work o f teachers. Marks and Louis
(1999) have identified two key considerations when creating team learning. The first is
permeable boundaries for the free flow o f information. The second is a collaborative
school culture. These are required if the members o f a school community are to be able
to work together to analyze and solve problems, and create knowledge. Furthermore,
Marks and Louis have also reported that the greater the numbers o f teachers participating
in instruction-related decision the greater the strength o f the school’s professional culture
and the greater the amount o f instructional improvement.
In contrast, Wehlage et. al., (cited in Fullan, 1993) have reported that commonly
in schools:
teachers were uncertain about how best to use increased opportunities for
collaboration. Most were accustomed to working as individuals in separate
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classrooms and had little or no experience within the school o f cooperating with
others on group projects. Simply providing time to meet was no guarantee that
teachers would know how to work together in ways likely to result in more
engaging curriculum and improved student performance (p. 49).
Senge et. al. (1994) have endeavored to explain the notion o f team learning as
being more than simple collaboration. For example, they have contrasted team learning
with team building, noting that team learning is not simply the practice o f improving the
skills o f organizational members to work together at the same time:
For many years we have used the concept o f alignment as distinct from
agreement, to capture the essence o f team learning. Alignment means
“functioning as a whole.” Building alignment (you never get there) is about
enhancing a team ’s capacity to think and act in new synergistic ways, with full
coordination and sense o f unity, because team members know each other’s hearts
and minds. As alignment develops, people don’t have to overlook or hide their
disagreements, indeed, they develop the capacity to use their disagreements to
make their collective understanding richer (p. 352).
Fullan (1993) has also drawn attention to the essence o f team learning in his
statement that collaboration is misunderstood and often considered as automatically
good. He notes that in order to be effective in schools, collaboration should focus on
teaching and learning. In addition, it must be undertaken in a manner that allows for
conflict while avoiding “groupthink” (the uncritical acceptance and or suppression of
dissent when making group decisions) and superficial agreements. In reference to this
thought, Senge et. al. (1994) have reported that improving team or organizational
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learning depends on improving conversation in organizations using “dialogue” and
“skillful discussion”. Bryk, Cambum and Louis (1999) have reported that reflective
dialogue creates strong professional communities and leads to deepened understanding o f
the processes o f teaching and learning. Dialogue has been defined by Senge et. al. (1994)
“as a sustained collective inquire into everyday experience and what we take for granted.
The goal o f dialogue is to open new ground by establishing a container or field for
inquiry: a setting where people can become more aware o f the context around their
experience, and o f the processes o f thought and feeling that created that experience” (p.
353). Furthermore, when cultivating team learning, dialogue is employed as a process o f
inquiry in which members o f the organization suspend their assumptions and refrain from
imposing their views on others. Instead, it becomes an attempt to uncover thought
processes and create shared insight. The generation o f new perceptions is intended to
spawn a sense o f collective meaning (Senge et. al., 1994).
Once again, Fullan (1993) has applied this thinking to schools reporting that
habits of questioning, experimentation and variety are essential to inquiry. He also adds
reflective practices, personal journals, action research, and working in innovative
mentoring and peer settings to the list. Fullan has concluded that “inquiry means
internalizing norms, habits and techniques for continuous learning” (p. 15)
Senge et. al. (1994) have also advocated the use o f skillful discussion following
the establishment o f shared insight through dialogue. Skillful discussion is reported to be
a method o f moving towards closure in a group decision-making process. Senge et. al.
have contrasted skillful discussion with “traditional discussion,” arguing that the later
approach tends to be employed as a form o f advocacy where an individual’s attempt to
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win the discussion. It is said to undermine learning by causing new ideas and possible
solutions to be overlooked. In a related comment, Fullan (1993) has warned that it is
important in collaborative work to avoid balkanization, which tends to occur in large
schools where subcultures develop and inhibit school-wide change initiatives. Senge et.
al. have also argued that the use o f dialogue and skillful discussion make it possible to
create team learning relationships in subgroups such as departments that may otherwise
be indifferent or hostile to each other.
Also along these lines, skillful discussion is reported to require the development
of collaborative reflection and inquiry skills to encourage the ability to explore new ideas
and a range o f possible solutions (Senge et. al., 1995). As a result, during skillful
discussion, team members must attend carefully to making their intentions clear and not
misleading others. They must also focus on being precise with their language in order to
build shared understanding. The most common sources o f disagreement during skillful
discussion will be with regard to misunderstandings that arise regarding questions about
events, procedures, purposes and values (Senge et. al., 1994). It is not surprising, then,
that the researchers also report that success in team learning is very closely related to the
development of a shared vision and the application of systems thinking to understand the
interdependencies in an organization.
In considering efforts to encourage team learning, Senge et. al. (1994) also state
that it is important to note that most organizational systems for measurement and
compensation normally focus on the individual and negate the recognition of a team’s
effectiveness. In addition, they state that because dialogue and skillful discussion tend to
be foreign to many organizational cultures, the use of an outside facilitator to promote
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dialogue through modeling and the provision o f skills may be advisable. In particular, a
facilitator may illuminate the tendency o f team members to unconsciously obscure issues
and concerns within their organization. Furthermore, a facilitator is likely to provide a
degree of psychological safety that can allow for the establishment o f ground rules such
as being honest, clarify thinking processes and forgiving mistakes that enhance the ability
o f a team to learn together.
In schools, team learning and collaboration tend to be conceived as preferable
alternatives to the common practice o f teacher isolation (Fullan, 1993). Fullan has also
noted simply that “there is a ceiling effect to how much we can learn if we keep to
ourselves. The ability to collaborate—on both a small and large scale— is becoming one
of the core requisites of postmodern society. People need one another to leam and to
accomplish things (p. 17). Inos & Quigley (1995) have also addressed this belief:
Researchers have identified teacher isolation and its opposite, collegiality,
as the best starting point for understanding what works for teachers.
Relationships with other teachers are critical variables. Change involves
learning to do something new, and interactions are the basis for social
learning. New meanings, new behaviors, new skills, and new beliefs
depend significantly on whether teachers are working in isolation (p. 4).
In focusing on this element o f professional life in schools it is important to
recognize that the quality o f the collaborative experience is critical in determining its
effect on teacher learning and innovation. Hargreaves (1994) has recognized this in his
suggestion that:
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Collaboration can be a device to help teachers work together to pursue and
review their own purposes as a professional community, or it can be a way
o f reinscribing administrative control within persuasive and pervasive
discourses o f collaboration and partnership.... For the spontaneous,
unpredictable and dangerous processes o f teacher-led collaboration,
administrators too often prefer to substitute the safe simulation o f
contrived collegiality: more perfect, more harmonious (and more
controlled) than the reality o f collaboration itself (p. 17).
Nevis et. al. (undated) have declared that informal organizational learning can
occur daily in a climate o f openness. They report that learning in open climates occurs
frequently during unplanned interactions between people if information flows freely
throughout the organization. In particular, they highlight the importance o f being open to
disagreement, debate and the sharing o f mistakes or errors, all o f which can then be
treated as “researchable events” that promote learning. Bryk et. al. (1999) have reported
that another consideration for promoting team learning is the deprivatization o f teachers’
practice. They have also advocated strategies such as team teaching and peer coaching
that encourage teachers to ask more questions about their work, be more analytical when
reflecting on their work and be more effective in finding expert advice from colleagues.
Also in direct relation to schools and the promotion o f team learning, Leithwood
et. al. (1998) have reported that a collaborative culture, which encourages mutual support,
respect for other teachers’ ideas, the sharing o f candid and honest feedback and an
accompanying willingness to take risks, bolsters team learning behavior. Furthermore,
they demonstrate that school structures such as cross-department appointments, weekly
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planning meetings, frequent and informal problem-solving sessions, common preparation
periods that allow teachers to work together, creative timetabling and regular in-school
professional development appear to support organization learning. In addition, smaller
schools and the close physical proximity of staff also appear to promote shared learning.
Bryk et. al. (1999) have documented similar findings. They indicate that collaboration on
schoolwide projects and improvement efforts foster the sharing of expertise.
Furthermore, they state that collaborative work increases teachers’ sense o f affiliation
with each other and their sense o f support and responsibility for effective instruction.
Mental Models and the Role of Reflection and Research:
Nevis et. al. (undated) have announced that “one reason well-established, longsuccessful organizations are often poor learning systems is that they experience lengthy
periods in which feedback is almost entirely positive, the lack of disconfirming evidence
[becomes] as barrier to learning” (p.7). Schein (1992) has explained how this occurs
through his examination o f mental models or basic assumptions. He has noted that
people’s mental models first become embedded in an organization as its culture. Then, in
turn, the culture defines the areas o f focus, the interpretation o f events and the range of
suitable actions that members o f the organization are allowed.
As an example, Schein has suggested that “when a solution to a problem works
repeatedly, it comes to be taken for granted. What once was a hypothesis, supported only
by a hunch or a value, comes gradually to be treated as reality” (p. 21). These beliefs
then come to be regarded as the “basic assumptions” o f the organization. Schein has also
elaborated explaining that, after a period o f organizational stability, these basic
assumptions “become so taken for granted that one finds little variation within a cultural
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unit. In fact, if a basic assumption is strongly held in a group, members will find
behavior based on any other premise inconceivable” (pp. 21-22). This can be a problem
when conditions for success change. In addition, Schein has suggested that these
presumed basic assumptions tend not to be explicitly understood making their
modification very difficult. He has also noted that the result is that in order for the
members o f the organization to learn something new they must first realize, re-examine,
and alter some o f their most basic ideas about their organization.
Schein has elaborated explaining that this process o f realization, re-examination
and alteration tends to be challenging:
Such learning is intrinsically difficult because the re-examination o f basic
assumptions temporarily destabilizes our cognitive and interpersonal world,
releasing large quantities of basic anxiety. Rather than tolerating such anxiety
levels we tend to want to perceive the events around us as congruent with our
assumptions, even if that means distorting, denying, projecting or in other ways
falsifying to ourselves what may be going on around us (1992, p. 22).

Senge et. al. (1994) have also discussed basic assumptions or mental models.
They describe them as “the images, assumptions and stories which we carry in our minds
of ourselves, other people, institutions and every aspect of the world. Like a pane of
glass framing and subtly distorting our vision, mental models determine what we see” (p
235). These researchers propose that reflection and inquiry appear to be the key skills
members o f an organization must develop and apply in order to raise mental models to a
conscious level, and then test their validity and usefulness. Senge et. al. have defined
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reflection as slowing down one’s thinking process in order to become more cognizant of
how mental models are formed. Inquiry is defined as communicating in such a manner as
to share views and learn about others’ basic assumptions.
Also to counteract the stasis created by rigid mental models or unexamined basic
assumptions, Nevis et. al. (undated) have promoted the notion o f operational variety as a
factor that promotes organizational learning. When members o f an organization accept
the notion o f operational variety, the idea that there is more than one way to accomplish
work goals, they all tend to be stimulated to think deeply about their work and become
more adept at adapting when unforeseen problems arise. Senge et. al. (1995) have
advocated the use of planning for multiple scenarios as another way in which the
members o f an organization can improve their ability to alter and revise mental models.
When applied to schools the practice o f reflection appears to be an integral
component regarding the examination and re-vision o f teachers’ mental models and the
promotion o f operational variety. Elmore (1995) has noted that in order to teach children
effectively, teachers must be able to reflect on and decide between multiple alternative
approaches. He has also reported that reflection is also thought to be capable o f allowing
teachers to improve their mental models by emancipating them from a narrow range of
choices o f effective pedagogical practices. This ability to test and develop mental models
is also reported to be capable of enhancing the ability of teachers to conceive o f a broader
range o f possible outcomes for their practice (Geranmayeh, 1993).
Bryk et. al. (1999) have summarized the research regarding mental models in
teachers. They recommend teachers focus on the belief that all students can leam. These
researchers have noted that this type o f social belief in a school can be normative and
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create “an informal social control mechanism that strongly guides adult behavior” (p.
755). They have also explained that it tends to ensures that “teachers’ professional
actions consistently focus on choices that affect students’ opportunities to learn and
provide substantial student benefit” (p. 755).
Teachers wishing to become reflective learners must also promote mental models
that recognize the importance o f employing research in order to detect patterns of
regularity in their classrooms that will inform their practice (Senge, in O ’Neil, 1995). In
order to change teaching practices effectively, teachers must be certain to recognize that
the collection o f information is only the start o f learning. In explaining this notion,
Geranmayeh (1993) has explained that:
to describe a system, it is necessary and sufficient to have information
about it. To control a system requires knowledge o f it. To design or
redesign a system understanding is required. Learning is the acquisition of
knowledge and understanding (p. 52).
Costa and Kallick (1995) have also promoted the importance o f reflection and
research in the classroom. They expand on these concepts to promote the importance o f
inquiry in the entire organization and its community. Accordingly, they report a need for
teachers to determine how effectively the various parts o f the school and the community
interact.

Action research is reported as a way in which to examine and refine the

practices and beliefs related to interactions in schools. In describing action research,
Huber (1996) has highlighted this practice:
Action research [is] a relatively data intensive approach to organizational
self-appraisal, [it] includes gathering information about problems,
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concerns and needed changes from organizational members, organizing
this information, sharing it with the members, and involving the members
in choosing, planning, and implementing actions to correct problems
identified (p. 130).
Beer et. al. (cited in Fullan, 1993) have reported another approach in
which the mental models that made up a school culture have been altered:
Isolated pockets o f change reflecting new behaviors led to new thinking that
eventually pushed structures and procedures to change. People leam new patterns
o f behavior primarily through their interactions with others, not through front-end
training designs. Training builds on and extends existing momentum (p. 68).
Alternatively, Schein (1997) has presented an argument for considering
the wholesale change of personnel as a means o f changing mental models. He has
noted that during organizational change, people who are entrenched in the basic
assumptions o f an organization experience considerable pressure to leam new
beliefs, values, concepts and behaviors. He has also recounted that this pressure
is capable o f creating such high levels o f anxiety and resistance that many
entrenched people will leave the organization rather than change their cognitive
structures. In addition, Schein reported that leaving the organization is likely to
occur unless the person has a large financial or career investment in the position.
For these people, changing beliefs then becomes a difficult process o f coercive
persuasion. Schein has suggested, therefore, that as organizations become
learning organizations, they “will either have to go through painful periods of
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coercive persuasion, or they will have to start with new populations o f employees
and managers who hold [the new assumptions] in the first place” (p. 4).
Notions o f Administration and Leadership:
Senge et. al. (1999) have questioned why people in organizations cling to the
belief that only the top management can be leaders that drive change. They have argued
that research shows the power o f the top is limited. Senge et. al. have also suggested that
this may be a convenient strategy among members o f an organization whose real goal is
to preserve the status quo. In contrast these researchers suggested that in learning
organizations leadership must occur at many levels and depends on many people who
work to shape the future o f the organization through an ongoing process.
The nature o f leadership is frequently discussed in attempts to conceptualize how
to promote organizational learning. Building the capacity o f a learning organization
requires forms o f leadership that tend to be unconventional (Senge, 1990; Leithwood et.
al., 1995; Murphy and Louis, 1994; and Marks and Louis, 1999). The main premise is
the belief that organizational learning benefits from the sharing o f leadership by all
members o f the organization. This is reported to ensure that inspiration, accountability,
and meaning arise internally (Senge, 1990).
It seems to be very important that leaders work in a transformational sense to
promotes the sharing o f leadership and in turn, promotes more learning (Senge, 1990;
Leithwood, 1995; Leithwood et. al. 1998). Senge (1990) has stated that leadership in
learning organizations must, therefore, center on three activities; designing, stewardship
and teaching. The purpose is to build the opportunity to leam and share the responsibility
for leadership into the work of each individual.
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With regard to the design function o f leadership, Senge (1990) argues that no one
has a more sweeping influence on an organization than the designer does. To make his
point he has asked, “What good does it do for the captain to say, ‘Turn starboard thirty
degrees,’ when the designer has built a rudder that will only turn to port, or which takes
six hours to turn to starboard” (p. 341)? In the creation of a learning organization the key
consideration appears to be to design the “whole” in a manner that encourages and
supports the operation and the integration o f the five disciplines o f organizational
learning. Senge has also suggested that “in essence the leader’s task is designing the
learning process whereby people throughout the organization can deal productively with
the critical issues they face and develop their mastery in the learning disciplines” (p.
345). In addition, he has reported that when designers o f learning organizations
encounter resistance to change they avoid pushing and focus on identifying the source of
the resistance in the design. A perceived lack o f relevance, fear o f failure, or a perceived
threat to the status quo tend to be the most common sources o f resistance designed into
organizations (Senge, 1990).
According to Senge (1990) another leadership function in a learning organization
is the stewardship o f a shared vision for the organization. Effective leaders appear to
work in on ongoing manner to develop a vehicle for evolving and disseminating a shared
sense o f purpose among the members o f the organization. He notes that they focus on the
creation and sharing o f a “purpose story” that explains where the organization has come
from and where it is headed. This purpose story encompasses the shared vision for the
organization and becomes a means o f showing how the work o f those in the organization
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may contribute to learning and change in society in general (Senge, 1990). A leader’s act
of stewardship results in a meshing o f personal and community beliefs:
In a learning organization, leaders may start by pursing their own vision, but as
they leam to listen carefully to others’ visions they begin to see that their own
personal vision is part o f something larger. This does not diminish any leader’s
sense o f responsibility for the vision— if anything, it deepens it. [As a leader] the
willingness to abandon your paradigm... comes from your stewardship o f the
vision (Senge, 1990, p.352).
Being a teacher is the third function of leaders in learning organizations. Senge
(1990) has argued that currently, most leaders tend to focus only on the events and the
patterns o f behavior in an organization. This leads to behaviors that are predominantly
reactive. The leader who wishes to promote organizational learning is encouraged to
focus simultaneously on the events, patterns o f behavior, systemic structures and purpose
story in which the members of the organization participate in order to teach people how
to achieve a more accurate, insightful and empowering view of reality. Senge has
declared that the purpose of this activity is to teach members o f the organization how to
examine mental models and employ systems thinking. As a result they leam to see how
their efforts can generate new possibilities and avoid efforts that are simply reactive
(Senge, 1990). In summarizing his argument, Senge has stated that “leader as teacher is
not about ‘teaching’ people how to achieve their vision. It is about fostering learning, for
everyone. Such leaders help people throughout the organization develop systemic
understandings” (p. 356).
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The promotion o f personal mastery by leaders who adopt the role o f teacher also
appears to be a key consideration in transformational leadership activities. Senge et. al
(1994) have reported that leaders who adopt a coaching role can encourage the pursuit o f
personal mastery in the workplace. In order to be effective coaches, it appears that
leaders must model how their own learning behavior increases their personal mastery as
they work to reconcile their understanding of the organization’s current reality with their
vision. In addition, as coaches, effective leaders appear to build upon intrinsic efforts o f
members of the organization to leam by drawing out issues and ideas that the individual
may not recognize on his or her own. Finally, it appears to be very significant that
leaders must recognize that the development of personal mastery among individual
members of the organization will induce changes in the organization itself. As a leader,
therefore, they must be prepared to work within an evolving context.
In a similar approach, Nevis et. al. (undated) have documented the importance o f
involved leadership. They have defined involved leadership as leader behavior at every
level o f the organization that is hands-on, actively promoting any learning effort and
working as a powerful role model for the implementation o f the vision. They have also
reported that the presence of a single leader in two different organizational change efforts
led to failure. As a result, they have proclaimed the importance of “multiple advocates”
or shared leadership. They have also suggested that in any system “any member should
be able to act as an awareness-enhancing agent or an advocate for new competence
development” (p. 8). This is reported to be particularly true when learning involves
changing a basic assumption or belief. They have also reported that “the greater the
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number o f advocates who promote a new idea, the more rapidly and extensively the
learning will take place” (p . 8).
The need for transformational leadership that supports organizational learning in
schools appears to be necessary. For example, it is often the case that even the most
dedicated school administrators, in the course o f their tenure at a school, experience a
shift in their efforts. They move from support o f effort focused on achieving specified
ends such as student learning, to support o f effort focused on the maintenance o f a status
quo (Leithwood, 1994; Leithwood et. al., 1998). Elmore (1995) has also emphasized the
need to counteract this tendency through a reform o f school leadership and structures
with his declaration that leadership must change because:
exhorting teachers to teach differently, holding teachers and students to
performance standards that require new kinds o f teaching, providing
teachers with training and materials designed around new conceptions o f a
teacher are not likely to affect the nature o f learning in classrooms in the
absence o f organizational values that support and reinforce such things as
effort, respect, questioning, judgment, and risk taking (p. 365).
Leithwood et. al. (1998) have reported that transformational forms o f principal
leadership are among the most important o f school conditions that support organizational
learning. They have defined transformational school leadership as the practices o f those
in formal administrative roles, usually principals, which help determine the direction o f
improvements in the school and which influence the nature and extent o f efforts by
school members to leam how to bring about these improvements. In congruence with
this finding, Senge et. al. (1994) have reported that leadership by those in formal
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leadership roles is an especially powerful influence on organizational learning, both
directly and indirectly. Leithwood (1994) has developed a model o f transformational
leadership with eight dimensions that can have important consequences in promoting
organizational learning. They include practices aimed at:
1. Identifying and articulating a vision.
2. Fostering the acceptance o f group goals.
3. Providing individualized support for staff members.
4. Stimulating organizational members to think reflectively and critically about their
own practices.
5. Providing appropriate models o f practices and values considered central to the
organization.
6. Building shared norms and mental models or beliefs.
7. Holding high performance expectations.
8. Structuring the organization to permit broad participation in decision making.
These dimensions can be easily incorporated into Senge’s five disciplines and his notions
o f leaders o f learning organizations as designers, stewards and teachers.
Finally, Fullan (1993) has proposed his understanding o f the nature o f what he has
termed, the principal’s new work. He has declared that in order to encourage
organizational learning the principal must work to share leadership and cannot, therefore,
be too directive or too much o f a follower. Furthermore, the principal must become very
sophisticated in order to address the complexity o f education and processes o f
educational change. In terms o f transformational leadership, he has also referred to
Sergiovanni’s (cited in Fullan, 1993) suggestion that schools becoming learning
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organizations will drastically change the principalship. To illustrate this point, Fullan has
suggested that “in a real sense, what gives the contemporary principalship inflated
importance is the absence of leadership by everyday teachers (p. 75).
King, Louis, Marks and Peterson (1996) have documented the nature o f power in
schools in relation to transformational leadership and the principal’s role. These
researchers reported two ways in which leadership may adversely affect organizational
learning. The first is when power is consolidated with administrators, small groups (such
as departments), or situated outside o f the school in a district office. They have also
indicated that these types of situations result in disagreement and intergroup conflict,
which undermine organizational learning. The second manner in which leadership may
reduce organizational learning is when power arrangements are laissez-faire. King et. al.,
have shown that this defies a unified focus on teaching and learning as individual
teachers tend to move in disparate directions.
On the other hand, King et. al. have also discussed how shared power, dispersed
among staff promotes organizational learning. They have noted that this shared power
must target issues related to a common purpose, and be focused on curriculum and
pedagogy to be successful in creating organizational learning and creating effective
student performance. Similarly, Marks and Louis (1999) have reported that leaders who
are facilitative encourage organizational learning. They have stated that facilitative
leaders support teachers and encourage the development o f ideas in a common direction.
In addition, facilitative leaders ensure power is fully exercised at all levels o f the school.
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Focused Innovation:
Nevis et. al. have declared that, despite the need for the emphasis of experimentation on
an ongoing basis, most members o f organizations do see their work as providing a service

and an ongoing experiment in learning. They have argued that this is because most
people have little experience in conceiving o f work in this dualistic manner. In
recognition o f this dual approach to work, organizational learning theory supports the
notion that teachers will naturally progress from reflection and inquiry to innovation, as
schools become learning organizations (Senge, cited in O ’Neil, 1995). Schools as
learning organizations could promote the belief that teachers should become responsible
for the development o f curriculum, assessment and evaluation instruments, and well as
many other innovative tasks (Darling-Hammond, 1994).
Brown and Duguid (1996) have also addressed innovation in a learning
organization. Its source is said to be the interaction between the organization and its
environment. They have noted that innovations rely on the active construction o f a
conceptual framework that is imposed on the environment by the organization and
reflects the interaction o f the two. Furthermore, authors’ envisioning schools as learning
organizations suggest that the scenario o f teachers running out-of-control with
innovations is unlikely for several reasons. First, Darling-Hammond (1994) has
suggested that if standards for teacher preparation, in-service education, and licensing are
set at a high level teachers will know what to do. In addition, Valli (1994) has argued
that learning organizations create an intrinsic sense o f responsibility that does not exist in
bureaucracies and that this will ensure control and restraint. She has also related her
experience in research involving learning communities which showed that teachers do
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not re-invent practices without consulting state mandates, county curricula and local
resource materials. A final reassurance comes from Fleener (1995), who has offered an
interpretation from chaos studies noting that unpredictability in complex systems is
constrained by a “strange attractor” which tends to organize systems within natural
boundaries.
Final Comments:
In summary, it seems that an important consideration for a school attempting to
become a learning organization is to determine which variables are likely to prevent it
from becoming one and which variables are likely to promoting its development. It is
expected that these variables can be understood by their effect on one or more o f Senge’s
five constructs. For example, it is important to consider how to provide teachers with
support for increasing their personal mastery. In addition, the practice o f the ongoing
creation and pursuit o f a compelling shared vision must be encouraged and supported.
As well, the exploration and revision o f mental models is another necessity. Instruction
in and the application o f systems thinking by teachers and administrators is also essential.
Finally, practices that allow teachers to leam together from each other’s knowledge and
understanding must be devised and pursued. Important considerations that emerge from
the literature as important promoters o f organizational learning are summarized in the
table 1.
Table 1.
A S u m n u i A ol P r o m o t e r s ol ( h n a m / a l i o n a l I c a m m a m S c h o o l s in t h e I t t e i a t i n v

For the Development o f Personal Masterv:
• The provision o f time, resources and support for individual learning.
• The development o f opportunities for intentional learning where teachers have control
over what they leam and when they leam it.____________________________________
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•

The establishment o f a climate o f trust and safety that allows for examination o f basic
assumptions and their revision through learning.

For the Continuous Evolution o f Mental Models:
• The shared recognition that reliance on taken for granted solutions can be detrimental
and the concurrent development o f an widely shared expectation o f ongoing change.
• The provision o f time and opportunities to leam how to suspend assumptions and
refrain from imposing views on others in order to uncover thought processes and
create shared insight that generate new shared perceptions.
• The development o f a collaborative, trusting climate that provides the psychological
safety necessary for sharing, reflecting, and innovating.
• The development o f a common focus on the ongoing development o f teaching and
learning to ensure that the activity of school personnel is directed towards meeting the
needs o f individual students.
• The development o f the recognition that teaching is not simply the transfer of
information.
For the Development o f Team Learning:
• The provision o f time, resources and support for the development o f structures,
beliefs and activities that promotes the activity o f teachers learning together.
• The development o f a collaborative, trusting climate that encourages sharing,
reflection, dialoging and the production o f shared innovations.
• The promotion o f beliefs and practices that encourage teachers to leam from their
colleagues.
For the Application o f Systems Thinking:
• The development o f the recognition that due to the interconnected nature of people
and functions in a organization, making a change without understanding the nature o f
the system is likely to be ineffectual a best and highly deleterious at worst.
• The presence o f a leader who designs structures, stewards activities and teaches
beliefs and behaviors that promote an interdependent approach among members of
the organization.
• The ongoing effort o f the leader to be transformational and share leadership in a
manner that helps to support teachers to become change agents.
• The development o f a belief that decisions for change should be based on the effect
they will have on achieving the shared purpose o f the members o f the organization
rather than on the effect they will have on people’s perception o f what is palatable or
expected.
For the Development o f Shared Vision:
• The collective ability to recognize the difference between the current reality o f the
organization and the goal for the organization and work towards the attainment o f the
goal in a flexible, evolving manner.
• The establishment o f a shared focus on meeting the needs o f each student through
ongoing development o f teaching and learning as the m ain purposes of the school’s
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•
•

personnel.
The development o f a belief among school personnel in a shared responsibility for the
overall success o f the school that counteracts fragmentation and isolation.
The ongoing discussion and development o f appropriate forms o f measurement and
their reflective application to the efforts of the members o f the organization over a
long term.
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Chapter 3
Research Design:
This research employed a qualitative, multi-site approach guided by the questions
presented in Chapter 1. The purpose o f this research was to examine three sites in which
each faculty and administration had been involved in ongoing ferment as their school
worked to continue improving itself. In relation to these ongoing changes within each
site, variables were uncovered that appeared to be enhancing or detracting from the
development o f each o f Senge’s (1990) five constructs. A verbal description o f the each
school’s context was elicited during semi-structured interviews with four individual
teachers and the school principal in each site with one exception. The school principal in
site 1 was not able to be available for the interviews. In all sites the interviews took place
in private, closed offices. Questions and responses were taped. Interview subjects were
given the right to switch-off the tape recorder at any time. No subject exercised this
right. The interviews were scheduled for an hour each and tended to go full time. They
were also conducted back-to-back.
The interview material was transcribed verbatim and coded using Atlas Ti
software for Windows. A narrative for each site was then constructed in order to relate
the activities, events and beliefs uncovered to Senge’s framework for learning
organizations.
The selection o f qualitative methodology was consistent with the criteria for
qualitative study as described by Morse (cited in Creswell, 1994, p. 146). This particular
study was well suited to a qualitative approach because the theoretical framework o f
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learning organizations, particularly as it applies to the unique context o f schools, is
immature due to the lack o f any large amount o f previous research (Leithwood et. al.,
1998). There was, therefore, a need to qualitatively explore and describe the
understandings, variables and constructs which teachers and administrators revealed
regarding a variety o f situations that affected organizational learning in schools. As a
result, the study reflected somewhat o f a grounded theory approach, in which theory
development took place by deriving features o f each construct directly from the data that
the researcher collected (Gall, Borg and Gall, 1996).
Site Entry and Site Selection:
One difficulty in this research was that one was not able to point to a specific
school that was an unequivocal example o f a learning organization. There were several
reasons for this. First, theoretically, learning organizations are continually evolving and
developing (Senge, 1990). Secondly, the use and development o f each o f the five
disciplines or constructs is unlikely to be uniform in any organization (Senge, 1990).
Third, as shown in the literature review, schools tend to have considerable difficulty
becoming learning organizations Fullan, 1993).
The sites, therefore, were selected along the lines o f Patton’s (1990) concept o f
“purposeful sampling.” The rationale for purposeful sampling states that its logic and
power lie in selecting information-rich cases for study. Furthermore, Patton defines
information-rich cases as “those from which one can leam a great deal about issues o f
central importance to the purpose o f the research” (p. 169). For this study, three
information rich sites were identified in order to search for variables which teachers and
principals articulated as affecting the school’s development in each o f the five constructs.
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It was felt that schools, which were actively involved in the process o f becoming learning
organizations, would be likely to be information rich cases. For this reason, schools in
the Calgary Board o f Education (C.B.E.) in Calgary, Alberta, Canada were selected as
research sites. The CBE was in the midst of a system-wide redesign o f school operations
in an attempt to become a district-wide community of learners. This redesign was taking
place in a “changed and radically changing context [where the] system’s reduced human
and financial resources necessitate that work be done differently and in very clear support
o f schools so that students are the main beneficiaries o f the Board’s assets. [It was
believed that] this challenge required conscious effort to find new ways o f doing our
work and providing support to our people” (Calgary Board o f Education: A Community
o f Learners: Redesign o f School System Operations, 1996, p. 1). The systems redesign
document made a very strong case for expecting that each o f the schools in the C.B.E.
would be embroiled in a process o f trying to become a learning organization. The
document stated that ail members o f the C.B.E. will have to make a “conscious effort to
find new ways o f doing [their] work and providing support to [their] people. It added
that the societal reality o f pervasive and inescapable change affecting every aspect o f life
required schools “become more adaptive in addressing the needs o f students and more
flexible and responsive in developing strong inclusive communities o f learning.”
The document also outlined five stages o f redesign, which was expected to affect
all C.B.E. schools in some manner. The fifth stage was anticipated as having the greatest
direct impact on individual schools beginning in May o f 1997. At this time each school
was required to develop a school improvement plan. Individual school plans were seen
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as “the vehicle to connect [their] intentions (purpose) with [the Board’s] strategic actions
and provide for identified expected results.
In addition, in the document’s second section, Principles o f Redesign, a summary
o f key aspects are delineated which were consistent with the features o f a purposeful
sample for this research. Many o f these key aspects delineated tended to be consistent
with a learning organization approach to schooling. They included: school-based
development of quality learning, a future orientation, reduced layers o f leadership and
management, increased support for skill and capacity building, and strategic thinking,
learning and planning. Most importantly, the development o f a school as a learning
organization had been listed as one o f the key aspects o f this summary.
Patton (1990) described theory-based or operational construct sampling as one o f
several strategies for purposefully selecting information-rich cases. The logic o f theorybased or operational construct sampling is that sites are selected “on the basis of their
potential manifestation or representation o f important theoretical constructs” (p. 177). In
order to ensure this, the actual schools for the study were selected in consultation with
Dr. D. Michaels, the Chief Superintendent o f the C.B.E., after she had read the initial
proposal for this research. Dr. Michaels’ assistance in this process was thought to be
valuable for two reasons. First, she was in an excellent position to select information-rich
sites for the study. This was due to her knowledge o f each o f the schools as a result of
her office’s responsibility for accountability processes, data gathering and preparation o f
system reports for: school improvement plans, school’s annual reports, staff evaluation
and program evaluations (p. 12 C.B.E.). Second, having read the proposal, she
recognized that the need for information-rich sites required a focus on schools that
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appeared to be moving forward or maintaining certain unique features as a result o f their
pursuit o f to become learning communities.
Site selection also recognized Patton’s (1990) strategy o f maximum variation
sampling which “aims at capturing and describing the central themes or principal
outcomes that cut across a great deal o f participant or program variation” (p. 172).
Rather than selecting an individual case, three schools: an elementary, a junior high and a
high school were selected. In this way, each school would be treated as a separate case
useful in documenting unique variables. In addition, identification could be made o f
“any important shared patterns that cut across cases and derive their significance from
having emerged out o f heterogeneity” (Patton, 1990, p. 172).
The strategy of maximum variation sampling (Patton, 1990) was used within each
school to select the four teachers to be interviewed. The principal, who will also be
interviewed, was asked to select 4 faculty members with different backgrounds and
different experiences. Patton (1990) suggests that this approach makes it possible to gain
more insight into variation in the group and to understand variations in experience while
also investigating core elements and shared outcomes. He notes that this allows the
researcher to look “ for information that elucidates programmatic variation and
significant common patterns within that variation” (p. 172).
It is noteworthy that two main points were highlighted when presenting the Chief
Superintendent with the request for access. The first was the opportunity the study was
expected to provide the Calgary Board o f Education to continue to learn about the
process o f schools becoming communities o f leamers/leaming organizations. It was
expected that this research would aid the CBE in its work to fulfill the mission o f
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“ensuring individual student development through effective education” (CBE: Principles
- System Redesign, 1996, p. 1). The second point was the CBE’s opportunity to
contribute to an increased understanding o f the theoretical and practical aspects of
schools in the process o f becoming learning organizations by opening their schools to this
research. It was hoped that this research would become a benefit to schools throughout
North America.
When the proposal received approval from the dissertation committee, Dr.
Michaels forwarded a memo to the principal o f each school requesting their assistance
and cooperation. She instructed this researcher to contact each principal by phone to
arrange interview times and to forward a short summary regarding the purpose for this
study and the process that will be followed. This summary is included in Appendix A.
Data Recording Procedures:
Interview data was collected from teachers and principals in three sites using a
semi-structured, open-ended interview instrument. The instrument consisted o f questions
that probed the nature o f each o f Senge’s (1990) five constructs, as they were perceived
to exist and to be affected in each school. The interview instrument was drawn from
concepts contained in a survey used by Leithwood et. al. (1998) and statements from
Senge (1990) and Senge et. al. (1994). The interview focused on uncovering the
respondent’s understanding o f variables that appear to have enhanced or detracted from
the development/existence o f each construct in the school. As described in Gall et. al
(1996), each o f these semi-structured, open-ended interviews were audiotaped and
transcribed as they were completed, per the example in Bogdan and Biklen (1992, p.
130). The visit to the first site was separated from the visit to the second and third site by
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a period o f several weeks for one main reason. This allowed for the opportunity to reflect
on and improve the interview protocol. It was surprising to learn that teachers had so
much desire to talk about their work and their school.
Data Analysis Procedures:
The focus of the information that is gathered through interviews for this study is
the phenomenon o f an individual school’s operation as it affects the five constructs of
organizational learning. As noted in the discussion of maximum variation sampling, each
school in the study was first considered as a separate unit within the study. Together, the
three schools were also considered as part o f the larger case. It was expected that the
individual teachers and administrators interviewed in each school would reveal
information about organizational variables such as processes, events, structures, culture,
resources, and behaviours in the school that affected the school’s operation as a learning
organization.
The transcripts o f the interviews were transcribed and coded in order to develop
an evolving set o f categories o f the variables affecting organizational learning as
described by teachers and administrators. Coded segments of the same type were
grouped together on a computer in a section o f a journal, along with reflective notes and
other insights during this process. This was done in part by using memos that attempted
to link together and summarize coded segments o f the same type. The memos allowed
for the refinement of coding categories during the process by reducing the total number
of categories by grouping topics that related to each other and highlighting
interrelationships (Creswell, 1994, p. 155). These memos were then used to construct a
narrative for each school that highlighted the salient features o f the school as they related
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to their effect on the organizational learning. Based on the literature review, it had been
anticipated that coding would include information in the following categories: school
structure, school culture, personal beliefs and experience, and school leadership. Senge’s
(1990) five constructs: personal mastery, systems thinking, team learning, mental models
and shared vision.
Verification Steps:
The use o f verbatim transcripts eliminated the need for member checking. It was
originally expected that interview subjects would be asked to review initial drafts o f the
narrative for their school in order to ascertain if they were accurate portrayals of the
school. This was not performed, however, because o f the sensitive nature o f some o f the
themes that arose. The divisive and inflammatory nature o f some o f these themes was
seen as being potentially intrusive and/or disruptive on the effective operation o f each
site.
The identification o f similar themes from the different points o f view o f each
individual did emerge during coding. This agreement created a sense o f veracity
regarding the information articulated by the interview subjects. Additional confidence in
the narratives was realized during the analyses which comparing and examined the
themes that emerged in the sites with the literature review to identify both unique and
similar findings.
Narrative Construction:
The variables in each o f the codes were analyzed and interpreted in order to construct
a narrative. The narratives attempt to show how the variables which have been
uncovered affect the five constructs: systems thinking, personal mastery, mental models,
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shared vision and team learning which have been identified in Senge’s (1990) framework
as essential disciplines in Learning organizations. The narratives are then considered
together for interpretation and analysis in comparison to each other and the literature in
order to begin to determine how particular themes may be used in other schools. This
allowed for suggestions to be made regarding how the findings in this study may be used
as a lens to examine teachers and school administrators are pursing the ongoing
development o f their school as a learning organization.
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Chapter 4
Introduction:
The narratives constructed for each o f the schools in this study identify variables
articulated by teachers and principals that enhance or detract from the development o f the
five constructs defined by the theoretical framework of learning organizations. For
example, in each site the narratives indicate factors that influence the promotion and
development o f personal mastery among the members of the school’s faculty and
administration. In addition, conditions that influence the faculty’s ability to work
together to understand and challenge their mental models as a means o f continually
developing insight and changing practice are illuminated. Furthermore, details that affect
the faculty’s ability to promote and develop team learning are recognized. How do
different factors articulated by teachers and the principal influence the development and
practice o f systems thinking in their work? The narratives also identify different
circumstances that influence the school’s promotion and development o f a shared vision
among its constituents.
Site 1: Introduction:
Site 1 was an elementary school located very close to the city center. Physically
joining a former junior high school to a small elementary school had created the large
elementary school building. Teacher 2 explained the result o f this architectural feat:
The building itself is stupid. That was the old school (pointing to the left). That
was the new school (pointing to the right) and in the middle where the libraries
were, they joined them together. It’s a crazy thing. There is two o f everything.
Fortunately for me there are two gyms. But there are also two heating systems,
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two water systems, two everything. It is absolutely screwy. We don’t have a
main door as you might have discovered. Where do you come in this building?
So this whole building is kind o f screwy. It’s interesting.

The teachers in this first site demonstrated an enormous desire to talk about their
school, their work and their ideas. This was unexpected. Upon entering a busy school
where, like most schools time is limited, the interviewer harbored two concerns. The first
was that teachers would not be willing to take the time to talk to him. The second was
that they would be unwilling to talk candidly about themselves and their school due to
concerns about confidentiality. Neither concern was warranted. Following this set of
interviews, the interviewer was left with the impression that teachers are extremely
reflective about their work and desirous o f opportunities to communicate their ideas. All
the interview subjects appeared to be quite pleased to be talking about their work, the
problems they face in their work and their ideas for solving these problems. This
eagerness appeared to stem from the circumstance in their schools where time and
opportunity for these types o f conversations with other teachers appeared to be limited.
The Interview Subjects:
Teacher 1 was a music specialist. She received her initial teacher education, a
general B.Ed focusing in English and Music, in New Zealand at teachers’ college. She
also completed her first two years o f teaching in New Zealand and received her teaching
certificate. She taught both continuing education and young children in a nursery school
setting when she first arrived in Canada. Next she pursued a music degree in horns, with
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a minor in English, at the local university. She began working part-time for her present
Board in 1980 while completing her Music Degree.
Teacher 1 noted that after her first few months as a classroom teacher she
received a position as a music specialist and had continued in this area. She expressed a
very strong interest in literacy o f all kinds, especially music and language arts. Teacher 1
had been working in a master’s program at the local university. She intended to tie
research regarding brain development and the importance o f music in brain development
with her interests in literacy and her experience as a music specialist.
The next interview subject, Teacher 2, had completed a bachelor o f physical
education and a bachelor o f education after-degree. He had been teaching for over 25
years exclusively with the current Board. In addition, Teacher 2 had been at Site 1 for
the past 14 years. While he had taught many subjects, he was currently a physical
education specialist who taught 14 multi-aged classes o f students in grade 1 through 4.
He noted that his desire to teach came from his positive experience as an instructor o f
swimming and downhill skiing. Teacher 1 also added that his employment background
was quite varied and included stints as a candy maker, a trucker and a blackjack dealer.
In addition, at one time, he had quit teaching to become a realtor for a year. Teacher 1
noted that he felt he made a very good living as a realtor but did not enjoy the same
lifestyle as he had experienced as a teacher and returned, therefore, to teaching.
Teacher 3 had completed a bachelor o f commerce degree and had a variety o f
experiences in business including; book keeping, teaching communications in business
and working with women on social assistance. A move to Calgary and the recognition
that during her various work experiences she had also been a teacher o f sorts had led to
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the realization that she wished to work as a teacher o f young children. As a result, she
had completed an after-degree in education at the local university.
Teacher 3 had completed 8 years o f teaching with the Calgary Board. She had
taken a leave in the previous two years to be at home with her two children, a one-yearold and a two-year-old. Teacher 3 was completing her first year at Site 1 as a generalist
teacher of a grade 5-6 multi-aged class. She was also participating in a job-sharing
situation in which she came to the school for full days on Thursdays and Fridays.
Teacher 4 had completed five years o f post-secondary education. Her education
in her bachelor’s degree took place in part at the local university and in part at a
university on the West Coast of Canada. Teacher 4 had also spent time at Art College.
She had 19 years o f experience teaching, all o f which had been with the local Board. Her
past 9 years had been at Site 1 as a teacher o f all subjects with the exception o f French,
music and technology. Teacher 4 had considerable experience working with children
prior to working in a school. She had been a recreation leader and recreation director for
the Parks and Recreation Department o f the City o f Calgary.
Planned Change for a New Program and New Faculty:
One o f the most salient, recent changes that had occurred in the school was a
move to multi-aged classrooms. This innovation was in its first year of implementation.
Teacher 1 explained the concept, “so, [as] opposed to having straight grades, we now
have all mixed grades, 1-2’s, 3-4’s and 5-6’s.” This change in class configuration was
closely related to another particularly salient modification, which had been a considerable
turnover in the teaching staff. In discussing the reason for this turnover, Teacher 2 noted
his impression that “[the School Board] saw the school as a bit o f a problem and wanted
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the staff turn-over.” Teacher 1, who had come to the school two years prior, helped
confirm this statement. She had come to Site 1 in the same year as the principal and one
other teacher. Teacher 1 reported her initial observation that during her first year the rest
o f the staff had been at the school for a considerable number of years. She opined that
she had come “to an entrenched staff and also a model o f teaching and learning that had
been in place for some considerable period of time. I would say that the kind o f practices
that were happening at the school was not particularly current.”
The new staff and administration that joined the school had been responsible for
the introduction o f the proposal for multi-aged classrooms. This initiative had apparently
been developed over a considerable period of time during a series o f ongoing staff
meetings. Some o f the new staff had prior experience with programs o f this type.
Teacher 4 recalled that the new individuals explained the program and its advantages to
the staff. She noted that the staff was then given “lots o f talk time and lots o f opportunity
to consider [the change]. I think we appreciated it, too.” Teacher 4 elaborated on the
preparation that took place prior to the program change:
It was actually instigated by some new staff members that had come from a
school that multi-aged and actually where they looped as well (looping is where
a teacher follows a particular class over a serious o f years). The two teachers
that had come from a situation where there was multi-aging said, “It’s great,
here are the advantages.” Lots of the schools in the system were doing it. So
you know, once again we knew it was coming. We surveyed parents, we do lots
o f surveys and by and large the staff said, “yeah, lets give it a try.”
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Teacher 1 confirmed that this had been the approach to introducing the program.
She reported that “the discussion started in my second year here with the staff that was
here. We had workshops and discussion sessions, staff meetings and P. D. (professional
development) and then it was a collaborative decision to go that route.”
The diverse nature o f the school’s community was a key reason that was
repeatedly given for the change in program to multi-aged classrooms. Teacher 1 declared
that “this is an extremely diverse community. Extraordinarily diverse.” Teacher 2
elaborated on the character o f the school’s diverse community. For example, he
explained that the school drew its students from three clearly different areas. The first
was a mobile home park o f families with very limited incomes. The second area was the
local neighborhood in which Teacher 2 happened to live. Teacher 2 described his
neighborhood as “very interesting” because about 25% o f the population were transient
while the other 75% were settled, had modest incomes and had lived in the area for
generations. The third area from which the school attracted students was a relatively
nearby neighborhood of very expensive homes and families with high incomes.
Teacher 3 explained how the diverse community impacted her work in the school
and confirmed that the principal had entered the school with a plan for changing the
program and changing the staff to address this diversity. She reported that when she was
hired for the school she had talked with the principal who had “told me what the school
was about and what her intentions were and I thought, yeah, that’s where I want to be.
But, I never thought it would be such hard work in terms o f the students. [It was] a
challenge because it’s a whole different ball game in this school [with its diverse
community].”
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Teacher 4 also confirmed the characterization o f the community in the following
manner:
We have oil patch workers. We have lawyers’ and doctors’ children in this
school and we have children with no home, total dysfunction. They are not even
living with their parents. They are living in youth homes. They are not even
just [children with] learning problems, but [they have] mental health issues. So
we have a huge range. At Christmas concerts you can have a biker with his
whole upper body tattooed sitting next to someone in an Armani suit. It's
probably that extreme. It's a tough situation to be in when you have people who
probably could afford to put their children in private schools but don't for
whatever reason [and] people who have no education themselves, who have had
bad experiences in school. The diversity is huge.
New Teachers. New Mental Models:
As noted earlier, the change to multi-aged classes appeared to have been
accompanied by a large number o f changes in staff. Both appeared to be part o f an
administrative initiative and took place as the result o f conscious decision-making. The
result appeared to be a change in the faculty’s willingness to address the nature o f their
work and how it was meeting the needs o f their diverse population. For example, teacher
1 observed that “I experienced an enormous change-over in staff in my first year [at this
school] and then another enormous change-over in staff in the second year. So now, in
my third year, there are very few o f the original people left in the school who were here
when I first came.” Teacher 4 added to this information by explaining her perception of
how staffing changes were handled once the decision regarding the program change had
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been made. She related how “[the principal] said, ‘this is the way it looks, if it doesn’t
suit you then please transfer.’” Teacher 4 also commended the principal’s actions during
the staff turnover. She explained that “[the principal] helped people find positions. If
somebody said, ‘I think I would like to go to a smaller school,’ she used her network of
principal friends.”
Teacher 2 helped to confirm that the staff turnover had been both large and
intentional. Describing this staff turnover and its effect, he declared that “often when
somebody comes in, they are either going to do it the new way or stick with the old way.
And, if you get new people when there is no old way, then this is the way we are going to
do it.” Teacher 4 built upon Teacher 2’s statements regarding the “old” way and “new”
way. She reported her observation that a sense o f shared purpose had been inculcated by
the change in program and the shuffling o f teachers. She explained that, “ I think
everyone who is on staff here is aware and willing to try [the multi-aged program].” In
relation to these comments, Teacher 1 reported that she felt the changes in staff and
program had been necessary to create a shared sense o f purpose. While she was not
certain how the changes in staff had been brought about, she did remark that “all I know
is these changes happened and I didn’t question how they came about. But, from where I
stood, I could see that changes needed to happen either with individuals or with
personnel. We needed to become more current with teaching and learning practices and
the needs o f children.”
As if she in response to Teacher 1’s comments, Teacher 4 offered an evaluation of
the change in staff in light o f meeting the needs o f the children and the diverse
community. She stated that “I think that probably one o f the big changes I see has to do
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w ith ,.. .how can I put this? The staff members that we have now are not so self-serving.
They are here on behalf o f children, not to make things convenient for themselves and
comfortable for themselves.” Teacher 4 augmented this evaluation suggesting that the
current staff recognized the range o f student needs and conducted their own work in a
manner where there was less isolation between individual teachers. As a result, the staff
worked together more effectively to ensure that all families were happy and satisfied.
She suggested that this had been due to a number o f reasons. First, a shared focus on
meeting student needs meant that teachers demonstrated more care and true concern for
each student. Next, the staff had worked collaboratively to “deliver the curriculum” well
with the resources available to them. Furthermore, she announced that the staff shared a
purpose, “we are trying to move towards generative curriculum. To not be so
preoccupied with every little specific learner expectation.”
In this school it also appeared that the principal had orchestrated the professional
activities following the staff change. It was reported that these actions had been effective
and were beginning to promote organizational learning with respect to the examination
and development o f mental models related to the work o f teaching. For example,
Teacher 3 indicated that during a recent professional development day the entire staff had
come together to begin to unearth, share and understand each other’s mental models. She
reported that during this professional development meeting “we started our vision
statement. We stated our beliefs and we had no constraints. [We asked] what could we
do within our classrooms? It was interesting to see the people’s thinking. What their
ideas were.” Other teachers echoed this opinion. This type o f meeting to share views
and develop knowledge about other’s assumptions was seen as significant events. The
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directed information exchange and sharing among the entire staff was perceived as
encouraging shared leadership and organizational learning. Teachers noted that it was
counteracting a tendency towards balkanization that existed when smaller groups o f
teachers met to discuss issues regarding purpose and vision.
The staff change appeared to have created greater unity in mental models and an
openness to exploring the advantages of piloting the multi-aged program. Still
considerable differences between staff members were evident regarding assumptions
about the purpose o f education. There was considerable evidence that the teachers would
need to work to develop their own ability to suspend and test their attitudes.
Furthermore, in Site 1 there was a variety of feedback which indicated a range in the
teachers’ understanding o f how mental models determine how one creates reality. The
range extended from those who had little ability to recognize the existence o f multiple
realities, to those that recognized that choosing the optimal interpretation o f reality from
multiple possibilities could be an effective aid to organizational learning. For example,
Teacher 3 addressed the issue o f purpose. She questioned the tendency o f some teachers
at the school to see the coverage o f curriculum as their only work. She suggested that
some o f these teachers tended to be unreflective about the effect they had on individual
children because o f this mindset:
They are curriculum driven and that’s okay. Curriculum is good, that’s our
guideline. Don’t get me wrong, but still, when we go [into the classroom] we are
working with individuals. So [curriculum driven teachers] cannot be reflective.
They end up saying, ‘I did it. I did the curriculum. I’ve done my job. I’ve been
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professional about it. If someone comes to question me, I can say this is what I
did.
In contrast to a focus on curriculum, Teacher 3 noted that other teachers,
including her, tended to be less curriculum-oriented and more child-oriented. She
described her viewpoint as stemming from a desire to understand how one’s teaching
affected individual children and believed it was a positive approach. She also described
how it could become a problem in her own experience and in the eyes o f those with a
curricular focus. Teacher 3 explained that “I will get myself into more trouble because I
will be the reflective one and say, ‘that didn’t work.’ I’ll throw [some o f the curriculum]
out the door and try something else. Not exactly what I’m supposed to do.”
Teacher 2 demonstrated another set o f mental models and another construction o f
reality when he explained how he envisioned the purpose o f education. First, he stated
that he would like so see all o f the students develop the math and reading skills necessary
to “survive” in the world. He also wanted each child, as a result of their experience in
school, to gain a degree of self-confidence in all curricular areas. Next, in opposition to
either a curriculum-centered approach or a child-centered approach, he opined the
benefits o f what might be termed a teacher-centered approach. He stated that “primarily,
it doesn’t matter what [students] learn. If you, [the teacher,] are interested in something
else, curriculum doesn’t matter. If you’ve got a passion for what you are doing, the kids
learn and they gain confidence.”
Teacher 1 demonstrated an approach that appeared to be the most consistent with
encouraging organizational learning. She expressed openness to multiple interpretations
o f reality and an ongoing sense o f development in her views about the purpose o f
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education. Rather than settling on a particular purpose, she highlighted a belief in the
importance o f striking a dynamic balance with regard to decisions involving curriculum,
teaching and change. Teacher 1 explained that “I think there has to be open-mindedness
and that is so critical. People who are entrenched in ways o f doing things because they
are in a comfortable niche find it hard to be shaken out of it. They are resistant to the
greatest change.” She noted that in order to be open-minded, teachers require confidence
in themselves and their organization in order to have the “willingness to understand what
it would mean to embrace change. To explore all the possibilities for that.” Finally, she
made a statement that in order for schools to be places where teachers develop they must
stay focused on teaching children and teacher’s learning. Teacher 1 concluded that
teachers in their construction o f reality must learn to honestly address the effect o f their
work on their students:
Teachers have to be convinced that [the change] is good for the students. I also
think that it is very, very critical to be absolutely honest in saying that, ‘I am
actually putting the good o f the children ahead of what's comfortable for me.’ It
is not easy to be that honest. Everybody will say that. Everybody will pay lip
service to it. ‘I'm doing this for the children.’
The interviews demonstrated that each teacher had done a considerable amount of
individual reflection on the purpose o f their work. This was described as taking time to
examine one’s thinking. It was also reported that this behavior promoted the individual
examination and updating o f mental models. In this school it was unclear how much
updating o f mental models actually occurred as a result of individual reflection. A
number o f statements were made, however, indicating the mental models and
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understanding tended to advance more when teachers worked collaboratively. For
example, while addressing the purpose o f schooling, both Teacher 3 and Teacher 4
demonstrated a belief in the importance of collaborative testing o f innovations in order to
learn. Teacher 4 noted that the program o f multi-aging had just begun and, despite
having some concerns with the innovation, she stated that “I guess you have to see it
through the full two years to see how it goes.” Teacher 3 expressed a desire to continue
to discuss ideas and pilot other innovations as a staff in order to promote both teacher and
student learning. She also demonstrated a belief in the importance o f scanning the
internal and external environment as part o f the process o f development. She explained
this view noting that “there are things happening out there and you can’t just stay here.
And [an innovation] may not work, but at least you’ve investigated it. At least you’ve
dialogued it. A least you’ve risked it.”
With regard to Teacher 3’s statements, it is unclear how much actual
collaboration occurred between the teachers of Site 1 and the wider community. For
example, teachers were very busy and found it difficult to make time to meet with
parents. They were also uncertain about how much they should be working to educate
parents regarding the curriculum and their work.
In another individual examination o f mental models. Teacher 1 shared her
concern with the practice of teaching a number of subjects together in an integrated
manner in comparison to the practice of teaching them individually as specialized subject
areas. As a subject area specialist, in a school where many classroom teachers tended to
be generalists who relied on integration, she expressed a desire to develop an optimal
approach that would make the most of the knowledge o f subject area specialists and the
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benefits o f integrated approaches to pedagogy. As a music specialist, she highlighted her
argument promoting the importance o f specialized music instruction:
I still believe strongly that we make sure that we teach to the integrity o f whatever
it is we are teaching rather than trying to use something to serve the purpose of
something else. In other words, [when] we try to take something like music and
pretend that singing a few songs about China [during a social studies project
about the country] is covering music, I think both subject areas suffer. This is
because you are not paying true attention to either one o f them.
Teacher l ’s comments appeared to be rooted in a desire for collaborative reflection and
inquiry that may have led to the development o f innovative solutions.
As a result o f reflection, Teacher 4 described concerns with the mental models of
some parents regarding schooling and their children’s education. She reported a
perceived need to work with parents to develop their understanding and support in a
number o f areas and advocated for greater linkage between the school and the
community. For example, she stated that the parents did not understand that teachers do
not make up everything they teach. She explained that many parents in the community
did not understand the notion o f a provincially mandated curriculum. Teacher 4 stated
that they do not always realize that “we are agents as well. We have a government that
guides us and hands us the curriculum.” She also noted that a disparity often existed
between what teachers were working towards in their work with students and what
parents desired. With regard to these concerns, Teacher 4 indicated that she was
uncertain with regard to what role teachers should assume in working with parents:
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Sometimes I think we are at odds with what parents do want. So you wonder if
we are supposed to cater to our clients. For example, the parents want report
cards with [percentage grades] on them. That’s what they want. Then why don't
we give that to them. Why do we write big anecdotal report cards about how the
kids feel and how they relate. I teach kids with parents younger than I am. I'm 43
and I’m teach kids with parents in their 30's. They want a textbook. Read the
chapter, answer the questions at the end o f the chapter. It's clear. It's
understandable. It's safe. They understand it. That's the way they were taught.
There is still a lot o f that out there. So, I think part o f the future here would be to,
and again I'm not sure that it would be our responsibility to do that is to reeducate
parents.
One Staff. One Vision?
Teacher 4 stated that the effect o f the staffing and program changes on the overall
purpose o f the school had been positive. She expressed the belief that the school now
had a philosophy and a purpose which the teachers were pursuing in their actions. In
doing so, she compared Site 1’s progress to other schools in which she had worked where
teachers and administrators had talked about a purpose but did not act upon their
discussions. Teacher 4 emphasized her belief that the staff was supporting their
espoused beliefs through consistent actions stating that in Site 1, “It’s not just talk where
you take your in-service or do your professional development and then do your own thing
anyway. We are actually doing, even if it’s painful and uncomfortable for us, we are
actually doing it.” She declared her expectation that “in the coming years, if the staff
stays stable and the [administration] stays stable, then you can maintain this status quo.”
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Teacher 4 clearly believed that the learning and progress being made at the school was
due largely to the makeup o f the staff and administration.
Teacher 3 highlighted the considerable change that had taken place in the
relationships between staff members in comparison to when she first arrived at the
school. She attributed the change in relationships to a combination o f three
circumstances, the new program, new administrators and the new faculty. Her first
experience with the staff had been one where the existing teachers would not talk with
her. In contrast, she observed that now, “while there may be different camps in the
school, the staff was working together to develop a vision or a model where there would
be just one camp.” Teacher 3 raised an interesting point in her consideration of how this
development should take place. She voiced her opinion that “you can only [develop a
vision] by looking at what may be the best camp, but there is no right or wrong. If you
are a teacher you go in there and you want to teach and [your] heart is in it.”
Teacher 1 added to the idea that the staff was working towards a single, shared
vision. First she noted that “you can’t have a common vision and purpose unless you
have some sensation that you can work together." She also stated that “our emphasis
now is on working together as a staff for a common vision and purpose.” Like Teacher 3,
Teacher 1 attached an interesting insight to this observation with the suggestion that “no
matter how careful a team is in terms o f hiring people to come in here, we all come with
our individual agendas, our individual strengths and weaknesses. I think it is truly a
challenge to be able to come together and really feel comfortable working together to a
common goal.” In confirmation, Teacher 1 observed that, despite all o f the work and the
large staff turnover, “everybody’s commitment to [the multi-age] concept varies
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enormously across the staff so it might be some time before [the program is fully
developed.]” In a manner similar to Teacher 3, Teacher 1 also highlighted a strength in a
certain amount o f diversity. She noted her belief that the teachers in the school tended to
share a common purpose and ideals but “that doesn’t mean we think the same things.”
She explained her belief that “if the vision is the same but the ideas are different then that
is a healthy situation. Because we can say we leam from each other’s ideas. See how
each o f those ideas best suits what it is we are trying to achieve.”
Teacher 4 also addressed the nature o f developing a shared vision in relation to
individual beliefs and experiences. She noted that it is important to have “like-minded
people even though you still want some diversity. How do you get diversity when
everybody is like-minded? It’s a hard thing to do.”
The reports regarding the development o f a shared vision tended to
suggest that this process was only beginning. Not one o f the interview subjects
attempted to articulate a vision. There appeared to be a shared belief that, if the
staff and the administration continued with their current actions, a vision would
emerge centered on meeting the diverse needs o f the children that made up the
school’s community. The reports indicated that building a shared vision may not
solve all of the organization’s problems, but it was creating a climate in which
people come together as a community.
The absence of a top down vision for the school also appeared to be consistent
with the School Board’s statement that schools must “become more adaptive in
addressing the needs o f students and more flexible and responsive in developing strong
inclusive communities o f learning.” Whether it was intentional or not, the vagueness o f
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the vision for the school may have promoted learning in Site 1. It appeared that people
were using dialogue and discussion to move towards consensus on various issues and
then begin to address subsequent issues as ongoing development occurred.
Leadership:
The importance o f leadership in the school’s development was referred to
frequently. Each teacher described the principal as effective and the true leader o f the
school. They also voiced a strongly shared desire to have a leader. It was also clear that
the principal had entered the school with a plan to implement the multi-age program and
the changes in staffing that were intended to encourage a collaborative staff. The
principal was perceived to be promoting cooperation among the teachers and providing
aid fostering the development the faculty’s ability to identify and achieve shared goals.
There was some sense among the teachers that in order to encourage organizational
learning, the principal had to be strong and, at the same time, share power with the
faculty. This brought Fullan’s (1993) statement to mind that in terms o f behavior,
“neither principals as strong unilateral leaders or principals as weak followers are
relevant to the future role o f schools as learning organizations” (p. 74).
Regarding the principal and leadership, Teacher 1 stated that, “I find that a very
important thing is just to have leadership at the school. Currently the principal at our
school is the leader in the school.” Teacher 2 concurred stating that “[the principal] gets
the ball rolling and I don’t mind that. I think that you need strong direction and I would
rather be with somebody who gives strong direction than with somebody who is wishywashy, who puts everything to a committee and bogs down in the process. I don’t mind
following a strong leader at all.”

Teacher 1 also indicated her belief that the principal’s
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leadership was an important factor in the faculty beginning to develop more collaboration
and a shared vision. She reported that much o f the principal’s leadership stemmed from
her modeling an interest in her own professional and academic development.
Furthermore, Teacher I reported that the principal appeared to be an effective and strong
model because o f her knowledge base, her ability to express herself and her exemplary
conduct. Finally, Teacher 1 explained that the principal had been working effectively to
create an environment in which people felt comfortable working together and in which
they were able to seek out others with whom they could collaborate. She noted that this
was a situation that was unique to her experience in a number o f different schools.
Teacher 4 confirmed the effect of the principal’s work to improve the
environment. She reported her feeling that the current principal was responsible for
initiating major differences in the climate of the school. She compared the current state
o f the school to that which had existed during the tenure of three previous principals over
the preceding 9 years. Consistent with Marks and Louis (1999) statement regarding
laissez-faire power relations creating disparate directions and defying a unified focus on
curriculum and pedagogy, Teacher 4 related her understanding o f how the school
functioned prior to the arrival o f the current principal. She explained that in past years
the teaching staff had been friendly or cordial but there had been no real sharing or
professional discussions because teachers simply went into their own classrooms and shut
their doors.
Teacher 3 also addressed the effectiveness o f the principal in creating an
environment in which collaboration was favored. She expressed the opinion that the
principal’s leadership was transformational. This was based on her belief that the
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principal had created a situation in which teachers were becoming responsible for sharing
leadership. In relation to this belief, Teacher 3 observed that the principal and her
assistant administrators were a very good team, who appeared capable o f transforming
the staff. She also expressed concern that one or more o f them might choose to move in
the next year or two before “things are really going at the school.” Teacher 1 also noted
that the teachers at the school were learning to share the responsibility for leadership
through teamwork:
I think that everyone is looking to help themselves and that when they need
assistance they turn to each other and the leaders of the team. I think they seek
the help where they can best receive it. Sometimes the leader o f the team cannot
address their particular needs at that time but maybe a person at some o f their
team teaching situation can best assist them.
This discussion of leadership reflected varying beliefs regarding transformational forms
o f principal leadership. Some reported that transformational school leadership positively
assisted in determination o f the direction o f school improvements and influenced the
efforts by teachers to leam how to bring about these improvements. Others were not as
sure.
With regard to transforming and sharing leadership, Teacher 4 announced that
“You know what? I really do like having a leader.” She noted that she felt the principal
encouraged discussion, sometimes to a fault, explaining that the principal operated from
the point o f view that “everybody has to have a voice.” Teacher 4 noted that the staff had
even gone to the principal at times and said, “Could you just make a decision? Just tell
us. We will do it, we will be happy with it and she'd say no, no, no.” Teacher 4
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attempted to explain the principal’s actions noting that she “is not really by the book but
you know, that’s what is out there too, in the administrative things to do. You can't be a
boss. Everybody has to have their own say and sometimes it's tiresome and especially on
a big staff.”
Teacher 2 addressed the issue o f voice, empowerment and shared leadership
reporting a somewhat different interpretation. He explained that, “we are given, to some
extent, the right to speak out on resolutions or something, but, inevitably, it’s run by the
administrator.” Teacher 2 noted that he would tell the principal when he disagreed
during discussion, but he would also tell her that when a decision was made he would
agree to support it. He explained his belief that, “You’ve got to have a boss somewhere.
If you don’t like it, [you can] go somewhere else.”
Teacher 2 elaborated on his statements and behaviors indicating other difficulties
the principal had encountered when attempting to be a transformational leader and share
leadership. Teacher 2 suggested that in all schools, the organization o f the school didn’t
always run smoothly and sometimes conflicts arose. He declared, for example, that at
times when the administration or the faculty made a decision that he did not necessarily
support, he would accept it because o f a desire for some kind o f overall coordination the
school is required. He explained his thinking stating that “for example, if you were
building a house and put me in charge o f building the kitchen and someone else is in
charge o f building some other part. I think w e’d need a guide to say you better not have
to walk through the bathroom to get to the kitchen.” Teacher 2 also confided that at other
times he might choose to isolate him self in relation to organizational issues and decisions
made at the school:
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Really, I just put the blinders on and just look after my little bit, my kitchen. I
say, “hey, I will do what I do. I will do it to whatever ability I can.” I don’t have
to look at it. I don’t have to deal with it. I should perhaps widen myself, get
involved but I say, “nope.” Sometimes I do crawl into my own little wing. You
know design my own kitchen type o f thing.
These different teacher demands and beliefs regarding the principal’s
work in Site 1 demonstrated that the principal required considerable sophistication
and awareness in order to influence and coordinate complex behaviors o f the
members o f faculty. In trying to identify what made Site 1’s principal effective in
this regard, Teacher 4 declared that her experience with administrators had led her
to believe that really good administrators did not spend time in their offices with
the door shut. In her experience effective administrators spent much o f their time
communicating with others. She noted that her current principal was not the type
to be in her office with the door shut. Instead, Teacher 4 reported that “I think
[the principal] covers about 5,000 km’s. She's up she's down, she's all over this
building.” Teacher 4 added that the principal, “was in the hallway, in the
classroom, talking to kids, talking to the parents, [and] really opened herself up.”
She also reported that the principal “gave us the impression that she respected the
diversity in the way we delivered the curriculum and the way our classrooms
might look, but [she also said] there should be some common things that we all
do, that we all believe. Simple things like you won’t be screaming at the kids.”
She characterized the principal’s leadership with the statement that “she is a very
intense person and she’s fabulously well spoken and she just made it very clear
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that there [would be] a lot of talk o f what we are all about here. What we wanted
this school to look like.”
The involved nature o f the principal and her tendency to promote discussion
appeared to indicate her intention to develop knowledge o f the school as a system and
create opportunities for a two-way flow o f information. Her actions appeared to be
focused on promoting schoolwide knowledge processing as a promoter o f organizational
learning. The principal’s practice o f promoting full staff discussions also appeared to be
counteracting observations that social processing of information had occurred rarely, if at
all in years previous.
Demands on the principal for her time appeared to be very large, and seemed to
be detracting from these aspects o f her work to promote organizational learning. For
example, Teacher 4 reported that the principal had made herself available to parents and
they appeared to take advantage o f this by demanding access at all times. In a related
observation, Teacher 2 expressed the concern that the principal appeared to have
additional difficulty in doing her job because there seemed to be a large demand for her
to attend meetings outside of the school with other principals. Teacher 3 indicated a
similar sentiment stating that “[the all o f the administrators] get bogged down in so much
o f the other stuff. But I know that they are there if I need them.”
Team Learning:
The principal’s efforts to promote shared leadership appeared to extend to the
development of opportunities for the faculty to be innovative with regard to staff
communication and interaction for the purposes of reflection and collaboration. For
example, teacher 1 suggested that promotion o f the ability to work and learn together as a
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team had been undertaken in Site 1. She noted that the teaching faculty had been “trying
out” a number o f scenarios to create specific and effective ways o f communicating with
each other. These “experiments” were addressing concerns such as the best times, best
places and best models for interaction.
Regarding specific forms o f communication and team learning, Teacher 1
reported that the staff employed approximately one “business” meeting a month where
there was discussion about items that needed to be addressed such as budget and
timetables just to keep the school running. Teacher 1 continued her report regarding the
various ways o f communicating among staff in the school:
We have other meetings for talking as a staff about our common visions and
goals. Then each grade area has what is called a pod, 1-2, 3-4, and 5-6. Each of
those pods has their own weekly or biweekly meetings where they also discuss
the particulars to the organization o f teaching and learning in that pod. They also
talk about their own common visions. So when it comes to those kinds o f areas
[the meetings] sound divided but they actually overlap a tremendous amount.
You can't do one without the other. You can't organize unless you have a
common vision and purpose and you can't have common vision and purpose
unless you have some sensation that you can work together. So it’s sort o f a bit to
and fro between those.
In terms o f teaching assignments and team learning, Teacher 4 explained that
homeroom teachers tended to teach a wide variety o f subjects allowing for the integration
of curriculum areas. For example, a social studies unit on Greece might be integrated
into the art and language arts portions o f a teacher’s class. Teacher 4 expressed concern
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that this feature of the school tended to isolate teachers in their rooms and detract from
sharing and team learning. She explained that “as classroom teachers we are selfcontained. The only switching that we do in the terms o f specialists is music and
technology.”
Another factor Teacher 4 identified as a barrier to team learning was the prior
experience o f some teachers. For example, she declared that “in all my years I haven’t
actually done a lot of teaming. I’ve actually worked in schools where I was quite
isolated. So I think you have to be strong and resourceful on your own.” Teacher 3
concurred, stating that also she felt isolated in her classroom and wished that she had
more opportunities to interact with other teachers. Teacher 4 elaborated on the theme o f
teacher isolation suggesting that she felt the physical structure o f the school also tended
to discourage teachers teaming together in a classroom. She noted that there were no big
spaces to bring classes and teachers together. She also noted that the teachers in her pod
were located in another part o f the building and this made it difficult to interact with
them.
In contrast, Teacher I declared that she relied heavily on teamwork to support her
music programs and have synergistic interactions between different curriculum areas.
She explained her belief that the success o f any team depended upon the availability of
time and energy and the involvement o f like-minded people who shared a vision.
Continuing her report regarding aspects o f the school that influenced team learning,
Teacher 4 made a similar observation, explaining that teaming depended partially on the
mentality o f the staff. She explained that she worked particularly effectively with a
teaching partner and the music specialist because they shared similar beliefs and really
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believed in what each other did in the classroom. In contrast to these team relationships
between people who shared beliefs, Teacher 4 expressed concern that it was difficult for
everyone on a staff o f 35 to be connected in this manner. She did note, however, that the
change in program to include multi-aging had encouraged team learning. Teacher 4
explained her observation stating that “ I think, probably out o f a necessity to share
information about curriculum with the multi-aging, we have kind o f come together in
teams to share.”
The pod meetings where teachers o f specific grade levels met together appeared
to be a conscious means o f reducing the number o f people in a meeting and encouraging
more teachers to participate in discussion and dialogue. Teacher 1 noted that information
discussed in a pod meeting was always expected to be brought back to the administration
and the staff as a whole to allow for discussion and collaborative, group decision-making.
This expectation appeared to be a means o f reducing or eliminating balkanization.
Teacher 3 confirmed the expectation for sharing pod information but voiced a concern
with its implementation. She stated that the people who tended to be the reporters for her
pod did not always effectively characterize the diversity o f the opinions o f the entire pod.
As a result, she believed that the flow o f information that would be important to the
whole staff was sometimes interrupted or suppressed. Her sense was that the pods had
also created some communication gaps where, in some instances, others could actually
avoid collaboratively sharing ideas or an understanding o f the school’s purpose by
suppressing information in meetings o f the entire staff.
Due in part to the suppression o f information from pod meetings and in part to her
feeling that teachers tended to be isolated in their classrooms, Teacher 3 expressed the
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concern that the faculty required more full staff discussions for the purpose o f shared
reflection and dialogue. Returning to her concerns with teacher isolation, she reported a
desire to create more opportunities for teachers to learn from each other. Teacher 3 also
observed that, while the pod system brought some teachers together, it also isolated
others who did not teach at the same grade levels as those in each pod. She wondered
aloud if the pod system had created a situation in which much of an individual teacher’s
experience and sharing was too limited.
Teacher 3 also expressed the concern that some teachers chose to employ
approaches to discussion where they attempted to “shut down” others. She felt that often
teachers, who were more assertive or aggressive, would intrude on another teacher’s right
to speak when he or she was trying to make a point. Her concern was that this type o f
meeting was antithetical to team learning.
Meetings of the entire staff were another form o f communication also addressed
by a number o f interview subjects. Teacher 4 declared that the opportunity to speak at
meetings of the entire staff was available to every teacher. She added, however, that
some staff members were the predominate speakers and tended to be heard much o f the
time. She speculated that those who did not speak were quiet for one of three reasons.
First, they were new and wished to simply listen until they understood the nature o f Site
1. Second, they were just quiet people. Third, the current situation was to their liking
and there was no need to speak out. Teacher 1 agreed only with the notion that teachers
were generally free to speak up in any situation. She added the caveat, however, that this
would only occur if they felt confident and respected. She stated that the ongoing
development and promotion o f an environment where one could speak up was something
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that was being given real consideration by the staff at the school in order to promote
dialogue. Teacher 1 also expressed the opinion that, despite the establishment o f a
relatively positive environment, one’s personal level o f confidence could undermine how
free one felt to speak in meetings.
As an illustration o f this notion, Teacher 3 reported a recent meeting o f the entire
staff during which she felt misrepresented by a teacher who spoke for her pod. Teacher 3
indicated that she felt that she should have voiced her concern, but didn’t. She explained
that she did not speak up because she did not always feel confident in her interactions
with other staff. She said, “Sometimes I get reassured by something I ’m doing, but I still
don’t feel confident. I don’t feel highly educated. Even coming to this interview I’m
thinking ah, don’t ask me stuff I feel really stupid about. You know, it’s just I’m
intimidated right from the beginning.” Teacher 3 also differentiated between her
confidence to interact with other professionals and confidence in her ability to be
effective in the classroom. She highlighted this contrast saying “put me in a classroom
and I can build a relationship, but put me with a bunch o f my peers and throw around
jargon, stuff like that, I feel okay with it but I don’t feel I have the present experience.”
Regarding full staff meetings, Teacher 3 explained that difficulties in the
coordination o f a group for the purpose o f communicating ideas tended to increase as the
size o f the group increased. As an example, she cited her experience attempting to
organize a potluck staff lunch for the purpose o f creating a sense o f team by bringing
people together. She declared that “we were putting on a potluck lunch and you would
think it’s the end o f the world. It’s incredible. So I had to grit my teeth again yesterday
and said, ‘okay, we are going back to the drawing board and try this.’”
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Teacher 2 also reported that the sheer size o f full staff meetings, which were
attended by as many as 40 people, made it difficult for any kind o f really meaningful
dialogue to take place. He concluded with the observation that the outcomes o f many
large staff meetings were based on the fact that “a lot o f times you want to get something
done quickly rather than properly.” Teacher 3 had also suggested her belief that teacher
sharing or “disclosure” did not take place due in part to time constraints. Teacher 2
agreed, suggesting that sharing ideas was difficult because there was too much “nittygritty-dirt work” to accomplish. He declared that the time allowed for meetings tended to
be very restricted, as most meetings took place at noon. Teacher 2 also stated that after
school meetings just don’t seem to work due to problems with attendance because
teachers could not stay beyond a certain amount o f time.
Large numbers, concerns with climate and personal confidence, and a lack o f time
did not always stilt communication and team learning in meetings o f the entire staff. In
contrast to her observation o f “traditional” forms o f discussion that tended to occur in
staff meetings, Teacher 3 reported that a recent professional development day for the
entire staff had brought people together and promoted dialogue. She noted some salient
differences from general staff meetings. For example, there had been more time allotted
for the meeting. Pre-meeting planning had been done to create greater mixing between
the members o f various pods. The result had been more interactions that promoted
dialogue. In evaluating the experience Teacher 3 reported that this “last PD meeting was
good. We started our vision statement. We stated our beliefs and we had no constraints
about what we could do within our classrooms. It was interesting to see the people’s
thinking. What their ideas were.” She concluded that despite challenges around
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communication, there was a sense that teamwork and collaboration was going to continue
to develop in Site 1. She declared, “We are going to go through with it and we are going
to bring people together.”
Professional Development:
Teacher 1 noted that the school had two main types o f professional development.
The first focused on individual development, the second focused on the joint
development o f the faculty. Joint professional development attempted to meet the needs
o f the entire group. A committee that solicited feedback from individuals designed it.
Membership in the committee was open to all teachers. Teacher 1 explained that joint
professional development activities tended to focus on the development o f a vision for
the school and other related issues such as, how to best implement philosophies in
teaching, grading and curriculum. Another issue, which was in the process o f being
addressed by the full staff, was the development o f practices that allowed teachers to
discover the best way to work together in their efforts to the share subject area expertise
for the purpose o f creating integrated teaching units. While this professional
development initiative appeared to have the potential to counteract some o f the concerns
regarding teacher isolation, it had only just begun making its effect difficult to determine.
With regard to individual professional development, Teacher 4 explained that
teachers had recently been required by the Province to complete a Teacher’s Professional
Growth Plan (TPGP). A TPGP required a teacher to reflect on and clearly indicate what
she was doing for her own professional development. As a result, each teacher reported
considerable involvement in her own personal professional development. Teachers also
had evaluated various facets o f the professional development program available to them.
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Teacher 1, for example, explained that in the past the School Board had provided
a dynamic program o f music-consultants to assist music teachers in their ongoing
learning. She noted that this program had been lost due, in part to reorganization in the
board and due, in part to budget cuts. She also reported that now each area of the city
had only one fine arts consultant whose attention was divided among all aspects of the
arts; art, music and drama. Teacher 1 felt this wide mandate had further reduced the
effectiveness o f the consultant when working with teachers in specific subjects. In
response to the changes, Teacher 1 indicated that the group o f music teachers in the
system had taken on greater responsibility for development among themselves. She felt
her participation in workshops through the revamped music teachers’ society and the
ongoing provincial Fine Arts Council Conferences were valuable and helped to replace
losses at the Board level.
Teacher 1 also stated that she was excited because, for the first time in her
teaching career (nearly 20 years), she had found teachers within her own school with
whom she felt a kinship in terms of her career, academic and artistic interests. She
attributed this circumstance to the work o f the principal who had brought collaborative
teachers into the school and created an environment where this kind o f work was valued.
As a result, she was enjoying working collaboratively with other teachers in the school.
In addition to the school climate, Teacher 1 reported that the courses she had been taking
towards her Master’s degree were adding to her knowledge in developing students’
literacy in music and English, her two main areas o f interest.
Overall, Teacher 1 noted that she did not look to the Board to provide her with
workshops to develop her individual professional interests. She felt that development o f
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these interests were her responsibility. Teacher 1 had found the combination o f her
university work and research, collaborative colleagues, specialist council participation
and the process o f changing to multi-aged classes to be an effective force in developing
her ideas regarding the development o f music literacy. Her final remarks regarding
personal mastery centered on the importance o f allowing individuals to develop their
skills in working with children. She also noted her belief that to be a successful teacher it
was necessary to develop one’s personal abilities in an ongoing in order to have a sense
of professional confidence when working with peers.
With regard to his professional development, Teacher 2 reported that he worked
as a member o f a system-wide Health and Physical Education Committee (HPEC) to help
plan and set-up teacher education workshops. Teacher 2 stated that he attempted to be
involved in at least 2 initiatives a year. In addition, Teacher 2 explained that he was
currently working two days a week in his classes with kinesiology students from the local
university. He suggested that this arrangement allowed him to learn as much from the
students as they learned from him.
Reflecting on his learning in previous years as a teacher and previous careers in
which he had been involved, Teacher 2 suggested that teachers needed to be able to do
more o f their learning using their employer’s time and money. He declared that “when I
worked for the city, as I progressed up through their levels they sent me to Tech to take
courses. I did it on their time and their money.”
Despite his desire to see the system support teachers more, Teacher 2 declared
that he had become critical o f some o f the system-wide initiatives the board currently
offered. For example, he explained that “I’ve gone to some o f these math conferences
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where they are so gung-ho on something new and I’ve been around a lot. I look and I
say, ‘Ah, come on.’ And two years later they drop that text. And I say, ‘yeah, I could
have told you that to begin with.” He also noted that despite having developed some o f
what he called an ‘‘old dog” attitude, he was still finding that “when you force yourself to
go up to these things, invariably you do learn something through the course o f them or
from the people that are there.” Teacher 2 evaluated the annual two-day Teachers’
Convention in a similarly lukewarm manner:
I have never gone to [convention] and not got something out o f it, but the biggest
deal with me is I really enjoy just the visiting. I truly do. I’ve been [at Site 1] a
long time but I’ve been at five different schools. I just love running into people I
haven’t seen in years and sharing a coffee and a gab. But, you know? I always
drop in on something. A couple o f sessions at least. I usually come away with a
few ideas.
Based on his experience and reflection, Teacher 2 had a number o f ideas about
how to increase professional development activities and opportunities. He considered a
program in which he had been a participant a number o f years ago as having been very
effective and championed its reinstatement. Teacher 2 had been given release time to
spend two days at one school and two days at another school in order to follow other
teachers through their day and talk to them about their practice. In a similar vein, he also
reported visiting a year-round school in the summer in order to learn about how to teach
students in first and second grade physical education classes. Based on the value o f these
experiences, Teacher 2 envisioned a program o f teacher in-service education, which
would reduce isolation and promote learning from colleagues. He suggested that each
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year a teacher should be able to share his or her job by overlapping with another teacher
for up to two months in order to promote learning and sharing.
In terms o f developing her own personal mastery, Teacher 3 explained that she
read articles and books about education regularly in order to continue to develop her
knowledge and understanding. Furthermore, she stated her feeling that she both learned
from and enjoyed the opportunity to discuss her readings in the context o f her work in the
classroom. She noted that most o f her dialogue about her readings took place with her
teaching partner who was pursuing a master’s degree. These conversations were viewed
as serving as a kind o f informal mentoring program. Teacher 3 expressed a desire for
more time to talk formally with other staff in this manner as a way of creating more
opportunity for teachers to learn from each other.
Teacher 4 reported that she had really enjoyed and benefited from attending inservice presentations regarding the concept o f multiple intelligences. She also reported
recently having attended formal sessions which were designed to assist teachers in
meeting the needs o f special needs students who were being integrated in the regular
classroom and required Individual Progress Plans (IPP’s). The experience o f learning
from another teacher was also something Teacher 4 reported as a positive occurrence.
She explained that her experience teaching science for the first time in the preceding year
had been very positive primarily due to the excellent mentoring she received from the
school’s science specialist.
Teacher 4 also stated that her focus on her own professional development had
been broader in the preceding year because she was anticipating changes in the provincial
curriculum and the opportunity to implement it early. She explained that she had focused
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on the new math curriculum by attending a conference on the coast, reading teacher’s
guides to go with the new curricular materials and even doing math questions at home in
order to learn to think more like a problem solver. In relation to these preparations,
Teacher 4 observed that curriculum changes from the province tended to be regular
feature o f a teacher’s workplace forcing schools and teachers to continually plan for
change. She also declared “sometimes it is management by crisis. There is always a
little bit o f that you know. It’s a school, you have to.” Finally, Teacher 4 indicated her
feeling that the use o f a computer by her or with her students was an area in which she
had little experience. She indicated that, as a result, she was also attending in-services in
the use of technology.
In their discussion o f factors that influence the development o f personal mastery,
each o f the teachers indicated concern regarding the attainment o f balance between their
personal life and their work life. Teacher 1, the music specialist, expressed her view of
her work life stating that “my work is my life. My entertainment is my work. My work
is also my work. So it is all mixed in there. It is really hard to separate.” She also
described the evolution o f these beliefs with regard to balancing work and family life:
[As teachers] we are always stealing time from our own personal lives. We have
homes and families that we have commitments to. I know that early in my career
I put [my teaching] ahead o f everything. I am also very well aware that if I didn't
have three children then there would be other teachers that didn't have children to
teach. We can't, all o f us, dedicate our lives to our professions because we also
have to dedicate a portion o f our lives to the children that provide our work. I
used to see things in a more separated context but I realize now that I am the kind
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o f teacher that I am because I am also a mother. This doesn't apply to everybody.
This is ju s t.. .where I come from personally.
Teacher 1 elaborated on how this balance played out in her work and family life:
I know that myself, I have to steal family time. I have to explain to my family
that I have to have meetings with these parents once a month and that in addition I
have to be there for parent-teacher conferences and there is this and that reason as
well. But I think that as soon as my family becomes too stressed then I also
become to stressed in my job.
Teacher 2 also described how he felt his personal life and professional life
interacted. He noted that his desire to create an outdoor education program in the school
had been limited by his personal life. He had not felt good about taking students out o f
the school for a period o f 4-5 days, as it would have a negative impact on his marriage
and his own children. In an ironic twist, Teacher 2 also confided that his personal life
had been somewhat responsible for his long tenure at Site 2. He reported he had chosen
to remain at the school for such a long period due to some personal considerations:
One o f the reasons that I stayed was that I got divorced ten years ago. I had had
enough changes in life. My son was with me. I thought, I do not need to change
schools. I can ride my bike here in twenty minutes or I can drive here in five.
Stay put. Now my son is grown and gone. I will transfer and move on. But I
really did over stay way longer than I intended to because o f my own personal
life.
With regard to balancing work and family, Teacher 3 explained that, “I am job
sharing. So I’m only working Thursday and Friday. The school is new to me, the
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position is new to me and I have a one-year-old and a two-year-old. So, life is a bit crazy
right now.” She also reported that continuing her own professional development during
her maternity leave was a challenge due to having two young children and being away
from the school environment:
I tried to keep in touch by keeping up on the articles. I have friends that I’m still
hanging out with that would pass them on to me, or [I’d] read about Gardner or go
to the conference. I always went to the Teachers’ Conference with the kids,
breast-feeding or w'hatever just to keep m yself [involved] because I enjoy those
types o f things. Teacher 3 also mentioned that her decision to job share posed
some difficulties as it prevented her from feeling completely in touch with the
school and having access to the principal as much as she might have preferred.
Teacher 4 also volunteered some o f her concerns regarding striking a balance
between work and family. She focused on her reluctance to spend time using her home
computer to develop more ability to use technology. Teacher 4 had “forced” herself to
attend in-services about using technology but did not relish taking personal time to
practice or develop her new skills:
Honestly, if I have an hour at home I'm not going to stare into the [computer]
screen. I don't watch TV much either. I’d rather go for a walk, I'd rather read a
book, putter. I have kids. I have a husband. I have a family, an aging Mum who
needs my attention. I would do anything rather than stare into a [computer]
screen. I'd rather read an art book and learn a new, neat activity to do with the
kids. It's not that I'm not doing something at home necessarily that wouldn’t
connect to my work it's just it's not something that interests me.
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Systems Thinking:
The interview reports regarding the development o f the multi-aging program at
the school and the effects o f a large change in the school’s staff provides some insight
into how systems thinking has been manifested in the school and in some cases, the local
school system. The effects o f the planned change in staff on shared vision, mental
models, communication, and team learning also indicate how systems thinking had been
addressed in the school.
In terms o f systems thinking, the change to a multi-aged program in the school is
instructive. While the program was only in its first year o f implementation, the
incorporation o f multi-aged classrooms in Site 1 was already creating reactions among
the interview subjects. Their reports allowed some insight into the interrelated nature of
the school as a system with a number o f interesting consequences. For example, Teacher
4 offered an interim evaluation o f the change to multi-aged classrooms. To begin with,
she noted that the multi-aging program was in its first year o f implementation and that the
staff would have to see it through two full years before arriving at any major conclusions.
Her early analysis, however, noted that the numbers o f student in each classroom had
been lowered which she considered beneficial. Teacher 2 had explained this result noting
that the multi-aged classrooms made it easier to balance the numbers o f students in each
class. Classes that would have been particularly large in a conventional program could
be reduced in size.
Teacher 4 continued with her assessment o f the program expressing concern
regarding two issues. The first issue was with regard to the difficulty in teaching a large
spread of ages in a single class. For example, she reported that the students in her class
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ranged from 9 years o f age to 12 years o f age. Teacher 4 wondered aloud about how
other teachers addressed the challenges posed by meeting the needs o f such a
chronologically diverse group. One would think that teachers being asked to teach in
such a unique circumstance would have received in-service in this area. Instead, in a
move that seemed counter to the multi-aged program, Teacher 4 indicated one response
she had made to address this challenge in her own practice:
[My teaching partner] and I are doing a survival thing with language [arts
instruction]. What we did was pick two novels. One was at a higher reading
level, towards grade 7 and more sophisticated ideas. We divided up both of our
classes. We are together on the theme and we are doing some projects together
but to accommodate reading levels and to get them to write better journal
responses [we recombine our classes by ability.]
The second concern Teacher 4 expressed regarding the multi-aging program was
with regard to having to work with a student and/or set o f parents with whom she did not
really “click” for more than one year. Though she had not encountered this situation, she
wondered if this facet o f the program might prove to be problematic at times.
As a part of her evaluation o f the program, Teacher 1 noted that multi-aging had
created an “enormous” positive change in her teaching. She focused on her experience
teaching music where she had normally approached skill and concept development as a
progression or sequential practice. Teacher 1 felt she had learned from her work to
accommodate a less sequential approach due to the diverse age ranges in a class. She
explained that multi-aging had been “a challenge. One I absolutely adore, actually. I’ve
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learned so much from this and really revolutionized my ideas o f development in literacy,
particularly in musical literacy in children.”
Teacher 3 explained that for her, the most salient effect o f the program change
had been a school wide refocusing on meeting the needs o f children. She also felt that
the program had resulted in the development o f more interest in student leadership. She
had been encouraged to support the development o f a student leadership club, which was
leading to the development o f a “student voice” where before, none had existed.
With regard to the change in program and systematic measurement o f outcomes
and goals in Site 1, Teacher 2 illuminated a systemic disparity propagated by the
relationship between the school, the Board and the province. He noted that the school
was directing its work to focus on meeting the individual needs o f a diverse group of
students. He also explained that, in comparison, the measurement o f outcomes applied to
the school by the province employed standardized tests to assess the achievement of
students in third, sixth and ninth grade. He explained that, on one hand, the province
expected all students to meet a certain level of achievement by a certain grade. On the
other hand, a given class o f students at the school was multi-aged with students who
should be at many different points in their educational program. Furthermore, any given
class was likely to include a considerable number o f students on Individualized
Educational Programs (IEP’s) who were nowhere near the grade level. Teacher 2
expressed concern about these apparently irreconcilable purposes asking, “How can you
say it is good to have blended grades and the children altogether with this wide [age
range] and at the same time your province says you are 8 years old and you write a grade
three test?”
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Teacher 2 observed that this situation had created conflict and stress for teachers
because their purpose had become unclear. He said, “I mean you can’t tell somebody,
‘I’m doing this,’ when in fact I am doing that. Somebody said the other day, ‘The
emperor has no clothes.’ How long can we keep lying?” Teacher 2 concluded with the
suggestion that, in his mind, the ideal resolution would be to remove the conflict posed
by striving to teach individuals and then testing groups of students.
In addition to this confusing application o f measurement, another systemic issue
that arose was the considerable concern with regard to the local School Board’s
implementation o f inclusive classrooms. Apparently changes had been made over a
number o f previous years to include a greater proportion o f “high needs” students in the
regular classroom. These changes elicited teacher concern and reports regarding a
number o f consequences which appeared to be either unanticipated or unintended.
Teacher 1 noted that, as a parent of a learning-disabled child, she had moved her own
child from a regular classroom setting because she felt the child had not been receiving
adequate assistance. She had chosen a specialized school setting because her
professional experience has demonstrated that her child’s needs would be better met
there. In this context, Teacher 1 expressed her concern with the policy that meant that the
school kept children who had such profound difficulties that their presence changed the
entire climate o f a given class. She questioned the degree to which attempting to meet
the specific needs o f these types o f children in an inclusive setting jeopardized the
learning o f the other children in the class. Teacher 1 explained this concern observing
that “teachers are in the situation were they are teaching a regular class but they are also
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having to individually plan for 30% o f the students in the class. She also wondered,
“How can they adequately address the needs o f those children?”
Teacher 4 also voiced concerns regarding inclusion. She prefaced her concerns
with the statement that she believed in the concept o f inclusion in principle. She then
reported that she and other staff members were struggling with meeting the needs o f
students whom she believed had serious mental health issues. These students’ needs
were not simple learning disabilities or health problems. She expressed frustration with
three factors in this situation. First, she felt that the Board had not equipped her and her
colleagues to adequately assist these students. Second, she reported that School Board
psychologists, who might be able to assist the teachers and students, were frequently
unavailable due to the scare nature o f resources. Third, she stated that it was often
difficult or impossible to persuade parents to have their child work with the counselors
who resided in the school. As a result, little or no progress had been made with children
o f this type. Teacher 4 concluded her report suggesting that “we are left to really struggle
with kids who have problems that are just out o f our range.”
There was also concern expressed regarding the manner in which teachers in the
system are supported in understanding and developing a career path. This had the
potential to create negative self-perceptions, which had been arrived at based on
experiences in the schools and feedback from society. For example, Teacher 4 clearly
articulated her own concerns regarding her career path and perceived differences between
her and the system’s vision o f schools:
I'm a career teacher. I don’t want to be an administrator. I want to do the very
best I can be until I retire, which will be very soon. I don't want to be a dinosaur,
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so for PD I feel I've tried to be progressive even with things I don't particularly
believe in. So PD for me is, first o f all I try to come to work feeling like a
balanced person.
In relation to her personal outlook, Teacher 4 voiced concern that changes in
society, particularly with regard to technology, were causing her to question a number o f
ideas. She questioned her perception that society tended to “worship” technology stating
her belief that technology in education would not meet the needs o f dysfunctional or anti
social children with whom she worked. In addition, her perception that the school system
expected that teachers should, nonetheless, employ technology in their work led her to
question her own usefulness as a teacher:
Sometimes I feel like I don't fit in. But I still think I have a lot to contribute. But,
I am not sure it is what's wanted by the system. I do have to leave this school
soon, and I will go to one more school before I retire. When I am being
interviewed I will not say that I’m a technology expert or that I could easily work
that in. So I'm not sure where I fit in anymore. I don't think there is a good
valuing o f art [by the system]. I would like to work at a school o f fine arts where
you deliver the curriculum through the arts, but we are very limited in this system.
Teacher 4 also expressed serious concern regarding a link between the school
system’s willingness and ability to look after the wellbeing o f its teachers and the
teachers’ subsequent ability to perform their jobs well. She declared that “teacher
wellness was a really big thing a few years ago and I don’t think it went anywhere. It was
just a little catchy phrase.” Teacher 4 added that “I don’t think the system cares much
except for people going on long term disability or teachers taking time to go to
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counseling or teachers going to medical appointments or taking health leave, mental
health leave.” She wondered whether teachers could perform their work more effectively
if the system in which they worked took better care o f them. She also hypothesized that
several teachers on stress leave or taking mental health days per school in a large system
must be very costly and have negative effects on morale.
The issue o f cutbacks by the government and the local School Board was also
raised with regard to a systematic approach to developing personal mastery, Teacher 1
described how she saw the combination o f curricular change and scarce resources as
forces which seriously affected teachers and students:
I think we spend an enormous amount o f time making up for the fact that we are
not adequately equipped in our curriculum areas. We don't have the equipment
that we need so we are constantly scrambling to try to find ways to gather the
materials we need to teach our subjects properly. And that is a tremendous strain
on our time and energy. First there is the stress o f trying to figure out whether you
will be able to find the materials. Secondly there is the stress o f not being able to
find out whether we’ve got money to do it. So it is like trying to put out a fire
with a garden hose. At the end o f the day you have the public or our handlers
saying to us “now you can use the garden hose but maybe if you spit as well the
fire will go out.” So you are trying to use inadequate resource trying to address a
forest fire.
With regard to another systemic concern, Teacher 1 reported that her own
reflection had lead her to believe in the need for greater parent education and
involvement:
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I am absolutely aware that most o f the community sees us as babysitters. As long
as their children are taken care of, I don’t think there are many parents who really
do care about what else happens. There is a large component o f the sector o f the
population out there that is just thankful to not have to think about that. Actually,
we owe those parents more because they are unaware.
In relation to working with parents, Teacher 1 also reported her concern that “we
have parents who are not able to do their parenting jobs properly.” As a result, teachers
are thrust into situations with these parents where they often do not have adequate
support or the necessary training. Teacher 4 also expressed concern with regard to the
how schools work with parents and society:
[We] just have to keep our job in perspective and I don’t feel that it is generally in
perspective right now. I think we think we are way more important than we really
are. We don’t look at the big picture enough and we assume too much
responsibility for children. We are reflecting what’s going on in society right
now. We think we have to fix everything.
Teacher 4 expressed a related concern that revolved around how society and
teachers interact. It also related, in part, to her concern regarding her future as a teacher.
She was concerned that neither she nor her work, teaching art to children, were highly
valued by society:
I'm middle-aged and I've been teaching a long time. I guess because I don't see
myself in this system long term now, I am kind o f at the end o f my career I just
don't know what direction I should take. I still feel that I bond with kids well and
if you ask kids if they liked being in my room or if they like me as a teacher I
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think they would say they would. And if you asked them what they liked about
the class they would say Art. And kids that probably didn't really do art before
would say they like it. And I'm not really sure that that is valuable.
Teacher 1 also addressed the issue o f what society valued with regard to music
education. She stated the belief that people are always questioning the value o f what she
does as a teacher o f music. She also suggested that research into the benefits o f music
education would not sway people if they did not value it to begin with. Her approach to
this situation has been to see her work as a mission:
I don't want to go around converting people. I just have a mission for children. I
don't have a mission to convert my colleagues. I just know that, unless there is
some kind o f spark in their hearts, it is very hard for me to work with them. So I
look for that in the people that I work with and there is usually enough people on
staff to make it all work for the kids. But I have no difficulty in creating that
spark in children. But some how or other it is the one subject area [whose value is
always questioned].
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Site 2: Introduction:
The second site in the study was a Senior High School with over 1300 students in
grades 10-12. Teacher 1 declared that the school community was “extremely” culturally
diverse. He explained that the school itself had been touted as a “non-traditional” high
school. Teacher 2 declared that during its inception, the school had been designed to be a
non-traditional school that pursued a student-centered approach to curriculum where
students would be able to explore and do things that were interesting to them and still
achieve the provincial learning outcomes. Teacher 4 characterized part o f the nontraditional nature o f the school:
There are no desks. There are no kids sitting in rows. So we are really looking at
a post-modem type of a school that does, in fact, promote a constructivist view of
learning. So [new] teachers coming in here looking at the whole make-up o f the
school and what their classroom looks like, know that they can't give any
information away. They can't even test in their classrooms. They have to go book
into a test center if they want to give a traditional test. We have alternative
assessment here, where we have performances o f different sorts. Alternative
ways [of evaluating student learning] other than standardized testing. So when
teachers come to this school they understand that it is different. And if they are
very traditional teachers, I don't think that they are going to come.
The nature o f the relationships between the employees in the school was also
reported as being non-traditional. The school was described as place for collaborative
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work. There was also a shared understanding o f the school as an interrelated system.
Teacher 4 described a situation that exemplified these features:
Last year [the teachers and administrators] decided to get together and look at
how everything works and the courses that are offered at the grade 10 level in
technology and what do we do that builds on each other’s practice or that is
different. What came out o f that last year was that we didn't really have the
technology that we really needed to move the curriculum to the next step in an
appropriate way. So, all o f a sudden that brought up major changes for the entire
school. How do we get that technology into the school? So, through the
collaborative process with our Technology Integration Committee and our
collaborative budget process we had to start looking at ways how we bring that
technology in. It is not only good for the courses but for our technology plan for
the whole school.
The Interview Subjects:
Teacher 1 had completed Bachelor degrees in Music and Education, and a Master
o f Education degree at the local university. He had taught with a nearby rural board in
his first year o f teaching and was completing his 13th consecutive year teaching in the
local Board. His experience prior to coming to Site 2 had been in junior high schools,
primarily as a music specialist, though he had taught a small amount o f math and French.
Teacher 1 noted that he had been on staff at Site 2 since it opened and at first he
had divided his time between teaching classes in music and computer processing, and
running the school’s music program. His most recent assignment was as a music
specialist and teaching a course in technical theater that included stage craft, writing,
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lighting and sound production. He reported that the school had gone through “quite a
metamorphosis” during the eight years in which he had been associated with it.
Teacher 2 had completed a Bachelor o f Arts degree at the University o f Alberta,
and a Bachelor o f Education degree and a Master of Education degree in Staff
Development at the local university. She was completing her 28th or 29th year of
teaching. Teacher 2 had been assigned to Site 2 as a teacher-librarian in the year prior to
the school’s opening. At the time o f the interview, she still held the same position.
Teacher 2 was also the curriculum leader in charge o f technology and responsible
for the school’s computer network. Teacher 2 stated that during her career she had
always been a teacher-librarian with the exception o f one year that she had taken a leave
in order to travel.
Teacher 3 had recently completed her Doctorate. She also held a Bachelor of
Education degree, a Diploma in Staff Development and a Master’s degree in Teaching.
She was completing her 20th year o f teaching, all o f which had been with the local Board
and her 6th year at Site 2. Prior to coming to Site 2 she had taught at another large high
school.
Teacher 3 was currently a humanities teacher. She was also the curriculum leader
in the same area. She had previously been an English teacher and had begun her career
as a reading specialist. Teacher 3 was also the chairperson o f the school’s professional
development committee. This was a position she had held for four years in which she felt
she had worked collaboratively with colleagues to develop a philosophy and program for
professional development in the school.
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Teacher 4 had a Master’s o f Arts in Distributive Education from a University in
New York. She had completed one year o f teaching in New York State and then
immigrated to Canada in the late seventies to begin teaching for the local Board. She was
completing her 2 1st year with the local Board. Teacher 4 had begun her career teaching
business education.
The province had recently transformed her subject area into an area now known
as career and technology studies. As a result, Teacher 4 was currently teaching courses
in management and marketing, enterprise and innovation, and financial management and
information processing. She came to Site 2 in its second year having been a business
education consultant in the Board’s central office prior to that. She had also previously
been a business education teacher for about 13 years in another large high school. During
her tenure at Site 2 she had worked as a consultant for the Provincial Ministry of
Education for 3 semesters in order to assist in the development o f the new career and
technologies curriculum for management and marketing, and information processing.
The principal o f Site 2 had completed an Honours Diploma in Journalism, a
Bachelor o f Arts degree in English (Honors), and a Diploma in Education. He had also
completed over 75% o f his course work towards a M aster’s degree in Education. The
principal had been with the Board for 23 years and had been in teaching for 25 years in
diverse settings which included; elementary, junior high and senior high schools, college
programs, adult education classes, summer schools and a prison. The majority o f his
teaching had been teaching English in grades 10, 11 and 12.
He had been the principal of Site 2 for six months at the time o f the interviews.
The principal noted that, as an administrator, he had not done any classroom teaching
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during the past 9.5 years. The principal also reported that he came to teaching when he
was nearly 30 years o f age after having worked a variety o f jobs while considering a
career as a writer or journalist.
A Non-traditional School for the Twenty First Century:
Much o f the non-traditional approach at Site 2 was attributable to its origin. The
school had been envisioned as an educational institution that would meet the needs o f
learners in the Twenty First Century. The process o f building the school’s vision began
in the 1980’s. It involved the establishment of a Project Steering Committee that had
coordinated planning for the school. A series of 64 meetings had been held which
included community members, stakeholders from the existing elementary and junior high
schools in the surrounding area, and program specialists, principals and teachers in the
local School Board (Site 2 Annual Report, 1998 p. 3).
As a result o f these meetings, a number o f assumptions were developed as guides
to the organization and philosophy of the school. The key assumptions included the
following:
• Meeting the learning outcomes dictated by the provincial education diploma
requirements could be achieved in a program that also recognized that, in order to
become literate individuals, students must experience conditions embedded in all
subjects that develop generic skills such as thinking, decision-making, social skills
and information processing.
• Teaching and learning at the school should be based on the knowledge o f principles
o f learning including the recognition that students leam in different ways and at
different rates.
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• The continuity o f student experience requires articulation with elementary, junior
high, post-secondary institutions, business and the community.
• The school should employ staff differentiation, alternate teaching methods and
community based learning resources.
•

Decision-making processes in the school should appropriately involve students and
the community.

• The school should adapt the best programs already operating within the local School
Board
• The school should be designed to allow teachers to be leaders in curriculum
development and implementation, and to utilize a variety o f teaching methods and
strategies. The design should also encourage cross-disciplinary planning as well as
nurturing and advancing creative thinking.
• The school should recognize the importance o f technology and incorporate flexible
opportunities for the use of technology in learning.
• The school should be student-centered and encourage teaching and support staff to
play an active role in counseling and advising students, and demonstrating lifelong
learning.
Teacher 2, who had been at the school since its inception, reported on the process
which followed the work by the Steering Committee. She explained how the first group
of teachers and administrators prepared for the school’s opening in the early 90’s:
First o f all, the principal, the teacher-librarian, the secretary and then the two
[assistant principals] were appointed and we were all full-time at first. So, what
we did was we met and we started a process o f developing a vision for what we
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wanted to see for this school. And then the next year the department heads were
also appointed but they still had positions in their old schools. So we all had
laptops and we did a lot o f communication through e-mail. We also had pullout
days where we would go [away to] work for three or four days on visioning.
Teacher 2 reported that the result of this process was the creation o f a set of
guiding principles and supporting organizational structures for the school designed to
achieve the vision and address the key assumptions of the Project Steering Committee.
These seven guiding principles, documented in the Site 2 document, “The Journey o f a
Learning Community” (1997, pp. 7-8), may be summarized as follows:
1. A belief that students must have flexible time schedules in order to leam to make
informed choices regarding their use of time and become responsible for their own
learning. This was to be supported by a structure known as the Directed Study Time
Day. This day had flexible time slots designed to give teachers the opportunity to
meet student needs in a variety o f group sizes and time periods.
2. A belief that time is a critical factor that must be made available for teachers in order
to implement the philosophy o f the school. Teachers were expected to have time to
organize for teaching and learning; to work together within and between departments
to address mutual concerns and achieve cross-disciplinary integration; and to engage
in continuous professional growth. The need for time was to be provided by a
structure known as Professional Action Time (PAT) which was built into the Directed
Study Time.
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3. A belief that technology plays a vital role in teaching and learning and requires
stakeholders to develop an interest in and commitment to the integration o f
technology into teaching and learning.
4. An understanding that it was vital to the school’s approach to teaching and learning
that students and teachers have an emotional investment in and commitment to the
vision. They must also have the authority to act and to speak, and to serve themselves
and their fellow learners to create a culture in which they learn.
5. A belief that all teachers should take part in the advisor program that had been
designed to build positive relationships between all students and their advisors.
6. The understanding that classroom activities should include alternative forms o f
assessment that provide students with authentic opportunities to demonstrate
understanding.
7. The belief that language is central to the construction o f meaning and should be a
concern for all teachers. Teachers, therefore, were expected to support risk-taking by
students through discussion, writing, as well as reflecting on and articulating the
process of their learning.
Teacher 2 also offered her concise summary o f the intent o f these seven guiding
principles:
I think if you wanted to narrow it down to what it came out to be, it is that we
believed that education should be student-centered. And that's given. Everybody
says that. But I think you know from teaching in high schools that they are not
student-centered. They are teacher and curriculum centered. So what we had to
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do was to talk about what that really meant. What did it look like when you came
into the school?
The founding group o f staff had also addressed the belief that the school
should only welcome teachers who chose to be committed to being active
participants in the school’s learning community. Attributes for teachers in Site 2
(Site 2, 1997 p. 9) included the following teacher commitments:
• Accept responsibility for shared leadership in the change process.
• A sound base in research regarding teaching, learning and the nature o f knowledge.
• Reflection on experience.
• Cooperative and collegial behavior.
• Respect for diversity.
• Courage to take risks and accept failure.
• Recognition that energy and commitment are required.
•

Making the beliefs and guiding principles o f site 2 an integral part o f their practice.
Features unique to this site, in comparison to the other two, were its relatively

short organizational history and the clarity o f the vision articulated for the school. It
appeared to have created a strong base from which people in the school could begin their
own work. The work o f the Steering Committee and the founding group of
administrators and teachers had created a picture with considerable detail o f what the
school should be. References to this vision surfaced repeatedly in the interviews and in
the school’s own literature. This image also appeared to have a long-term effect of
focusing the effort and promoting the initial initiatives that were designed into the school.
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It will also be shown that the leadership and dedication o f early staff members appeared
to effectively promote and protect this vision.
The clear definition o f teacher behaviors and expectations delineated by the
vision, guidelines and teacher attribute statements also appeared to have the effect of
clarifying and highlighting the values o f the school in terms o f people’s actions and dayto-day behaviors. The painstaking efforts to define key assumptions, identify guiding
principles, structures, and attributes for teachers also seemed to have the effect o f
surfacing the collective sense o f an underlying purpose. This purpose was stated as
developing a student-centered school where students could learn about ideas that
interested them in a manner and a pace that best suited them. Unlike most organizations
where the sense o f purpose is tacit (Senge et. al., 1994), this site had a strong sense of
shared purpose was not implicit. It was prominently expressed in each interview. This
appeared to promote teacher behaviors that supported the school’s functioning as a
learning organization.
Non-Traditional Features:
The seven initiatives and supporting structures outlined in the guiding principles
were reported in various guises. For example, as part o f a non-traditional approach, the
commitment to the seamless integration o f technology for teaching, learning and
administration in site 2 had been considerable. The Technology Integration Committee
(T.I.C.), composed o f representatives o f all stakeholder groups in the community, met
regularly to:
•

Explore, recommend and review policies regarding technology.
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•

Provide leadership for the member departments by attending to long range visions,
hardware and software requirements and financial planning for acquisitions.

•

Identify and communicate problems the network technician.
350 workstations had been connected to a wide area network in such a manner as

to enable users to accomplish their tasks with minimum technical knowledge. A 12channel internal cable television system provided information, television reception via
satellite, videotape replay, as well as the allowance for the creation and broadcast o f
multimedia and video taped productions from the school’s television studio.
Another non-traditional feature o f the school was the belief that time use by
students and teachers should be flexible. The timetable had been structured to give
teachers and students access to larger blocks o f time than was deemed necessary to meet
the needs of students in a given class period. As a result, there were no bells. Students
were expected to be on time for the start o f a class or activity and were allowed to leave
when the activity or class has come to an appropriate point for their departure. Teacher 2
explained this approach:
We have start times but no end times. So students are all expected to be in class
at the beginning. Teachers do whatever they need to do with them. Then, if
students are working on different projects or whatever, then with the teacher's
Okay they are free to go wherever in the school they want to work. Then they
either come back for dismissal or not, it is up to the teacher to decide. So we have
everybody in the class at the beginning but not necessarily in the end.
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Another example o f non-traditional practice had been the Directed Studies
Wednesdays. Regularly on Wednesdays throughout the school year students had been
given the opportunity to plan their time and activities for the day. They worked with a
Teacher Advisor to ensure they learned to manage their time and follow the guidelines
for Directed Study. Acceptable activities included a study hall and a wide variety o f
offerings that each teacher planned as meaningful learning activities each Wednesday.
Assessment practices at the school reflected several non-traditional features. One
o f these had been times set aside throughout the school year as “alternate assessment
weeks.” These were designed to complement traditional examination weeks by
accommodating other assessment activities such as presentations, demonstrations,
performances, group collaboration, individual/small group conferencing and evaluation
o f student portfolios. Subject teachers were also encouraged to use portfolio assessment
whenever possible. A pilot project, known as the TA Exit Portfolio, was being pursued.
It was intended to encourage students to showcase their strengths and talents prior to
graduation. It had also been anticipated that specific aspects o f these portfolios could be
developed for specific purposes such as job interviews or admission to post-secondary
institutions. Another non-traditional form o f assessment was the program o f “Challenge
Assessment.” It had been based on the belief that many students came to the school with
a wide variety o f prior learning that may satisfy the learning outcomes for a particular
course. Students wishing to challenge a course were assessed during an interview.
Candidates who appeared to have suitable prior learning experiences were then allowed
to undertake the challenge o f a course for credit by completing an assessment requiring a
student demonstration, an oral interview and a formal examination.
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Another area touted as an example o f non-traditional educational practice was the
Professional Action Time (P.A.T.) that had been provided weekly for teachers to
undertake their own learning and professional development. P.A.T. block had been
designated as time for teachers to work with their colleagues. It coincided with a portion
of time during each Directed Study Wednesday. The school’s documentation declared
that the P.A.T. block was not time for instruction or other activities with students, nor
was it to be used by an individual teacher for preparation for class or marking.
A Commitment to Evolution:
Reflecting on the initial vision and the start-up o f the school, Teacher 1 and Teacher
2 commented on the excitement that had come from being involved. They also
commented in depth on the challenge o f achieving and maintaining the vision since its
inception during the evolution o f the school. This process o f evolution while attempting
to achieve the vision appeared to be the most salient feature in the interviews. The
challenge encompassed a variety o f events and changes over the eight years the school
had been open.
Teacher 3 characterized the nature o f the school’s initial development. She
explained that during the original staffing for the school the founding principal had an
open list o f teachers from which to choose staff members. The people on this list had
been selected because o f their knowledge o f technology and the likelihood that their
vision o f a school would be close to that which had been planned for Site 2. When the
first group o f teachers selected from this list had been selected for the school they had
been given the opportunity to choose whether or not to come. They were able to make
this decision with knowledge o f the school’s vision and the understanding that they
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would be expected to work collaboratively to develop programs that were innovative and
non-traditional.
Teacher 1 noted that only five or six o f the original staff were left after 8 years
and the school had experienced quite a “metamorphosis” over the time. He reflected on
the initial vision explaining that “there were seven major educational innovations
introduced in this school and it was our job to implement those in that first year.
Looking back on that, that was unrealistic. Nobody came in here knowing that that
would be too difficult. Everyone came in here saying, ‘okay, all seven, lets do it.’”
Teacher 1 suggested that, at the time, this optimism might have been justified as the
school appeared to be poised for great success due to the hand picked staff. He reported
that “it was very much a team approach. They had the right principal in place and
administration team to facilitate a hand picked staff. That would be year one. So that
was the ideal environment.”
In terms o f the seven educational initiatives embodied in the guiding principles
statement, the vision had appeared to be truly lofty. The expectation that teachers and
administrators would have to stretch and work together to achieve the vision was
recounted as being inspiring and exciting. It had appeared to have the potential to
promote behaviors consistent with organizational learning.
While Teacher 2 echoed the sense that the start-up appeared to have had great
potential, she also reported how it was quickly challenged. She contrasted a
number o f key factors o f the first year with those o f the second year:
So we started in September. We had four classes o f grade 1l's and a full
complement o f grade 10's. And we started to work with it in the school. We were
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given some slack time. Also that first year we were able to pick and choose who
we wanted on staff. Where as the next year it was whoever was in the pool. So
we have this first year and we are trying things. We have connections weeks. We
have been exempted from diploma exams because we don't have any grade
twelve. We are trying things where we pull out a whole week where kids have to
take two courses that they are taking and they have to come up with a project that
they are connecting the two.
While the lofty vision may have inspired the original members o f the
organization, factors that detracted from the attainment o f the vision were also
introduced. For example, Teacher 2 indicated that the work done in the year prior to the
school’s opening and its first year with students to create a student-centered environment
had been incomplete. She had realized that the guidelines, structures and practices that
had been developed were tenuous in the minds o f those who had conceived o f them and
easily challenged. This became obvious in the school’s second year, therefore, when
more students enrolled and staffing became less selective:
So, we are in the middle of all this stuff and it is terrifically exciting and it is
really good stuff and then the next year these new people, who have not been
picked because they match our philosophies and beliefs, challenge it. “Why are
you doing this?” We weren't ready to be challenged. We hadn't established this
stuff enough ourselves at this point to be able to say we are doing this because of
such and such. We were still trying things. But they didn't buy into the trying.
.. .So then it was a struggle to maintain that vision and have these people buy into
it. We weren't “there” enough to be able to convince them. We didn't even
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realize, ...in fact it wasn't until probably a year later when I reflected back on this.
What happened? ... Why did we start to fail? And it was because we weren't
prepared to present everything. We weren't where we thought we wanted to be.
Teacher 2 elaborated on the change in school’s staffing practice in the second
year. Teachers were no longer assigned to the school on the basis o f being a “good fit”
and most did not have the option to determine this for themselves either. Teacher 3
reported that the effect o f this change was that some o f these “others” would challenge
the vision. She reported, for example, that some o f the new teachers requested desks in
classrooms. The way things were expected to be done at the school had been challenged
and the founding teachers and administrators had to constantly work to preserve and
protect the vision.
There had been a strong sense that the originally articulated attributes for teachers in
the school regarding their role as active participants in a learning community had been
helping the school to move towards the realization o f its vision. In contrast, in the second
year, the failure to select new teachers for the school on the basis o f the attributes
appeared to have created a challenge to the attainment and maintenance o f the vision. It
had effectively resulted in what had been a shared vision becoming an imposed vision for
many new teachers. This staffing effect had continued over the following six years and
had extended to changes in administration at times.
The difficulty protecting and perpetuating the vision over years o f teacher and
administrative turnover highlighted the danger associated with imposing a vision. Senge
et. al. (1994) reported that building a shared vision does not solve many problems, but it
does create an environment in which people believe they are part o f a common entity.
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This belief had apparently been effectively created in the first year by hiring teachers,
who met the defined attributes and who chose to associate themselves with the school and
its vision. In contrast, subsequent experiences with “traditional” teachers, who had little
or no choice in the decision to come to the school, effectively created an situation where
these teachers felt that the vision had been imposed. A salient result had been to shift the
work o f the school from being primarily focused on generative activity for the attainment
o f the vision to a reactive orientation where the defense and promotion o f the vision had
to be continually addressed.
Teacher 2 reported that, despite the challenge posed by non-selective hiring and
transfer practices, the original vision had remained relatively intact and influential:
We were still able to maintain a number o f the basic philosophies, beliefs
and vision. And last year, we went through our basic beliefs again and
looked at them and reexamined them and asked do we still believe them?
And yes, we did. We had to change some o f the wording and make some
corrections but basically they were still there.
Eight years later, during the gathering o f this research, the desire to preserve and
protect the initial vision continued to be very strong among the interview subjects. This
desire was discussed by all o f the subjects in response to the school having experienced a
considerable turnover in staff from the previous year. Teacher 4 reported that, in addition
to ongoing administrative changes “we have a lot o f people changing schools, moving
around and retiring. So, we have 23 new staff out o f 60 total on board.”
It was also reported that this most recent change in staff had become a
considerable challenge to the vision. Teacher commitment to employing non-traditional
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approaches in the school was certainly not ubiquitous. For example, Teacher 2 explained
that the school’s classrooms had been set-up with tables and without a front to the room
as a means o f encouraging dialogue. Some new teachers, however, had gone to great
lengths to create individual rooms that had a front with everyone facing forward.
Teacher 1 indicated that, in other instances, the directed study time was being used
inappropriately by some new teachers. For example, it had been used to become a testing
period for teachers who felt they needed more time to deliver the curriculum.
While it was clear that the teaching staff who were new to the school
exerted an influence on the school’s culture and vision, it was also clear that the
school culture and vision exerted an influence on the teachers who joined the
school. In addition, not all new staff were judged as detracting from the
attainment o f the vision. Over time, some new members o f the staff, such as
teacher 3, had embraced the vision from the start. It was also reported that many
who stayed at the school became willing participants in the pursuit o f the vision of
a non-traditional school, though they may have challenged the vision at the
beginning o f their assignment. While the reasons for teachers changing their
allegiance are not entirely clear, it seems that the leadership o f the incumbent
teachers and the effectiveness o f the structures in place to encourage
communication and personal development may have been responsible for this
change.
Teacher 1 confirmed that experience at the school changed some teachers:
I know that people come to this school as traditional teachers and they bitch and
holler about the freedoms and the way things go and they are not comfortable
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because they don't have a front o f a classroom and they don't have and that sort o f
thing. Then they go after three or four years. [At one time] we had a kind o f
moratorium on transfers, You had to be in a school for seven years. So there
were a lot o f people that stayed in a school longer than they wanted to be because
they were uncomfortable and when they leave they miss Site 2.
An Evolving and Shared Vision?
Teacher 1 considered the school’s “metamorphosis” since its opening as he
evaluated the success o f the school community in achieving the seven original
innovations over the course o f eight years:
Some o f [them] have gone by the wayside. One of them being a major emphasis
on subject integration. A lot o f [the] other ones are still in place. Flexible use o f
time [for example]. We have no bells still to this day. So that has remained.
Directed study, encouraging self directed learning. That has remained to a degree
although it has changed some. The structure that allows for it is still there but a
number o f other factors have terminated the original idea.

The gradual evolution o f the school’s vision did not appear to be seen as a
negative either. Instead, each subject reported the belief that the school’s vision should be
constantly evolving. The principal noted that the school should “continue to examine
beliefs and values, and expected learning outcomes to see how well what we have on
paper matches what we are doing each day.” He also stated the opinion that “one always
feels and knows that there is no right way to do anything,” and therefore, “it is crucial to
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listen to everyone before arriving at a decision. Building a strong and open
communication among colleagues and stakeholders, this is what counts in the long run.”
Teacher 4 also addressed the notion o f ongoing development o f the vision. She
stated that Site 2 was a lighthouse school which was frequently visited by many teachers
and administrators from other schools. As a result o f the constant questions from these
visitors, it had become necessary for seasoned members of the teaching staff to regularly
reflect on and revisit the vision. She advocated the need for “stepping back and reflecting
on what it is we do here [and asking ourselves] is it good learning and teaching for
students?” She also articulated her own view of how the school’s vision would likely
evolve:
I see ourselves building on the vision that the school is building on. I might see
changes such as going to year round schooling. That might be an interesting
concept to try to look at. I don't see major vision changes. I see maybe the way
we do things just get better and better.
She also suggested that, “You know, the vision is so good that the changes might be ways
o f looking at the teachers getting more time to talk in meaningful ways and reflective
conversations that share their learning experiences so that more o f us connect in ways
that help our students.”
Teacher 1 also explained his sense o f the vision as an evolving entity:
Even in year one we have said that this should be a building that does change. It
shouldn't be stagnant. Who are we to say that this is the right course for this
building? We have to consider our clients and the evolving nature o f it. How it
will affect how we operate this building? The courses we offer? Maybe we are
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offering a program that is not suitable for our clients so we have to make some
changes. So that has occurred.
Teacher 1 clarified his statement noting that one might wonder “how can people work
with [a] structure if it changes year in and year out and with the individual?” In response
to this difficulty he explained that:
[The] structure is set up for any given teacher to go to their comfort level in terms
o f what they instruct [and] how they interact with other staff members. We have
had dynamics that swung the pendulum far to the right and to the left. Both
directions. That is why this place is a very exciting place. There is not a static,
traditional, best look back at what we did last year school. The question is, “Is
what we did last year still working for this year?” I will definitely defend the
school and it's vision that way.
Teacher 2, who had been part o f the team that had created the initial vision and
belief statements, also commented on the reflective and adaptive cultural mindset that
appeared in the school’s philosophy. She explained that
I have stuff from the time the school started. So I am the keeper o f the faith here.
But I also have to move. I can't just say that, “Because this is how we envisioned
it and we thought it was right and this is what we need to do.” I also have to say,
“Okay, these other people have new ideas and [site 2] needs to grow and change
too.”
Teacher 2 wondered aloud about the implementation of this adaptive approach asking
“so where do [we] say, ‘Okay, let's stop here because we are moving in a direction that is
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not what we envisioned?’ Maybe we should just go there. I have too much ownership
sometimes.”
Overall, the various responses to indicated that the content o f the assumptions,
guiding principles and attributes for teachers o f the initial vision had articulated the
expectation that the vision was to be a fluid entity. It appeared to have created the
expectation among teachers that, while they worked to achieve the vision, they would
also continue to learn about themselves and their school through reflection. They would
also be expected to work together to revise the vision and innovate new practices as other
or additional needs and possibilities became clear. This built-in questioning o f the
underlying assumptions in the school’s culture or mental models appeared to promote the
possibility o f addressing chronic problems in the school. It also appeared to be consistent
with Senge’s (1990) admonition that in order to address organizational problems, one
must first recognize the basics assumptions o f individuals and the nature o f the
relationships within the organization.
With regard to the issue o f surfacing, testing and revising mental models, Teacher
2 further characterized her understanding of the school’s development as ongoing and
flexible:
I am not a real believer in moving from A to B. I am a believer that we put things
into place. Such things as our directive studies Wednesday's, our TA program.
You set the context and facilitating is a real big part o f the context. Then you let
it go. Because you can't possibly have that kind o f control.
Teacher 3 also expressed support for this assumption of stewarding development
in the school within the context o f the overall vision. She discussed the notion in relation
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to how one goes about encouraging the questioning of mental models and subsequent
change or development in other teachers. She stated that “I am tom a little bit there.
How to change other people? I know that people can change themselves, but I can invite
them into conversations and encourage and push a little bit.” Teacher 2 addressed the
same concern suggesting that “it’s convincing [other teachers] that they have the power
to empower. It is a PR thing. You don’t have to be constrained by w hat’s gone on
before.”
Teacher 2 explained how setting the context and allowing for people to direct
what occurred in the school actually worked. She used the manner in which Directed
Studies Wednesdays had developed as an example. Teacher 2 stated that different
teachers tended to have different ideas regarding what a flexible day should entail. She
elaborated suggesting that the original vision among the founding teachers would be to
expand directed studies Wednesday into other days o f the week. Despite this original
context, Teacher 2 concluded that Directed Study was still confined to Wednesdays
because o f different challenges to the idea and ongoing collaborative work to meet a
number o f different needs o f teachers and students. It appeared that this and other
practices had been arrived at due to ongoing dialogue and discussion not due to an
organizational impasse or as the result o f a power struggle. Overall, within Site 2 there
was widespread evidence to support Bryk et. al.’s (1999) statement that “ a collectively
held sense o f responsibility for how the core functions of a school are carried out signals
that shared norms about teaching and learning exist in a school and that those norms are
enacted by the majority of the faculty.”
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Promotine Personal Mastery:
The development o f personal mastery appeared to be highly valued in Site 2 and
widely pursued. This element o f a learning organization was promoted in a number of
ways. First, the interviews demonstrated that the culture o f the school promoted and
expected the development o f individuals. The organization also invested in developing
teachers’ knowledge and skills through the provision o f time and opportunities. It was
also a clear that the teachers and administrators regularly reflected on current practices
and then worked to design new or additional opportunities that were expected to be more
effective learning experiences for themselves and their colleagues.
A staff committee directed professional development at the school. Teacher 2
explained that the committee’s primary responsibility was to organize professional
development opportunities. Teacher 1 indicated that the committee had been responsible
for designing the 3 professional development days in that school year. One day was to be
for individual use, one was to be for department use and the others was to be for a full
school initiative. He noted his feelings that 3 days were quite insufficient for good
professional development.
Teacher 1 elaborated on the work o f the professional development committee
further describing his experience as a member:
[The work] is always challenging, maybe a little tougher maybe with jaded
high school teachers. Everyone still has their past experiences to look back on
and there is always a little bit o f eye rolling when it comes to "ah, what now for
PD".

He reported that professional development can be worthwhile and

effective explaining that “there have been some things that have worked very
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well. Let's see. A PD day doesn't cut it. It has to be week in and week out
learning this stuff. It has to be a process o f development.”
In discussing the approach to professional development at the school, Teacher 3
declared that “the hardest part through all o f the process is to step back from the
traditional classroom.” She noted the difficulty in changing from “the old ideas o f
professional development, where we are doing things to people, to stepping back and
allowing them to leam it for themselves without interference.” Teacher 4 elaborated on
this difficulty noting that the Board offered professional development annually via a
system-wide Teachers’ Convention o f two days, which tended to reinforce the old
approach. She declared that in contrast to convention, teachers required access to
ongoing professional development where they had time to take information with them
for reflection and gradual integration into their practice.
Teacher I also addressed this notion reporting that the school had adopted a
commitment to supporting and encouraging individual professional development. As a
result, the three days that had been designed by the committee had become more flexible
in their use than had been the case in previous years. Teachers had been given the
opportunity to propose their own individual initiatives which they wished to pursue
during the three scheduled days:
If a teacher has a need in something very specific that is very authentic to them
and their students, the committee has no problem with that. So I think that we are
trying to support our teachers in that way. The school supports them that way.
There is money available from our area office for PD. There is also a bit o f
money in house that you can apply for and use.
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Also in support o f a more individualized approach, Teacher 4 explained that
teachers at site 2 had been working for three years on the development o f Teacher
Professional Growth Plans (TPGP’s). She noted that the Province had only just begun to
mandate the use o f this tool for all teachers. Teacher 4 evaluated the implementation o f
TPGP’s favorably and offered hers as an example:
I found [the TPGP] to be more o f a living professional development plan for me
personally. [It allows for] looking at the future and developing what I feel is
important in my own area. [It also encourages] getting together with teachers in a
collaborative way to reflect on our growth rather than being a one shot deal and
something new coming in.
The focus on enabling individuals to control their learning had also resulted in an
evolution o f the Professional Action Time (P.A.T.). Teacher 3 described how the
guidelines for P.A.T. were in the process o f being stretched as a result o f challenges by
teachers who had asked that their colleagues trust them to be professional. There was an
attempt to recognize that teachers were often giving up their own time at nights or on
weekends. Originally P.A.T. had been a specific time set-aside for individuals,
departments and the entire staff to work together on curriculum integration or other
professional development:
The time [was] not supposed to be used for meeting with students, marking,
getting ready for teaching, but very often it becomes that because o f the day to
day stress o f working that happens on Wednesday mornings. [The principal] has
talked a little bit about changing the time that P.A.T. takes place so that teachers
make better use o f it. What we were hearing from teachers is that, “I am taking
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university courses, I am doing this outside o f class time, outside o f my school
time, how I use my time there should be up to me. Yes I am doing individual
professional development. Trust me that I am doing it.” So we agreed that we
did have to trust so, yes we see teachers doing things that we would rather they
weren't doing during that time but we trust that they are involved in workshops
and things outside o f school time to contribute to that. I guess it's the big issue of
trust just as it is with students when we allow them to work elsewhere from the
classroom.
Also in relation to changes in P.A.T., Teacher 4 noted the original intent that
some portion o f the time be used to encourage cross-curricular planning and integration
o f subject areas had been diminished. She attributed this diminution to external changes
in the curricula mandated by the province. Teacher 4 explained that time previously used
for developing integrated courses had become time for learning about new courses in
math and the sciences, as well as career and technology studies. She stated that as a
result o f the influx of new curricula “teachers have had to step back [from integration
efforts], and rightly so.” In this and other instances it was clear that, while the members
o f the school staff often demonstrated the belief that they were in control o f their own
destiny, changes in the outside world continued to impact on their work together.
In the development o f personal mastery, the approach to individualizing learning
did not always result in teachers learning by themselves. The teacher-librarian, Teacher
2, explained that she was constantly involved in cooperative learning with other teachers
who were interested in similar areas. She declared her belief that often “the best kind of
PD was that kind o f informal get together. The kind o f professional development that
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results when teachers say, ‘Okay, we want to do this project so we need to leam
something about it.’” She elaborated noting that these informal professional development
programs were supported by school money, which subsidized the purchase o f books in a
particular area.
Teacher 3 described two o f these collaborative initiatives that had been teacher
directed, site-based innovations to increase personal mastery:
Last year we had a meeting quite regularly and it was because someone said,
“Okay, can’t we talk about quality learning but let's not call it quality learning let's
call it authentic opportunities or something.” So we did. We talked about
authentic learning and assessment and a group o f about eight o f us met every
other week at lunchtime just to talk and read articles and those kinds o f things.
We have a reading group that meets monthly and we choose different books to
read. Yes, [it] has been quite successful and enjoyable.
Reflecting on these initiatives Teacher 3 highlighted two important
considerations. First that “we have that core group that has carried through with that
through out the years.” Second that “with many o f these things you find the same
people.”
Overall, with regard to the development o f personal mastery, the interview
subjects continually referred to setting-up conditions that encouraged and supported those
who wish to increase their own mastery. The availability o f time and money for learning
appeared to promote a these types of behaviors. In addition, the availability o f options
for how one approached learning and the opportunity to choose to leam what one wished
to leam appeared to promote personal responsibility for growth. These insights
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expressed in the interviews and actions o f the school highlighted the widely shared
understanding that no one can increase another person’s personal mastery which was
consistent with Senge’s (1990) statement.
There was also a shared recognition that an organization could block individual
efforts to leam. This was seen as the avoidance and an outright criticism o f one-size fits
all professional development programs. It was also seen in the pervasive support for
many kinds o f individualized professional development experiences. Finally, it was
promoted by the sense that, at Site 2, one is never finished learning. While relating their
own experiences with learning the interview subjects consistently demonstrated the belief
that they would continue to leam in order to remain current with the changing world
around them.
An other factor that also seemed to enhance the commitment to ongoing
professional development were the attributes outlined for teachers at the school. They
appeared to effect people’s attitudes, even though they were not universally applied
during hiring. There was no mention o f additional money or recognition for professional
development. The commitment to personal mastery seemed to stem from a desire to
leam in order to perform their work better for its own sake and to be recognized as a
contributor to the vision. The interview subjects demonstrated that teachers who stayed
at the school either came with or developed this emotional investment in the attainment
o f the school’s vision.
Teacher 1 characterized the effect of the school’s support o f professional growth
describing his attitude towards his own learning:
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There is no shortage o f things to leam in this school ever. There is no shortage. It
is just an amazing place. If you are bored for one second all you have to do is sit
behind a closed door for one second and think. Ten things will come to you that
you should do. For example, I am in the process, I am very excited about it, I am
turning the music facility, my room, into a virtual recording studio. It's.. .I'm
slowly getting there.
Despite the many supports for learning, time to leam was a concern that was
frequently mentioned as something which detracted from the attainment o f personal
mastery. For example, Teacher 1 described how limited time impeded his efforts to
transform the music facility:
It is o f course taking longer than I had hoped. I have all the hardware. I have all
the equipment. Now I need some time. So the detractor is.. .the problem with
achieving my goal is having the opportunity to take the time to leam. I am so
busy with the [instructional] program I don't have time. He expressed the concern
for all teachers that the danger is getting so wrapped up in the teaching and dayto-day work that you don't get it in.
Teacher 4 also reported effects generated by a shortage o f time:
There are just so many committees to sit on and so many things going on that time
is always an issue. Then you are constantly running out of time. There is always
something little. And then [there are] people from outside the school coming in
and wanting to know what we are doing because we have been touted as a
lighthouse school. [We] tend to have people in here who know what it is to teach
this particular subject or within a certain area as well. So, [these teachers] are
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being called all the time to sit on system committees or to sit on Alberta
Education committees. Our names have been given out all over the province for a
caller to come in and look at our programs. So it becomes a busy place. Maybe
what would help me would be to say no to someone so that I can really
concentrate on the things at hand.
The principal indicated that time to leam was also an issue for him. He noted that
Site 2 was his third school in six years and he had, therefore, little time for his own
course work. He noted that he was trying to find time to read articles relating to
organizational theory and learning theory with particular interest in the nature o f
leadership and its effect on schools as learning communities. In addition, while he had
completed 11 o f 14 courses towards a Master’s o f Education, the principal indicated that
he was too busy currently to continue formal classes or workshops.
Teacher 2 addressed the possibility of creating additional time for teachers to
leam. In looking for ways to provide teachers with more time in which to leam, she
questioned the rigidity o f the local School Board. She wondered if the school could use
its professional development money differently. For example, rather than pay substitute
teachers to come into the school during the year and take teachers out o f class for
workshops or courses, she proposed using the same money to pay teachers to come into
the school in the summer and work on various initiatives. Teacher 2 also highlighted the
work on-going at a school in a nearby school district where teachers were being given
fewer classes to teach with the expectation that they would pursue action research in their
own school in order to improve the school. She expressed the desire to partner with
someone from that school in order to bring this approach into site 2.
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The commitment to integrate technology in the school’s program for use by
teachers and students as a component o f the school’s vision posed some unique
challenges and opportunities that seemed capable o f advancing opportunities to develop
personal mastery. Teacher 1 explained the circumstances from his viewpoint:
My problem is that [the technology I am using] is so cutting edge that there is no
place to leam the software. There is no expert out there. The stores where you
buy the stuff, they are the best shot. But they are salespeople. They will only go
so far with you. So there are no lessons. I have got to do this myself and that has
been the story o f [Site 2] from day one. Because the school was given the newest
stuff then, who was going to teach us the stuff? So the [Site 2] people became the
experts and then they leave our building because they were promoted somewhere.
Also due to its ongoing commitment to develop technological skills, Teacher 1
explained that the school frequently received requests for assistance from teachers
outside the school:
The people who are left in this building continue to upgrade. Continue to
professionally develop. You know when you are the leader where do you go?
I'm not trying to be arrogant when I say that. I get phone calls all the time, “What
software should I buy for my music department? Not just software, but hardware,
keyboards, synthesizers and stuff.
Teacher 2 added to this discussion noting that the addition of technology to the
school had also been an incentive for her to increase her personal knowledge and skill
base. The addition o f a network to the school for which she was responsible had created
a demand for her to leam to administer the network.
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Teacher 4 explained how she had seen technology and collaboration encourage
learning. As the technology coordinator, she described how the school had recently
decided upon the acquisition o f a considerable amount o f new technology. While
addressing the new curricula in the career and technology studies program, the
department had collaboratively examined the articulation o f the grade 10, 11 and 12
courses. As a result o f this effort, they had come to the realization that the school did not
have the technology necessary to implement the curriculum in the appropriate manner:
So all o f a sudden that brought up major changes for the entire school. How do
we get that technology into the school? So through the collaborative process with
our technology integration committee and our collaborative budget process we
had to start looking at ways how we bring that technology in. It is not only good
for the courses but for our technology plan for the whole school.
A plan had been collaboratively conceived. Next, new software and hardware had
been acquired. Teacher 4 had become responsible for providing opportunities for staff
and students to leam how to use the new technology. She explained how she had
employed two approaches. In the first, experts had been hired to come in after the school
day to teach the teachers. In the second, arrangements had been made to allow a teacher
to leave the school site to work with a company contracted by the Board in order to leam
the software. Interestingly, she had observed at least one benefit in the group sessions
that may not have existed in the individual sessions stating that “sometimes it is just
really nice to get the staff together. Get 20 staff together and do a software training
session here. I think it offers a really collegial atmosphere and so it helps staff in
different areas get to know each other but leam something as well.”
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Teacher 4 also described her feeling that the integration o f technology had begun
to promote a change in the learning process for students. First, she felt that students were
learning from each other more frequently. Teacher 4 explained that “we have courses
that can teach the kids software but the kids are always connecting in group projects and
are teaching each other and those are really neat things that can happen.” Second, she
noted that the content o f student presentations using technology had become more
rigorous as teachers gained experience with their assessment. Teacher 4 explained that
“one of our students, who sits on our technology and integration committee, coined the
phrase ‘flash trash.’” She reported that this described many early student presentations
using technology where teachers looked at them and said, “Wow!” Then, the teachers
realized that “when they really sit down to assess and see what the student has done.
They have given nothing. There has been no content there.”
Learning experiences as a result o f the commitment to integrate technology in the
school also had included some apparent drawbacks. In reflecting on the effect of
technology on teacher learning, Teacher 1 expressed concern that teachers also needed to
leam to recognize the “seductive nature” o f technology. He noted that when one had
been constantly developing a program that used technology, “there is pressure to that to
maintain that level.” In response to this perceived pressure for personal development he
noted that “I finally stopped. One thing that you have to be careful o f when you get
wrapped up in technology is you have to step back and say are we servicing our clients
okay these days? Are we doing what they need? Who is this for?”
The schools vision also promoted the development o f personal mastery.
Regardless o f an individual teacher’s initial willingness to embrace the vision, the
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expectation that teachers adapt to the demands of a non-traditional school environment
also created the expectation that teachers would develop certain skills and promoted the
ongoing pursuit o f personal mastery. Teacher 1 had already described the experience o f
many traditional teachers coming on staff who were forced to adapt over time due to
circumstances in the school and ended up missing the school when they left. Teacher 2
described how the commitment to integrate subject areas often resulted in the assignment
o f teachers to a team teaching situation in humanities that tended to accelerate a
teacher’s learning:
We have a social studies teacher and an English teacher and they are trying to
teach a course together. They are in this room with sixty grade 10 kids or sixtyfive grade 10 kids this year, and they just want out. They want to get back to
wherever they were and have their own classroom, their own kids, their own desk
and be able to manage the classroom. But then they realize, oh, we have breakout
groups. So if there are these 15 kids that are having a particular problem with this
writing thing or skill, one o f us could take these kids out o f there and work with
them well the other teacher works with the other kids in the regular classroom. So
it gives them a lot more flexibility. Then they get used to that kind o f thing.
Teacher 1 also commented on how the expectation that people work and leam as a
team in the school affected the development o f personal mastery. He explained that in
his own teaching “I always look back and I say, ‘What happened there?’ and evaluate it.
Is it something I wish to do again next year. So I do that in my own teaching my own
practice.” He noted that in the past the fine arts department had also utilized this
approach but recent changes in personnel had changed this:
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We no longer have a team. It is not a team this year at all. The team has been
pretty much blown apart because the people that came into the department have
never experienced a team approach to fine arts so why would they pursue it now?
People have said, “I don't think I will do that it's too much work.” That has never
happened to me in the last seven years. We have been very proactive. Very
forward [thinking]. Very involved in the team o f fine arts.
While illuminating factors that promoted personal mastery it was noteworthy that
the actions o f teachers who worked together to develop their own capacities for their
work also appeared to promote the attainment of the new skills and knowledge.
Teachers’ interactions during deliberately planned structures such as the staff planning
room, P.A.T., cross-curricular discussions in staff meetings and time reserved for
professionally discussions during administrative team meetings enhanced the efforts to
reflect on and innovate with regard to generative ways of creating a student-centered
school. Furthermore, informal groups such as reading discussion groups and groups o f
teachers learning together about new software resulted in the formation of formal and
informal networks where people communicated to discuss their day-to-day work and
greater aspirations for themselves and the school.
Overall, though the development o f personal mastery was important and
supported through the provision of time and money, there was still a sense that there was
insufficient time for teacher learning. There appeared to be consistency with Senge et.
al.’s (1994) declaration that personal development will continue to be a nice idea that is
peripheral to the job unless the members o f the organization take responsibility for
making it a central feature o f their work. There was also a general understanding o f the
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dangers o f living in a fast-paced, exhausting and creative environment where one is
always expected to do, create and shape the school’s programs, environment and culture.
The possibility o f personal overload or fragmentation among members o f a team
appeared to be partially mitigated by a culture that attempted to promote a shared or
interdependent orientation to work where each teacher understood his or her role as
being a part of the whole. One result was that some teachers were learning when to say
enough was enough. Another result was that they were recognizing that relying on each
other to cover the spectrum o f things to be learned was a useful practice. In addition, the
knowledge that one was part o f a team working to attain the vision had encouraged some
teachers to choose to stay at the school when other opportunities came along. This
seemed to be because these teachers felt they were contributing without having to
become too stressed or in danger o f becoming burned out.
The generative orientation towards professional development promoted by the
vision and apparently held by many teachers also appeared to be a strong promoter of
personal mastery. Ongoing reflection about programs leading to continual refinements
and innovations appeared to support each staff member’s effort towards the attainment of
the vision. One example included the revision o f the rules regarding the use o f P.A.T. to
demonstrate greater trust for teachers to structure their own time. Another example was
the provision of alternative opportunities for teachers to develop their computer skills.
There was also a willingness to propose and pursue new approaches for supporting
professional learning. One example was the suggestion that the Board consider paying
teachers for spending time developing themselves in the summer as opposed to using that
same money to create release time in during the school year.
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Team Learning:
The concepts o f teamwork and team learning were described and demonstrated
repeatedly. It seemed that a focus on developing the collective potential of the members
o f the organization promoted these concepts. There was also a sense that success in the
school would be achieved, not just by how well each individual worked, but by how well
individual efforts supported the work o f others. For example, Teacher 2 described how
the design o f the staff planning room encouraged sharing and team learning. She
explained that the planning room had been arranged so that the desks o f teachers in
different departments were scattered through the room. This was meant to encourage
considerable interaction between teachers of different subjects. She recounted an
example o f this type o f interaction where a humanities teacher happened to be sitting
between two math teachers. Teacher 2 explained the interaction “so, she listens to their
dialogue all the time. She has a better understanding o f how maybe they do their stuff.
She understands a bit more of where they are coming from and why they are that way and
the same with the other way. So there is that opportunity to understand the other person.”
The principal cited the experience o f introducing the new curriculum o f applied
and pure math courses as another example o f team learning. He reported that the teachers
had demonstrated superior collegiality in all regards. The principal also suggested that
the teachers’ behaviors attested to the way work is done at Site 2. He observed that
teachers work with “simple regard for each other, working together to produce the best
results for teaching and learning - keeping in mind our beliefs and values.” As a second
example, he pointed to the work o f the Technology Integration Committee. This cross
curricular group, while examining how to spend a considerable portion o f the school’s
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budget, had demonstrated significant ability to work and leam together. He declared that
“even when people did not always entirely agree with each other, very open
communication had taken place in a trusting climate.”
Teacher 3 also addressed the notion o f team sharing and team learning expressing
the belief that open and effective communication was a really important factor in any
team’s success at the school. She explained that monthly staff meetings assisted in the
creation o f opportunities for this type o f communication. She explained that “often at
those meetings we try to provide time for what we call table talk in cross-curricular
groups. We jumble people up so that they are with different departments and we give
them different issues to talk about.”
Many other structures promoted the opportunity to communicate and seemed to
promote effective collaborative work. The principal documented the different formal
opportunities for teachers to communicate with each other. These included regular
monthly meetings o f the entire staff. He explained that the Site 2 Administrative
Council, which consisted o f the administrators and the curriculum leaders (roughly the
equivalent o f a department head), met twice a month. The first meeting was used to
discuss business. The second meeting was used for conversations that created the
opportunities for people to leam from each other. Curriculum leaders also met monthly
with colleagues in their departments to talk about department specific concerns and
initiatives. Concerns expressed during these meetings were to be brought to the Site 2
Administrative Council business meetings. The Principal also explained that Teacher
Advisors for each grade level (10, 11 or 12) meet with each other regularly to talk about
concerns common to them as a result o f their work as advisors with students at a
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particular grade level. Meetings also occurred weekly between teachers during the
P.A.T. time on Wednesdays. Informal discussion occurred in the staff planning room and
committees met at other times such as after-school.
In addition to these opportunities to communicate, the principal described other
vehicles that encouraged communication:
A steady flow o f information is given in print from the administration. I probably
use the written word considerably because it is an easy, natural way for me to
communicate. For example, I might solicit input form everyone about a particular
issue, Directed Study Wednesdays, for example. [Then I] compile all input and
return it to every member o f staff with some thoughts about the findings.
The principal added to these statements regarding the nature o f communication in
the school and how it enhanced teamwork and team learning:
There appears to be a rather natural flow or cycle of ideas and information at our
school...but I am still learning about any possible disruptions. Essentially, there
are no secrets in our school. All information about staffing is shared openly,
decisions are made, not by voting in an open staff meeting. [Rather] we try as
much as possible to reach consensus about important matters or problems.
He concluded with the statement, “I have seen no examples o f administrative fiat. We do
not work form the top down at Site 2. [There] would likely be a mutiny if we were to
try.” It seemed that by choosing not to employ technical and coercive forms o f control,
the principal was promoting collaboration, team learning and shared leadership.
Teacher 2 confirmed the principal’s statements regarding communication and
collaborative decision-making and their effect on team building and team learning. She
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explained that teachers accepted leadership responsibility and helped to keep the
collaborative aspect of the culture strong. She also explained that to truly understand
how leadership was shared it was necessary to “be” in the school for a time. To
exemplify her point, she recounted how she had worked to inculcate the current principal:
So [the new principal] comes in and types out a memo to everybody about
expectations o f kids in the class. “We have a commitment.. .blah blah blah, blah
blah blah.” The legal stuff, what the [Board] says. So I happen to have it on my
desk. The next morning he came down to chat and he said, “oh have you read my
memo? What do you think?” I said, “Well, have you heard about start times?”
Now he has read all the stuff. He spent the whole summer. I was here in the
summer and he was in here. But you have to live it, right? So, he had to take his
memo back and redo it because he didn't have the concept quite right.
While discussing his experience with an initiative to explore the introduction o f a
Teacher Advisor Program in the school, the principal confirmed the necessity o f being in
the building for a time to fully understand how it operated. He declared, “I am still
finding my way around [Site 2], and it will take some time before I understand our
school’s complexities.”
Teacher 2 continued to describe how important communication between staff
members had been in the development of teamwork and team learning:
We would get together and we would set up groups that were cross-curricular to
talk about things like directed studies and how to do it. You know you got the
guys that need to make sure that everybody is sitting at the desk where you want
them to be sitting and you have got the other guys who want to take the kids out
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on a field trip to the public library or whatever. So you always have got that
whatever it is, tension. So the conversation happens. It never happens enough.
There is never enough time to do that conversation.
It seemed that the structures and beliefs that promoted sharing between teachers in
a cross-curricular manner worked to reduce the tendency o f subject areas creating
fragmentation or balkanization in the school. Rather than becoming isolated, subject area
specialists were encouraged to develop the ability to talk beyond their fields of expertise
and reframe their understanding o f their own and other subjects. This in turn seemed to
promote a sense o f teamwork, if not team learning.
Team learning was not seen as creating groupthink. Reflecting on the results of
collegial conversations between subject areas specialists Teacher 2 made the observation
that, “I don’t think you would ever get to the point where everyone would come on line
anyway and I don't necessarily think that that is valuable.” She promoted the notion that,
“It’s good to always be challenged. It is good to always have to present why we do this.”
This notion was often reiterated throughout the interviews with regard to the evolving
nature o f the vision. The result of this approach appeared to be that the desire to promote
alignment amongst members of the team was balanced with the acceptance o f the belief
that individual members o f the team can and should be allowed to disagree. Senge et. al.
(1994) report that this approach results in making the collective understanding o f the
team richer and more useful.
The teachers and administration worked to promote this sense o f dialogue. With
regard to collaborative communication, the interview subjects demonstrated an
understanding o f the differences between dialogue and discussion as described by Senge
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(1991). The subjects reported and demonstrated the belief that there was no such thing as
a “right answer.” This was enhanced by their general acceptance o f the necessity for
ongoing development o f the vision, o f individuals and of mental models. These features
seemed to help ensure the focus o f the team on the ongoing development o f their actions,
beliefs and vision. Stasis was apparently not seen as a desirable trait.
In an overall sense, team learning was promoted by teachers and administrators
working together to sustain a collective approach to inquiry regarding the day-to-day
operations o f the school and its vision. There was an underlying sense that people had a
goal o f discovering more about the way the school worked and what could be done to
continue to improve its functioning.
This collaborative approach did not appear to be limited to the school’s staff.
Teacher 4 noted that a considerable amount o f communication regularly took place with
the school community through frequent newsletters and the annual report. She explained
that much o f this communication had been designed to share and reinforce the school’s
vision. Teacher 4 also indicated that an orientation evening for parents of grade 9
students, who will be joining the school in grade 10, was an effective tool for inducting
parents. She explained that “right away, before students even get here we take [parents]
around the school and we share the vision with them. So they understand the nature of
the school before their son or daughter even walks in for their first day in grade 10.”
Teacher 1 suggested that the nature o f some tasks at the school promoted
teamwork and team learning because this type o f approach was required if people wished
to be successful. For example, he reported that in the Fine Arts Department the musical
theatre program could not be successful without a strong team because is was an
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integration o f all o f the performing arts. In contrast, he also noted that other tasks in the
school, such as simply teaching a class, did not require teamwork and team learning to
be successful on a certain level. Teacher 1 concluded that this type o f teacher isolation
made it more difficult to build the notion of team learning into some teacher’s
classrooms.
Teacher 1 also reported, however, that a great deal of team learning took place
between teachers due to the commitment to integrating technology. As an example he
focused on the difficulty posed by all teachers constantly needing to leam new software
for their work in the school. He explained that teachers knew they were able to leam
from each other. Teacher 1 had focused on keeping up with development in audio
software. Other teachers knew they could come to him for assistance with audio software
and he knew he could go to others if he required assistance with programs in which they
had more experience. In addition, Teacher 1 reported that teachers had begun to realize
that they could not know everything and were learning to work with the support o f
students who could assist teachers in their own learning in some areas.
It was evident that in addition to the structures and beliefs that promoted
teamwork and team learning there were also detractors. For example, Teacher 4 reported
that in previous years, teachers had undertaken the sharing their professional portfolios to
encourage team learning during some o f the scheduled professional development days.
During these times teachers demonstrated to each other how they had grown
professionally and shared information regarding ideas on which they had been working.
Teacher 4 noted that this type o f activity promoted individual and team learning. She
attributed the recent decline in this type o f sharing to the many new additions to the staff
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and administration. The newness o f people to their jobs seemed to be preventing them
from having time to get together and have reflective conversations.
Teacher 1 also reported that the degree o f team sharing and learning in the current
year had been reduced in comparison to other years by changes in the school:
It's a little gray right now. It’s a little mucky. It’s been mucky before and it will
probably be mucky again. It's mucky right now partially because we had a huge
staff turn over at the end o f last year. One third o f our staff has been replaced.
Many o f those are curriculum leaders. They are the leaders o f the school.
He described the nature o f the problem in reference to the new teachers:
They come into the building, which is overwhelming to start with in the way it is
not traditional. They have come from awfully traditional places and they are
having to do a lot o f personal adjusting and professional adjusting and deciding if
they like it here. Is this okay? Can I work with this system or is this just too
weird?
Next, Teacher 1 highlighted some o f the unique aspects o f the situation that were
affecting the nature o f the team work:
We have people, who are leaning on other people for knowledge. Some people
who are taking advantage o f that and they are putting their personal agendas
forward. So that is affecting decisions. Looking for things that are coming up and
saying wow where did that come from? The dialogue isn't flowing yet. It needs
too, and I know our current principal is doing his best to create that environment
of trust and stuff like that. But people are cautious.
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Teacher 1 concluded his description o f the school’s current situation noting that it tended
to be a recurring problem. He suggested that there hasn't been that much change [in what
we do] this year. It's a let's get through the year, year. [A year for] coping and learning
about the building. Some o f us who have been here for a while suffered. Sometimes I
feel like, ‘Do I have to go through this again?”’
Teacher 4 noted some other circumstances that tended to detract from teamwork
and team learning. She explained that in previous years there had been dialogue among
the staff in an attempt to answer questions such as “what are some neat and creative ways
that we can present curriculum to students that we haven’t thought o f yet?” In order to
allow this type o f activity to occur, classes would be cancelled and teachers would work
together to discuss ways o f integrating curriculum and then offer integrated programs to
the students. Teacher 4 described how various pressures had eroded the time and energy
spent on developing integrated programs:
[Provincially administered grade 12] Diploma exam results came out and, well,
maybe [our students’ results were] not as high as they should be. Who cares
really? But that's not the main focus, the public eye is on us and that starts getting
pressure. [Teachers are saying,] “hey, step back, I need this time to make sure the
kids are prepared for the diploma exams.” So that kind o f got in its way. New
curriculum introduction, that as well. And just the nature o f the way [curricular
integration programs] seemed to be organized differently every time we did
[them]. It was like we were trying to reinvent the wheel every time we had a
professional day. People were exhausted.
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Concern was also expressed regarding how partnerships for teaching were created
without considering the nature o f the people who would form the teams. Teacher 3 said
“It's a crap shoot. The last master timetable we had we had teacher Y, we had teacher X
because we didn't even know who they were. Over the summer we filled in some names
so we didn't even know who they were and how they would mesh with people that they
were placed with.”
Lack of prior experience in collaboration by many o f the new teachers who had
recently joined the school was also reported as detracting from team learning. Teacher
1, for instance, observed that two personnel changes in his department resulted in the
dissolution of any team sharing and learning. He suggested that the reason for the
change was that the new people in the department had never experienced a team
approach to their subject area. Teacher 1, who had seen the effects o f the strong school
culture on other newcomers, still managed to express a degree o f optimism that the
school culture and the other department member’s shared, past experiences might work
to create a team approach in the future:
I'm hoping that it's just because the building is overwhelming. They are getting
their feet planted in our building. I should cut them some slack here because it is
a pretty overwhelming place here. So I'm going to take the optimistic side and cut
them some slack and let's hope that the team can reestablish it's self once we get
to know each other again with the new personnel.
The commitment to teamwork and team learning also appeared to have some
possible drawbacks, which were related in to the scarcity o f time. Both Teacher 1 and
Teacher 4 voiced their concern that the focus on reflection and the process o f dialogue
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could, over time, result in working conditions that exhaust people. Teacher 1 declared
that “to do it week in and week out gets a little overwhelming, too draining. People have
emotional needs and we have to make sense o f that. And some o f us have got to have
responsibility for a read on that.” In addition, Teacher 1 highlighted an important trade
off regarding the team process explaining that “here is a frustration with open dialogue.
You don't get anything done. If it is decision by committee it takes a long time to move
this ship forward.” On the other hand he declared that “when you do move it forward it
is a pretty solid step. Now maybe that is better than top-down and moving the ship
forward at a rapid pace only to be two steps forward and three steps backwards again and
peoples wishes can finally come forward.”
Teacher 1 highlighted a strong feature o f the school’s culture in this statement.
While it was not clear whether this feature had been consciously developed, it did seem
there was an understanding that when a disagreement arose it was considered an
important opportunity for team learning. Rather than ignoring or smoothing over
disagreements, there seemed to be a belief that they were an access point for addressing
and sharing individual’s underlying beliefs and assumptions in order to understand
concerns about various may have be impeding the school’s advancement.
Despite the drawbacks reported, the overwhelming sense was that the
collaborative climate and structures that encouraged a free flow o f information among
individuals promoted the ability o f people to leam from their daily interactions with each
other. This team learning seemed to be encouraged by an understanding o f the
importance o f the school as a whole. As a result, ongoing individual and group
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reflection, innovation and experimentation tended to be focused on developing the vision
o f the school.
Looking outside the school, Teacher 1 described a confounding factor in
developing the relationships he believed necessary to encouraging dialogue, teamwork
and shared leadership. He expressed concern over low morale throughout the local
School Board due to financial cutbacks by the province:
[Morale’s] not very good. I am planning all these events and I don't know if any
o f them will fly because o f our work situation, and that devastates this school.
We are just recovering from a ‘work to rule’ campaign last year. And that has
been an uphill battle for fine arts and athletics. Mathematics, that wasn't the case.
They went on with their program. Didn't do as much marking perhaps. But for
performing programs it just killed us. I have had to reestablish the momentum.
So it's a hard year to get clear judgment on how it's working this year.
Another outside factor that appeared to negatively affect team learning
commented on by teacher 1 and teacher 4 was the Board’s appeared to be encouraging a
high degree of staff turnover. Teacher 4 noted that because many o f the school’s teachers
became learners and leaders while at the school, they became highly sought after for
other positions in the Board’s system. She explained that while some chose to stay in the
school, many others chose to move for some form of career advancement or, in other
cases, to keep from becoming exhausted by the pace at Site 2. Teacher 1 also reported
that there appeared to be a belief in the local school system that teachers and
administrators who wished to get promoted could do so by working within the school for
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a time. He suggested that these people “whiz into [site 2], whiz out o f [site2], get
promoted and then tell everyone what occurred here for about three years.”
Sharing Leadership and Systems Thinking:
The founding vision for the school promoted teacher leadership. The school was
envisioned as a place where teachers had an emotional investment and commitment to
the vision, and the authority to act and to speak in order to serve themselves and their
students. They were also expected to assume the responsibility for relating their work to
the effective overall functioning o f the whole school (Site 2, 1997).
These features o f the original vision appeared to have been maintained. As noted
previously, the principal had reported that leadership and decision making was a shared
process. He had explained that “we do not work from the top down at [site 2]. [There]
would likely be a mutiny if we were to try.” Consistent with the principal’s statement,
Teacher 1 reported that much o f the original culture o f the school had been maintained
due to teacher leadership. He explained that “there is a strong enough core o f people
who have a voice and are not afraid to use their voice. So that is what I think has saved
the bacon, saved the vision of this school. They have been firm in what they believe and
they have been passionate about it.”
Teacher 2 also demonstrated that the culture o f the school was one where
stakeholders learned to accept the responsibility for determining outcomes because they
were empowered to do so. She discussed how this initial concept o f sharing leadership
in the school had been envisioned and how it was being manifested at that time. She
explained that “I think that it is about empowering people. Not just empowering
teachers but empowering students, empowering the community. That is what we need to
do. I think that [the current principal is] going to be excellent at it.” Teacher 2 also
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thought aloud about how to create shared leadership among teachers. She declared that
“it's convincing [teachers] that they have the power to empower. Is it a PR thing? You
don't have to be constrained by what’s gone on before, what your vision is, or what you
think the community expects. You are empowered to do your best for the students in
this school.” She also stated that individual teachers who were committed to the school
held mental models o f their work that were different than those o f other teachers. These
mental models appeared to enhance their ability to understand and embrace teacher
empowerment. To illustrate she recounted a discussion with a teacher who had just
completed her first year at site 2. Teacher 2 had suggested to this teacher that the school
was good because if a teacher has an idea of what she wants to do, she will get the
support to do it. This new teacher hadn't agreed with this at all, apparently because she
was more traditional and used, therefore, to waiting for someone else to start an
initiative. She did not believe she could be a self-starter.
Teacher 2 explained that leadership by community members was also inculcated
within the school by including students, parents and support staff on committees of all
types. She expressed the belief that site 2 did a better job than most schools in ensuring
that all stakeholders were involved in decision making. It was her feeling that these
actions reinforced a strong sense o f teamwork in the community. In addition, she noted
that this inclusive approach could be a source o f frustration for teachers and
administrators who had greater experience and comfort with an older and more autocratic
model. With regard to this comment, Teacher 2 expressed approval o f the current
principal for his focus on this aspect o f the school and his successful work towards
creating partnerships with the community. She stated that through these partnerships, the
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principal had been able to demonstrate the many opportunities the school provided for its
students in their educational experience.
The expectation for shared leadership was also clearly extended to students at
times. Teacher 3 addressed the facilitation o f this feature in the school declaring that
students were more open to becoming leaders because the school encouraged them to do
so. She explained that “we ask students to develop themselves as self-directed,
responsible learners. We want them to look at being collaborative and team players. So
a lot of the things we do here, such as our Directed Studies Wednesdays [encourage
this]. We want students to take responsibility for their learning.” Both Teacher 1 and
Teacher 2 provided examples o f how students embraced their leadership roles. In one
example, students had introduced themselves to a new teacher and welcomed him to the
school indicating their strong support for the school. In the second example, the students
had clearly indicated to their teacher, who was also new to the school, that a traditional
approach to curriculum delivery was not what was expected at the school.
Despite the expectations o f and experiences with teachers, students and
community members sharing leadership, the importance o f the principal as leader
received considerable attention. Teacher 3 stated, “I would say that [shared] leadership is
very important but I think that the bulk o f teachers want a leader.” She elaborated with
the suggestion that at times, “We have to educate [the principal] as to what works well
and what doesn’t, but he has other things up his sleeve I am sure.”
Teacher 2 also expressed her observations regarding the role o f the principal as
leader in site 2. She noted that it was sometimes a challenge for some new staff to
embrace the non-traditional approach at the school. In relation to these circumstances,
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she highlighted the importance o f the principal believing in the vision and guiding
principles of the school:
The people who don’t believe in [the vision and guiding principles] will go along
with them because they believe in a pre-directed kind o f model. So then that
gives [the school] some freedom to continue with those kinds o f things. If we get
a principal who doesn’t [believe], it will all be gone. There is just so much
pressure to be traditional. It will all be gone.
In order to illuminate the complexity of leadership in Site 2, Teacher 1 observed
that in some instances, because there had been a considerable amount o f ongoing change
in the administration o f the school, administrators had let the teachers lead. As a result
the teachers had been even more highly inclined to assume leadership roles. This was
consistent with Marks’ and Louis’ (1999) report that that facilitative leaders who support
teachers and encourage the development o f ideas in a common direction can enhance
organizational learning. In relating this notion to the history o f Site 2, Teacher 1 reported
that “our upper administration [continues to undergo] change, change, change, change,
change. They come and they go.” He continued explaining that “in some cases, the
ongoing pursuit o f the vision appears to be due to a core o f people who are often just
plain teachers.”
Teacher 1 highlighted the complexity o f the interaction between administrators
and teacher leaders with his observation that teacher’s behavior as leaders had also been
deeply discouraged when a very autocratic principal had joined the school. The
autocratic principal is reported to have said, “this is the way it is going to be.” In
response, Teacher 1 declared that teacher leadership was severely reduced:
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The dialogue soon stopped because it became apparent that it was dangerous to
continue that freedom. The environment had to be set by an administrative team
to create an atmosphere o f freedom in order for that dialogue to occur. Dialogue
stopped and the discussions started and they were very one way. So eventually
people really clamed up and said, ‘I'll wait now and be told what to do.’ That
person retired. We have another new individual in the building now who we are
all just getting to know. Slowly the dialogue is opening. It's a good year. You
know, better dialogue, I look forward to that.
In the environment o f Site 2 even new teachers had assumed a leadership role in
response to the frequent and significant faculty turnover. For example, new staff
members in one year had met monthly with a few experienced mentors in order to put
together a “survival guide” that would explain what one needed to know to successfully
come into the school as a new teacher.
Overall, the belief in shared leadership was promoted by its presence in the
guiding principles for the school. Furthermore, teachers, who had embraced the vision,
readily accepted it and tended to support it through their own actions. The practice had
also been shown to be somewhat dependent on the stewardship o f the administration. It
is not clear if a lack o f direction from the administration also appeared capable of
promoting shared leadership. This would certainly contradict the statement that laissezfaire principals reduced shared leadership (Marks and Louis, 1999). It seemed clear,
however, that strong, autocratic administrative control threatened shared leadership.
It was also reported that the sharing o f leadership promoted the capacity of the
teachers to continually shape the school’s future and sustain significant beliefs or
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innovations. Each of the subjects interviewed demonstrated how they and many o f their
colleagues had become advocates for the achievement o f the vision. These many
advocates, working within the structures and beliefs o f the school, appeared to be capable
o f rapidly promoting learning through reflection that surfaced and questioned mental
models, collaborative dialogue and innovation. Though a clear causal relationship was
not certain, this appeared to be because teachers believed that they were accountable for
the results in their classroom and the school, and they believed they had sufficient
authority to take undertake changes in the way that they organized and conducted their
work.
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Site 3: Introduction:
The third and final site visited during the study was a suburban Junior High school
with approximately 400 students in 7th, 8th and 9th grades. The school had experienced a
major change in student and teacher populations over the year and a half prior to this
visit. These were most certainly the most prominent features in the conversations that
took place.
The changes had been primarily due to the opening o f a new junior high school in a
neighboring community. A large percentage o f the students that had been attending Site
3 had been bused from this neighboring community and began attending the new school
when it opened in their neighborhood. Following this move, another group o f students
from other districts was then bused to Site 3. Teacher 2 described the change in the
student population quite bluntly. “We lost, I think it was 70-80% o f our population. It
was what you call a prime population, something that you are not supposed to say. It was
60-70% oriental, very high achievers, quite wealthy.” She compared this former
population to the subsequent population noting that, “in the very first year o f the change,
because they had to fill our school, several schools sent us students that were hand-picked
and you can imagine what students they would have sent us. [These students] walked in
with the chains and the rings.” She continued, describing the sta ffs reaction to indicate
the magnitude o f this change. “We all sort o f stared and smiled and laughed because we
had never seen kids like that in this school.” Teacher 2 elaborated on the scale o f this
change declaring that “we are getting prep kids. We’ve never had prep kids in this
school. We had such strong principals. We were the only school in this [section o f the
city] that didn’t have these low kids.”
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The Interview Subjects:
Teacher 1 had completed her post-secondary work in the eastern United States.
She taught as a French specialist for twelve years and then took ten years leave to raise
her children. She carefully noted that her experience as a mother had changed her
understanding o f life, education and children. She indicated that “I have discovered that
life isn’t black and white, and kids aren’t black and white. So, since being a parent
myself, I am a better teacher. I am more compassionate.”
Teacher 1 had just returned to the School Board in the previous year. All but two
o f her 14 years teaching have been with the local Board. Her current teaching assignment
focused on humanities, social studies and language arts. Teacher 1 noted that she had
been “pretty heavily involved in the school system with language and learning and
literacy and developed some strategies and some pamphlets for professional development
o f other teachers.” She counted the experience as very valuable and noted that her
interests had evolved to focus on learning. She declared that “I am quite interested in the
brain as a learning tool and also multiple intelligence and how children learn. I have
discovered what type o f a learner I am. I have also discovered that I teach the way I
learn. Which is fabulous for kids who happen to learn the same way I do. But as I
discovered, there is a whole [number] that aren't being taught.”
Teacher 2 had been teaching for 27 years. She stated that she had a post
secondary degree in science, a master's in teaching and teaching certificates from a
number of states and provinces. Approximately 24 o f her years teaching had been with
the local School Board. Teacher 2 noted that she preferred to teach science, though she
had taught other subjects at the elementary level on occasion as a result o f moving around
early in her career. She also explained that her last 17 years had been served at Site 3. In
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assessing her situation she stated that “ I am pretty lucky because I have been here a long
time. Teaching is my passion. I am pretty spoiled. I get what I want. When you have
been here seventeen years and you love what you do, I can pretty much do what I want.”
Teacher 2 had considerable experience in curriculum development. She stated
that she had worked on the committee that wrote the pervious provincial science
curriculum. She explained that she had just recently declined involvement when asked to
work on the current curriculum re-write. She assessed curriculum work as, “an awesome
experience. You should do it once in a lifetime. That's a good thing about doing it
because once you start that process you come back and share. That's what we are doing
now. We are in the process o f a big curriculum change in science.”
The school principal had been teaching for 20 years, 14 o f which had been with
the local School Board where she had been an humanities, special education and
behavioral education teacher. The current year was her third year as a principal and her
third at site 3. She had completed a bachelor o f education degree from a central
Canadian university and a master in counseling psychology degree from a university in
the North Western United States.
The principal suggested that her choice of counseling psychology rather than
administration for her masters was a unique feature she brought to her work. She
declared that “I did [counseling psychology] because o f a belief system I have in what
administration is and the skills that I would need in this area.” The principal clarified her
reasoning noting that much o f what she had done in the classroom was to use
communication skills. She felt that administration would require skills and knowledge in
problem solving, conflict resolution, motivational issues, the nature o f learning and the
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nature o f man which her master’s in psychology had addressed. She also explained that
she felt these were important things that “I needed to reflect on m yself if I were going to
lead a team o f people including parents, students, and teachers, especially teachers. That
is why I chose to do that and so far I was right.”
Teacher 3 taught health and was also a counselor in the school. In previous years
she had also taught physical education and home economics. Teacher 3 had taught for 20
years, 19 o f which were in schools o f the local Board. She was completing her tenth year
at Site 3. The counselor had completed a bachelor’s degree in science and physical
education followed by a bachelor of education degree and a diploma in counseling.
Teacher 3, the counselor, noted that she often mentored student teachers and
currently had a practicum student in psychology whom she was mentoring. She noted
that this student wasn’t interested in being a teacher. Rather she was working to develop
some testing instruments to use with students. The counselor also indicated an interest in
brain learning. She explained the practical value o f this interest suggesting that teachers
should be able to use the information about brain learning with students in health classes.
She envisioned that teaching students about their brain, how it works and how to use it
well would revolutionize education. She envisioned the results being similar to how
teaching children about participation and fitness had changed physical education and
health programs.
Teacher 4 had completed 4 years o f Bible college, followed by a bachelor’s
degree in political science and a two year, elementary route, after degree in education
from the local university. She was completing her second year as a teacher. Both o f her
two years had been at Site 3. She noted that her main job was as a resource teacher
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where she worked with classroom teachers to address the needs o f learning disabled (LD)
and English as a second language (ESL) students. Interestingly, Teacher 4 reported that
her practicum experience had not included any ESL or LD content. In addition, though
she came to the school without any kind o f computer training, she reported that she was
currently enjoying the challenge o f teaching seventh grade students how to use
computers.
With regard to her position and qualifications, Teacher 4 explained that she had
received considerable experience teaching English while living in Japan during her own
high school years. She also highlighted that she felt her Bachelor o f Arts degree had
given her many resources for teaching language arts. Teacher four explained her sense
that her upbringing had also prepared her for her current role:
I have sort o f a global perspective because o f the way I was raised. My parents
are Japanese-Canadian, but they actually decided to visit Japan as missionaries.
So, I was actually raised speaking English at home and going to a private school
that spoke English, but we lived amongst people who spoke Japanese. I grew up
with adults in my life teaching English to other adults or to children. So I did that
too. When I was in high school I taught adults and actually kids my own age.
One o f the strengths the Japanese school system has is that they teach grammar.
But one o f the weaknesses that they have is they don't know how to speak oral
English. So they can parse a sentence but they can’t speak English. And that is
what I notice here too. There is a transfer [for many] o f the Asian kids who come
to me upstairs. They know some o f their grammar but when it comes to speaking
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English in their day to day conversations they are weak. They think that English
comes out o f a textbook.
Large. Imposed Change:
The interviews made it clear that a major change in the student, parent and teacher
population had a significant impact on the mental models o f some o f the teachers in the
school. On the other hand, the mental models of some o f the other teachers appeared to
have been unaffected. Teacher 1, who had joined the school in the middle o f the year
preceding the change, explained some o f the background. She observed that “I came into
a school where the staff was very well established and the students had a very strong
identity. It was very, very traditional. I think with the changes coming it was very
frightening for people. It was a very stressful time for kids and a very stressful time for
teachers.”
Teacher 3, the counselor, who had been at the school for over 7 years prior to the
change in student population, offered her interpretation o f the differences between the
two student groups. She stated that she felt the new population was emotionally healthier
but perhaps not as academically strong. She attempted to elaborate on the differences
noting that “we don’t know if this one is better. It’s healthier [stress wise] but it is not as
high [achieving] academically. It’s not going to have the same reading across the board.
It is still above average but not as high. [This group] is missing the oriental Hong Kong,
driven kids. I used to have a lot o f problem counseling and dealing with those kids.
Their stress level was so high.”
In addition to the opening o f a new school in a nearby neighborhood, the change
in population was also partially attributed to at least two other factors. The first was that
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there had been a gradual diversifying of the ever-increasing population o f the city. It was
noted for instance that due to increasing immigration the city had an increasing number
o f ESL students. The second factor appeared to have been a gradual change in
philosophy in the public Board o f Education towards greater inclusion in classrooms.
Teacher 2 suggested that this was due to political and economic circumstance that were
leading to “the shut down o f all the programs for special needs kids.”
At the same time that the school’s student population changed, the population o f
teachers also changed considerably. Teacher 2, the 17-year veteran o f Site 3, noted that
for many years prior to the change “we would be lucky if we got one new teacher a year
because people just didn’t want to leave. We had high level kids, we had high level
teachers that worked at the same level.” She elaborated noting that this state of very low
turnover and growth had resulted in a reputation that teachers at the school were
unfriendly to new arrivals. Teacher 2 suggested that this was because the existing staff
had become such a close-knit community. This stable circumstance was disrupted
considerably during the changing o f the student population due to at least two reasons.
First, the former principal and six or seven experienced teachers left Site 3 to open the
new school. Second, in the first year of the change, student enrollment had been greatly
reduced and left a large surplus o f staff who had been placed elsewhere. This upheaval in
the teacher population was another major change in a school that had previously been a
place to which teachers came and didn’t leave.
The principal recalled visiting the school in the fall o f the year prior to the change
and prior to officially joining the school. She indicated that, while the school community
had no choice in the change, the staff did at least have the opportunity to anticipate it and
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prepare. At that time as the incoming administrator, despite being at another school as a
teacher, the principal worked to prepare for and ease the transition. She reported that, “I
came in. Well, I was kind o f in and out all fall. I tried to stay connected as I could to the
school.” She had followed up on this when she became permanent at the school in a
variety o f ways. First, she assisted staff in their preparation for change:
We did a lot o f work that year on separation and loss issues around what this
would mean for people personally and professionally. When you were losing
something, this was a real loss, and [we worked on] the kind of things they could
expect a person to feel as they were going through it. We prepared people by
talking to them about resume writing and interview skills, those sorts o f things to
get them ready if they were to be surplused and having to look at the interview
process again. Many o f them hadn’t had that for years.
Following the initial year o f change in the school’s student population, the
number o f students in the school grew rapidly. This resulted in the addition o f a
number o f new staff to the school. The principal, Teacher I and the Counselor
reported this growth in the number o f teaching staff as a positive event. For
example, the counselor noted that the growth was very positive “because we have
brought in new people, energetic people, young people, motivated people.” It also
became apparent that a second reason the growth in the staff was positive was that it
appeared to promote a quicker change in the culture o f the school than might have
otherwise been the case. New teachers, who had no experience with the school’s
past, did not have assumptions regarding how things were to be done a Site 3. This
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circumstance is reported in detail in a later section regarding mental models and
culture.
Sharing a Purpose:
In the year leading up to the population change, at the same time that the she
attempted to assist the staff prepare for the change, the principal initiated efforts to leam
about the school and its community. She explained that she also used this information
gathering exercise as an opportunity to begin to set the groundwork for the collaborative
development o f an updated vision and mission for the school. She had told the seasoned
teachers who would be remaining that “this was our chance to change if we wanted to
throw something away.” Her efforts to develop the vision had taken place in part through
discussions with staff members about what they viewed as strengths of the program and
what they viewed as weaknesses o f the program. At this time the principal also
interviewed parents and students employing a similar approach.
The principal’s reflections about this process and its outcomes are revealing.
“When we stopped and analyzed everything, the reason that [the school] worked so well,
[was that] this school has had a long history o f strong academic programs. That and it
had been typically a white, Anglo-Saxon kind o f Alberta situation with some strong Hong
Kong Chinese students.” The principal related how she had taken this realization to the
teachers and asked them to focus on the upcoming change in the student population:
We looked at [our success being due to a certain type of student] and we were
sure o f who was coming in, what that population looked like, and what their
needs were. We realized that is was really important to be a team and to act
as a team and we decided that we were going to go in that direction. We
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looked at our goals and expectations o f what the school would be, and how
important it was that we all supported that.
In her work to create a shared vision the principal reported being careful to scan
and gather information consistently. The interview subjects noted that she gathered
information in a number o f ways including conducting surveys and establishing a
Parents’ Council to provide her with feedback. The principal reported that some teachers
had actually laughed at the first mention of her plans to develop a Parents’ Council but it
had become a useful entity. The principal also stated that she gathered information from
a great variety o f sources including curriculum leaders, student services people, the
counselors, and the assistant principal. She also declared that “I got a lot of [information]
by just having my eyes and ears open in the staff room, in the hallways, on my way down
the hallway, the middle of class time, and that kind of thing.” She explained her belief
that “you are always scanning, and hearing and watching and listening and you know
where the trouble spots are.” As an example she noted that “I can tell by changes in the
personality o f teachers if there is an issue going on. Then I know that’s where I need to
spend more time with someone.”
The principal highlighted key challenges and limits to her information
gathering behavior. For example, she noted that “this year, there are so many new
teachers, it’s a real challenge to get around to everybody. So that the teachers who
have more experience are definitely being engulfed.” She mentioned that another “
frustration is that the administration takes over for you. This week is a prime
example. This is the first day (a Friday) that I have been here all day. That’s the
frustrating part and that’s a really difficult way to get the pulse o f the school and
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make sure that I am on top o f things.” She elaborated on this situation proclaiming
that “the realities right now o f being a principal are that there are so many legal
issues that we have to be on top o f and ultimately the buck stops here.”
The principal’s efforts in the area o f vision building had created some tangible
results. For example, work had been completed in the first year o f the change as
evidenced in the 1998 —99 School Improvement Plan. This document noted that the
introduction o f a new population o f students, parents and teachers in the 1997 —98 school
year had been “characterised by several opportunities to reflect on what was important to
us as a school community” (SIP, 1998 - 99 p. 1). This document also clearly indicated a
change in direction o f the school. It explained that the school was working to become a
community o f learners in its opening statement:
Perhaps the most significant indicator o f our movement toward becoming a
community o f learners was the recognition that our vision statement did not
reflect who were “becoming” as a school community. Moving from a statement
which aspired to “Create an Environment Where All Kids Can Grow” to one that
encompasses all learners in the [Site 3] community, is a significant indicator that
the “we” in the community-building is becoming bone deep in the culture o f our
school”, (Schlecty ’97) and will demand the commitment o f all our members (Site
3 SIP 1 9 9 7 -9 8 p. I).
While a considerable amount o f work was done to update the vision for the
school, the interviews revealed considerable variation in the beliefs or assumptions
teachers held about the school, its purpose and its students. The variations between the
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espoused organizational vision and personally held visions and beliefs indicated that the
vision had not yet become truly shared.
Contrasting Cultures:
The nature o f the struggle to created a shared vision appeared to stem from
differences in understanding, assumptions and beliefs regarding the new student
population and the work o f teachers’. For some seasoned teachers, the arrival o f the
new student population had created questions regarding the school’s long-held
purpose, philosophy and vision. For other seasoned teachers, the arrival of the new
student population had not created the same kind o f deep questions. The varied
opinions o f seasoned teachers and new arrivals exposed the disparate nature of
individual mental models as sources o f friction in the development o f a shared
vision. These sources o f friction appeared to have led to the evolution o f what could
be termed opposing factions of the staff.
Teacher 1, characterized the situation, offering the opinion that “I think there
is a conflict in this school between teachers and it boils down to a basic philosophical
difference about whether or not junior high is totally student, process-skill oriented,
or whether or not it is content oriented.” This disagreement with regard to a skills or
content focus in the school was a source o f considerable concern expressed by
teachers in each interview. For example, Teacher 4 observed that, “ I am not sure
where this school stands as far as philosophy. How to approach things? Who’s job
is it to do what?” Teacher 1 suggested that “when I think o f this school right here,
we are all over the board philosophically. [The principal] would like us to have a
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common denominator within our department, but I think that our basic philosophies
are so different that I haven’t really seen a lot o f changes.”
The nature of the interactions revolving around the development o f a shared
purpose for the school seemed to stem from a variety o f shared assumptions or
mental models. The culture o f Site 3 was in a state o f transition. There certainly
appeared to be considerable friction between different sets o f commonly held mental
models or cultural assumptions. The traditional set o f assumptions had been
established by a number o f teachers during many successful years o f service at Site
3. Another set belonged to those who had recently arrived at the school or had
become acutely aware of the nature o f the new student population despite their years
o f service at Site 3. On one hand, in the eyes o f many established teachers, the
purpose of the school continued to be to create academic excellence among high
achieving students. On the other hand, others saw the change in the student
population as having created other issues that required consideration such as the best
way to meet the needs of a diverse student population.
Interestingly, not all o f the teachers with numerous years o f experience at the
school were experiencing difficulty with the change in the population. For example,
the counselor, who had been at the school for ten years, observed that even
previously students who didn’t fit the mold o f a high achieving student had been
routinely sent to the resource room. She attributed these actions to a mental model
that was developed when only a very few children at the school had experienced
difficulties in the classroom. The counselor reported that the prevailing attitude had
been “get [the weak children] out of my classroom, get them into the resource room.
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They are just blowing my class average.” She hypothesized that this practice was
one source o f the current friction noting that, while some teachers might still hold
this type o f belief, the approach was no longer an option due to the change in the
school’s population. The counselor explained that two factors which appeared to
contribute to the diversity o f the school’s student population had been increased
patterns o f immigration to the city and changes in the School Board’s philosophy
that favored inclusive classrooms. She observed that now, as a result o f these
influences “[weaker] kids are part o f the average, they are not going to the resource
room they are going into the classroom, and that has just caused so much stress on
the individual [teachers].”
The counselor’s interpretation o f the situation was consistent with that of Teacher
1 who opined that “some o f the academic teachers are very frustrated because they are
trying to achieve the same level o f excellence [as they did before the change]. They
believe that these kids can get the same level of excellence that the other ones did.” She
offered her own interpretation of student excellence in response to this dilemma:
It depends on what you evaluate as the same level o f excellence. These kids do
have the same level o f excellence but it doesn’t necessarily a focus on marks.
Because they want very badly to do their best and they do their best. But, they
also have family commitments that they do their best at too and they also have
sports commitments that they do their best at too. So, you can’t expect them to
meet all those needs and reach the same goals.
In her own examination o f this situation the counselor observed that the long-term
staff who were having the most difficulty with the change tended to focus on teaching
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curricular content. One long-term teacher, teacher 2, said that “despite the change in
population, I use the same stuff. I am a firm believer that if you work kids hard they will
reach to that level. If you lower your expectations then that is how hard they are going to
work. I just have to prove those other guys wrong. There are a lot o f us that feel that
way.”
In contrast to some o f the long-term teachers, the counselor noted that, “ [New
teachers] are not 100% focused on content. They are very receptive to coming up with
different ideas to reach kids and believing that you have to have kids engaged as human
beings, or as persons, before you can teach your content material. I love working with
them. My frustrations are always the older teachers and that is probably not new.”
The change in population had clearly created a context in which there was an
ongoing impetus for individuals and groups to examine their mental models and
underlying cultural assumptions. In Site 3 the changes in the student and teacher
populations in this site had, however, created a situation where the effectiveness and
appropriateness o f the long-held and previously successful approach had come into
question by some. Furthermore, the large turnover in the teacher population had
prevented the usual passing along o f the culture that would normally have occurred when
a very few new members join an organization. While some individuals still held the
long-term assumptions, the turnover in staff had challenged the shared nature o f the
unwritten rules for the way that things are done around Site 3.
It is noteworthy that while the differences in mental models were seen as
uncomfortable and challenging by some, others noted that these differences appeared
capable o f creating opportunities for learning in the school. There is a shared belief that
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conflict can create learning. For example, one area in which learning appeared to be
possible as a result o f uncovering mental models was among some o f the long-term staff
members. They were being forced to revisit their long-held beliefs by attempting to
justify their beliefs and actions to other staff members. Teacher 2, for instance, had felt it
was necessary to mention the ninth grade students’ results on standardized tests in her
subject area as evidence to support her mental models regarding student achievement and
teaching content. She supported the importance o f the school working to maintain a
tradition of student excellence by focusing on teaching content as her primary task.
To understand her point o f view and interpret her rationale, it is important to
know that every year in this province, students in grades 3, 6 and 9 write
standardized tests in language arts, math, social studies and science. The
Government Testing Branch sets a level of achievement known as the “acceptable
standard” and another level o f achievement known as the “standard of excellence.”
Aggregated results for the students in each school are sent to the schools and
publicly released. They indicate the percentage o f students who achieve the
acceptable standard and the percentage o f students who achieve the standard o f
excellence. Each local newspaper publishes these annual results and encourages
their readers to use the exams as a means of evaluating and comparing schools. As a
result, parents often use the results to rank their child’s school. It is noteworthy that
in a small school, such as site 3, the results could also be employed by parents and
other teachers as a basis on which to judge a particular teacher as he or she was the
only teacher o f a particular subject in that school. The problem, o f course, is that
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there are many reasons why a single set o f standardized test results should not be
used as the sole means forjudging a effectiveness o f a school or a teacher.
Nonetheless, using the results for the first group o f ninth grade students from the
new population in the subject she taught, Teacher 2 declared that the change in
population had very little impact on the school. She appeared to be consciously
defending her mental models with her declaration that, “I use the same [materials as
before]. I am a firm believer that if you work kids hard they will reach to that level. If
you lower your expectations then that is how hard they are going to work.” She closed
with a statement about her colleagues, “I just have to prove those other guys wrong.”
Teacher 2 bore witness to her assertions citing the results o f the standardized testing. She
reported that “On provincial exams we would get like 96% above the [acceptable]
standard and 33% above [standard of] excellence. So, we went down to about 76% and
20%. It wasn’t near the drop that everyone said [it would be].” She also pointed out that
this particular group had only received the benefit o f one year o f instruction at Site 3.
There has been ongoing debate in the province in which this study took place
regarding the validity and reliability of the standardized achievement exams. Resolving
this debate would require additional research well beyond the scope of this study. It is,
therefore, unclear whether Teacher 2’s assertions were correct or not. Her assertions
clearly indicated much o f the reasoning behind the long-held mental models at Site 3. It
is apparent that her cultural learning cannot easily be reversed because the re-examination
o f her basic assumptions would upset her cognitive structures and create considerable
anxiety. In relation to Teacher 2’s assessment o f the student testing and her allegiance to
the former culture, it is possible to question if her interpretation is correct. For example
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Schein has reported that “rather than tolerating [high] anxiety levels we tend to want to
perceive the events around us as congruent with our assumptions, even if that means
distorting, denying, projecting or in other ways falsifying to ourselves what may be going
on around us” (p. 22).
Teacher 4 also reflected on why differences between teachers’ mental models
which had led to conflict had arisen in the school. She wondered if “maybe the
confusion and the teachers feeling like they are not being listened to is because maybe the
administration hasn't clarified our philosophy for some o f these things.” Teacher 4 also
explained that many teachers did not appear to know what the philosophy was with
regard to “lower learning kids and ESL kids because the ESL population here at [Site 3]
is new as o f two years ago.” Teacher 4 defined the context o f the challenge to the wellestablished mental models in the school. She reported that working in the school had
become very difficult for the teachers who had not yet realized that “this school used to
be really high end as far as kids learning and now it's more average.”
It was unclear whether Teacher 2 and those like her would revise their mental
models or not. There was, however, considerable opinion that demonstrated that other
teachers in the school believed that a change in the teaching staffs shared approach to
teaching was in order. In addition, regardless o f any teacher’s beliefs the lack o f
internally arrived at measures o f effectiveness with regard to the school’s program
appeared to detract from organizational learning. One avenue o f exploration that
appeared capable o f promoting learning would be a collaborative process to determine
what metrics should be developed to determine internal and external measures o f school
effectiveness. A discussion about measurement and the search for the most appropriate
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metrics may have promoted as much learning as that which would occur while
responding to the feedback provided by effective measurements.
In considering how to support teachers who may be considering the revision o f some
outdated, long-term mental models it may be useful to realize that their behavior could be
explained in terms o f Schein’s (1992) work regarding the dynamics o f change. These
long-term staff members appeared to be responding, as Schein would expect in the face
o f a changing environment. He suggests that normally people attempt to maintain
organization equilibrium and personal autonomy. In order to create motivation for
people to abandon this protection o f the status quo, Schein reports the need for three
factors. The first is the accumulation o f sufficient disconfirming data to create
discomfort and disequilibrium. The second factor is establishing a link between the
disconfirming data and one’s failure to achieve important goals which leads one to
experience anxiety or guilt. The presence o f a degree o f psychological safety in the
organization is the third factor. Psychological safety, reports Schein, is necessary to
allow one the possibility o f solving a problem without the loss o f identity or integrity.
Teacher 4 partially addressed her understanding o f the need for psychological
safety in reference to her interactions with other faculty members and her ability to work
with them in some but not other situations. She particularly addressed conflict that
resulted between teachers in the face o f disconfirming data. Teacher 4 declared that:
I am very uncomfortable in [conflict situations]. I have had to grow in that area
definitely. I hate it when a teacher is upset. I know that to one o f the teachers I
said, “Let’s agree to disagree, it is obvious here that we have different rules.”
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That was okay. She sort o f relaxed and I relaxed when we identified that. But
that was over one small issue.
For some, Schein’s (1992) three factors that encourage change did not appear to be
prevalent in the school. For example, in the eyes o f some o f the experienced teachers at
site 3, the grade nine test results tended to confirm their belief that the school was
essentially the same as it had been. As a result there was no cause for serious discomfort
or the promotion o f the anxiety or guilt necessary to encourage the questioning of
underlying assumptions. In addition, the practice o f publishing achievement test results
on which individual teachers could be judged (fairly or not) seemed likely to prevent the
feeling of psychological safety. Among the individuals who could be judged in this
manner it is unlikely that they would feel safe to admit to and examine disconfirming
data rather than denying it in a defensive fashion. This situation appeared to be capable
o f detracting from the learning o f some teachers and some groups within the school.
Another example o f the effect o f the longevity o f established mental models
was the difficulty for some teachers working within the new expectation that
classroom teachers and resource room teachers would work together to meet the
needs of students. In her capacity as a resource room teacher, Teacher 4 reported
that the principal had made it clear to all staff that children should be kept in their
classrooms and taught there, even if they required an individualized program. The
principal, however, had also made it clear that she didn’t expect individual classroom
teachers to come up with individualized student programs without support. Teacher
4 declared, however, that some classroom teachers felt this was precisely what they
had being asked to do. The difficulty in establishing effective partnerships in some
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cases also occurred despite the practice o f resource room teachers attempting to meet
with teachers to design programs and schedule themselves into classes in order to
assist classroom teachers. Teacher 4 had theorized possible explanations for the
situation. First, she felt that the more traditional classroom teachers might simply
not know how to work with the resource room teachers in their classes. She felt that
this might have been because they had previously been able to simply remove
students from their classes if they did not fit. In addition, these teachers had not
received any additional training when their job changed. Another possible
explanation advanced by Teacher 4 was that the teachers having difficulty in
partnerships were consciously resisting learning how to work with a resource room
teacher. She suggested that “right now [these teachers] just want the kids out. They
are fighting a philosophy o f whether the kids should be there or not.” In considering
this response, the resource teacher highlighted the change in the school’s population
and the board’s move to a policy o f greater inclusion stating “that’s not the
principal’s decision. That’s not anybody’s decision and I wish they would get off
that.”
It certainly appeared that differences in mental models could have a serious
impact on the faculty’s ability to share a vision. Despite the principal’s initial assertion
that all staff were “on board” with the annual report’s description o f the vision for the
school as an environment where “all can grow,” considerable discussion demonstrated
that this was not the case. The underlying reasons for this circumstance appeared to
reflect Senge’s (1990) statements regarding visions that are imposed by leaders and
demand compliance to commands without inspiring commitment or creating
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understanding. With regard to this issue Senge reported that the one problem with
management writing a vision statement is that the resulting vision does not build on other
people’s personal visions. The official vision often reflects the personal vision o f only a
few members o f the organization and there has been insufficient opportunity for inquiry
and testing so that all members o f the organization feel they understand and believe in the
vision.
It is also noteworthy that the lack o f a shared vision did not mean that the faculty
and staff were serenely maintaining the status quo. Instead, the school lived up to the
billing it had been given by the Chief Superintendent as a school where “things were
happening.” Many members of the faculty appeared to be struggling to create a shared
vision or at least a shared purpose for the school. In support o f these ongoing efforts to
create a shared vision, the principal indicated her effort to promote trust and collaboration
through her awareness and support o f individuals. She also indicated her focus on the
development o f a learning environment through behaviors that encouraged the
development o f personal mastery. Her behaviors could be described as stewardship or
facilitation. Her approach appeared to be consistent with Senge’s (1990) concept o f
stewardship as a part o f the new work o f leaders and Leithwood’s (1994) emphasis on
transformational leadership to facilitate organizational learning.
Leadership and the School as a System:
From her comments and her actions it was clear that the principal was aware that
not every teacher shared the same understanding o f the school’s situation or the same
need to develop the school’s purpose. She explained, for example, that to some it was
very obvious that “the kids changed and their needs changed. I think that was another
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areas were [some o f the teachers] realized it was really important to know who the kids
were.” On the other hand, she also reported that, “ I don’t think for some people that they
had been out o f that box yet. They had been up to that point, driven by the curriculum.
You know, I’m going to come in and I’m going to teach my lesson and that’s that. If [the
students] don’t get it, then they need to work harder and so on.”
Various comments throughout the interviews regarding communications among staff
highlighted a certain degree o f guardedness in the school’s climate. As a result,
information flow seemed to be variable and often exchanged at only a superficial level.
There was a declared feeling that much o f the professional discussion in the school was
taking place at a superficial level. This was cause for a considerable amount o f concern
among some o f the faculty. For example, Teacher 1 noted the difference between
politeness and collegiality. She stated that “people are very willing to share their
material, but they do have different philosophies about how kids leam or the expectations
o f whether or not you should be responsible for teaching integration.” Teacher 4 added
to the explanation o f this concern:
Maybe we don’t even address the real underlying issues here. I know the last
meeting we had with parents was kind of bad. What happened was we had this
group o f teachers with parents and me and the counselor. The counselor kind o f
moderated the meeting and we were all coming at the parents with different views
and it was awkward. The principal arranged another meeting where she came out
strongly saying that the student would be in class, not in the hall doing alternative
work or in the resource room all the time.
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The counselor also elaborated on her opinion regarding her feelings about the
challenges to the development o f the school’s philosophy:
We are tripping constantly by our actions, but we don’t challenge them. There is
this kind o f right that [we teachers] have. It’s almost [that we] don’t feel
comfortable challenging our actions. I am asking them to do something that I
really believe they should do for a student or for a parent or whatever, but they are
feeling that it isn’t something they are responsible for.
In contrast to the concerns addressed by the counselor and Teacher 4, Teacher 2 appeared
unconcerned. She presented a willingness to be content with the situation indicating her
belief that “[the principal] gives us feed back from what she hears. It is always, ‘what
wonderful teachers we have. What wonderful students we have.’ I believe that is true.
So there is still that positive attitude in the school.”
The principal addressed these differences by indicating her recognition o f the
school as a system. She demonstrated this with regard to the nature o f communication
and collaboration. For example, she was in the process o f developing structures that
attempted to promote ongoing dialogue. She explained that these structures were
intended to ensure that beliefs and insights were shared.
The principal elaborated explaining how she approached her role as leader by
working systematically to design structures and situations such as pods, mentors, and
stimulating teaching assignments so that teachers would have the opportunity to leam
about the students and themselves. She also reported how she worked as a steward to
facilitate and encourage individual learning through the pursuit o f a wide range o f
professional development opportunities. It appeared that her efforts reflected what Senge
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(1990) referred to as the new view o f leadership in learning organizations. This type o f
leadership centers on three activities designing, stewarding and teaching in order to build
the opportunity to leam in an ongoing fashion into the work o f each individual. The
principal’s discussion about her understanding o f teachers and her role in working with
them indicating how she embraced Senge’s approach to leadership through her efforts to
create trust:
Teachers are very sensitive people. I think that is part o f why we were called to
the profession, because we want to be helpful. We are this helping group that
wants to do well. So it is very hurtful for people if they don’t feel respected in
their environment or whatever and it’s very hard for them to open their doors, so
to speak, to let people in. So you really need that level o f trust. So I am going
[into your class] not because I am going to finger you or put my thumb on you
boy, look out. [As a teacher] you are open for criticism from somebody so you
really have to truly believe that I am in there to support them. I am not in there
for my agenda. I am there to support them. My role is to support them out there.
I am a servant here. They are not mine. I think they need to build that trust with
each other as well.
A number of teachers confirmed that this approach was how the principal
operated. For example, one teacher highlighted what she felt was the difference
between Site 3’s principal and more traditional principals with whom she had
worked. She reported that “I didn’t realize how much influence principals have
because this is the first principal that I have had who is more into kids. All the four
other ones I have had were male, and I don’t know if that is an issue or not, but they
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were male and they were all into control.” Another teacher explained the principal’s
approach to leadership stating that, “I think [she] treats the teachers the way she
wants the teachers to treat the kids. I think we are starting to see a difference. She
models very well.”
In response to the question of how she was working to advance and reconcile
different understandings and beliefs, the principal noted that she felt that more
conversations had to be undertaken in order to begin to jointly answer the question,
“What is curriculum at a junior high school?” Other questions that she believed
should be part of these ongoing conversations included, “What do you value in our
school? What works in our building? What can we celebrate and what do we have
to work on?”
While she did not articulate it herself, it was clear that these sorts of questions
were designed to encourage teachers to think about their assumptions and mental
models regarding their own teaching and learning, and the school’s purpose. The
principal also indicated her understanding o f how difficult it is to question
assumptions about the school’s purpose. She explained that it was her belief that
conversations about purpose occur in every school in every year and they often
accomplish little more than making people moan and groan. She also observed that
“at [site 3] we have the usual cliches about teaching the whole child and that sort o f
thing, but that is just part o f the conversation.” The principal stated her vision for
how the school would eventually operate. She suggested that “I think that what
makes a school work is that, for the most part, we have a very similar belief system,
especially on those really key issues and that is crucial. I have been in situations
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where people had a belief system, or at least gave lip service to some beliefs, but
when push came to shove they wouldn’t work as a team.”
In response to this statement the principal expressed her understanding that
there was an issue in the school centered on the importance o f teaching curriculum
versus the importance o f meeting children’s needs. In working to address this
situation she expressed her own opinion that a resolution should be approached as a
balancing act. Her discussion o f this issue was somewhat dialectical and took into
account both the nature o f the student and the nature o f the curriculum:
If you teach curriculum it doesn’t mean that you don’t teach kids, and if you are
teaching children it doesn’t mean that you are not teaching curriculum. We need
people focused on the sciences who are cracker-jack science people who have
strong backgrounds who can work with those gifted kids. They have got the
background to be able to do that. [To] push buttons and be able to know the latest
around what is happening in the field o f sciences, or math or humanities or
whatever. So I need specialists here and people that I consider as specialists. But,
I also need people to be children friendly and know how to work with kids.
The principal elaborated on her thinking with the suggestion that she
expected that there would always be a tension. She stated that “there will be people
in this building that will see themselves as curriculum specialists and then there are
other people in the building who say, ‘no we need to be teaching kids and I should be
teaching any subject for junior high.’” She continued, clarifying her thinking:
I guess I am kind o f dancing around your question but there is a need for both and
it’s that balance. It’s with the people that push curriculum that I guess my job is
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to bring the child into that and the responsibility to teach children. And with the
people who are teaching children all the time, it’s my responsibility to then bring
in the other picture that we need to teach them curriculum as well. [This] is in
fairness to kids and in readiness for the next level. They are going through to
some pretty rigorous high school programs. We need to have them ready
curriculum wise.
Her view o f this dance or balancing act is summarized in her comment that
“we have to grow together. It is not something that will happen over night. So it is
not really something that I would change but I know that it is something that I will
have to wait for. It takes time.” This belief that time is required in order for
progress to be made appears to stem from her view o f the school as an interrelated
system. The principal demonstrated an acceptance o f the notion that all parts of an
organization are interlocking and must all be changing together in order to continue
to be functional system. Her approach paralleled that o f Senge et. al. (1994) who
noted that an event such as the change in student population tends to encourage
people to jump prematurely to solve a problem without first understanding it. Senge
et. al. suggest that first, people must work to understand the problem by tracking key
variables to identify trends. Second, people must work to determine what
relationships exist between the trends. Finally, members o f the organization must
work to uncover assumptions held by members o f the organization in order to
understand what is causing the trends and make changes that allow people to have a
new understanding o f why and how things happen in the organization. This
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approach is reported to assist in the elimination of organizational problems in a
systemic manner (Senge et. al. 1994).
The principal’s discussion o f the value of teaching content and meeting
students needs and her declaration o f the need to balance the two demonstrates an
understanding o f the school as a system where easy solutions are unlikely to work.
She also recognized that the tension was not necessarily negative because one
approach was not necessarily correct and the other was not necessarily incorrect.
Instead the tension seemed to have originated because o f the attitudes and beliefs o f
individuals that governed their work. The inexperience, inability and/or
unwillingness of teachers to work individually and collaboratively to examine and
revise their beliefs is what appeared to be perpetuating the tension.
Other interview subjects echoed the principal’s view that reconciling the
school’s purpose and practice would take time and practice in order for various
beliefs and structures to evolve together. Teacher 4 stated that “ I would say the
learning experience is still [ongoing] here because we are [still] recognizing the fact
that we have a different student population and teachers are frustrated because they
don’t know what to do.” The counselor added to the complexity o f the problem
pointing out that no one knew exactly how the school should operate. She note that
this was partially because “this [is] our second year and we are still finding out who
these kids are and what their needs are” and partially because the faculty as a group
had not been well prepared for the challenges associated with teaching the new
student population.
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Besides the willingness to be patient, learning also appeared to be
promoted at the school through the recognition that planning should be more than
simply coming up with “the” right answer. It seemed that the principal’s
willingness to see value in disparate purposes and create structures that
encouraged learning had encouraged the school to move towards a culture where
the ongoing sharing and testing o f mental models had begun to occur more
regularly. It was noteworthy that this approach might prevent the recurrence o f a
situation similar to that which the school had been experiencing. By developing a
culture o f ongoing sharing and testing o f assumptions the school had become
more likely to avoid the trap were a successful organization becomes a victim of
its own success when the parameters in which it operates change without the
members o f the organization recognizing the change.
To build upon her suggestion that time and planning were required to develop
a team and a community o f learners, the principal made her understanding of the
process o f revising people’s assumptions and understandings clear:
Part of being a community o f learners is the relationships that you build with
people and, like I talked about, trust and the knowledge o f kids and our
community all takes time. But, I think that if you have got those core values and
you keep them right in front o f your face and you don’t forget them. I think that
is maybe what happens [in many schools that fail to make progress] is they get
put in the back and they are not brought up often enough. You lose direction and
you lose course. But, I think if you continue to look at those as you build and you
continue to grow and grow, you will get there.”
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The change in faculty and the need to hire new teachers was reported to be
another factor that had promoted the development o f the school’s learning culture. It
was suggested that the large staff turnover had encouraged the questioning of
assumptions, building towards a shared vision and the development of more
teamwork and team learning. The principal recounted her view o f some o f these
effects:
[Building a community o f learners depends on] the kind o f balance that you bring
to the staff mixture for sure. I have been rather fortunate that way because I’ve
been able to have some movement in my staff. With the [surplus teachers and
then subsequent] growth I can look for that balance that I need on staff. I can
look for that curriculum person. I can [also] look for that person where I need to
bring into that department for a little more child-centeredness.
The addition o f new staff members was particularly significant in the eyes
o f the counselor. She theorized that personality type determines whether teachers
work as individuals or team players. The counselor noted that many of the newly
hired teachers had been hired because o f their personality types. They were team
players. She suggested that these teachers were constantly looking for change in
the school and new ideas for doing their work. She thought that this was also
because they recognized that they were not “complete” as teachers and would
never be complete. As a result, she felt that these team players perceived teaching
as a growing experience and didn’t get upset when the parameters changed. On
the other hand, the counselor suggested that many traditional teachers did not
have experience with being team players. She felt that their education and
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experience had also tended to create qualities that interfered with teamwork
because they had been taught to be competitive, perfectionistic and thought that
their knowledge o f teaching was complete.
Teacher 1 evaluated the hiring o f new teachers on a deeper level and with
greater skepticism. Her focus encompassed more than just the school itself. It
extended to the School Board as well. She voiced the belief that a crisis would be
necessary to precipitate a reexamination of system wide mental models before a truly
effective cultural change occurred in the schools o f the local Board. She predicted
that the city’s school system would have to somehow hit bottom before schools
would be given a sufficient number of expert people and teachers would be given
adequate pupil-teacher ratios.
Another systems issue, which appeared to be pertinent to the behavior o f
some teachers had been the ongoing dispute with the Government o f the Province
regarding the determination o f grants for education. A variety of teachers noted that
the relationship between the Province and the local Board of Education had been
strained for a number of years as the Province had forced cutbacks on the Board.
The relationships between the Province and teachers, as well as the Board and
teachers had not been positive either as many o f the teachers felt the province was
making poor decision and their Board was not working to improve the situation. As
a result of these external factors many teachers were unhappy and morale was low.
For example, Teacher 4 reported the extent o f this dissatisfaction among some
explaining that “some teachers will go as far as saying, ‘I am not going to modify,
sorry. If [the government] is not going to give us money to deal with these issues,
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then forget it.’ And I am going yicks, because I know that the mandate for these kids
is that we are responsible to modify [instruction] for all kids no matter who these
kids are. We are still responsible.”
The counselor also highlighted the response to the cutbacks by some
teachers. She characterized it as a moral issue and recounted a discussion regarding
whether or not the staff should try to compensate for cutbacks. Some teachers had
said “I have done this and this and this.” Other teachers had said “well, I am not
doing any o f that. It’s not my job and just because o f cutbacks, I am not getting
stuck doing it.”
Personal Masterv:
The topic o f promoting personal mastery proved to be a dominant theme in Site 3.
The belief that one should be primarily responsible for increasing one’s own personal
mastery was a prevalent theme among interview subjects. In addition, there was a
considerable amount o f discussion regarding what made different professional
development opportunities effective. Finally, there were shared beliefs that the principal
and the school system should set-up conditions that support and encourage one’s own
pursuit o f personal mastery. In response to these beliefs it was generally considered that
the principal was effectively promoting the development o f personal mastery. Reports
regarding the School Board’s support o f personal mastery were more varied.
While reflecting on professional development and personal mastery, the principal
clearly articulated her beliefs and her own approach to learning. She stated that:
I would hope that as a professional I would be learning no matter where I was and
what I was doing. I would hope that as much as I can I would go into any
experience hoping to take something out with me that I didn’t have going in. Be
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it a conflict situation, be it something about a classroom, [or just when I am]
walking around and looking around. I think that life is learning and I don’t think
that you can separate when you are and when you are not.
The principal elaborated on her comments demonstrating a reflective nature and a
sense o f personal control regarding her own learning. She related her statements to her
career experiences suggesting that “I feel that I have lots o f opportunity [to learn and
develop]. As much as I want to take. I believe that all my career, if I personally wanted
to go on a journey somewhere to Ieam something I could.” The principal’s experience
and sense o f internal control appeared to be a powerful factor in the modeling and work
she did with others to encourage the development o f personal mastery. It also reflected
Senge’s (1991) statement that the members o f an organization need to see themselves as
being in control o f the organization as opposed to being acted upon by uncontrollable
outside forces.
The principal also articulated her belief that teachers, because o f the high
degree o f learning and knowledge they have, should be leaders in their areas in the
school. She explained this belief declaring that “I have issues about being an
educational leader or being ‘the’ educational leader in a school because really, in
many instances, my teacher’s have far more expertise in areas than I ever will have
or ever possibly can.” Her belief in sharing leadership appeared to be a promoter of
organizational learning which was consistent with the findings o f Marks and Louis
(1999). This promotion o f personal mastery by the principal was clearly articulated
as she explained how her personal beliefs were translated into statements and actions
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regarding a school-wide approach to encouraging professional development for her
staff:
I have been making it known to staff [that] I would really encourage them to go
out to workshops and talk with other teachers. [I] make sure that they know that
there is money available for that and it’s an expectation that I would encourage
that. They are not coming and [saying] “may I go?” It’s more, “I would like to
go and do this, how can this happen for me?” I don’t think that I should be the
one giving people permission to stretch their learning. If somebody wants to
pursue something, my role is to find them that opportunity so that they can do that
and [I should] not get in the way of it or push it in terms o f how does this relate to
what you are doing? Or how does that relate to what we are doing at the school?
You know, [they should not] have to justify anything like that. So I would hope
that my staff would know that we have money [for their development] and we
believe that it’s important to try to do things.
The principal’s leadership in encouraging personal mastery did not appear
to be enacted as a form o f command and control. Instead, her leadership in this
area seemed to continue to reflect the notion o f leadership as a form o f
stewardship. She apparently worked to facilitate the enhancement o f each
individual’s knowledge and skills. The faculty confirmed this approach. They
also expressed considerable support for and approval o f it. Teacher 1 stated that
“I think [the principal] encourages professional development. I have probably
used up more than my budget already but you know, when I go to her and say this
looks really good, she say’s how much? And you know she will try to find a way
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to help you.” The least experienced teacher, Teacher 4, commented on the
principal’s approach as well. She said that “Anytime there is PD or any kind of
seminar I go to as much as I can. And one o f my goals was to go to at least one
summer. This school is very supportive o f that.”
The counselor also championed the principal’s approach o f encouraging
and supporting increased personal mastery. The opportunities to become
responsible for an area o f the school by sharing the responsibility for leadership
appeared to play a significant role in the counselor’s experience. She described
the enormous contrast between her experience at Site 3 and her experience with a
former principal in a previous situation:
I didn’t feel much control in what was going on with my teaching practice at the
[previous] school. I felt respected, but I didn’t feel a lot o f opportunity for
growth. If I tried to go my way I was stopped. So my big job after a couple o f
frustrating years was to figure out what [that principal’s] vision was, what I could
gain from that vision and what I could do within that vision and explore avenues.
I was happy there but I wasn’t has happy as I am now. I didn’t realize how
unhappy I was until now. Now I am just growing leaps and bounds. I have so
much more depth as a counselor. I have been allowed to try things that have
failed and I have tried things that have worked and I have actually started to
develop my own philosophy. I have been in a counseling job for 12-15 years. It
is amazing that it can take that long.
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The counselor also revealed how the opportunity to become a leader working
towards a shared vision by taking responsibility for a facet o f staff development had
promoted her own learning:
[The principal] has given me lots of leeway to help educate our staff on my
thinking. I actually lead meetings two Thursdays out o f the month. I initiate what
we are going to do, whether it’s talk about specific kids, a philosophy or a
problem that we are initiating or whatever. We have that. It sounds like a lot, but
it is not enough. Usually we talk about kids and dealing with individual
problems.
In evaluating her effectiveness in this role the counselor demonstrated
considerable learning due to her experience. For example, she had not been pleased
with the success o f her group sessions. She stated that they were often frustrating
and ineffectual. She declared that despite her best efforts in the group sessions,
problems continued to arise on an individual basis. This was despite her feeling that
she had already provided strategies and solutions during the group sessions for many
o f the issues with which she was dealing. She also reported feeling that in many o f
these cases “there [had been] no attempt to even try what I had suggested.” She
concluded that she had learned that big group presentations tended not to be
effective.
The counselor continued to describe this learning experience. She noted that
in contrast she had been pleased with the success o f her work with individual
teachers who had come to her for assistance. She felt that these individuals “bought
in” to what she had to offer and allowed her to help them incorporate some o f the
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ideas and strategies she had developed. In further reflection, the counselor noted a
caveat to her success explaining that only some teachers would come for help. She
reported that “I already know who will come to me. I feel that they have respect for
my job and me. Obviously, I share respect for them because they are comfortable
sharing.”
Interestingly these comments regarding teachers who would come for help
appeared to be consistent with the notion o f psychological safety described by
Schein (1992). The counselor hypothesized that when a teacher came to her and
explained that he or she was having a problem with a student, the teacher was
sharing a great deal o f his or her own self as well. She suggested that teachers who
did not seek assistance for a problem they were having with a student, “seem to think
that other people will see them as a poor teacher because they are having problems.
She explained that “actually I see them as not using their resources and not truly
trying to teach kids when they do not use us.”
Teacher 4, who also attempted to work with and assist classroom teachers,
provided a different interpretation of why some teachers may not seek assistance:
Teachers who have taught for many years have their ways and it is very hard for
them to buy into [new] things because [they] hear so many different things all the
time. [They] are tired of, ‘this is the best way,’ and two years down the road this
is another best way. They are tired o f that.
The subjects, who indicated a desire to take individual responsibility for
professional development, appeared to have arrived at their opinions due to
individual reflection, experience and reading. The acceptance o f this
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responsibility did not appear to be the result o f either a top down edict or a
grassroots uprising. It was a personal decision.
In contrast to the situation in Site 3 where individual’s accepted
responsibility for the pursuit o f professional development, Teacher 1 offered an
interesting and critical metaphor about system wide professional development for
comparison. She related her perception of how the school system tended to
approach the provision o f professional development:
I often feel like this school is a shelter and planes fly by. They are dropping
bombs. It’s an illusionary thing. It’s a master future and whatever is the lingo
and whatever is the trend that is what we are supposed to do. I find that very
frustrating. I think that a school has a philosophy in the beginning and they can
take the program that they want and use the part that works in their school. I
think we as teachers are responsible for our own individual professional
development.
Teacher 1 elaborated on her concerns regarding what she termed “system-wide”
approaches to professional development. She explained that her last system-wide
experience had been a “rehash” o f information she had already learned during a weekend
o f her own time. In response to this experience she expressed concern over the amount
o f money that was spent in this manner. She also voiced the opinion that most systemwide professional development opportunities tended to negate the belief that teachers
could teach other teachers. In addition, she proclaimed her belief that “with one-shot PD
you get the theory but you don’t get the practice.” Not insignificantly, Teacher 1
concluded her concerns by highlighting her personal sense o f frustration with being
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required to attend and sit through a presentation which she, at her own initiative, had
already pursued. Her level o f frustration was clearly defined by her statement that “it’s
the first time I have ever contemplated spit balls in my life.”
Teacher 1 then compared this unsatisfactory experience to an experience where
each o f the teachers in Site 3 had planned their own program for a professional
development day. She explained this was beneficial because time was always at a
premium. Teacher 1 described how valuable being in control of her time and experience
was reporting that “I just disappeared into this little place I found here in this school that
nobody knows about, and I just thought about teaching. It was wonderful.”
Teacher l ’s view of personal responsibility for professional development seemed
to have been critically influenced during what she recalled as a particularly satisfying and
effective experience at a previous school. This experience happened to be particularly
useful in illustrating features such as collaboration and shared vision as they might be
related to professional development. It had begun in September o f one year as a twoteacher initiative. The exercise had taken place in a small school on a military base with
eight teachers and a principal. Teacher 1 noted that only two teachers were initially “on
board,” but the principal had supported and championed the plan. The initiative had then
grown into an opportunity to develop a shared school philosophy through the attention o f
all staff. Teacher 1 recalled that the effort to develop a shared philosophy had not been
merely a matter o f conversation but it had also actively involved the teachers. For
example, a professional development day had been used for teachers to learn from
actually teaching and being taught by each other as if they were students. She explained
that “we put teachers in a student situation to show them the frustration o f not being
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taught in a way that [one] could understand. [As students] we were all working with
subjects that we didn’t know in the textbooks. This was so frustrating, and we were able
to see how the kids felt.”
In relating this experience Teacher 1 noted that administrator support, the
development o f a shared philosophy and the use of activities that allowed teachers to
experience the impact o f their approaches first-hand all seemed to be important to the
initiative’s success and effectiveness. She also noted that there was one other element
that appeared to be a key in making the initiative successful. She opined that “the reason
people bought into it was because they were given time. We were given a little bit o f
theory, we were given time, and [it was] not after school. We were given early
dismissals.” With regard to the provision o f time, Teacher 1 also explained that in
preparing for the professional development day, the principal allowed each staff member
a morning o f release time to work on the lesson plan they would use in the simulation.
Teacher 2 had various thoughts about developing personal mastery. At one point
she challenged the prevailing belief o f the other interview subjects that professional
development should be individualized. She declared that professional development had
to be organized on a system-wide basis to allow for experts to be brought to the city to
address large groups o f teachers. She suggested that this approach ensured that everyone
received valuable information and saved money. It was interesting to note, however, that
other comments she made seem to contradict this perception o f effectiveness. For
example, Teacher 2 stated that she belonged to a professional council in her subject area
but did not attend their meetings in the last few years. She noted that when she was
young and had first started teaching she needed to go every year and loved the
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stimulation but intimated that currently these events no longer held any value for her.
Similarly, she noted that she used to value Teacher’s Convention (two days in February
where all teachers in the local Board o f Education are required attend a wide range of
presentations by a variety o f speakers). Now, however, she found convention
discouraging and often went into the school for one o f the two days. This was despite her
feeling that she should have been treating convention as an important event.
Teacher 2 appeared to be reflecting on her own ambivalence towards system-wide
professional development as she addressed her perception o f the difficulty in sustaining a
teacher’s ongoing interest and receptivity to professional development over the course of
his or her career. She stated that teachers would only continue to leam if they were
provided with time within their jobs. Teacher 2 defended her statement explaining that
“most teachers, depending on their enthusiasm for what they do, don’t have enough time
to do everything and also what is in their [personal] lives at [any given] time. We all
have hills and valleys in our lives and those going through divorces or illnesses or who
aren’t married yet aren’t going to look at this stuff.”
Concern regarding the delivery o f professional development to groups also arose
as an important consideration in relation to the change in the student population that the
school had experienced. The counselor noted that, in contrast to some efforts by
individual teachers, there had been a considerable lack o f preparation o f teachers in the
school to work effectively with the increased number o f high-needs students in the new
population. She declared that as teachers “they are totally unequipped. It’s wrong. They
have not been set up to be successful with high-needs kids behaviorally or academically
and it’s wrong.” In conjunction with the counselor’s comments regarding the level of
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preparedness of teachers, Teacher 4 stated that, though she had been hired specifically for
her current position, she didn’t have any background in some o f the areas in which she
had been working. These two reports seemed to indicate a lack o f a systemic approach
by the Board for the preparation o f teachers for different work with a different group o f
children. One was left with the image o f a group o f teachers attempting to change a flat
tire on a moving car without having the proper tools for the job.
In light o f this metaphor it was noteworthy that neither of the two individuals
reporting the concern had ignored their own efforts to prepare themselves for meeting the
needs o f their students. For example, Teacher 4 described how she had gone about
acquiring the skills and knowledge she felt she required. She had pursued her own
agenda o f personal mastery by involving herself in as much professional development as
she could. Teacher 4 reported that her efforts had been very effective. She noted for
example, that she had chosen to make use of the School Board’s ESL network, which
was attempting to train and inform ESL teachers. This had not been an expert system
that prescribed what teachers should do. Rather, it had allowed those who became
involved to leam from each other, to develop a common philosophy and to access
numerous resources. There was a clear expectation that teachers could be responsible for
their individual learning.
Leadership and Team Learning:
The development o f knowledge and skills in response to the perceived
deficiencies in Site 3 had also taken place among various teacher groups. For
example, Teacher 4 reported that a small group o f teachers in Site 3 had taken the
initiative to develop a shared interest in instruction o f ESL and LD (learning
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disabled) students. She explained that together they had become a “very
professional team” who were quite well equipped to work with students and teachers
to address special needs in various children. She highlighted the success of this team
noting that “we have people coming [into the school] and asking us what we are
doing.” She also stated her belief that this group o f teachers had already been doing
as much for their students as would have been offered at a specialized school for
high needs children that she had investigated. Her final comments in this area
highlighted her belief that teachers could teach other teachers and her belief in taking
responsibility for the direction o f one’s own professional development. She noted
that “already we are starting to develop these skills [in ESL and LD] because we
have an interest.” On the other hand, she also drew attention to the contrary behavior
o f some o f her colleagues who continued to feel that they must look outside the
school for assistance despite the knowledge o f the team developing inside the school.
The team learning that had taken place in this one group and the inability o f
others to see team learning as a possibility in other areas appeared to be determined
primarily by the range o f mental models held by staff members. In response to the
changed student population and the need for team learning, the principal stated that
“change necessitates the need to start talking to people.” She also revealed a key reason
why she felt it was important to develop a team at the school:
Where [having a team] is critical is not just where you are working on easy things
that people support. It is critical when things are kind of around the edges. You
may not be sure that you totally believe them but, because we are a team, you will
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support them. This is because you know that the team is the strength in the
building in terms of working with kids and community.
In responding to the need for staff members to begin to start talking to each
other and to learn together, the principal had taken on Senge’s (1990) leadership role
o f organizational designer. She reported a number o f practices and behaviors that
she had implemented in order to promote the development o f teamwork and team
learning.
One of these behaviors the principal highlighted was an approach she
employed when a discussion led the participants to a familiar point o f impasse. The
principal explained that during a meeting when the discussion started to go over
familiar ground and bogged down, she would sometimes choose to “throw out” a
strategic question and leave it on the table for others to think about. She indicated
her belief that this could create a situation where people were left with a problem to
consider rather than a forum for discussion where they could simply defend their
beliefs. Her effort appeared to be aimed at creating a reflective approach to work in
the school’s culture.
In support o f this approach, Teacher 1 noted that the principal possessed
considerable skills in encouraging dialogue in meetings. Furthermore, Teacher 1
explained that the principal did not ignore teachers who did not appear confident enough
to participate in these types o f conversations. The principal was known to have worked
“behind the scenes” to facilitate collaboration. In explaining the principal’s approach
Teacher 1 said “I have seen people who when pressed at meetings wouldn’t offer an
opinion, go on the side and see her individually and talk. [The principal] would
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encourage them to have the courage to take risks. She is very subtle. So subtle is good.
Very, very good.”
The principal also explained that she tried to get people thinking and
questioning by placing articles in their mailboxes with a note to have a look at the
article and tell her what they thought about it or maybe to discuss it during a
department meeting and report back. The teachers and the counselor also confirmed
this behavior and reported their belief that it encouraged reflection.
Mentoring was a practice in the school that was repeatedly mentioned in response
to questions regarding team learning and developing personal mastery. The principal
noted that she had initiated the mentor system in response to the growth in the school
population and the accompanying influx o f new teachers. She stated that the setup of the
mentors was “not in the traditional sense. It was more like a buddy system. So if you
couldn’t find the answer to something and if you couldn’t find me, or the assistant
principal, there was somebody that you knew that was there for you that could answer
your question.” While thinking about the work that she had done matching up teachers
the principal made an interesting comment. She stated that “as much as I could I set up,
not necessarily seasoned teachers with new teachers, but with people that had been here
for a while.” This appeared to be a conscious decision designed to create relationships
that would advance, rather than perpetuate the school’s previous culture.
With regard to mentoring, Teacher 4 noted that she had actually requested a
mentor when she was hired. She noted that her experience with the counselor as her
mentor during her first year at the school had been very positive. She also noted that
she felt that her mentor was now someone she could go to for anything and that she
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did go to her frequently. The counselor also noted that being Teacher 4 ’s mentor had
been a beneficial experience that had been orchestrated by the principal. She
reported that the principal had been “the one that set me up with a mentor before I
asked for one.”
Each o f these behaviors, the question left on the table, facilitating individuals to
find their voice and the creation of specific mentoring situations appeared to stem from a
conscious desire on the principal’s part to ensure the school culture encouraged
individuals to share and examine their beliefs and knowledge. They also appeared to be
promoting the development o f a team and team learning among many teachers.
Other initiatives also appeared to promote the development o f a collaborative
approach. Teachers had also been grouped, for instance, into units know as pods.
Pods had been organized to include all o f the teachers who taught children at the
same grade level. As a result there was a seventh grade pod, an eighth grade pod and
a ninth grade pod. The principal reported her expectations regarding what pods
might accomplish. First, she said that “I really truly believe that [pods are] part of
our professional growth. [They] really encourage collegial talk. You are working
with the same group o f kids, the opportunity to talk about kids is there.” Second, she
expected that talk about students should lead to talk about programs and activities,
such as curriculum integration. She declared that this was because “as a teacher it’s
in your best interest that your colleagues are doing a good job and supporting you.”
In what was, in part, another attempt to build a team and an attempt to better
meet student’s needs, teachers in the seventh grade pod had been required to teach
humanities. This course o f studies had been designed as a form o f curricular
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integration. It was described as a combination o f social studies and language arts.
At Site 3 the main benefit attributed to this approach had been greater student
interaction with one teacher. It was believed that this helped to reduce each student’s
confusion and feelings o f being overwhelmed during the transition from elementary
to junior high school life. Increased opportunity for students to learn through a
project and skills-oriented approach was also believed to be a benefit.
Besides the benefits afforded to the students, the principal perceived a
number o f additional positive effects on teachers. She suggested that increased
teamwork and team learning among teachers were attributable to the humanities
initiative. First, she reported that the humanities course, in conjunction with the
grade seven pod meetings, created a vehicle that encouraged teachers to take risks
and become more collaborative:
People needed to pick up a curriculum area that they felt less comfortable
with. So when you do that you are looking for help out there. So that gets
people talking. They say, ‘well, you are doing it and I’m doing it, why
don’t we just talk about this together and go o ff an figure that out and then
we will bring it back.’ So change necessitates the need for people to start
talking to each other and sharing materials. If you encourage people to do
that then that’s progress and if the new people come in, o f course, that
becomes part o f the culture.
In evaluating the effect o f this initiative, it was important to note that, on one hand
the principal addressed her belief that teachers working outside o f their area o f expertise
had created a considerable amount o f sharing and learning. On the other hand, Teacher 2
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questioned any positive effects o f integration and expressed her belief in the importance
o f an expert teaching a specific subject:
What I do not agree with, and I am adamant about this, is a teacher teaching four
or five subjects. That’s a travesty. I hope I live and teach long enough for
someone to come and say we were wrong because I see nothing but frustration
from teachers and kids. I see nothing but poor provincial exam results from
schools that have tried it.
Teacher 2, who belonged to the ninth grade pod, did, however, state that she
felt that the pod structure had value. She indicated her belief that pod meetings
created a sense among teachers that they knew each other well. She noted that in
order to meet with parents in an effective manner, it was important to know other
staff well and this had been accomplished through pod meetings. Teacher 2
explained that pods met twice a month for a couple o f hours to discuss students and
the problems they were experiencing. She felt that the pods allowed teachers to
work together to address student’s problems before they became monumental.
While student’s problems may have been addressed in the pods, it was not
clear that they were adequately addressed or that teachers worked together well
enough to be considered an effective team. For example it was reported that Teacher
2 had recently been involved in a meeting with parents where serious disagreement
regarding the correct placement for a specific child had occurred between teachers
who apparently knew each other well. Pod meetings also appeared to promote a
reactive orientation to problems. For example, there was a shared concern among all
the interview subjects, except Teacher 2, that pod discussions did nothing to address
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issues regarding the underlying purpose and assumptions in the school. It was
clearly stated that little or no discussion, which attempted to incorporate program or
philosophical agenda took place during pod meetings. This was not generally seen
as a positive feature with regard to communications in the school. For example, the
counselor reported how pod meetings unfolded:
We get together and talk twice a month and bring up kids and problems. We
don’t work so much on philosophy. I think we need to work more on that. I think
that it would solve a lot of our problems if people could get on board on any
philosophy and understanding what that means for them and what the means for
the school. It would solve a lot of our problems.
A significant but smaller drawback o f pods was that it was not always
possible to include all o f the appropriate teachers at a certain grade in a pod. This
was because some teachers taught across two or three grade levels and could not be
part of two or three pods at once. The result was that a number o f opportunities for
collaboration, solving problems, and perhaps innovating were lost because the lack
o f time to involve all o f the required staff.
As mentioned, Teacher 2 did not appear to see the need to increase
discussions about deeper issues. Instead, she suggested an interesting approach to
meetings, which was designed to cut down on their length. She explained that at
another school in which she had worked, “We used to have teachers who would
rotate [as chairs for staff meetings]. [At] the end o f the year there was a trophy for
the teacher that had the shortest staff meeting. It was kind of fun. Boy that cuts
down the time that some people talk.” It was not entirely clear why Teacher 2 placed
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so little importance on reflective or collaborative discussions among colleagues.
Recalling her statement that she used the same curricular material for all students, it
appeared that she had the belief that learning followed the same process for all
students and discussions about learning and teaching, other than to conduct business
within these parameters, was unnecessary.
In considering other factors that worked to promote a sense o f team and
contributed to team learning, the principal also highlighted the role o f the physical
structure of the school:
I have it playing out beautifully in [parts] o f this building. The portables [for
example]. It’s the space where four classrooms feed into each other with their
own little grouping and it’s classic. It’s partly maybe the personalities down there
but not always. Out o f that area comes much more teaming, much more
collegiality, much more talking, much more sharing than the upper floor where
you have got the traditional long hallway. That’s not conducive to teaming.
The principal elaborated on her observations with regard to how the physical
structure could enhance or detract from teaming suggesting that, “It’s very difficult when
you have got three floors. Physically that’s a very tough one. I would change the
physical school so that I had more space for teaming, for sharing, for grouping together
and that sort o f thing.”
One other area in which the principal appeared to be working to create
mechanisms that facilitated team learning in the school was with regard to increasing the
involvement o f parents. She reported that some teachers had actually laughed at the first
mention of her plans to develop a Parents’ Council. At that time the principal had
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explained her view that “I think that our responsibility as a school in this system and as
professionals is to keep the non-professional engaged in what educational issues are all
about.” The principal further noted that as a result of her efforts there was a growing
sense that this type o f communication was valuable. At the same time, she mentioned
that keeping parents involved was very challenging because they tended to be very busy
people and it was hard to reach them despite meetings and print information going home.
The principal also addressed the involvement o f the community with regard to the
evolution o f a vision and purpose for the school. She explained that “It is interesting to
compare what parents are saying about the school, what they see are the strengths o f the
school, and what they value about the school [with those o f various staff]. Often times
they are not talking about the curriculum.” She explained that the current group o f
parents tended to advocate the notion o f a balanced approach to their children’s
education.
With regard to community the principal also explained that her initial
conversations with parents had been really important in helping to piece together o f
where the school should be going. The parents helped identify “what we needed to hold
onto. What we needed to be a strong community.” She declared her belief that ’’there
are some core things that when you talk to people that you can raise to a level o f
consciousness with everybody that your whole community is going to buy into. When
you find these couple o f things and you articulate them, then you have got them. Then
you can work as a team together.”
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Chapter 5
Analysis:
Introduction:
The narratives from each site provide a wide-ranging view o f factors that affect
the practice o f organizational learning in a school. Some o f these determinants appear to
be unique as a result o f a site’s specific context. Other factors appear to be present in
each o f the sites. In some cases the effect of a particular factor is clear. In other
situations, such as those where an innovation has been newly introduced or multiple
factors are acting in concert, the effects are implied or only partially obvious.
Furthermore, because o f the limited number o f interview subjects and the limited number
o f sites, the narratives do not identify an exhaustive account o f every possible factor that
may promote or detract from organizational learning. The narratives do, however,
indicate many areas which administrators and teachers may wish to consider in their own
attempts to develop a school as a learning organization.
Variables Affecting Personal Masterv:
introduction.
The literature regarding learning in organizations in general and professional
development in schools as a specific issue reports that ongoing individual learning must
be given a higher priority than is common if organizational learning is to be encouraged
(Costa and Kallick, 1995; Darling-Hammond, 1996; Fullan, 1993; Hargreaves, 1994;
Senge, 1990; Senge et. al. 1994). The interviews tend to confirm this. They also reveal a
number o f issues to consider regarding the question, “how do different factors articulated
by teachers and the principal influence the promotion and development o f personal
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mastery among the members of a school’s faculty and administration?” Considerable
similarity exists among sites in terms o f promoters and detractors o f personal mastery.
This section, therefore, is organized by features rather than by the individual site.
purpose.
A clear, agreed upon purpose that highlights meeting the needs o f students
encourages teachers to strive for personal mastery. This corroborates with Fullan’s
(1993) report that conversations in schools m ust be focused on teaching and learning. He
advocates that this is a key to organizational learning in schools because major change
and reform efforts, which have not focused primarily in this area, tend not to make real
differences in meeting the needs o f students. Ln addition, he notes that changes in the
behavior and culture of teachers are the keys to changing formal structure in schools and
not vice versa.
In Site 1, for example, reports tend to demonstrate that teachers wish to continue
to learn in order to be more able to achieve the school’s shared purpose which is meeting
the needs o f a diverse community of learners. The teachers in site 1 also indicate their
belief that this was a goal that they thought they could achieve and report appreciation for
the support to develop personally. In site 2, the vision o f continually evolving to ensure
ongoing effectiveness as a non-traditional, student-centered high school also promotes
individual teacher’s desire to develop professionally. The school’s culture supports the
belief that one never finishes learning and should continue to strive to develop
professionally in an ongoing fashion. In both o f these sites the interview subjects also
report considerable personal satisfaction is obtained from professional development that
allows them to do their work better.
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In contrast with sites 1 and 2, two schools o f thought are evolving regarding the
institutional purpose for site 3. One on hand, those who saw the school’s purpose as
meeting the needs of a diverse group o f learners appear to be highly motivated to acquire
additional knowledge and skills. This group indicates the belief that they require a
considerable amount o f new knowledge and skill development. They also appear to
relish the opportunity for ongoing development. On the other hand, those who believe
the school’s purpose should be continue to focusing on teaching content to ensure high
levels o f achievement appear to have little reason to pursue additional professional
development. This group o f teachers believes they have mastery o f the knowledge
required to achieve their purpose. This belief was well characterized by one o f the
teachers who states that “I use the same stuff [as before the change] and if the students
don’t get it, they just have to work harder.” The implication is that I know what I need to
know to perform my work well and do not, therefore, require additional learning.
Though they believe they have professional mastery, this group also harbors a certain
amount o f internal conflict regarding their stance. For example, the teacher who says she
utilizes the same material notes that she feels that maybe she should take part in
professional development activities but she is no longer excited about what these
activities offer her.
Overall, in these sites, a clear school purpose promotes individual effort to
achieve personal mastery. On one hand, a purpose that has not yet been achieved but
appears to be achievable encourages individual professional development. This belief
appears to have its roots in an individual’s desire to teach children in a manner that is
more than simply adequate. It is also rooted in a desire to continue to develop personally.
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On the other hand, when a teacher considers a purpose has already been achieved there is
little interest in continuing professional development, as it appears redundant.
administrative and school system support.
Teachers in each o f the schools tend to believe that, in order for a program o f
professional development to be truly effective, the principal and the school system should
provide active support for efforts in this area. The provision o f time and money for
professional development is o f paramount importance. Principals in the three sites
promote teacher learning by facilitating the creation o f an intellectually stimulating
environment for faculty and creating the expectation that teachers should participate in
development opportunities and initiatives. For example, the principal o f Site 1 has
undertaken the role of facilitator o f professional development. She models an ongoing
pursuit o f learning in an open climate o f shared leadership. This principal also cultivates
the faculty-wide expectation that teachers must pursue individual learning leading to
operational variety in practice that promotes the achievement of the school’s purpose.
Interestingly, in site 1 the acceptance o f the opportunity to develop and innovate is
variable. For example, some teachers declare that their experience with this type o f
school culture is the most unique and valued professional experience in their careers. On
the other hand, other teachers indicate frustration, uncertainty and the belief that the
climate o f openness is only a courtesy and the principal is always really the boss.
The principal in Site 3 promotes personal mastery in a number o f ways. For
example, she articulates the opinion that her career allows for opportunities to continually
learn and develop. The teachers in Site 3 report that principal also makes a conscious and
effective effort to create similar circumstances for teachers in the school. The provision
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o f time and money for professional development is a particularly prominent feature o f
this stewardship. She also promotes the understanding that it is acceptable for teachers to
take risks in their learning and teaching.
A number of effective promoters o f professional development by principals are
apparent at all three sites. These include the principals’ championing o f professional
development initiatives, the provision of adequate release time for teachers, and
scheduling activities within school time to prevent them from being perceived as
impositions or unimportant additions to teachers’ full days.
teacher leadership.
In addition to principal support, teacher leadership in each o f the schools
enhances individual and group efforts to acquire knowledge and skills. Teachers in site 2
and site 3 report a number of effective teacher led initiatives from which they benefit.
They also indicate a widely held belief that teachers can and should leam from each
other. In relation to this belief professional development activities that are reported to be
favored and effective tend to include opportunities for teachers to work together in an
ongoing fashion with partners or in small groups. In contrast, there is little belief in the
efficacy o f professional development initiatives that are single events which have been
mandated and are delivered to a large group. It is noteworthy that the sharing o f
leadership, which promotes personal mastery within these schools, is attributed to
principals who facilitate leadership by sharing power and responsibility with the teachers.
This sharing o f leadership is also perceived as promoting learning also promotes
inspiration, accountability and the construction o f shared understanding and meaning
among the teachers who are accepting leadership opportunities.
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time.
Concern is expressed by teachers in all three schools that only a certain portion o f
any faculty tends to be actively involved in ongoing professional development. Often a
lack o f time for learning creates this situation. Even teachers who demonstrate a
considerable commitment to ongoing advancement o f personal knowledge and skills
report that insufficient time for learning continuously presents a prominent challenge to
their efforts. Not only is the provision o f time for learning at a premium, it is also
difficult for teachers to control how their time for learning is apportioned.
Because so little time for learning is provided during the school day, the pursuit o f
personal mastery often takes place outside of the “regular” work o f teachers. The
acquisition o f specific skills and knowledge is often only attainable by attending evening
classes, weekend seminars, or university courses in the summer. Other activities that
promote learning that may not result in official accreditation but also impact on teachers’
personal time include serving on professional councils, working as a member of a
curriculum design and implementation team, or working as a system-wide consultant for
the School Board. To a large extent the development o f personal mastery seems to
depend on the extent to which an individual is willing to sacrifice personal time. This
precipitates a considerable amount of concern regarding the impact o f teachers’ work to
increase personal mastery on the task o f balancing work, family and personal time.
Frequent topics interview subjects address in this area include concerns such as “stealing”
time from one’s family or putting career development ahead o f other personal priorities.
Balancing the demands o f professional development with the challenge o f being a parent
is a nearly ubiquitous example in this area.
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Though the effort appears to be quite insufficient, each o f the schools attempts to
address concerns regarding the provision o f time for learning with a variety o f strategies.
Sites I and 3 both shorten some days in their school calendar to provide time for teachers
to meet. In these instances time is created when students arrive at the school late in the
morning or depart from the school early in the afternoon. Time created in this manner is
not solely dedicated for the development o f personal mastery, however. It is most
frequently used for business-type meetings.
In contrast, Site 2 creates somewhat more time and attempts to ensure that it is
used solely for teacher learning by employing a structure known as a Directed Study Day
on Wednesdays throughout the school year. These days allow students to pursue
alternate forms o f instruction and receive tutorial type assistance. They also provide
teachers with a block o f Professional Action Time (P.A.T) in which they expect to learn
individually or with peers.
organized professional development.
Teachers in all schools observe that the school system also creates time during the
day for learning through the provision o f 3 in-school professional days and 2 systemwide days for Teachers’ Convention. Nevertheless, three universal concerns are
expressed regarding this approach. First, the amount o f tim e provided is judged to be
inadequate for effective professional development. Second, the discrete nature o f these
days poses a challenge to the development o f a regime o f regular, ongoing individual
development. Third, many teachers observe that the content o f these institutionalized
days tends to be ineffective because it is often not personally relevant. In addition it
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often does not allow for the follow-up necessary to promote an ongoing approach to
learning.
Teacher comments also suggest that system-wide programs seem to come and go
with great frequency. Teachers complain that many o f these programs are problematic
for a variety o f other reasons as well. For example, some appear to be counter to the
purpose o f a given school. Others are poorly timed and seen as superfluous. Still others
tend to negate the notion that teachers can leam from other teachers. One teacher
characterizes the overall nature o f system-wide professional development activities as
being like the Board flying over schools dropping “bombs” o f information and ideas with
little regard for what the school is already doing or what the school needs.
personal control.
The issues regarding control o f ongoing learning are serious and complex.
Teachers tend to agree that the effectiveness o f any program o f professional development
depends greatly on its applicability to the learner. It is consistently noted that
professional development activities in areas that are not consistent with an individual
teacher’s needs and professional interests tend to be poor uses o f time and money. In
contrast, professional development that is reported to be the most desirable and effective
focuses on addressing the interests and needs o f individual teachers. Reports o f the most
effective professional development also tend to detail learning activities that take place
regularly over an extended period o f time, which allows for practice and reflection. An
added degree o f complexity results when a change occurs in a school program or student
population. The result is that the faculty often requires assistance developing new
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knowledge, skills and assumptions about their work, though many members o f the faculty
may not even realize this.
A number of factors promote the individual learning experiences that are
promoted as desirable and effective. For example, school based opportunities for small
groups of teachers are frequently reported as effective tools for meeting the expectations
and needs o f individual teachers. Opportunities to share and develop knowledge in a
specific area by interacting with teachers from other schools during school visits or by
attending professional council workshops are also favored. For instance, teachers
mention their involvement with groups such as the Music Specialist's Council, the ESL
network, and the Health and Physical Education Council. In a similar vein, teachers also
note that experience, as a member o f a curriculum writing committee or as a system-wide
consultant tends to create rich learning as well.
In addition to group activities, some teachers report that the completion o f the
new, provincially mandated Teacher Professional Growth Plan (TPGP) enhances the
development o f an individual plan for professional development. One teacher explains
that her TPGP works as a living professional development plan that allows her to reflect
on and then plan for focused self-development. She believes it also encourages
collaboration with peers and a focus on professional growth through the pursuit o f one or
more ongoing themes rather than participation in a number o f one-time experiences.
facultv-wide professional development.
A considerable amount o f professional development time in each site is
designated for large group and whole faculty activities. These group activities are
designed either by a committee or by the administration. A number of these efforts focus
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on the promotion of individual and team learning through activities that attempt to
encourage the development o f a shared purpose or the development o f related
philosophies and practices in areas such as teaching, grading and curriculum. Teachers’
valuation o f these types o f activities varies widely. The reasons for these varied effects
are complex and appear to be related to the development o f the other four o f Senge’s
(1990) constructs. For example, if the activity does not reflect a systems viewpoint, it
tends to be seen as producing unwanted or unanticipated consequences. In another
instance, the absence o f an agreed upon purpose appears to negate the value o f a shared
learning activity for many.
In response to concerns regarding the programming o f faculty-wide professional
development, a number o f changes and suggestions were made. For example, in Site 2
discussion took place which resulted in teachers being granted exemptions from
participation in scheduled group activities in order to continue to pursue their own
development in other areas and at other times. Another area in which many concerns are
expressed are with regard to the ineffectiveness o f “one size fits all” and “one shot”
faculty-wide programs o f professional development. Teachers tend to agree that the
school should provide time and money for learning but at the same time they criticize
school and system-wide “bandwagons.”
perceiving and understanding change.
It is ironic that teachers indicate that much o f the work done in schools and the
school system to enhance teachers’ learning is ineffectual when they are also reporting
that teachers do not receive adequate preparation to address changes in their work.
Teachers are presented with the need to develop new knowledge, skills and attitudes
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when the adoption o f a more diverse student body or the implementation of a nontraditional program creates changes in the nature of their work. Yet many teachers in the
schools in this study were finding themselves in circumstances where the opportunities to
develop certain areas o f knowledge and specific skills they need are not readily available
in the school or the School Board. To an extent, there appears to be a system belief that a
teacher can teach regardless o f changes to her teaching assignment. As a result the
school system seems to be presenting new challenges to which teachers may or may not
be able to adapt.
Teachers’ accounts o f the changes in their work highlight two specific issues that
require additional consideration regarding the provision o f professional development
initiatives. First, a number o f teachers demonstrate the need to learn how to recognize,
understand and accept changes that affect them and their work. For example, one group
of teachers in Site 3 continues to be unable to recognize that a change in the school’s
student population necessitates a re-evaluation o f the nature o f their work with children.
In another case, a teacher in Site 3 realizes that there is a shift to include more technology
in student learning but she is unwilling to support this shift because she is uncertain why
it is occurring. She is also having difficulty understanding how this expensive and timeconsuming addition to her work is expected to benefit her students. In Site 2, technology
is also a challenge for teachers. While the commitment to integrate technology is
encouraging learning by many teachers in Site 2, it is also creating a challenge for
teachers to know how much effort they should expend in this pursuit. The active pursuit
of “the cutting edge” is being recognized as a drain on professional and personal
resources.
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A second issue that requires more effective school and system-wide
attention is the amount o f the support teachers receive to assist them to address
and adapt to changes they have no trouble recognizing and accepting. The
difficulty teachers have adapting their work to effectively address these types o f
changes is summarized by a number o f different teachers’ comments. For
example, one teacher in Site 1 indicates that her approach to learning to teach
language arts in a multi-aged classroom is simply a “survival mode.” Another
teacher in Site 3 indicates that, though she had been recently hired to be a
resource and ESL teacher, she did not have academic training in either area and is
scrambling to develop the necessary skills. In addition, a second teacher in Site 3,
remarks that the addition o f a diverse student population is adversely affecting all
the teachers at the school because they have not received support to develop
themselves to adequately accomplish their new duties. She observes that teachers
in the school “are totally unequipped. It’s wrong. They have not been set up to
be successful with high-needs kids behaviorally or academically and it’s wrong.”
Overall, system-wide support for professional development requires
review. The schools and the School Board are providing time and resources for
professional development activities. Unfortunately teachers do not see many o f
these as valuable, appropriate or effective. In addition, there appears to be a need
for other programs o f professional development that assist teachers to recognize
and/or address the effect o f certain school-wide and system-wide changes that are
taking place.
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Variables Affecting Mental Models:
introduction.
At each site there are a considerable number o f responses that address the
question, “how do different factors articulated by teachers and the principal influence the
faculty’s ability to work together to understand and challenge their mental models as a
means of continually developing insight and changing practice?” Nonetheless, because
mental models are by their nature buried deep inside a person’s mind as basic
assumptions about his/her life, this area is one o f the most difficult in which to gain
insights. Responses are evaluated along the lines o f Senge’s (1990) discussion regarding
the nature o f mental models. He notes that, in organizations as in life, mental models
help individuals to frame their view o f reality and individual mental models tend to be
determined based on experience with successful approaches to accomplishing tasks. For
example, for some individuals successful teaching is simply the transmission o f
knowledge, while for others effective teaching is the facilitation o f activities that develop
skills.
Schein (1992) reports that individual and/or organizational problems tend to arise
most frequently when a change occurs within or outside the organization. Despite
change, previously useful basic assumptions persist and result in the creation of a
distorted or flawed understanding of the change. Problems arise.
Outdated mental models continue to persist in these circumstances because they
exist beneath a conscious level in the minds o f most individuals. In addition, these tacit
mental models also tend to be difficult to test or examine. The result is that individuals
and groups often do not even realize that a change has taken place or that they must
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change their own mental models (Senge, 1990; Schein, 1992). Schein emphasizes the
most salient difficulty with this situation stating that if a mental model or “a basic
assumption is strongly held in a group, members will find behavior based on any other
premise inconceivable” (pp. 21-22).
site 1.
In Site 1 the re-composition of the school’s faculty and administration is changing
the mental models on which people rely. The examination and revision o f mental models
is certainly being promoted by a considerable change in the members o f the teaching staff
over three years. These careful staffing practices are changing the composition o f the
faculty. Those retained in the school and those selected to join them are being selected,
in large part, based on their willingness to accept responsibility to work to develop shared
mental models. The staffing also focuses on selecting teachers who are willing to adopt
the assumption that they can meet the needs o f a diverse group o f children through the
implementation o f a program o f multi-aged classrooms. The mental models under
development contrast those o f the previous staff, which is described alternately as selfserving, teacher centered, or comfortable. One teacher effectively summarizes the
manner in which the change in staff and the change in program promote the development
o f new mental models. He declares that “often when somebody comes in, they are either
going to do it the new way or stick with the old way. And, if you get new people when
there is no old way, then this is the way we are going to do it.”
It is noteworthy that despite the selective retention and hiring that is being
orchestrated, teachers express a wide range o f opinions regarding the purpose o f their
work with children at the school. The range includes views that are described as Student-
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centered, curriculum centered and teacher centered. There appears to be agreement that
these diverse views regarding how to achieve the school’s purpose can be a topic for
collaborative dialogue and the development o f shared mental models. Fullan (1993) also
addresses this notion o f diversity in collaborative work as being a positive factor in the
promotion o f organizational learning. He warns that “group think” may result in
overconformity and vulnerability to faddish behavior. On the other hand, he reports that
internal differences widen the spectrum o f an organization’s options by generating new
points o f view and “under conditions o f dynamic complexity different points o f view
often anticipate new problems earlier than do like minded close-knit groups” (p. 35).
The introduction o f a non-traditional program o f multi-aged classrooms is
contributing to the shaping o f a set of shared mental models. The primary task o f the
multi-aged program is to increase each teacher’s focus on meeting the needs o f each child
in a diverse student population. Structures and activities that promote collaborative
reflection, sharing, learning and innovation among the faculty are encouraging the
formulation o f mental models regarding this new purpose. The principal is the chief
designer o f these activities. She receives support and assistance for her efforts from a
variety o f faculty members who desire a school climate o f dialogue and ongoing
development. The ongoing development o f faculty m em ber’s mental models is
augmented by ideas disseminated from the administration through a variety o f forms o f
communication. For example, faculty members consistently state that they value a
diversity o f ideas as a healthy state o f affairs. It is, however, also stated that diversity is
valued only as long as the ideas are directed to achieving the school’s purpose o f meeting
the needs o f a diverse group of students. It is also widely declared that teachers are
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receiving encouragement to suspend judgement regarding the effect o f their work. There
is a shared willingness to adopt a two-year time frame in which to view the effects of
their effort. This long-term focus reflects the development o f mental models that
encourage a systems perspective. In contrast, Senge et. al. (1999) report that “fast
followers” limit the success o f an innovation by committing to unrealistic time frames for
results and them becoming disillusioned when results are not forthcoming.
Another powerful promoter o f change and innovation in people’s mental models
is the shared belief that together they are beginning to make progress in their work
together. This initial success is creating optimism and the expectation that the faculty
will continue to be successful in developing its collective ability to meet the needs of
their students. Overall, the combination of the promise o f the new program, the select
nature o f the faculty and the dynamic leadership o f the new administration is promoting a
considerable openness to surfacing and revising individual’s mental models.
While a number o f circumstances are encouraging ongoing changes in mental
models there are also several conditions that impede or challenge the examination and
revision o f mental models in Site 1. First, time for and experience with activities to make
tacit, share and test mental models is in short supply. There is also reticence on the part
of individual teachers to address mental models regarding the role teachers should play in
the school. For example, teachers indicate a willingness to believe that they can
successfully teach differently within the multi-aged program, but some indicate
insufficient access to appropriate resources and support in this pursuit. This threat to their
ability to succeed in the new program is also a threat to their affirmation o f new mental
models regarding their work. Tentativeness is also evident regarding teachers’
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understanding o f their role when assisting parents to interpret and support their work.
Yet another area o f concern is with regard to mental models about the nature o f teaching
as a career. A number o f teachers are uneasy about their value as individuals and the
value o f their work. This is particularly evident among teachers who are aging. While
there is a willingness to raise these various issues in the interviews for this study, the
tentativeness that accompanies them creates uncertainty that efforts to address these
concerns will be undertaken by the teachers themselves. It appears that the teachers may
require assistance from and intervention by school or school system administrators.
Senge et. al. (1999) validate this observation with their discussion o f one factor that
reinforces change. They note that people are more willing to be involved and embrace
change when they realize positive personal results as a result o f the change initiative.
Their research demonstrates that “people’s enthusiasm and willingness to commit
themselves naturally increases when they realize personal results form a change
initiative: this in turn reinforces their investment and leads to further learning” (p. 47).
site 2.
In general, mental models are described in the literature as basic assumptions that
prevent change and promote the status quo (Schein, 1992; Senge, 1990). Site 2 is quite
unique because the most prominent mental model in the school promotes ongoing change
or evolution o f other mental models as the status quo. This unique circumstance is aided
by the school vision and related structures which encourage a considerable amount o f
organizational learning. For example, the vision promotes the belief that change
practices and programs should be ongoing. In addition, the related structures create time
and promote interactions for the purpose o f collective inquiry. These structures support
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the evolution o f teachers’ mental models. They also reinforce the belief that stasis is not
a desirable state.
In relation to these expectations for change, the faculty also is constructing a
culture where teachers expect to be change agents. For instance, people ascribe to the
belief that there is no such thing as a single right answer and, thus, promote opportunities
to reflect and generate new possibilities. The focus o f innovations is on their ability to
augment the mission o f creating a non-traditional student-centered high school. The
belief that the school’s development and its programs should be flexible and ongoing is
an essential belief that promotes changes in mental models. One teacher highlights this
explaining that the faculty does not simply plan to develop from A to B. Instead, they
expect developments to continually evolve as they are implemented and reflected upon.
Another teacher explains that this type of elasticity is encouraged because the faculty and
administration put programs in place and then support both their development and their
evolution. As a result, both administrator and teacher leadership are conceived as
stewardship o f the school’s development, rather than control.
Another prominent belief that ensures ongoing development o f mental models is
that change can be encouraged through ongoing dialogue. Teachers do not expect or
allow disagreements to end in organizational impasses that simply maintained the status
quo. One teacher illustrates this belief with his suggestion that disagreement is seen as an
access point for addressing assumptions that are impeding development. Another belief
that promotes organizational learning is the viewpoint that teachers are accountable for
what occurs in their classrooms as well as the overall success o f the school. As a result,
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teachers are not content with mental models that only value their effectiveness in their
classrooms.
Like Site 1, changes in staffing in Site 2 also appear to be affecting
individual’s mental models and the school’s culture. Founding staff members were
selected, in part, for their non-traditional mental models. They were chosen because
o f their willingness and ability to pursue the vision that the school continues its
evolution in order to maintain its identity and effectiveness as non-traditional and
student-centered. Later additions to the faculty had not been selected in the same
manner. As a result, teachers new to the school had often been described as being
very traditional and they have challenged the mental models that supported the
school’s commitment to ongoing change. In response, the school’s experienced
teachers tended to challenge the mental models of the teachers who were new to the
school. The addition o f an autocratic and traditional principal to the school at one
time had magnified the effects o f unselective staffing.
Overall, it was clear in Site 2 that depending on how staffing is conducted, it
is capable of either promoting or detracting from efforts to ensure the school
continues to develop its vision. Despite an eventful history, the original mental
models that promote evolution remain intact. There is a conviction, however, that
unselective change in staffing creates ongoing challenges to the vision, and the
school is not evolving as quickly as otherwise may have been possible.
The mental model that teachers should be leaders also promotes ongoing
development of basic assumptions in the school. For example, in response to the
challenge o f working with teachers who were new to the school, the interview
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subjects explain how they had approach assisting new teachers to examine and
change their “traditional” mental models. One approach for aiding others to change
their mental models is described as “holding conversations,” “encouraging,” or
“pushing a bit.” One teacher summarizes this approach as using “the power to
empower.” Longer-term teachers also make a conscious effort to model their ability
to be change agents through participation in activities that encourage group
reflection, sharing, planning and innovation. The school’s current administration
also promotes the evolution o f mental models through a collective and collaborative
approach to work within the faculty that helps promote shared leadership among
teachers.
site 3.
In comparison to Site 1, changes in staffing at Site 3 are much less selective,
particularly with regard to decisions regarding which teachers are retained. Nonetheless,
changes in staffing and the change in the school’s student population are generating
challenges to mental models and seem capable of being harnessed to encourage a process
for creating new mental models. Some members o f Site 3’s long-term teaching staff are
working to preserve their historically strong school culture where teachers have been very
successful providing a highly academic program for a relatively homogeneous population
o f academically inclined students. The teachers responsible for this program are well
established in the school and revere the school’s strong traditions o f exemplary academic
achievement.
The historical situation in Site 3 is being affected by a number o f events. The first
is a change in the school’s principal. Another is a change in the student population at the
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school. Initially this new student population drastically reduced the size o f the school
and created a reduction in the size o f the school’s faculty. As a result, a number o f
teachers with considerable amounts o f experience in the school transferred to other
schools. Later, the new student population grew necessitating the addition o f a number of
new teachers to the school. The result is that teachers who are new to the school as well
as some o f their experienced counter-parts, have begun to address the effects o f changes
in the school by creating new mental models.
These new mental models are being influenced by the belief that the school’s
purpose should be to meet the needs o f each o f the students in the school’s new, diverse
student population. In contrast, a number o f teachers who have been at the school for a
long period o f time continue to pursue the taken-for-granted assumptions or models of
work which are based on the school’s historical success. The first group o f teachers feel
this is ill advised because the conditions on which these assumptions are predicated are
no longer present and the assumptions are, therefore, no longer valid. The result is
friction and uneasiness in the faculty.
Within these circumstances the principal is working to promote the
examination of mental models by the faculty as a whole. Early in her tenure she
attempted to assist the faculty to realize the assumptions on which the school’s
culture had been based prior to the change in the student body. She stated in a
faculty meeting that “when we stopped and analyzed everything, the reason that
[the school] worked so well, [was that] this school has had a long history o f strong
academic programs [and students to match].” In this meeting she concluded that
this would no longer be the situation with the new student population.
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As predicted by Schein’s (1992) research this and other efforts to promote
the examination o f mental models is diminished in the minds o f a number of
teachers who are enmeshed in the success of the school’s traditional culture.
They tend to discount disconfirming data regarding a change in the nature o f the
student population and continue to focus on teaching content. They also appear to
be committed to maintaining organizational equilibrium and their own sense o f
personal autonomy.
In contrast, the faculty members pursuing new mental models are
attempting to promote disconfirming data while obtaining new knowledge and
developing new skills to create different approaches for teaching the new student
population. They are focused on the development o f a program that promotes
skill development through process learning activities for each student.
Interestingly, despite their differences, the two groups share the belief that the
school must pursue either one or the other of these two approaches. The teacher
interviews tend, therefore, to indicate that the school is experiencing a
considerable amount o f organizational gridlock. For example, various teachers
are operating as if they are independent of others and are working in different
directions in support o f the two different purposes.
In contrast, the principal observes that a combination o f the two
approaches would be beneficial in meeting the wide range o f student needs. Her
action to reconcile both positions appears to have the potential to promote the
recognition and revision o f the mental models o f the faculty. Her efforts parallel
Schein’s (1992) advice regarding a culture that has become dysfunctional. He
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states that a leader must realize the functional and dysfunctional assumptions o f
an existing culture and then manage a cultural change in such a way that the
members o f the organization continue to work and learn together in a changing
climate. The principal describes the friction between individuals as actually
having created ongoing opportunities to encourage learning and reconciliation o f
the opposing views in dialectical manner.
The principal explains how she has begun to approach the process of
reconciliation. First she is holding more whole-faculty conversations to begin a
collaborative examination o f the question “what is curriculum at a junior high
school?” She indicates that these conversations are being augmented by her
stewardship o f activities designed to encourage teachers to think about their
assumptions and surface their mental models regarding their own teaching. She
also organizes structures such as pod meetings and mentoring partnerships that
create collaboration. The principal also encourages individual and group
professional development opportunities and is stewarding an integrated
humanities course in the seventh grade which encourages teacher sharing.
It is apparent that time is still required to allow for the examination and
subsequent revision o f mental models. One teacher explains this requirement, stating, “I
would say the learning experience is still involved here because we are [still] recognizing
the fact that we have a different student population and teachers are frustrated because
they don’t know what to do.” The counselor also reports her understanding that patience
is a necessity as the school faces a complex problem because no one knows exactly how
it should operate and it will take time and effort to discover this. For emphasis she notes
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that “this [is] our second year and we are still finding out who these kids are and what
their needs are.” In addition to time, the counselor also observes that, as a group, the
teachers in the school are not well prepared for the challenge they face and this adds to
the time required to examine and revise mental models. In relation to the literature, it
appears noteworthy that in this type o f situation, Senge (1990) advocates the use of
facilitators to provide members o f the organization with tools that will help them to
recognize and reconsider their basic assumptions.
Variables Affecting Team Learning:
introduction.
The intent of team learning is to lead to the development o f shared knowledge,
skills and attitudes while replacing patterns of defensive interaction between members of
the organization (Senge, 1990; Senge et. al., 1994). In education, team learning can be
thought of as the development o f alignment within a school where members o f the school
community strive to enhance the group’s functioning as a whole (Senge cited in O’Neil,
1995). The manner in which teachers and administrators are aided in their pursuit of
thinking and interacting in practices that are synergistic, coordinated and united are
similar in each o f the sites. The wide range of factors that influence a faculty’s ability to
promote and develop team learning organizes this section.
selection o f faculty.
As noted in other sections, the selection and retention o f teachers and
administrators in each site is crucial. This is also appears to be true for the promotion o f
team learning. The reason for this appears to be that people tend to define their work by
tacit mental models based on previous work experience (Senge et. al., 1994). The
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selection and retention o f staff who share similar mental models regarding the school’s
purpose enhances their ability to work and learn together.
In the schools in this study teachers and administrators with similar assumptions
demonstrate considerable willingness to work with each other in order to support and
develop their work with children. Where people hold substantially different assumptions,
considerably less teamwork and team learning occurs. This is well illustrated in Site 2.
The discontinuation o f selective staffing procedures based on demonstrating a fit between
individuals’ visions and mental models slowed and even threatened the process o f team
learning. Similarly, in Site 1, efforts by the principal to create a collaborative staff
through selective hiring and retention was encouraging team learning. One teacher
highlighted the importance o f faculty selection in promoting team learning in her
description o f her own experience. She reveals that it is the first time in a long career that
she feels a kinship in terms o f career, academic and artistic interests with others in her
workplace. She attributes this circumstance the principal’s work to bring in
collaborative, teachers who agree on a similar purpose and to create an environment
where team efforts are valued.
In Site 3, retention and selection o f faculty is not being completed in a fashion
that pays strict attention to establishing a group o f people where there is substantial
agreement o f mental models regarding the school’s purpose. The result is a division of
the faculty into two groups. Team learning is only evident in one o f these groups where
teachers believe they do not have the knowledge and skills necessary to effectively
accomplish their shared purpose. In contrast, as was the case in the development of
personal mastery, the members o f the long-term group o f teachers appear to feel that they
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have nothing to learn. This appears to stem from a set o f beliefs that the teachers have
nothing to leam in order to ensure the school continues to operate in an effective manner.
culture.
In each site underlying beliefs and the manner in which faculty and administrators
interact can promote team learning. For example, in site 2 a prevalent cultural
expectation is that people work collaboratively to support each other in the pursuit to
develop a non-traditional, student-centered school. Furthermore, it is an expectation that
enhancing the overall success o f the school through collaborative efforts is the joint
responsibility o f the faculty and the administration. This receives support from structures
that assist the development o f the collective potential o f the members of the organization
through a commitment to shared-leadership. The result is a considerable amount o f team
learning.
Site 1 is another example o f the positive effect a culture can have on team
learning. While underlying differences in individual beliefs exist, the faculty is creating a
collaborative culture that supports dialogue. The ultimate goal appears to be to develop
the shared knowledge and skills necessary to meet the needs o f a diverse group o f
children through the implementation and development o f a program o f multi-aged
classrooms. As a result o f their initial efforts to leam together, the teachers report they
are becoming better able and more willing to continue learning together. They appear to
be creating a shared confidence in their ability to achieve the school’s purpose. The
creation o f a culture o f team learning is being supported by professional development
activities that require open and thoughtful communication by the faculty. These activities
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focus primarily on developing the skills and the trust necessary to begin to develop a
shared vision, and appropriate shared philosophies and practices.
There is no agreed upon shared purpose in Site 3. This is due to the presence o f
two opposing groups o f people who are unable or unwilling to share and compare mental
models. Friction between the groups detracts from school-wide, team learning.
Nonetheless, in support o f the observations in the other two sites, those teachers
participating in the development o f the new culture, who are focusing on meeting the
needs o f the school’s new and diverse population, are beginning to leam together. They
are creating small groups in which teachers work together to produce effective and
ongoing team learning. In contrast, those who embrace the school’s previous culture are
not open to team learning. As previously noted, this seems to be because they operate
under the belief that they already know what must be done in order to continue the
school’s record of success.
collaborative communication.
Communication between faculty members that promotes collaborative reflection,
sharing, innovation and experimentation for achieving the school’s purpose promotes
team learning. This is consistent with the literature. For example, the development o f
collaborative habits and skills that promote continuous inquiry and learning is a key
component o f what Fullan (1993) describes as the new work of teachers.
This is demonstrated in Site 1, where teachers and administrators are
experimenting with models o f interaction for the purpose o f encouraging reflection and
collaboration. One o f the teachers highlights the faculty’s belief in the importance o f this
type o f communication and team learning noting that “no matter how careful a team is in
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terms o f hiring people to come in here, we all come with our individual agendas, our
individual strengths and weaknesses. I think it is truly a challenge to be able to come
together and really feel comfortable working together to a common goal.”
In Site 2, the interview subjects describe the environment as encouraging
collaborative work. They highlight the importance o f open communication to support the
shared understanding o f the school as an interrelated system. The school personnel
deliberately structure communication to encourage team learning in many ways. This
includes cross-curricular meetings, the integration o f technology in all subjects, the
integration o f different subject areas, and even the physical arrangement of the staff
workroom.
The major challenge that exists in Site 3 regarding team learning is the
recognition that communication in large groups takes place at a superficial level. For
example, communication in large groups often occurs without directly addressing
concerns regarding the school’s purpose. Friction between the adherents of the
established culture and the emerging culture prevents the establishment of the trust
necessary for communication that encourages team learning. One o f the Site 3 teachers
illustrates the situation with her statement that when we talk “it’s almost [as if we] don’t
feel comfortable challenging our actions or our beliefs.” Team learning is ongoing
among the group that was attempting to develop a new culture who communicate in with
each other in a collaborative manner.
time.
Consistent with reports in the literature (Leithwood et. al., 1998; Marks and
Louis, 1999), teachers in the three sites do not always welcome practices that accompany
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team learning. Some teachers indicate that these activities impinge on their time. As a
result, these teachers evaluate activities promoting shared leadership and collaborative
decision-making as being unproductive. Efforts to develop team learning and
responsibility for leadership are interpreted by these individuals as detracting from the
“nitty-gritty” work of teaching. For example, teachers in the elementary school voice
concerns that the principal should just make a decision so they all could get on with their
work, which is teaching. In another case, a junior high teacher expresses a low opinion
o f time spent in meetings for the purpose o f collaboration and dialogue. To illustrate her
viewpoint she relates an anecdote about staff meetings in her previous school: “We used
to have teachers who would rotate [as chairpersons for staff meetings]. [At] the end o f
the year there was a trophy for the teacher that had the shortest staff meeting. It was kind
of fun.. .boy, that cuts down the time that some people talk.”
In contrast, other teachers in each o f the three sites express support and value for
activities that develop shared leadership and collaboration. They still, however, express
concern that these activities impinge on their work in the classroom. One elementary
teacher expands on the nature o f this issue insightfully stating that because o f time
pressures “a lot o f times you want to get something done quickly rather than properly.”
Even in Site 2, where collaboration is expected, practiced and clearly valued, several
teachers state that the focus on reflection and the process o f dialogue can result in
working conditions that exhaust people. In relation to these reports it is very apparent
that the provision o f time for teachers to leam together merits serious consideration in
order to promote a faculty’s ability to leam together.
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inexperience with team learning.
Another prominent challenge to team learning in each o f the three sites is a lack
o f experience with any forms of teamwork or team learning among teachers and
administrators. For example, the interview questions in this study regarding teamwork
and team learning tend to be interpreted solely as queries about team teaching situations
in which a team o f two-teachers works together to share the responsibility for teaching a
combined class. Furthermore, in Sites 1 and 3, which tend to be more traditional than
Site 2, there is very little experience with activities that involve large groups or the entire
faculty working together to leam. In contrast, within Site 2 there is a widely held
expectation that teachers can and do leam from each other. Team learning in this site is
encouraged by formal and informal structures that bring teachers together. Hargreaves
(1994) corroborates this finding noting that the culture in schools tends to isolate teachers
in their classrooms. Senge et. al. (1994) note similar inexperience with team learning in
other types o f organizations. They encourage leaders wishing to inculcate team learning
to consider the use o f facilitators to help members o f the organization to acquire the
knowledge and ability necessary to leam as a team.
organizational memory.
In some cases, even though team learning is occurring in a school, the lack o f a
system for creating a formal “organizational memory” (Senge et. al. 1994) prevents the
faculty from building upon previously shared knowledge and skills. For example, one
teacher in Site 2 notes that they constantly reinvent programs for curricular integration
and, as a result, exhaust member o f the faculty. Successful programs in this area need to
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be well documented in order to preserve the learning that may otherwise be lost due to
forgetting or people leaving.
leadership.
It is clear that the actions of the principal can enhance team learning. Senge
(1990) and Leithwood et. al. (1998) note that leaders such as principals enhanced team
learning by designing structures and stewarding activities that enhance opportunities for
collaborative communication. Principals in the three sites support team learning through
the creation o f an atmosphere o f trust and openness. They also focus the faculty’s
attention on teaching and learning. The principal of Site 2 addresses this activity in part
with his comment that “I have seen no examples of administrative fiat. We do not work
from the top down at Site 2. [There] would likely be a mutiny if we were to try.” In
support of this statement a teacher in Site 2 explains how autocratic behavior o f a
previous principal resulted in the loss of trust and the reduction in ongoing two-way
communication. This former site 2 principal made unilateral decisions and stated “this is
the way it is going to be.” The result reported by Teacher 2 was that “people really
clamed up and said, ‘I'll wait now and be told what to do.’”
Administrators also enhance team learning by assisting individual teachers to
develop the confidence to participate and take risks in large group meetings. Efforts by
administrators to augment an individual’s pursuit o f personal mastery promote their
ability to participate in team learning activities. In addition, administrative actions that
are consciously directed towards creating opportunities for teachers to work together
often promote team learning. For example, in Site 1, the principal’s actions appear to be
transforming the school. It had been an institution in which teachers had been cordial but
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otherwise professionally isolated. It is believed to be becoming an institution in which
professional discussion, sharing and team learning are beginning to take place.
Each o f the leaders o f the three sites implements many ideas for practices that
appeared to support collaborative communication. For example, in Site 1 the faculty is
guided to experiment with various times o f day and models o f communication to enhance
their ability to collaborate and leam together. In Site 2 the founding administration
worked to create and implement imaginative structures that continue to promote team
learning. The principal of Site 3 is directing the design and implementation of an
integrated humanities program combining English and social studies courses partially due
to its potential to create team learning.
A summary o f structures and activities being implemented to promote
communication, collaboration, and team learning include the following:
•

The use o f strategic questions and readings to elicit reflection and dialogue.

•

Formal and informal programs o f teacher mentors.

•

The organization o f teachers by the grade level taught into “pods” for the purpose of
professional discussion and sharing.

•

The formation o f cross-curricular groups to discuss issues regarding teaching and to
plan for programmatic innovations.

•

Whole faculty discussions that focused on sharing beliefs and the creation o f a
revised mental models for the purpose o f achieving a shared purpose.

•

The development o f teacher and administrative committees that addressed specific
tasks related to the attainment o f the school’s purpose and vision.
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•

The support o f informal groups o f teachers working together to develop knowledge
and skills in a specific area such as technology integration or unconventional
pedagogical methods.

The underlying and unifying idea inherent in these structures and activities that appears
to determine their impact on team learning is their ability to bring teachers together in an
atmosphere o f trust and collaboration.
subject area integration.
Another factor that is capable o f promoting team learning is the integration o f
subject areas. At least three different possible effects on team learning were observed. In
the elementary setting, some teachers indicate that integrating subjects isolates teachers in
their classrooms. This is because some o f the elementary generalist teachers tend to rely
only on their own knowledge and do not consult with others. On the other hand, some
teachers in the elementary are actively engaged in a collaborative project to create
integrated teaching units and are sharing their expertise in various subject areas. In the
junior high setting, the principal opines that a program o f integration in the seventh grade
is encouraging team learning because it requires teachers to work together to share ideas
and information regarding subject areas in which they were less expert. In the senior
high a shared belief that efforts to talk about and promote curriculum integration is
encouraging teachers to leam from each other and strengthen their ability to work
together to promote the overall success o f their students. At the same time a concerns is
expressed that ongoing curriculum development in discrete subject areas by the
Provincial Government is making it difficult for teachers to maintain plans for integration
as the criteria for individual courses undergo a high degree o f fluctuation.
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physical structures.
Another factor capable o f promoting team learning is the physical layout and use
o f space in a school building. For example, in Site 2, interaction and sharing is promoted
by arranging the staff workroom in a manner that encourages teachers of different
departments to interact with each other. In another instance, the physical proximity of
four portable classrooms creates a foyer in Site 3 that helps to promote ongoing sharing
and learning between the teachers in those classrooms. This contrasts with the high
degree o f teacher isolation that is the norm in the traditional linear hallways on three
other floors.
Variables Affecting Systems Thinking:
introduction.
Senge (1990) points to at least two key considerations regarding the application of
systems thinking as it relates to work that occurs in schools. First, he notes that before
changes are made to some portion o f a organization’s program or operation, it is
important to have a clear appreciation of what the organization is doing, what is working,
what isn’t working and why things are the way they are. Otherwise, the success of any
change will be reduced to chance. Furthermore, the organization may also be exposed to
a wide variety o f unanticipated consequences as a result o f any change initiative. Senge’s
second reason for employing systems thinking is because it allows members o f the
organization the opportunity to understand their role in the creation o f their
organizational reality. In a related statement, Fullan (1993) notes that systems thinking
should, in turn, allow administrators and teachers to become responsible for their efforts
and to become change agents in their school. In this study a variety o f factors are
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articulated by teachers and principals as positive influences on the development and
practice o f systems thinking in their work.
site 1.
The introduction o f the multi-aging program in Site 1 illuminated varied
applications o f systems thinking. The principal’s familiarity with and willingness to
apply systems thinking appears to be a critical factor in this circumstance. For example,
in this site it was clear that the faculty is being systematically selected for their
willingness and ability to work together to develop the program. Systematic attention
also appears to have been paid to ensuring the development o f a team among the teachers
and administration. Furthermore, the faculty’s ongoing discussion regarding the
importance o f gathering feedback over a relatively long-term before evaluating the
program reflects an ongoing systems approach that is being inculcated by the principal.
Overall, there is a clear sense that the new staffing, the new program and the work done
to create effective team learning is refocusing the school in a thoughtful manner that is
intended to develop greater organizational ability to address the challenge o f meeting the
needs o f the students.
In Site 1 it also appears that the application o f systems thinking to a number o f
issues is being overlooked. It is not, however, always clear what is detracting from a
systems thinking focus. For example, one particularly crucial circumstance appears to be
the existence o f teacher distress among some teachers who are attempting to implement
the multi-aged program. Teachers appear to have received minimal amounts of
preparation to equip them to implement this new program. It seems that teachers are
generally being encouraged to leam from their ongoing experience with the program,
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which is creating varying feelings o f success and comfort. For instance, one teacher
reports her effort to implement the multi-aged program has become a m atter o f resorting
to “survival” strategies in her language arts class. On the other hand, another teacher
explains that the learning she experiences in her efforts to address the program is proving
to be positive and rewarding. It is not entirely clear why school and school system
administrators are not addressing a more systematic program o f teacher preparation for
delivering this new program. Salient factors may include limited funds, limited time and
the expectation in schools and the school system that teaching is teaching and teachers
have been trained to teach.
A related circumstance also reflects on the application o f systems thinking by
school system regarding a policy o f inclusion in classrooms. A number o f teachers at
Site 1 and Site 3 voice philosophical and professional support for an program o f inclusive
education that addresses the needs o f students o f all abilities in their classrooms.
Conversely, based on their experience in classrooms, they express considerable concern
that inclusion is not being entirely effective for a number o f reasons. First, some teachers
feel that the program requires a change in their work that they are not being equipped to
address. Second, some teachers feel that the criteria for inclusion o f students is too
broadly based and result in the presence o f students in classes whose needs can not be
met. It is also felt that the presence o f these students is creating such a demand on
teachers’ time and energy that it prevents the needs of other students from being met.
Third, the availability o f professional resource people available to work with students and
parents is insufficient. The clear implication is that the school system must review and
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address the detail o f its move to inclusion from a system thinking perspective to improve
its effectiveness.
Another situation that reflects a lack of systematic thinking in changes made in
Site 1 relates to developing suitable forms of measurement for student progress. The
faculty and the school’s program focus on meeting the needs o f individual students and
creating opportunities for students to advance at individual rates. It is unclear, however,
how the effectiveness o f this program is measured in the school. A systematic approach
to evaluating the effect o f the program on student learning should certainly be pursued.
A further problem exists with the measurement o f student learning by the province.
Required standardized testing o f student outcomes for students in third and sixth grades
creates a conflict with the work o f the school. One teacher explains this situation noting
that on one hand, the province expects all students to meet a certain level o f achievement
by a certain grade. On the other hand, any o f the school’s classes consist of students of
different ages who are at many different points in their educational program. There is
concern over these apparently irreconcilable purposes. One teacher queried, “how can
you say it is good to have blended grades and the children altogether with this wide [age
range], and at the same time your province says you are 8 years old and you write a grade
three test?” Communication between the school, the local Board and the province’s
Ministry o f Education is hampering a systematic approach in this area. With regard to
this issue, Nevis et. al. (undated) declare that suitable forms o f measurement can direct
members of an organization to recognize practices and beliefs that are already in place
that may be not be working. They also report that the application o f proper
measurements can identify how to reduce the difference between organizational
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outcomes and organizational goals. On the other hand, Geranmayeh (1993) reports that
without awareness o f underlying assumptions and the development o f appropriate forms
o f measurement certain errors in an organization’s procedures are not detected and cannot
be resolved.
Also with regard to encouraging systems thinking in Site 1, some o f the teachers’
perceptions o f themselves appeared to detract from their ability to think systematically
and work to change their reality. For example, concern exists regarding the role o f
teachers. On one hand it was suggested that society perceived teachers as babysitters and
did not value their work as a result. One the other hand, concern was expressed that
teachers are responsible for fixing all that is wrong with society. Teachers also question
their own value based on factors such as age, ability to use technology, the importance o f
the subject area they teach and their desire to continue as “simply” classroom teachers.
These concerns prompt speculation that school and Board administrators must assist
teachers to reflect on and address questions regarding their role in society and their career
path. There is also a sense that both the School Board and the Provincial Ministry of
Education simply do as they please with regard to making demands on teachers. In
particular, some demands for curricular or program changes appear to the teachers as
very arbitrary.
It is also evident that some concerns regarding systems thinking are partially
attributable to reductions in resources and personnel that are occurring due to cutbacks in
the local Board and the province. They appear to be creating more difficult working
conditions for teachers. For example, one teacher explains that whenever a new program
or course o f studies is introduced “there is the stress o f not being able to find out whether
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we've got money to do it. So it is like trying to put out a fire with a garden hose. At the
end of the day you have the public or our handlers saying to us, ‘now you can use the
garden hose but maybe if you spit as well the fire will go out.’”
site 2.
In site 2, it appears that a considerable amount o f systematic thought was applied
during the design o f the initial vision for the school and the structures intended to support
it. These systematic considerations also appear to have been promoted by the
involvement o f a wide range o f people and the provision o f considerable time. The effect
o f these initial efforts is long lasting and continues to promote a considerable amount of
organizational learning. For example, consistent with the original vision, teachers
describe the school as place for collaborative work. They tend to share an understanding
that the school is an interrelated system. They also continue to promote expectations that
teachers should become leaders responsible for the ongoing evolution o f the school’s
programs and the effective overall functioning o f the whole organization within the
parameters o f a non-traditional, student-centered school.
The commitment to the development o f non-traditional practices inspired by the
vision also promotes a systems approach where people work to understand the nuances of
the school’s operation as a whole. Another important feature that appears to promote
systems thinking is the expectation that technology should be integrated into the learning
experiences o f both students and teachers. This promotes interactions between teachers
from different departments. The effort to encourage integration of different subjects also
seems to encourage teachers to have broad view o f their work.
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Overall these various expectations and practices create a culture where people do
not expect single, correct answers. Rather there are ongoing opportunities for individuals
and groups to reflect on the school and its parts, generate new practices and attempt
innovations. There seems to be a shared belief that careful reflection, research and
understanding allow the faculty to continue to systematically examine and construct the
kind o f school they desire. In contrast, the major detractor o f systems thinking is
unselective hiring o f new faculty and administrators, which continues to pose a challenge
to the beliefs and structures that support people’s perception o f the school as an
interrelated system.
site 3.
In Site 3, ongoing and unsystematic discord regarding the purpose o f the school as
either developing student skills through a process approach, or teaching content is
detracting from organizational learning in many areas. Teachers who may otherwise be
in partnership to provide an effective overall educational program for the students oppose
each other’s effort. For example, action to create student success by one group is
considered to undermine the actions to improve student success by another group.
Furthermore, each opposing group is confident that the way to rectify the situation is to
convince the other group that their strategy is correct.
The principal, meanwhile, is promoting a more systematic view. She is aware o f
the circumstance in which these two groups have become “accidental adversaries” (Senge
et. al. 1994). The principal is working to alleviate the situation by designing activities
that will improve trust and communication. Her goal appears to be to create greater
individual reflection and understanding. It is also her expectation that members o f each
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group will leam to recognize a broader purpose and work together to support each other
in this pursuit.
The school’s previous success and the mental models o f many o f the teachers who
had been present during this time appear to be detracting from the application o f systems
thinking. Some teachers from this previous era are unable or unwilling to recognize the
change in the students. In addition, the lack of professional preparation for teachers who
are attempting to address the needs o f the new population indicate a lack o f systems
thinking by school and Board administrators. Both o f these circumstances are well
characterised by one teacher who states that “I would say the learning experience is still
involved here because we are [still] recognizing the fact that we have a different student
population and teachers are frustrated because they don’t know what to do.”
The School Board’s approach to systems thinking is also called into question by
reports that teachers are being bombarded by new and continually increasing demands.
Support for teachers to perform their work is also being challenged by cutbacks at the
Provincial level that also appear to be unsystematic. In response to these issues, one
member o f the faculty predicts that the city’s school system must “hit bottom” before
schools and teachers will be given a sufficient number o f well-prepared personnel and
adequate pupil-teacher ratios.
Variables Affecting Shared Vision:
introduction.
The development and pursuit o f a shared vision requires ongoing effort
and collaboration. It is a process in which members o f a school community
continually strive to create an ideal organization in an environment o f constant
change (Senge 1990; Senge et. al. 1994). The ability to develop and/or pursue a
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shared vision is remarkably different in each site. This is due to unique features
in each school that affect Senge’s other four constructs.
site 1.
Site 1 continues to experience the effect o f recent changes in
administrators, teachers and program. Each o f the changes seems to have been
carefully contemplated prior to being made. Each appears to have been made in
order to achieve the school’s recently identified purpose o f better meeting the
needs o f a highly diverse student population. As a result, this assemblage of
teachers proudly reports that they are begging to address the School Board’s
statement that schools must become better adapted to addressing the needs of
students. They also feel the faculty itself is becoming more flexible and
responsive in their its development as a strong, inclusive community o f learners.
The desire for a leader in the school is ubiquitous and the new principal is
undertaking this role. Three leadership actions are particularly salient promoters o f the
faculty’s effort to develop a shared vision. First, she has implemented a multi-aged
program for the school that is expected to allow teachers to meet the needs o f a diverse
population o f students. Second, she has orchestrated a process of personnel selection and
retention that has revised the composition o f the faculty creating a favorable disposition
to the new program and collaborative professional activities that promote the
development o f Senge’s other four constructs. Finally, the principal is creating the
expectation that, in order to get a clear picture o f what was happening at the school and
what is needed to be done next, the effects o f the multi-aged program and the faculty’s
effort will be judged over a period o f several years.
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Teachers report feeling that they are beginning to work together to
develop a shared vision. The principal and the two vice-principals’ leadership are
having a considerable influence on this situation. For example, the administrative
team is reported to be cultivating teacher leadership through a combination o f
transformational activities. These various changes and leadership efforts are
encouraging the sharing and examination o f individual and shared beliefs and the
creation of a new school culture. These activities are also promoting the shared
realization that no matter how carefully a group is assembled, individual agendas
and unique strengths and weaknesses will still exist. This is being addressed by a
faculty belief that there is value in the tension created during the sharing of
individual ideas for the purpose o f creating a shared vision. For example, in
anticipation o f the future, several o f the interview subjects highlight their belief
that strength will come from pursuing a similar vision while being open to
learning from the unique experiences and ideas o f each member of faculty. This
is encouraging the belief that teachers can and should be catalysts for change.
Overall, there is a positive feeling that people are beginning to work together and
beginning to do what they say they intended to do. There is a fairly common feeling that
a shared vision will emerge from continued effort in this area. The willingness to work
towards this vision seems to be promoted by momentum gained from recent positive
experiences working together successfully as a team.
In contrast to this generally positive state of affairs, there are a number o f
circumstances that appear to be detracting from the development of a shared vision. For
example, while the multi-aged program is a positive experience for some, others are
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uncertain about its efficacy. They also express concern regarding their ability to
effectively implement the multi-aged program. The lack of support to develop the ability
to effect this approach threatens the development o f a shared vision. For instance, some
teachers express doubt about their ability to correctly implement and experience success
with it. Another possible threat to the development o f a shared vision may be that the
effort to assemble teachers who are committed to working together to implement the
multi-aging program has not been completely effective. For example, at least one teacher
appears to have been insulates him from many o f the bigger challenges posed by the new
program. As a result, he indicates that, despite attempts to create a collaborative
atmosphere, he is content to "do his own thing" much o f the time at the school. Finally,
the highly publicized and traditional form o f standardized measurement that is mandated
by the province’s educational authority appears to be incompatible with the school’s
purpose. This incompatibility is creating confusion and frustration in the school. In the
face of these issues, one is left to wonder how the ongoing pursuit o f a shared vision will
play out.
site 3.
Site 3 is also responding to changes in the administration and the faculty. This
staffing has not, however, been performed in a highly selective manner when compared
to that which had taken place in site 1. For example, there seems to have been little
attempt in Site 3 to encourage teachers who were not able or willing to recognize and
adapt to the new population to move elsewhere. The most salient effect o f these changes
is the friction it is creating among the faculty with regard to the school’s purpose. This
appears to be a considerable challenge with regard to the construction o f a shared vision.
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Furthermore, unlike Site 1, it is evident that no predetermined change to the school's
program was defined as a signpost for teachers.
The most conspicuous challenge to the development of a shared vision in this
school is the difficulty some long-term faculty members are experiencing with regard to
accepting that the school's population is changed. Some of these teachers appear to be
unable to realize that the new students require a different approach than the one that they
employed effectively for so long. It is clear that at least some of these teachers are
experiencing difficulty recognizing and revising previously successful assumptions
regarding the school’s purpose and practices. Their primary interest is ’filling" students
with content knowledge in order to ensure continued high achievement by students as
measured by standardized provincial tests.
In contrast, recently recruited teachers and a number of the long-term teachers
have accepted a new purpose. This group o f teachers is already developing practices that
support its achievement. These developments are also being promoted in part by the
principal’s leadership. She encourages and supports a program of personal mastery. She
also designs structures that encourage and enhance teacher collaboration and leadership.
The result is that pockets o f faculty members are banding together as change agents to
improve their knowledge and pursue the implementation of practices that appear to be
capable of addressing the needs o f the new student population. As a group, these faculty
members desire a shared purpose and shared vision for the school.
The split among the faculty regarding a shared purpose makes it difficult to
predict the outcome o f the activities at Site 3. On the surface it seems that simply
transferring a number o f the disaffected, long-term teachers and replacing them with
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other teachers who have not developed the same cultural assumptions through experience
with the previous student body will promote the development o f a shared purpose and
later, a shared vision. The principal notes, however, her belief that individuals with both
viewpoints are needed on staff. It is her expectation it is necessary to create a program
that accomplishes the purposes o f both groups, meeting individual student needs through
skill development and ensuring strong content knowledge. The principal believes a
dialectical resolution will ensure this. To this end the principal is coordinating ongoing
efforts that promote personal mastery, team learning, systems thinking and the
examination of mental models to encourage the development of a shared purpose. This
may then allow for the development o f a shared vision. Revisiting the school in a
number of years to document the outcome and identify factors that influenced it appears
likely to be very instructive with regard to continuing to identify and highlight variables
that affect organization learning.
site 2.
In comparison to Sites 1 and 3, Site 2 is unique because a widely shared vision is
in existence. Beliefs and structures that were carefully designed in advance of the
school’s opening promote the vision. In addition, the vision was originally developed
over a considerable period of time (64 meetings) in a very consultative manner. The
process to identify the vision was guided by the belief that education should be studentcentered and address the needs o f each individual student in a diverse community. This
progressive vision was not simply published somewhere and then overlooked. Instead,
the founding faculty defined key assumptions and established key structures that continue
to support its ongoing pursuit from day-to-day. The group responsible for this process
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included the administration, the librarian and department heads. All o f these people had
been granted time and resources to aid their collaboration. Their efforts also led to the
identification o f a number o f key assumptions to which the faculty and administration
continue to attend in order to realize their purpose. The result o f all o f this groundwork is
that the vision continues to be an effective promoter o f the ongoing development o f a
high school that is non-traditional and student-centered.
The vision itself contains a number o f particularly salient promoters of
organizational learning that enhance its efficacy. One is the belief that teaching and
learning at the school must be based on the knowledge o f principles o f learning. This
expectation includes the recognition that students learn in different ways and at different
rates. It also ensures the faculty continues to challenge the notion that effective teaching
can be understood as simply following a set o f simple rules which may be mapped out for
all students.
Another very important belief is the notion that the pursuit o f ongoing change is a
cornerstone o f the school 's culture. For example, the vision specifies that the school will
evolve as a result o f administrators and teachers sharing the responsibility for ongoing
leadership and innovation in areas such as curriculum and pedagogy. One teacher
explains how this aspect of the vision affects teachers' work, "you don't have to be
constrained by what's gone on before, what your vision is, or what you think the
community expects. You are empowered to do your best for the students in this school.”
A third notion inherent in the vision is the statement that teachers are responsible
for the success o f students in their classrooms as well as the overall success of the school
in achievement o f its purpose. This augments the expectation that teachers assume a
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leadership role and encourages many to conceive o f themselves as catalysts for change.
The sharing o f leadership is also encouraged by structures designed for this purpose. For
example, regular meetings are held where teachers consistently share concerns, learn
from each other and develop new initiatives consistent with the vision o f the school as a
non-traditional and student-centered.
Staffing practices at the school alternately promote and detract from the
development o f the shared vision. In a manner reminiscent o f Site 1, the initial hiring in
Site 2 had been completed with careful attention having been given to the selection o f the
founding faculty members. A considerable amount o f attention had been given to
selecting individuals based on their ability and willingness to support the development o f
the school's vision. This careful selection practice promoted the collaborative and
enthusiastic pursuit o f the school’s vision. In subsequent years, teacher appointments and
transfers had been completed with very little consideration being given to the person's
compatibility with the vision of the school as non-traditional and student-centered. As
had been the case in Site 3, this non-selective practice continues to create challenges to
the culture o f the school and the degree to which the vision is shared. In contrast to Site
3, however, the original culture of Site 2 has managed to preserve itself.
leadership
Overall, there was a clear sense that the principals in each site are attempting to
approach their work from a systems perspective and encourage the development o f their
school as a learning organization. Their efforts to promote beliefs, practices and
structures that encourage organizational learning appear to be improving the effectiveness
o f the school. The effect o f the principals’ efforts were consistent with Leithwood’s
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(1994) report that a principal's promotion o f cooperation among teachers and the
provision o f aid in working towards group goals fostered organizational learning. It also
reflects the results o f Marks and Louis (1999) that show that, in order to encourage
organizational learning, a leader must be strong and, at the same time, share power with
the faculty. These observations also parallel Fullan’s (1993) statement that in terms o f
behavior, ’neither principals as strong unilateral leaders or principals as weak followers
are relevant to the future role of schools as learning organizations" (p. 74).

Discussion:
Personal Mastery:
introduction.
The belief that it is important to continue to acquire knowledge and develop skills
in order to be effective in their work is very common among most of the teachers and
administrators in the study. There is also a shared sense that the development of self will
provide additional dividends such as those reported by Senge (1990). He notes that as
individuals pursue their own professional development their ability to employ subtle
skills such as integrating reason and intuition, or seeing interconnections improves and
makes work more interesting, effective and rewarding. A number of specific features in
the schools fostered the development o f personal mastery.
shared purpose and expectations for change.
Agreement about a shared and achievable purpose by the members o f a school’s
faculty creates an impetus for individuals to learn. The belief that, as a result of learning,
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individuals can successfully assist in the achievement o f this shared purpose encourages
the pursuit o f professional development. This parallels Senge’s (1990) notion o f creative
tension that encourages the members o f an organization to learn and to work together in
order to narrow the gap between the current situation and a shared purpose.
In contrast, teacher learning in the three schools is not inspired by goals which
teachers feel they have already achieved. Few teachers, however, believe that they can
fully achieve their purpose. Other teachers possess mental models that encourage them to
expect ongoing change and also, therefore, expect to need to learn continuously. As a
result, they look for changes in the school's purpose and never expect to fully address
professional challenges. Fullan’s (1993) research confirms this approach. He states that,
in order to continue to be effective in their work with children, teachers must expect to
learn continuously as they look for and respond to ongoing social, technological and
theoretical changes. Furthermore, Senge et. al. (1999) note that people in organizations
tend to focus on their work on issues they consider important to themselves, the customer
and the long-term health o f the business. As a result, they tend to be uncommitted to an
initiative if the do not feel there is a compelling case for change and a clear strategy
behind the initiative.
A clear division with regard to shared purpose between two groups in an
organization can result in considerable unrest, distrust and the possibility of
organizational gridlock. Senge et. al. (1999) report that leaders must recognize and
address effects that arise when this occurs. For example, the more successful an
innovative group is with a new approach, the more threatening it becomes to those who
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hold the traditional approach. In addition, the likelihood o f miscommunication between
the two groups increases as they diverge and each becomes more insular.

leadership.
Senge (1990) states that creating the opportunity for each member o f the
organization to learn depends on leadership that promotes three activities: designing,
stewardship and teaching. Leadership practices by principals in the three schools affect
the development o f personal mastery in several ways. For example, principals are able to
design and champion activities that encourage learning. These are wide ranging and
include collaborative meetings, formal and informal mentorship opportunities and
integrated teaching modules. Principals also advance the pursuit of personal mastery by
creating structures and programs that provide teachers with time, money and other
resources. In other instances, principals can be effective stewards o f a teacher’s pursuit
o f professional mastery by modeling their own learning, by demonstrating expectations
for development, and by supporting individuals in a manner that inspires confidence and
the willingness to take risks. Principals also teach others in a number o f ways. These
include working closely with individuals and groups, asking provocative questions in
meetings and sharing articles or other professional resources.
Leithwood et. al. (1998) promote the importance o f transformational forms o f
principal leadership to enhance organizational learning. They highlight the importance o f
assisting teachers to be able to bring about school changes and improvements. Principals
in the three sites reflect this approach by supporting teacher learning through the creation
o f conditions in which leadership is shared. Giving teachers opportunities to collaborate
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with administrators, make decisions, assume leadership roles and develop initiatives
accomplishes this task. The establishment o f open communication and trust is also
present in the work of these principals. The result is that teachers who feel empowered
organize themselves to learn from colleagues and from external sources. These actions
also coincide with Fullan’s (1993) suggestion that in order to encourage organizational
learning principals must work to share leadership and cannot be either too directive or too
much of a follower. Finally, Senge et. al. (1999) report that leaders must work to create
clarity and establish credibility and trust. They note that members of an organization
who feel the leader can be trusted tend to support new values and actions by committing
their own time and taking risks.
time and individual learning.
The provision of substantial and regular periods of time for learning allows
individuals to focus on the development o f their own professional interests and needs in
an ongoing manner. In the schools in this study, insufficient time for learning during the
course of a teacher’s regular workweek often detracts from the development o f personal
mastery. As a result, teachers indicate that during certain periods in their lives they
dedicate considerable amounts o f personal time to the pursuit o f professional learning.
Teachers also recount ongoing struggles to balance professional learning with their
personal lives. A wide-ranging desire for time to leam that does not add to a teacher’s
already busy day and does not take them away from their work with children is
expressed.
In the three schools in this study, attempts to address concerns regarding time for
learning are being made through a variety o f site-based initiatives. These include
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individually planned professional days, late entry or early return days for students, and
the development o f innovative student learning activities that also create time for teachers
to learn. While improving the situation, none o f these innovations are seen to provide
adequate time for regular teacher learning. These circumstances are consistent with
Darling-Hammond’s (1996) observations regarding the need to increase the time
available for teacher learning as a means to improve student learning.
time and group professional development.
Group professional development initiatives, whether they are site-based or
system-wide pose a set of complex issues. For example, large group programs are often
ineffective promoters of teacher learning because they are one-time events. They are also
ineffectual because the program’s focus is often uninteresting or unimportant to many
individuals who are required to attend. These types o f activities are also not favored
because they encroach on a teacher’s ability to control her own time and professional
experience. They are also considered to be expensive. Teachers mostly conclude that
when it comes to promoting personal mastery, large group professional development
activities have a cost-benefit ratio that is less than ideal.
In other circumstances some form of group professional development is desired
but apparently unavailable or inappropriate. This type o f situation occurs as a result o f
demands for learning due to changes in teaching assignments, school programs or
students. The groups of teachers experiencing these types o f changes feel that they do
not have sufficient support in recognizing and/or adapting to them. For example, some
members o f one school faculty in this study are simply unable to recognize the effects of
a change even though it is having a large impact on their work. In other situations a
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change is recognized and accepted but members o f the faculty are not equipped with the
knowledge and skills necessary to address it in a manner that is effective for their
students. The interviews reveal little about the actions and behaviors that have
contributed to these scenarios. Senge et. al. (1999), however, also note similar results in
their research stating that without quality coaching, guidance and support groups flounder
and tend to feel like the blind leading the blind. Ogawa and Bossert’s (1995) comments
regarding the institutional nature of schools that result from a lack of clear technologies
and competitive markets may be explanatory. Additional research and reflection
regarding systems thinking and mental models in both schools and the school system
should be pursued in order to enhance the ability to encourage teacher learning in this
area.
Mental Models:
introduction.
Senge (1990) explains that mental models frame and limit a person’s
understanding. He also notes that they are often self-perpetuating and tend to limit one’s
ability to examine and revise basic assumptions regarding how an organization works.
As a result, the ability to "surface” and test mental models can enhance a person’s ability
to be insightful and recognize the need for individual and organizational change (Senge,
1990). In the sites visited a number of factors encourage and assist school personnel to
revisit and revise their mental models.
changing personnel.
A school’s culture is dependent on the shared mental models or basic assumptions
of the faculty and administration. These are developed during the course o f their work
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(Schein, 1992). As a result, when a school is re-populated by new teachers, this old way
of doing things changes. Senge et. al. (1999) have also shown that change and
innovations diffuse in organizations through informal networks and professional
communities. Brown (cited in Senge et. al., 1999) notes that these networks are vital to
encouraging learning and changes in participation in a network can change the
organization. Experiences in each o f the sites show that selectively changing the
members of a faculty is an expedient method o f changing mental models in an
organization. For example, the carefully selected personnel in Site 1 share similar beliefs
and are willing to work together as a result. In another instance, the founding faculty of
Site 2 was assembled based, in part, on the shared belief that the school should be flexible
and continue to evolve to achieve its purpose. This basic shared assumption continues to
be critical to the vision's longevity and effectiveness.
While changing personnel as a method of changing mental models appears to be
effective, it is also an inexact procedure. For example, one teacher observed that just
because teachers agree on a similar purpose, they do not necessarily agree how to achieve
it. Furthermore, because mental models are tacit and tend to be held unconsciously, it
appears to be difficult to effectively screen teachers and administrators based on their
mental models during staffing. In addition, there is a lack o f certainty regarding how
alike mental models should be to promote organizational learning. One teacher echoed
Fullan’s (1993) belief that if everyone is too like-minded, groupthink becomes a danger.
collaboration, dialogue and trust.
The belief that there may not be one best answer for addressing any given
problem in a school promotes the surfacing, testing and revising o f mental models. This
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approach reflects Tolstoy's notion that teachers must recognize that the best method o f
teaching is dependent on the nature of the individual (cited in Schon 1983). The ability
to advance mental models is being promoted by the facilitation of activities that
encourage the examination o f different ideas through collaboration and dialogue. Open
communication and the building o f trust that occurs as a result of these various activities
also promotes reflection, revision and innovation. This is consistent with reports in the
literature such as Louis et. al.'s (1996) statement that enabling teachers to work and learn
together may be accomplished by employing thoughtful activities that encourage
reflective dialogue, de-privatization of practice, and a collective focus on student
learning.
Senge et. al. (1994) and Schein (1992) report that revealing mental models tends to be
psychologically threatening because people run the risk o f exposing flawed logic when
they share their assumptions. This is also apparent in the sites studied. An atmosphere of
trust and support is essential to create the psychological safety necessary for people to
feel confident sharing and revising mental models. Autocratic principals, critical staff
members, and teachers lacking confidence in their ability to work with peers detract from
the collaboration and dialogue necessary in this area. In contrast, Senge et. al. (1999)
note that effective leaders recognize increasing fear and anxiety as indicators of progress
and acknowledge and address these factors through individual and team learning.
learning.
Another factor that promotes the revision o f mental models is ongoing individual
learning. In addition, principals and teachers indicate that group learning also leads to the
revision of mental models. The effect of learning is particularly evident in Site 3 when
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the mental models that made up a successful culture are suddenly challenged. A major
change reduces the efficacy o f traditional teaching activities that normally take place in
that culture and requires additional teacher learning. Only some teachers recognize that
developing new knowledge and skills is necessary to address challenges that are the
result o f changes in students, programs, technology or curricula. Nevis et. al. (undated)
report similar results noting that the absence o f disconfirming evidence for long periods
in successful organizations can become an impediment to people recognizing changes
and being willing to learn from them.
time and momentum.
The provision o f adequate time for acknowledging a change and then learning
about its effect on one's work is important. Senge (1990) notes that uncovering,
examining, and revising mental models as a part o f organizational learning is a slow
process. This was evident in the third site where a struggle between the established and
an emerging culture was ongoing. In addition, in Site 1, it was also evident that team
learning that results in changes to mental models through collaborative dialogue over
time has a positive effect on later learning. The faculty’s progress revising mental
models was creating greater momentum and increased confidence that encourages future
changes to individual and organizational assumptions. This appears to parallel Senge et.
al.’s (1994) suggestion that developing the ability to reflect and inquire are key skills for
members o f an organization to promote the ongoing evolution of mental models. It also
reflects Senge et. al.’s (1999) observation that a change or learning initiative can be
reinforced when it demonstrably moves the members o f the organization closer to
attaining their shared purpose
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expectations for change.
As was evident in the promotion o f personal mastery, the belief that change in a
school should be ongoing and actively pursued also promotes the development of mental
models. Personnel in at least one o f the schools effect organizational learning because
they expect and look for reasons to revise their culture to better develop their ability to
achieve their purpose. In the literature many authors (Brown & Duguid, 1996; Costa &
Kallick. 1995; Fullan 1993; Hargreaves, 1994; Leithwood, 1994; Senge cited in O’Neil,
1995; Valli, 1994) strongly promote the effectiveness of cultivating this expectation of
continuous learning in schools and other organizations to encourage the ongoing pursuit
o f organizational learning.
leadership.
In the literature Marks and Louis (1999) emphasize the belief that facilitative
principals encourage organizational learning by supporting teachers, encouraging the
development o f a common direction and sharing power. Administrators in the three sites
studied reinforce this belief. For example, they create circumstances that encourage
ongoing revision o f mental models by providing time for and stewardship o f activities
that promote collaboration, dialogue and trust. The principals’ promotion o f shared
leadership and a sense o f shared responsibility for the school’s effectiveness also
encourages the continuous development o f mental models. Even with supportive
leadership, the recognition of change and the process of unearthing previous assumptions
for examination and possible revision are very difficult for some teachers. This is
particularly true in Site 3 where some teachers are well acquainted with ideas that
evolved from a formerly successful way o f thinking and working. The principal in Site 3
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was endeavoring to address this issue by creating collaborative forums for dialogue to
reconcile the mental models o f the two opposing groups in a dialectic fashion.
Principals' effort to provide the support and resources necessary to assist teachers
to be successful in their effort to implement new practices also promotes changes in
behaviors and mental models. On the other hand, without this support, unsatisfactory'
experiences with new ideas and different practices appear to direct teachers back to their
previous mental models.
Team Learning:
introduction.
Team learning is the development o f shared knowledge, skills and attitudes as the
result of positive and collaborative interactions between members o f the organization
(Senge, 1990). Many facets o f a school’s culture and climate promote team learning.
Administrators and faculty members can facilitate many activities and design structures
that encourage the kinds o f communication and collaboration necessary to promote team
learning.
culture.
The belief that, together, administrators and teachers are responsible for the
overall success of students in the school encourages team learning. Leithwood et. al.
(1998) state that these types o f collaborative beliefs augment teachers’ sense of
connection with each other and their sense o f responsibility for effective instruction.
This is promoted, in part, in the three schools in this study by selectively assembling a
faculty based on each individual’s allegiance to a specific purpose. Selecting teachers
based on their willingness and ability to participate in collaborative activities contributes
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to team learning. In contrast, teachers pursuing different purposes and those who are
unwilling or unable to participate in collaborative activities did not tend to communicate
in a manner that allowed for team learning.
Assembling a group o f individuals who share the belief that a school’s vision
should be continually evolving in order to achieve an agreed upon purpose is a
particularly effective way o f promoting team learning. In contrast, Fullan (1993)
describes how extensive experience with traditional school cultures that isolate teachers
in their rooms detracts from team learning.
collaboration and communication.
Senge (cited in O’Neil, 1995) notes that teachers tend to have little knowledge o f
or experience with skills such as dialogue, skillful discussion or the conscious suspension
of judgement that also promote team learning. Principal and teacher stewardship o f
formal and informal opportunities for groups to develop their skills working together
encourages the subsequent development o f additional team learning. For example, the
development of communication practices that allow individuals to share ideas, concerns
and beliefs in an open and supportive manner strongly promotes team learning. Sharing
beliefs, concerns and aspirations increases the faculty’s collective understanding and
encourages additional dialogue. Furthermore, structures and activities that encourage
positive group interactions between teachers from different grades or different
departments augment sharing and help to promote the development of overarching school
goals. In relation to this, activities that effectively involve an entire faculty and focus on
exposing and sharing beliefs about the school’s purpose encourage responsibility for the
school’s overall success. These findings are consistent with Hargreaves’ (1994)
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observation that the quality o f collaborative activities is important. He notes that
collaboration can enable teachers to work together in a creative manner. He also
recognizes that it can be instituted as a form o f control that keeps teachers in line.
Principals and teachers in the three sites enhance team learning by creating
specific structures and activities that promote collaboration and the sharing o f power.
They also promote team learning by creating an open and positive climate where people
trust each other. The belief that teachers can learn from each other also promoted team
learning. In contrast, in circumstances where trust and openness do not exist,
communication among members o f a large group tends to avoid or obscure the discussion
of difficult and substantial issues. Furthermore, some teachers hold a belief that Senge et.
al. (1999) refer to as the “not invented here” mentality and do not believe that the
organization can learn from its own members and favor only outside experts.
time.
Just as the development of personal mastery and the revision o f mental models
require considerable amounts of time, activities involving collaboration and
communication for team learning also tend to be time-consuming. Difficulty providing
adequate time to promote team learning tends, therefore, to be an ongoing concern. A
related concern is that some teachers perceive efforts by principals to share power and
encourage collaboration as encroaching on their time and detracting from the work for
which they are responsible. In some teachers’ eyes collaborative efforts are even
interpreted as the principal not doing her job. Senge et. al. (1999) also observe that
members of an organization may not commit to a learning initiative because they feel that
it detracts from the limited time they have to complete their “real” work. This also
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reflects Brown and Duguid’s (1996) research that shows that conventional descriptions
and conceptions o f job roles often obscure opportunities for learning and innovation. As
a result they suggest that in order to generate new understanding and new practices in
schools, teachers must first have access to time and facilitators to allow them to reassess
their work.
organizational memory.
Ideas and strategies created by team learning are overlooked or forgotten unless
steps are taken to record them. Schools must consider developing formal procedures for
creating an organizational memory to ensure the outcomes o f team learning are recorded
and made accessible to others. Otherwise, as was the case in Site 2, the same initiative
may be invented repeatedly as personnel come and go.
Systems Thinking:
introduction.
Nevis et. al. (undated) promote systems thinking by stating that it is impossible to
effectively determine what should change in an organization without first knowing what
exists currently. Fullan (1993) addresses this notion in relation to schools and the
perception that teachers are resistant to change. He states that "‘the main problem in
public education is not resistance to change, but the presence o f too many innovations
mandated or adopted uncritically and superficially on an ad hoc fragmented basis” (p.
23). Consistent with Fullan’s statement, the application o f systems oriented approaches
to the adoption of teachers’ and administrators’ work in the schools studied is highly
varied.
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school traditions.
The effect o f traditional cultural characteristics of schools such as teacher
isolation, departmentalization and bureaucratization prevent the application of systems
thinking to many facets o f a school’s operation (Fullan, 1993; Hargreaves, 1994). This is
also true in the schools studied. As an example, one teacher notes that at times he finds it
most convenient to isolate himself from school-wide decisions and practices and “just do
what I do.” In addition, there seems to be a sense among a number of teachers that their
school is doing all that can be done under the circumstance in which they operate. This
seems to preclude deep investigations into the nature o f the school as a system and a
search for other possible approaches or actions.
systems orientation in principals.
Different circumstances and individuals may promote the application of systems
thinking. In particular, the principals in this study appear to understand how one action
may result in multiple outcomes, both intended and unintended. They tend, therefore, to
approach issues from a systems view. For example, the principal in Site 1 demonstrates
systems thinking by selectively assembling a faculty that supports the school’s purpose
and working to develop the faculty’s ability to engage in dialogue rather than discussion.
This principal also promotes systems thinking among members o f the faculty when she
highlights the importance o f measuring the success of programs over a longer term.
leadership and learning for systems thinking.
Principals are able to assist teachers to recognize the inevitability o f change in a
school and its program. They also encourage addressing ongoing change from a systems
viewpoint. For example, transformational and shared leadership practices encourage a
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systematic focus. Teachers who are responsible for curriculum or program development
and teachers who act in leadership roles express greater awareness o f the
interrelationships in schools. Furthermore, the design and implementation o f activities
that demonstrate the interdependent nature o f teachers in the school also encourages a
broad perspective of the organization. In addition, an individual’s pursuit o f personal
mastery also seems to encourage the ability to question mental models and allow teachers
to experience change as a trigger for thinking systematically and recognizing
possibilities. Finally, it also seems that individuals who expect change are more willing
than others to employ systems thinking and expect to arrive at innovative or creative
solutions to challenges.
expectations for the whole.
The literature (Darling-Hammond, 1996; Fullan, 1993; Hargreaves 1994)
documents how the bureaucratic nature of schools tends to fragment tasks and isolate
teachers. Often the result of this orientation is that teachers do not conceive o f their work
as more than following a set o f simple rules that have been mapped out for them.
Teaching then becomes an activity in which little understanding, creativity, or critical
questioning is expected (Brown & Duguid, 1996; Fullan, 1993; Geranmayeh, 1993;
Goodlad, 1984; Hargreaves, 1994). In contrast, this study shows that the expectation that
teachers are responsible and accountable for the overall success o f the school helps to
assure a more global perspective o f the school. For example, creating opportunities for
teachers to understand and think about the school as an interrelated system by articulating
the nature o f the change in the school and its effect on the school as a whole promotes a
systematic approach. In addition, evaluating the success of the school in achieving an
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overall shared purpose also seems to create a greater recognition o f the importance o f
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understanding a school as unit. In relation to this, the measurement o f school success
appears to be problematic. A lack o f clarity exists regarding how schools should measure

!

j

success. External measures of success that conflict with the school’s stated purpose
create confusion. Relevant internal measures o f success do not seem to be very
prevalent, however. Senge et. al. (1999) have also observed problems with measuring the
success o f innovations. They note that improvements are not always clear cut and results
are often mixed. Furthermore, some assessments reveal problems that have been hidden
prompting unfavorable evaluation o f the initiative being addressed. In addition, the
achievement of improved results often occurs after a long delay following the
implementation o f a new practice or innovation.
understanding one’s own role.
Though the effect is not entirely clear in this research it appears that assisting
teachers to address concerns or preoccupations regarding their own value or their role as
a teacher may enable them to think more systematically. Teachers with deep concerns
about their work or their own importance tend to narrow their focus and concentrate only
on these particular issues. This precludes the possibility of solving the issue
systematically. These types o f concerns also appear to create difficulty for teachers to
focus on other parts o f their work with children. Senge et. al. (1999) have also reported
that in order to contribute to organizational learning members o f an organization need to
understand their role in terms of how they fit in, how they can contribute and how they
will benefit from their contributions.
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Shared Vision:
introduction.
Senge (1990) reports that the creation o f a shared vision must be a never-ending
process in which members o f the organization's community share common stories and
expectations about the organization's vision and values while fostering a genuine and
collaborative commitment to achieving a shared purpose. The creation and pursuit of a
shared vision appears to be a considerable challenge for schools. In this study only the
senior high school created a shared vision and it is the object o f frequent and ongoing
challenges. The presence or absence o f this construct appears to depend on the presence
o f each o f the other four disciplines. The absence of one or more of these four constructs
appears to detract from conditions necessary for developing a shared vision. Some of the
relationships between this construct and the other four become evident while examining
the narratives for answers to the question, "how do different factors articulated by
teachers and the principal influence the school’s promotion and development of a shared
vision among its constituents?’’
shared purpose, collaborative culture.
A clear, regularly articulated focus on teaching and learning promotes the
achievement o f a school’s purpose and appears to prepare the way for the development of
a shared vision. Carefully assembling personnel who share the willingness and ability to
pursue a shared purpose helps to promote this focus. Fullan (1993) and Schein (1992)
note the importance of selecting a group o f people who share beliefs about their work.
These two researchers indicate that ensuring similar assumptions and expectations among
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members of an organization makes the work within the organization to set a shared
purpose and agree upon a new vision considerably less difficult.
climate.
Developing each individual’s willingness and ability to collaborate and working
to develop an atmosphere o f trust encourages dialogue that results in individual and team
learning. The implementation of activities that encourage trust, dialogue and
collaboration among the faculty enhance the communication necessary to create a vision.
Communicating about a shared purpose allows for the sharing of different beliefs and the
examination o f viewpoints through dialogue with the intent of learning and advancing
people’s ability to create a shared vision. Furthermore, a collaborative faculty that shares
a belief about their purpose appears to be better able to examine their mental models than
would otherwise be the case. This is presumably because members of the faculty
experience less in the way of psychological threats when they share their assumptions
with others who are also committed to achieving the same purpose, even though they
may hold different beliefs. The development o f the ability to examine and revise mental
models helps to promote the development of a shared vision
administrative leadership.
Principals’ leadership considerably affects the development of a shared
vision. Principals can identify and promote the development o f each of the four
other constructs through the stewardship o f appropriate activities and the design
o f appropriate structures. For example, in Site 2, beliefs and structures designed
by the founding administration encourage the practice of the other four constructs.
This encourages the development and maintenance o f a highly effective shared
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vision. As another example, in Site 1, the principal’s efforts to address and
encourage the development o f each o f the other four constructs was developing a
belief among the school’s personnel that they could create and achieve a shared
vision.

expecting evolution, sharing responsibility.
Another factor that affects the ongoing development o f a shared vision is the
presence o f a shared expectation for the school’s continual evolution. This encourages
the faculty to seek to avoid organizational stasis and ensure ongoing improvements in
teaching and learning in the school. This type o f approach can be promoted by the
creation and implementation o f structures that operated in an ongoing, and regular
fashion during the day-to-day activities o f the school. In addition, transformational and
shared leadership efforts also support the expectation o f ongoing change. They create the
assumption that a vital part o f each teacher’s work is to be a catalyst for change. This
also encourages the belief that administrators and teachers share the responsibility for the
overall success of the school. Finally the application o f systems thinking is promoted
when teachers attempt to see how their work, the work o f colleagues and the work of
administrators is interrelated. The ability to think about a school as a system appears to
promote the development o f a shared vision for the school.
encouraging learning.
The failure to provide teachers with adequate support and resources to ensure they
possess the knowledge, skills, confidence and beliefs necessary to effectively implement
a new initiative challenges the development o f a shared vision. Teachers experience
considerable difficulty working diligently and optimistically towards an outcome that
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they are not optimistic about attaining. Faculty, administrative and system-wide efforts
to promote the development o f specific knowledge, skills and confidence can assist all
teachers. Additional benefits occur when resources, such as textbooks or properly
configured computers, necessary' for implementing a new program are readily available.
considerations for future research.
Further study in this area by longitudinally tracking developments in each o f the
sites seems likely to further an understanding o f how' a shared vision develops in
relationships to the four constructs.
Conclusion:
General Considerations:
It is advisable that school administrators and teachers continue to work to create
learning organizations. For example, Leithwood et. al. (1998) state that schools face ‘"the
postmodern conditions o f uncertainty, lack of stability, and impermanence” (p. 268) and
"conceiving of schools as learning organizations seems like a promising organization
design response to the continuing demands o f restructuring” (p. 268). It is also advisable
that research continues to identify how to advance the ability o f schools to engage in the
process of becoming learning organizations. In support o f these efforts, Leithwood et. al.
(1998) declare that “beginning to identify those specific conditions that foster O.L.
[organizational learning] is an urgent research goal for educational researchers” (p. 268).
The descriptions o f the three schools in this dissertation add to the literature
regarding conditions that promote and detract ffom a faculty’s efforts to enhance their
ability to operate as a learning organization. While the context varies ffom site to site,
the thick descriptions o f three schools undergoing changes highlight considerations that
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affect the development o f O.L. These considerations may assist others in the creation o f
effective approaches for their own schools. The nature of the sample is note intended to
provide generalizability. In addition there is no prescription for creating a learning
organization. Readers are encouraged, therefore, to consider each facet critically to
determine how the various factors may be applicable to their specific context. Finally,
though the five constructs tend to be examined separately in the narratives, readers must
recognize that considerable and obvious interdependencies exist between each.
Specific Considerations:
leadership.
The importance of the principal as leader is a prominent theme that encourages a
consideration of principal’s ideas and actions. Principals appear to be accountable for
using their power to direct others and, at the same time, ensuring that both power and
accountability become shared. Furthermore, principals can promote the development o f
each of the five constructs (personal mastery, team learning, systems thinking, mental
models and shared vision) by directing and assisting teachers to focus on the notion that
change is ongoing both in and out of schools. For example, inculcating the beliefs that a
vision must evolve and that mental models must be regularly revisited and revised
augment individual and team learning, and the application of systems thinking. The
challenge for administrators is to identify and develop procedures that share leadership,
promote an ongoing capacity to work in a changing milieu and inculcate the expectation
that teachers must be active participants in ensuring the success o f the whole school.
The importance o f assembling a faculty that shares similar beliefs about their
purpose or vision, and a focus on meeting the needs o f students should not be overlooked.
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Principals’ decisions to hire or accept transfers based on the ability o f the individual to
support and contribute to a shared purpose promote O.L. In addition, carefully
orchestrated changes in personnel are capable of enhancing the speed and effectiveness o f
restructuring efforts.
time and learning.
The promotion of O.L. requires the development of innovative methods to create
time for teachers to engage in activities other than teaching, supervision, marking and
planning. Inadequate time for individual and team learning is a conspicuous theme that
detracts ffom the development o f each of the five constructs. Providing time by adding to
a teacher’s workload, making demands on their personal life, or by taking teachers out of
their classrooms are less than ideal solutions. Other creative solutions such as innovative
student schedules appear to be a step in an effective direction.
Consideration must also be given to programs of formal professional
development. On one hand, they are having an ineffective impact on individual learning.
There is a widespread belief that as they currently exist, these activities are an
unproductive use o f time and money. Alternatives that promote flexible opportunities for
individual learning or group learning are widely favored. On the other hand, there is also
evidence that teachers are not being adequately prepared and supported to work in
changing conditions. Consideration must also be given to the development o f specific
programs o f formal professional development that provide teachers with the specific
skills and knowledge they require to effectively address changes in their school and their
school system.
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collaboration, dialogue and trust.
Organizational learning is not possible when teachers work in isolation. The
development o f skills that enhance the ability o f members o f a faculty to reflect, dialogue
and collaborate must be facilitated. Opportunity for communicating and collaborating in
activities where all faculty members share beliefs, concerns and ideas for the purpose o f
improving teaching and learning is necessary to promote organizational learning.
Principals and faculty members also enhance the development o f all five constructs
through the creation o f a supportive, trusting and open school climate.
sharing a vision.
Principals’ behaviors, as well as those o f other members o f the school community,
enhanced the stewardship o f a shared vision. The ongoing development of a shared
vision appears to be promoted by the development o f the other four constructs. In
particular, the identification and provision o f structures and activities that support the
development o f personal mastery, mental models, team learning and systems thinking
seem to be necessary conditions for the development o f a shared vision. In addition, the
understanding that a vision is a fluid or evolving entity encourages its ongoing
development. This evolution appears to depend on the provision of time and regular
activities for developing the vision. The ongoing pursuit and evolution of a vision is also
enhanced when all members o f the school’s personnel perceive that they share the
responsibility for the pursuit o f these types o f activities. Focusing a vision to encourages
the ongoing development o f teacher beliefs and behaviors as they relate to teaching and
student learning is essential to promote organizational learning in schools. Finally,
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continually striving for clarity and attainability during the modification o f a vision
promotes ongoing effort.
Future Considerations:
Senge et. al. (1999) address where they expect investigations and
developments should lead in order to refine the pursuit o f organizational learning
and what the benefits o f this activity will be:
The practice o f organizational learning involves developing tangible activities,
new governing ideas, innovations in infrastructure, and new management methods
and tools for changing the way people conduct their work. Given the opportunity
to take part in these new activities, people will develop enduring capability for
change. The process will pay back the organization with far greater levels of
diversity, commitment, innovation, and talent.
Longitudinal studies of the schools in this study and others in which efforts are
ongoing to create a shared purpose, to develop a shared vision or to ensure the ongoing
pursuit o f an evolving shared vision should be completed. These studies could generate
additional insights regarding the enhancement o f O.L. for consideration by administrators
and teachers in other contexts. In addition, studies must also be undertaken in order to
reveal how O.L. by teachers and administrators in schools impacts on and benefits
student learning.
Also, with regard to assembling a particularly effective staff, research could been
done to identify mental models that are well suited to teachers. This may identify
particular kinds o f mental models and particular mixes o f mental models that are likely to
enhance a person’s work as a teacher or school administrator. This type o f research may
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also create methods that would help discriminate between potential candidates during
hiring for positions in schools. It may also identify how individuals who wish to be more
effective should focus their efforts to ensure the ongoing testing and revising o f their own
mental models.
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Appendix A
School’s as Learning organizations: Implications for Teachers’ Work:
Structured Interview Questionnaire
Preamble:
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. As you may know, the
purpose o f this inquiry is to work to identify how schools can better create an
environment in which teachers are better supported in their work. This inquiry is an
attempt to identify activities and behaviors that assist and support individual teachers and
entire faculties. It is also an attempt to identify activities and behaviors that may frustrate
individual teachers and faculties in the accomplishment of their work.
There are two main benefits that are anticipated to come out o f this study. One
benefit is that the study will provide the students, teachers, administrators and parents of
the Calgary Board o f Education with information that should be of considerable use in
achieving its purpose of ensuring that quality learning is accessible to all students. In
particular, the community that is the Calgary Board of Education will be assisted in the
identification and refinement o f ways in which to support and nurture the work o f its
teachers. The second benefit o f the study is that it will contribute to a greater
understanding of how individuals and groups in schools throughout North America can
support and nurture the work o f teachers and continually work towards the provision of
the best possible educational experience for each student.
It is also important for you to know that three fundamental courtesies will be
extended to you. First, pseudonyms will be used for all individuals to ensure
confidentiality. Second, you will receive a draft o f any inferences or interpretations I
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make based on this interview for you to validate. Third, I am taping each interview and
then transcribing it in order to ensure I do not miss anything. The stop button is here
(identify physically). You may turn off the recorder at anytime if there is something that
you do not want recorded.
Do you have any questions or concerns?
Let us begin the interview with a number o f questions that will help me to
establish an understanding o f your context. In any instance, if you would rather not
answer a question, that is your prerogative.
Contextual Questions:
1. Full Name
2. Post-Secondary Education?
3. Number o f years teaching?
4. Number o f years with the Calgary Board?
5. Number o f years at your current school?
6. Subject Area(s) taught currently?
7. Subject Area(s) taught previously?
8. Current administrative, committee, extra-curricular, or other duties in addition to
teaching?
The remainder of this interview focuses on identifying your feelings and concerns
about how things are done around here. There are five main areas which I will ask you to
tell me about.
1.

Please tell me about your professional development experiences in the past year.

Which stand out in your mind? Why?
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Possible additional prompts
•

What would an ideal professional development program look like?

•

Ask about time, relevance, choice, opportunities to collaborate, and opportunities to
innovate.
2.

Describe how teachers and the administration share information and solve
problems?

Possible additional prompts
•

Describe a typical staff meeting at the school? Who talks? Who doesn’t? What kinds
o f agenda items are discussed?

•

Are there other forums for faculty in this building come together to work to solve
problems and do planning?

•

In what instances does the faculty communicate most effectively?

•

What ensures good communication among staff?
3. Can you describe your experience and feelings during a recent school wide
change?

Additional Prompts
•

How was the decision to make this change arrived at?

•

How did the change affect various departments and programs?
4. How do teachers work together in this school? For example, can you describe a
recent experience where a group o f teachers worked together to address the
specific needs o f a student, or a department worked together on a curricular
innovation or change.

•

Additional Prompts
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•

What ensures that a group works well together?

•

In this school, do teachers tend to collaborate with other teachers or tend to work by
themselves? Why?
5. Could you please describe your vision for this school?

Possible additional prompts
•

How does your vision for the school compare with the espoused vision for the
school?

•

How well do you feel the official school vision encompasses the vision of the entire
faculty, staff, and community?

•

How was the vision for the school arrived at?

•

How often is the vision revised? Is there an identified procedure for this process?

Thank you.
Procedure for follow-up:
May I please have a phone number, email address, or mail address at which I may contact
you in order to ask clarifying questions?
May I please have an email or mail address at which I may send you a copy o f my
interpretations for verification, correction or addition?
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